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Everything you want in a counter ... and for only $1340 

This new 20-MHz, IC counter-timer has just 
about everything you have been asking 
for in a gene ral-purpose counter: mu ltiple
measurement capability, remote program
mab ili ty, eight-d ig it readout, two input 
channe ls, cho ice of time base, low cost, and 
avai lab le complementary scalers to extend 
freq uency range to 100 MHz and higher. 
Measurement Versatility. Frequency: DC 
to 20 MHz; 1 µ.s to 10 s count ing gate times. 
Accuracy of ±1 count± time-base 
accuracy. 
Sing le Pe riod: Up to 109s (over 3 years); 
clock rate variab le from 0.1 µ. s to 10 s. 

Multip le Period: 1 to 108 periods; clock 
rate 0.1 µ.s. 

Time Interval: 0.1 µ.s to 109s (ful l input-signal 
processing). 

Frequency Ratio: 1 to 108 . 

Count: Register capacity 108 . 

Programmability. Measurement functions, 
ranges, and most of the secondary controls 
(such as disp lay time and input-trigger 
leve l) can be programmed remotely . Most of 
the programm ing is controlled by simple 
contact closures to ground. Models are 

available with high-speed, buffered BCD 
outputs from internal storage to drive 
auxiliary data-handling equipment. 
Readout. Eight digits of high-contrast neon 
indicators, with automatic display of 
decimal point and units. Continuous display 
from storage provides rapidly corrected 
data without flicker. 
Input Circu its. Two high-sensitivity input 
channe ls cons isting of a high-impedance, 
low-noise FET circuit preceded by a 3-
position step attenuator. Full controls for 
trigger level, slope, and polarity. The 
1-megohm input impedance is constant 
for all control settings, permitting use of 
general-purpose, low-capacitance oscillo
scope probes . 
Time Base. Choice of time base to match 
needs and budget. Room-temperature 
oscillator has excellent stability, better than 
2 x 10 -7 re from 0° to 50°C, which is 
adequate for most applications. A high
precision oscillator, in proportional-control 
oven, provides a stability of better than 
2 x 1 O -l0/ °C from 0° to 50°C when operated 
continuously. Eithertime base can be locked 
to an external standard frequency of 0.1, 

1.0, 2.5, 5. or 10 MHz. Because it has no 
warmup frequency transient, the room
temperature oscillator is specifically 
recommended for this application. 
Cost. Prices* range from $1340 for the basic 
counter with a room-temperature crystal 
to $1540 for the model with an oven-con
trol led crystal and BCD outputs. The basic 
model with only the BCD-output option 
costs $1390. For large-volume use rs, in 
particular, the savings realized by specify
ing our new 1191 Counter is substantial. 
Higher Frequencies. By using our 1156-A 
Decade Scaler with the 1191 Counter, you 
can extend the upper frequency limit of the 
1191 to 100 MHz. A new scaler to be avail
able soon will extend the limit to 500 MHz . 
For complete information, write General 
Radio Company, W. Concord, Mass. 01781; 
telephone (617) 369-4400; TWX (710) 347-
1051 . 

GENERAL RADIO 
Circle 900 on reader service card 

*Prices apply only in the U.S.A. 



strip chart recording: USE ELECTRIC WRITING FROM HEWLEfT-PACKARD. 
There's only one way to be absolutely certain your strip-chart 
recorder won't miss any information over a long-term or 
intermittent stop-start recording period ... by using HP's ex
clusive electric writing recorders. Electric writing reduces 
maintenance and completely eliminates constant attention. 
Whenever you turn your recorder on, you can simply walk 
away and never worry about losing data. 
Electric writing, available on HP 5-inch 680 Series and 10-
inch 7100 Series Strip-Chart Recorders, uses HP-developed 
electro-sensitive paper. It writes the instant the recorder is 
plugged in and turned "on"-and it keeps on writing . No 
paper processing required; traces are insensitive to heat, 
pressure, light and humidity. 

It's an ideal continuous monitor for unattended instrumenta
tion measuring velocity, humidity, pressure, seismographic 
and oceanographic signals, wind tunnel data, weather data, 
radio astronomy, radiation monitc:>ring-you name it. 
Call your local HP field engineer for a free brochure des
cribing electric writing and including an actual sample 
recording . Or write Hewlett-Packard , Palo Alto. Calif. 94304; 
Europe : 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva. 

HEWLETT tli PACKARD 

GRAPH IC REC 0 RD ER S 11101 
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PERFECT MATES 
New Multiple Function Package Combines Accurate DC 

OVE RLOAD RANGE 
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With Ohms, AC Volts, Micro-DC Volts 

The hp3460B Digital Voltmeter and hp3461AAC/Ohms 
Converter-DC Preamplifier combine to make a multiple 
function DVM with high resolution, high accuracy, and 
high sensitivity. The package has a 203 over-ranging 
capability, and an accuracy of 0.0053 of de reading, 
0.0843 of midrange ac reading and 0.012% of ohms 
reading. 

You can make low-level de voltage measurements 
with 1 µV sensitivity, wide-range ac voltage measure

ments from 50 Hz to 100 kHz with 10 µV sensitivity, an9 
accurate resistance measurements from 1 kQ to 12 MQ 
with 10 milliohm sensitivity on the lowest range. 

Optional Combinations. To allow minimum invest
ment with flexibility for meeting future requirements, 
the 3461A can be purchased to include a single func
tion or a combination of functions. Functions not orig
inally purchased can be ordered and easily installed. 

Systems Use. High common mode rejection (160 dB 
at de and 110 dB at 60 Hz), guarded inputs and speed 

of reading (2.5 readings/second for ac and 15 readings/ 

2 Circle 2 on reader service card 

second on de) make the combination ideal for use in 
digital data acquisitfon systems. Range, function, trig
ger and integration period are fully programmable for 
automated measurements. BCD output (1-2-4-8) con
tains 6 digits of data, polarity, decimal location and 
overload information. 

To get the complete story on the versatility of this 
new multiple function combination, call your nearest 
hp field engineer. Or, write to Hewlett-Packard, Palo 
Alto, California 94304. Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, 
Geneva. Prices: hp 3460B Digital Voltmeter, $3600; 
hp 3461A AC/Ohms Converter-DC Preamplifier (com· 
plete), $2075. Prices of 3461A options on request. 

097/20 

HEWLETT. PACKARD 

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS 
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Readers Comment 

Age of progress 

To the Editor: 
Contributors Baker and Cressey 

are to be congratulated on their 
excellent paper describing a new 
form of mechanical resonator [Oct. 
2, p. 115]. 

It is worthy of note, however, 
that an H-form resonator system 
has been used previously, notably 
by the Englishman John Harrison 
in an oscillator intended as a timing 
source for navigational computa
tion. 

Designed to work on board ships 
without air-conditioning in all cli
mates, the equipment consumed 
about 100 milliwatts from a built-in, 
rechargeable, pulse-width-modu
lated power supply (a mechanical 
clock spring), and achieved an ac
curacy of 1 part in 106 over a five 
month operational cruise. 

By any standards, this was not 
a bad effort for the year 1735, and 
the history of this resonant system 
appears to be another example of 
a British innovation neglected at 
home and usefully exploited in the 
U.S. A full description of the sys
tem can be found in the Journal of 
the Society for Nautical Research, 
London, April 1935. 

Thomas T. Walters 
Stephen W. Tonkin 

British Aircraft Corp. 
Bristol 
England 

On the ball 

To the Editor: 
In the boxed short article titled 

"Inside the fireball" [Aug. 21, 1967, 
p. 102] an error, albeit minor, ap
pears. It is stated that a billion 
kilowatts of energy is released. But 
kilowatts is not a unit of energy, 
but of power. In order to be right, 
it would have to be kilowatt-sec
ond, kilowatt-hour, etc. 

And the words following to the 
effect that the energy is released in 
a fraction of a second, do not help 
matters, but make them even more 
confusing. 

Bombay 
India 

K.P. Hare 
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News for Systems Designers 

gates 

nsec 
flip-flops 

MHz 
Increase your system speed. 
Sprague SSL* is the fastest saturated 
logic. And it's pin compatible 
Ylith series 8000. 
You should call us fa·st. 
For aclclitional information on 
Sprague SSL Super-Speecl Logic, writ• lo: 

I Semiconcluclor Division 
Sprague Electric Company 
115 Northeast Cutoll 
Worcester, Mass. 01606 

*Trademark for Super-Speed logic 

.... ,... SPRAGUE WORCESTER ••• the world's finest microcircuit facility 

I Electronics J January 22, 1968 
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SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

"Spr11u1' ind'@' ire r11lstered trademuks of tho Spr1au1 Electric Co. 
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The little black box in the center is a very simple( 
inexpensive limit-control device. 

It's called a circuit breaker. 

A circuit breaker for limit control? 
It's not as far-out as it sounds. For 

years a lot of people have been using 
Heinemann breakers for just that 
purpose. 

An example. Let's say you 've got a 
computer that you want to protect from 
high internal ambient temperatures. 

First thing you do is order an NTC 
thermistor from your favorite supplier. 
Then you order a relay-trip circuit 
breaker from us. You hook them up 
more or less as we've shown in the 
schematic at right. 

Now. If the temperature of the ven-

3717 

tilating air rises above a safe level, the 
resistance of the thermistor drops. This 
raises the breaker's coil voltage. The 
breaker trips immediately. Line power 
goes off. Neat and simple as that. 

NTC thermistor 
in computer 
ventilating 
air stream br powerto 

computer 
1- ---- - circuits 
I 
I 

: f' I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

relay-trip: I 
breaker 1 1 1 __ ----- __ J 

DC line 

You can just as easily control prac
tically any physical parameter (our 
photo symbolizes some of the basic 
ones). Any sort of sensor is suitable so 
long as you have an available current 
or voltage signal for the limit-control 
shutdown. The only thing else you 
need is a copy of our Engineering 
Guide, to give you full data on perti
nent breaker parameters. If you ask us 
for Bulletin 202, you'll get a copy post 
haste. Heinemann Electric Co., 2600 
Brunswick Pike, Trenton, N.J. 08602. 

~HEiNEMANN 
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Methods of gain 

To the Editor: 
I must take exception to your 

statement that the µA 703 lacks 
automatic-gain control capability 
[Newsletter, Dec. 11, p. 26]. If one 
looks closely at the transfer charac
teristic and the construction of the 
device he will see that three dis
tinct age methods are available; 
they are shown in the schematics. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

µ,A 703 

Iogc 

L __ _ 

gm 

- gm(MAX):;:.;1/2 r8 

L-~- OPERATING 

0 
VOFFSET 

POINT 

+ 

• Introduction of Iagc causes 
positive or negative offset voltage 
to be developed across resistor R, 
causing the device to be operated 
at a point other than at maximum 
forward transconductance; 

• Eliminate resistor R and ex
tract current from pin 5, thereby 

decreasing current to bias diodes 
hence reducing current source cur
rent, increasing r0 of Q1 and Q2, 

which in turn reduces the voltage 
gain of the device since Av = 
RL/2r0 ; or 

• Inject current into pin 5 and 
decrease re, increase gain and oper
ate about that point. 

With any of these methods an 
age in excess of 50 db/ µA703 is 
possible. 

G. James Estep 
Applications department 
Fairchild Semiconductor 
Mountain View, Calif. 

Off balance 

To the Editor: 
The scales with vibrating strings 

which are described and shown in 
the story "Better weight" [Dec. 11, 
p. 255] were developed by re
searchers of Wirth Gallo & Co., 
Zurich, Switzerland and were re
cently given fo be manufactured 
and sold to Maatschappij Van Ber
kel's Patent NV, Rotterdam. 

Wirth Gallo & Co. 
Zurich 
Switzerland 

You only have to ask 

To the Editor: 

Armin Wirth 
Mario Gallo 

No one can successfully ask the 
FCC for something that it can't 
legally give ("FCC begins to get 
the message", Jan. 8, p. 153]. 

The FCC has given me within 
three hours everything I have asked 
for the last five times. 

New Hartford 
New York 

David T. Geiser 
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MEASURE 
transient response 
-------------output impedance 

loop stability 
-------------proper regulation 

microvolt ripple 

short and 
long term drift 

of your power supply 

WITH ONE (1) 
INSTRUMENT 

I g -~ - ~~ ---.•... • - ~ ->• ··~ ; ._., ·-
' ···-;.."..• S'-" 

Now you can perform a complete check 
on all important parameters of your 
power supply ... in a fraction of the 
time you used to take ... with one small 
instrument in stead of a bank of equip· 
ment. 
PM's new Model 1004 Power Supply Test 
Set contains an electronic load capable 
of pulse loading a supply up to 20A and 
70V. Operates in pulse or DC mode. Con
tains a regulation monitor for precise 
drift and regulation measurements. The 
meter is calibrated directly in % regu
lation. 10%, 1%, .1 %, and .01 % full 
scale. Accuracy is 3PPM/min. and 10-
PPM/8 hrs. 

PM 1004 - $1100.00 

PM 1003 (without regulation monitor)$750.00 

0:-M~ PACIFIC 
MEASUREMENTS 
INCORPORATED 

940 INDUSTRIAL AVENUE , 
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 

(415) 328-0300 
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PHYSICS INTERNATIONAL COMPANY ;p; 
High energy pulsed radiation simulators • Hypervelocity and shock hydrodynamics research 

2700 Merced Street, San Leandro, California 945n ·Telephone: 415 / 357-4610 
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People 

The surge of interest in oceanog
raphy at Scientific-Atlanta Jnc. is 
evidenced by the appointment of 
W. James Trott 
as principal 
scientist, a new 
post. 

Trott comes 
to the company 
from the Under
water Sound 
Reference divi-
sion of the W.JamesTrott 

Navy's Orlando, Fla., research lab
oratory, where he was in charge of 
R&D. Back in 1952 he was involved 
in the committee work leading to 
the publication of "American Stand
ard Procedures for Calibration of 
Electroacoustic Transducers, Par
ticularly Those for Use in Water." 

As a result of that effort, plus his 
contributions to Navy measurement 
techniques and calibration proce
dures, he is currently chairman of 
a group working within the Inter
national Electrotechnical Commis
sion preparing recommendations 
for an international hydrophone 
and a standard international pro
cedure for calibrating electroacous
tic underwater sound transducers. 

Trott sees his association with 
Scientific-Atlanta as a two-way 
street because of the analogies be
tween the acoustical measurements 
involved in testing underwater 
sound transducers and the electro
magnetic measurements made in 
the antenna field. Scientific-Atlanta 
is primarily a supplier of antenna 
test instrumentation, but it has also 
been producing underwater sound
transducer testing systems since 
1962. ''I'll be in a position to help 
the company expand its instrumen
tation line beyond underwater 
sound transducer testing,'' says 
Trott. "At the same time, I'll trans
late the company's experience in 
antenna measurement to ocean
ographic applications and thus fur
ther my own knowledge of under
water acoustics." 

He isn't saying in which partic
ular direction his initial research at 
Scientific-Atlanta will go, but it's 
interesting to note that during his 
years with the Na val research lab -
oratory he developed the only 
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TRW's T-368/URT transmitters* use 
Machlett variable vacuum capacitors 

For peak performance under adverse temperature and humidity conditions, 
TRW's rugged field transmitters for military teletypewriter communications 
use ML-VCV 128 ceramic variable vacuum capacitors. 
The ML-VCV 12 series: 20-1500 pF; 7.5; 10, 15 kV and 75A RMS. 
Direct replacements for previously used glass capacitors, these 
ceramic units provide great structural rigidity and low capacitance 
change with temperature variation . 
Send for "Vacuum Variable Capacitors-An Introduction to their 
Design, Ratings and Installation," printed in the Machlett Cathode Press: 
The Mach/ett Laboratories, Inc., 1063 Hope St., Stamford, Conn. 06907. 

•Used in Radio Set AN / GRC-260, Frequency Range : 1.5-20 me 
Power levels: AM voice or FSK/ AM 400 watts, CW or FSK 450 watts. 

The Machlett Laboratories, Inc., welcomes resumes from engineers and scientists. 

THE MACHLETT LABORATORIES, INC. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF RAYTHEON COMPANY 
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New from Sprague! 

5 Times tbe Resistance of 
a Conventional Metal-Film Resistor 

of Equal Size! 

Wattage Maximum 
Type Rating Size Resistance 

Extended-Range 
.095" D. Filmistor 1/10 .250" L. 1.5 MO 

Resistor 
Conventional .095" D. Metal-Film 1/10 .250" l. Resistor 

EXTENDED-RANGE FILMISTOR® 
METAL-FILM RESISTORS 

Substantial saving of space in all wattage ratings -
1 /20, 1 /10, 1 /8, 1 /4 1 /2, and 1 watt-with 

absolutely NO SACRIFICE IN STABILITY! 
Extended-Range Filmistor Resistors now offer, in addition to accuracy ... sta
bility ... reliability . . . resistance values in size reductions which were previously 
unobtainable. Size and weight advantages of Filmistor Resistors now make them 
ideal for applications in high-impedance circuits, field-effect transistor circuits, 
etc. Many designs which previously had to settle for the higher temperature 
coefficients of carbon-film resistors in order to obtain required resistance values 
can now utilize the low and controlled temperature coefficients of Filmistor 
Metal-Film Resistors. 
Other key features are ± 1 % standard resistance tolerance, low inherent noise 
level, negligible voltage coefficient of resistance, and tough molded case for 
protection against mechanical damage and humidity. 

For complete technical data, write for Engineering Bulletin 
7025D to Technical Literature Service, Sprague Electric Co., 
35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts 01247. 

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS 

RESISTORS 
CAPACITORS 
TRANSISTORS 
INTEGRATEO CIRCUITS 
THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUITS 
INTERFERENCE FILTERS 
4'SR·6139 

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES 
FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS 
MAGNETIC COMPONENTS 
PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
CERAMIC-BASE PRINTED NETWORKS 
PULSE-FORMING NETWORKS 
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SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

' Sprasue' and ·@ · are reai stered trademarks of the Spr11ue Electric Co. 

People 

method now used for near-field 
underwater sound-transducer test
ing and evaluation. 

"The only man I've ever met who 
can get a thousand mils out of 
every penny," says Harold Geneen, 
president of the International Tele
phone & Telegraph Corp., of James 
Ambrose, the new director of manu
facturing for the company's semi
conductor division. And with little 
wonder. 

Before taking up his new post, 
Ambrose was plant manager of 
ITT's diode facility in Lawrence, 
Mass., which he developed into the 
world's largest diode producer
about 325 million units per year. 
Last year, management cited the 
plant as showing the greatest 
growth in production and the great
est cost cuts of any 1rr facility. 

Ambrose has been with the com
pany since 1962. That's when ITT 
purchased National Transistor Co., 
where Ambrose was a general fore
man. Before taking over the Law
rence plant, he was product-line 
manager for germanium diodes. 

Ambrose has pushed for cheaper, 
faster production ever since he 
began in the semiconduction busi
ness in 1956 as a production-line 
foreman for the Clevite Corp. In 
1961, he joined the then newly 
formed National Transistor. His 
knowledge of Clevite's operation 
proved invaluable. Three years ago, 
1rr purchased Clevite's semicon
ductor unit. 

"Clevite had good production 
equipment," says Ambrose, "but 
top management didn't know how 
to put it to work-and wouldn't let 
anybody else try." Less than a 
month after the purchase, Ambrose 
and his associates had Clevite's 
equipment producing at twice its 
previous level. 

From his new headquarters at 
West Palm Beach, Fla., Ambrose 
will oversee production of all ITT 
semiconductor facilities. He also 
takes over as manager of the West 
Palm Beach plant, thus freeing the 
former acting plant manager, Rob
ert Graham, to return to full-time 
duties as the division's deputy gen
eral manager for the U.S. 
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A Communications System 
Test Set (VLF to HF) ... 

From Sierra comes the most thoroughly human-engineered instru
ment for HF-radio and telephone-carrier applications in today's 
knob- and meter-ridden world: The Model 305/360 Communications 
System Test Set. 

Model 305/360 gives you ultra-bright, unambiguous electronic 
digital readouts of frequency. Built-in counter automatically totals 
outputs of both the coarse and fine tuning oscillators, reads out 
tuned frequency with 10-Hz resolution . Attenuator levels appear in 
three-digit displays, with unique logic and switching circuits com
bining the levels of the 10-dB and 1-dB per step attenuators. Rear
projection meters with luminous pointers permit parallax-free 
viewing from any angle with easy resolution of fine-level increments. 

Performance features include phase-locked tuning circuits, a 
single continuous tuning range covering voice frequencies through 
32 MHz, and selective bandwidths of 250 and 3100 Hz. You can 
resolve signals separated by as little as 35-Hz. 

Model 305/360 does everything humanly possible to keep foibles 
from fouling your readings. For the brochure, write Sierra , 3885 
Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, California 94025. 

• Average to Very Bright 

Three 4-kHzohanne!s of L3 carrier multiplex system. Center 
channel has eletype subcarriers. Model 360A is in 12-kHz 
sweep width mode. sweeping from 6.780 to 6.792 MHz. 

8CAL.. 
CJli.1.. NOJU... •X'''"'"':..> 

u~ \• ~. .. ~ 0 ' • • 
\.. • J • ,_. ax•A ... OtO •C•ht • • ..._. 

"'•~ • oac 

Switch-selected meter modes, normal or expanded scale, 
provide level measurement resolution of 0.05 dB. Signal 
generator level increments as fine as 0.01 dB can be 
readily resolved. 

Frequency resolution to nearest 10 Hz in phase-locked 
tuning mode is displayed on flat-plane, high-brightness 
readouts. Alternative continuous tuning mode presents 
frequency resolved to nearest 100 kHz. 

engineered for 
humans (A to VB*) 

IPHILcolB 
PHILCO-FORD CORPORATION 
Sierra Electronic Operation 
Menlo Park, California • 94025 
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Thousands of different 
types and sizes of small 

dimension fuses and fuse 
mountings for protection 
of all types of Electronic 

and Electric Devices 

The complete BUSS QUALITY fuse line 

includes: single-element fuses for circuits 

where "quick-blowing" is needed ... single

element fuses for normal circuit protection ... 

or dual-element "slow-blowing" fuses for cir

cuits where harmless current surges occur ... 

or signal or visual indicating types where 

signals must be given when fuses open. Fuses 

from 1/500 ampere up - in body sizes from 

.140 x .300 inches up. 

And there's a • , • 

FOR FUSES AND FUSEHOLDERS OF UNQUESTIONED HIGH QUALITY 
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... Companion line of Fuse Blocks 
and Fuseholders 

Fuse Blocks. Single pole, multiple pole, small 
base, full base, molded base, laminated base, 
porcelain base fuse blocks . . . signal type fuse 
blocks and special blocks of all types. 

Fuseholders. Panel mounted, in-the-line, lamp 
indicating, visual indicating, signal activating 
fuseholders . . . with solder terminals, quick
connect terminals or special terminals. Fuse
holders of various types to meet Commercial 
and Military Specifications. 

• . . for every protection need, INSIST ON 

Electronics I January 22, 1968 

To help you select proper electrical protection, 
the BUSS small dimension fuse booklet offers a 
handy reference. Write for BUSS Bulletin SFB. 

All standard items are easily obtained through 
your BUSS distributor - but if you don't find 
what you need, get in touch with us. 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION 
McGraw-Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo. 63107 
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There always has to be a winner-and 
when it comes to all-purpose sweep signal 
generators, the Jerrold Model 900-C is a 
shoo-in : 

Measure a narrow band circuit (sweep
width down to 10 kHz) or check the entire 
coverage of broad band un its such as mix
ers, amplifiers, or filters (sweepwidths up 
to 400 MHz). Design , test or measure a 
variety of VHF, UHF, narrow and wide band 
devices in the frequency range 500 kHz to 
1200 MHz ... and do it with incomparable 
ease and accuracy. Here is convenience 
only an all-purpose sweeper can provide. 

The 900-C and ultra-reliable Measure
ment-by-Comparison techniques permit ac
curate and simple measurement of gain, 
loss, and VSWR. You can disregard vari
ables such as nonlinearity of detectors, os
cilloscope drift, and line voltage variat ions. 

If you need more convincing, send for 
complete data-or contact us for a demon
stration. Write Government and Industrial 
Division, Jerrold Electronics Corporation, 
401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. 

-

elean 
sweep% 
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IN TEST, 
MEASUREMENT, 

AND 
DESIGN 
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Meetings 

Power Meeting, IEEE; Statler-Hilton 
Hotel, New York, Jan. 28-Feb. 2. 

Defense Contract Administration 
Service Forum, American Society for 
Quality Control, Jack Tar Hotel, 
Clearwater, Fla., Feb. 10. 

Aircraft Design for 1980 Operations 
Meeting, American Institute of Aero
nautics and Astronautics; Mayflower 
Hotel, Washington, Feb. 12-14. 

Aerospace and Electronic Systems 
Convention, IEEE; International Hotel, 
Los Angeles, Feb. 13-15. 

International Solid-State Circuits 
Conference, IEEE; Sheraton Hotel, 
Philadelphia, Feb. 14-16. 

National Space Meeting, the Institute 
of Navigation; Ramada Inn, Cocoa 
Beach, Fla., Feb. 19-21. 

Scintillation and Semiconductor 
Counter Symposium, IEEE; Shoreham 
Hotel, Washington, Feb. 28-March 1. 

Technology for Manned Planetary 
Missions Meeting, American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics; New 
Orleans, March 4-6. 

Western Regional Technical Session, 
Electrochemical Society; Hilton Inn , 
San Francisco, March 7. 

Conference of the American Society for 
Nondestructive Testing; Biltmore Hotel, 
Los Angeles, March 11-13. 

Physics Exhibition, Institute of Physics 
and the Physical Society; London, 
March 11-14. 

International Convention and 
Exhibition, IEEE; New York Coliseum 
and New York Hilton Hotel, 
New York, March 18-21. 

Modulation Transfer Function, Society 
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation 
Engineers; Boston, March 21-22. 

Symposium on Microwave Power, 
International Microwave Power 
Institute; Statler Hilton Hotel, 
Boston, March 21-23. * 

Flight Test Simulation and Support 
Conference, American Institute of 

Aeronautics and Astronautics; Los 
Angeles, March 25-27. 

International Aerospace 
Instrumentation Symposium, College 
of Aeronautics, Cranfield , and 
Instrument Society of America; 
Cranfield, England , March 25-28. 

Quality Control Conference, American 
Society for Quality Control; University 
of Rochester, N.Y., March 26. 

Short Courses 

Integrated circuits and their 
incorporation into equipment, IEEE, 
Hilton Hotel, New York, March 18-21; 
$60 (members), $75 (nonmembers). 

The influence of defects on the 
fundamental optical properties of 
solids, Stevens Institute of 
Technology's Department of Electrical 
Engineering, Hoboken, N.J., April 24; 
no fee. 

Recent advances in space 
communications, University of 
California , Los Angeles, July 8-19; 
$375 fee. 

Call for papers 

Western Electronic Show and Conven
tion, IEEE and the Western Electronic 
Manufacturers Association; Biltmore 
Hotel , Los Angeles, Aug. 20-23. March 
15 is deadline for submitting letters of 
intent to Robert Ashby, Wescon Tech
nical Program Chairman , 3600 Wilshire 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90005. 

Astrodynamics Specialist Conference, 
American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics; . Jackson Lake Lodge, 
Jackson, Wyo., Sept. 3-5. Feb. 12 is 
deadline for submission of abstracts to 
E. Levin, Aerospace Corp., P.O. Box 
95085, Los Angeles 90045 

Meeting and Technical Display, Amer
ican Institute of Aeronautics and Astro
nautics; Philadelphia , Oct. 21-25. Feb. 
13 is deadline for submission of ab
stracts to the theme chairman. Air 
transportation: Oscar Baake, FAA De
partment of Transportation, 800 Inde
pendence Ave., Washington 20003; air
craft design; Robert G. Loewy, College 
of Engineering and Applied Science, 
River Campus, University of Rochester, 
Rochester, N.Y. 14627; space: John 
Findlay, National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory, Charlottesville, Va. 22903. 
For further information write to Amer
ican Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, 1290 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 10019. 

* Meeting preview on page 16. 
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Cohu's new 351 DC 
Voltage Standard 

If it weren't so easy, you'd probably forget how to cali
brate the new 351. It's only required once a year due 
to new, improved solid state circuit design. Major fea
tures include modular, plug-in construction, improved 
reliability with redundant switch sections, and a unique 
method of voltage preregulation that eliminates the 
need for series output stage transistors . Output 
voltages are provided from 0 to ± 1100 volts in three 
ranges with a basic accuracy within 0.003% of setting. 
RMS noise voltage less than 20 uV on the lowest 

range. Output current up to 50 mA at any voltage 
setting. 
The 351 is a precision voltage source for the design, 
construction and control of accurate and stable elec
tronic circuits and for certifying the characteristics of 
DC digital voltmeters, DC voltage amplifiers, voltage 
controlled oscillators and variable DC supplies. Price 
-an unforgettable $1995-less than any other quality 
DC voltage standard available. For full details, contact 
your Cohu engineering representative. 

eL..eC::TR=NIC::S, INC:: 

Box 623 •San Diego, Calif. 92112 ·Phone: 714-277-6700 '-i·i%+·11#3.H o iv 1 s • o NI 
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,.. c RF and Microwave Filters cover such a wide range 
frequencies, types, and performance characteristics that you 

on't have to design "around" them. Your specific requirements 
, e programmed into an engineering computer, the filter designed 

d then produced to those precise parameters. 
asically modular, Telonic filters can be manufactured from ele
ents in stock, providing another benefit in fast delivery'!" With 

over 100,000 filter designs already produced, even so-called special 
types may already be standard. Here is the broad selection you 
. have in designing - Frequencies from 30 MHz to 12 GHz • Lowpass 

Bandpass • Tubular • Miniature • Cavity • , lnterdigital • Tunable 
ith that variety, quick delivery, and high performance, do you 
en need a second source? 

*Three-day, Jet Order Service Available , 

7 ~~NG/NEERING CO. 
A Division of Telonic Industries, Inc, 

Box 277 • Laguna Beach, Calif, 92652 • Tel. : 714-494-9401 
Representatives throughout the U.S. and foreign countries. Factory 
offices in Maidenhead, England, Frankfurt, Germany, and Milan, Italy. 

• 52 PAGE FILTER TEXTBOOK• 
elonic's new catalog contains never before published data on 

er insertion loss, attenuation, physical size, frequency and band
th tolerances, and pass band 'relationships. Send for your copy, 
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Meeting preview 

Microwave pow wow 

The fortunes of the microwave in
dustry tend to rise and fall with 
the defense budget, but a small, 
growing segment of the industry 
is using microwave energy to carve 
out new markets in industrial and 
domestic areas. 

Most of the men responsible for 
this trend belong to the Interna
tional Microwave Power Institute 
( IMPI), which meets in Boston 
at the Statler-Hilton Hotel from 
March 21 to 23. 

This is IMPis third annual meet
ing and, although the number of 
technical papers is about the same 
as last year's, attendance should 
triple or quadruple. The prediction 
is based on IMPis quadrupled mem
bership and the growth of new mi
crowave applications. 

In the factory. A brand new area 
will be tackled this year-industrial 
chemistry. In paper 5 of session A, 
F.K. McTaggart of the Common
wealth Scientific Industrial Organi
sation of Melbourne, Australia, 
shows that microwave energy prom
ises to be a cheaper alternative to 
arc discharge or low radio-fre
quency excitation for production of 
such industrial chemicals as mono
atomic hydrogen. Microwave proc
essing generates a higher yield of 
hydrogen for a given input wattage. 

Meanwhile, microwave power 
transmission looks like an economi
cal way of relaying large amounts 
of power. Admittedly, getting elec
tricity into and out of microwave 
form promises to be more costly 
than the use of high-tension trans
mission lines. But since giant wave
guides could be buried in only a 
fraction of the right-of-way needed 
by high-tension wires, the dollars 
should be on the side of the micro
wave system. 

On the range. Even the foot sol
dier should benefit from expanding 
use of microwave energy. The 
Army's Natick, Mass., Research 
Laboratories are experimenting 
with a microwave field kitchen. 
Majors M. Fox and A.L. Dungan 
in paper 3, Session B will show how 
the front-line soldier will get, 
among other delicacies, fresh-baked 
bread-daily. 
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AFTER 10 MILLION SUCCESSFUL 
PERFORMANCES. WHAT DO YOU 

Brinn on Utilooic· II. 

Signetics' new Utilogic II is a real show 
stopper-the most flexible, reliab le, eco
nomical line in the business! Look at these 
features: 

New - DIP. You asked for it , so we put the 
entire Uti log ic II series in dual in- line sili 
cone packages. Now you have convenience 
and ease of handli ng, in addition to the 
performance proven by over ten million 
Utilogic el ements in the fie ld. 

New - Multi-Function Elements. Utilog ic II 
now provides dual J-K binaries and triple 
and quadruple gates . Uti logic system de
sign is now simpler, faster, more flexible 
... and requ ires fewer packages. 

New- Low Prices. Believe it or not, Utilogic II is 
actually priced at RTL levels! See for yourself: 
TYPE PRICE 
NO. DESCRIPTION 1000-UP 

300A Dual 3-lnput Expander $ .75 
305A Single 6-lnput AND Gate .75 
306A Dual 3-lnput AND Gate .75 
314A Single 7-lnput NOR Gate .75 
317A Dual 4-lnput Expandable NOR Gate .81 
321 A Dual Master Slave J-K Binary 1.50 
322B Dual Master Slave J-K Binary 1.66 

(in 16 pin package) 
333A Dual 3- lnput Expandable OR Gate .81 
370A Triple 3-lnput NOR Gate .81 
380A Quad 2-lnput NOR Gate .81 
356A Dual 4- lnput Buffer Element 1.25 

Those figures should bring a standing ova
tion. But hold the applause-because we'd 
like to give you a hand! For data sheets 
giving all the facts and f igures on Utilogic 
II , just write Signetics, 811 East Arques 
Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086. 
This production brought to you by : 

SIGNETICS 
INTEGRATED 

CIRCUITS 
A SUBSIDIARY Of CORNING GLASS WOR KS 

SIGNETICS SALES OFFICES: Fort Lee, New Jersey (201) 947-9870; Syracuse, New York (315) 469·1072; Richardson, Texas (214) 23 1-6344; Beverly Hills, California (2 13) 272-9421; Garden Grove. Cali fornia (714) 636·4260; 
Wakefi eld, Massachusetts (6 17) 245-8200; Si lver Spr ings, Maryland (301) 946-6030; Collingswood, New Jersey (609) 858·2864; Clearwater, Florida (8 13) 726·3734; Rolling Meadows, Ill inois (3 12) 259-8300; Sunnyvale, Cali· 
fornia (408) 738-2710. 

DISTRIBUTORS: Compar at all locations listed below. Semiconductor Specialists. Inc. (312) 279·1000; Terminal Hudson Electronics (212) 243·5200; Wesco Electronics (213) 684-0880; Wesco Electronics (405) 968-3475; 
Hammond Electronics (305) 241·6601; Avnet Electronics Corp. of Massachusetts (6 17) 272-3060; Pioneer Standard Electronics Inc. (301) 427-3300; Kieruluff Electronics (206) RO 3·5510; G. S. Marshall (213) 684 -1530. 

DOMESTIC REPRESENTATIVES: Jack Pyle Company (415) 349-1266. Compar Corpora tion at the following locations: Alabama (205) 539·8476; Arizona (602) 947-4336; California (213) 245- 11 72; California (415) 697·6244: 
Colora do (303) 781·091 2; Connecticu t (203) 288-9276; Florida (305) 855-3964; Il linois (3 12) 692-41 25: Maryland (301) 484 ·5400; Massachusetts (617) 969·7140; Michigan (313) 357-5369; Minnesota (612) 922 ·7011; 
Missouri (314) 542-3399; New Jersey (609) 429-1526; New Mexico (505) 265·1020; New York (518) 436-8536; New York (607) 723 -8743; New York (516) 921 -9393; North Carolina (919) 724-0750; Ohio (2 16) 333-4120: 
Ohio (513) 878·263 1; Texas (214) EM 3·1526; Texas (7 13) 667-3420; Washington (206) 763-1711. 

INTERNATIONAL SALES: France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Luxemburg, Spain- Sovcor Electron ique, 11 , Chemin de Ronde, le Vesinet, (S.·&-0 . ) France. United Kingdom, Ireland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Switzerland. 
Austria, Portugal - Electrosil Ltd., Lakeside Estate, Colnbrook·BY·Pass Slough, Buckinghamsh ire. Great Britain. Australia- Corning, 1202 Plaza Building . Australia Square, Sydney, N.S.W. 27-4318. Canada- Corning Glass Works of 
Canada, ltd., l easide Plant, Onta rio, Canada (416) 421-1500. lsrael- Optron ix, P.O. Box 195, Ra mat -Gan , Israel 724.437. Japan- ASAHI Glass Co., ltd., Corning Prod ucts Sales Dept. No. 2. 3·Chome Marunouchi, Chiyoda -ku , Tokyo, Japan. 
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It is rare indeed for 
a components com-

, pany to develop an 
expertise in more 
than one technology. 
But when it happens, 
the products which 
result are usually 
impressive. Wedding 

the superb advantages of solid state elec
tronics to those of electro-mechanical 
switches has already improved performance 
in several industries where precise timing 
is required. 
Consider a missile launch program, aircraft 

check-out equipment, an automotive test 
stand, or an industrial manufacturing proc
ess. All have one thing in common - a need 
tor accurate control, either sequentially or 
simultaneously , of multiple events. 

A newly-developed programmer provides 
that kind of control. It combines the func
tions of high current electro-mechanical 
relays with an appropriate network of solid 
state electronics which coordinates a 
memory unit and an automatic timer. 

How the Programmer Works: Each basic 
control function or event is represented by 
an independent channel in the electronic 

system. Timing data for each event is key 
punched on cards or tape and fed into a 
reader. The data is then stored in a volatile 
memory (magnetostrictive delay line) and 
held there until a fresh set of cards is 
entered with different data or until the timer 
is shut off. The contents of the memory are 
examined every second and compared with 
the elapsed time for each program which is 
also stored in the memory. When an exact 
comparison is made between a program 's 
elapsed running time and the pre-pro
grammed instruction for a specific channel , 
the output relay for that channel switches 
instantly. 



As many as eight on/off operations can be 
programmed in for each channel and held 
in the circulating memory unt il used. The 
unused portion of the memory makes it 
possible to extend the cycle time for any 
channel to practically any length needed. 
This is accomplished by punching the cor
rect data on new cards and plugging them 
into the reader. However, the total size of 
the memory determines the maximum oper
ating period, the maximum number of con
trolled channels and the maximum number 
of operations per channel. 

Reliable Performance: This programming 
system is far more reliable than any of the 

Just Married! 

hundreds of purely mechanical systems in 
use today. Consistent performance at high 
switching accuracies to a few milliseconds 
can be obtained in contrast to the minimum 
resolution of several seconds delivered by 
conventional systems. 

It is more economical and flexible than an 
entirely solid state unit. Semiconductors pro
vide accurate logic while the use of relays 
for the higher current output minimizes 
heating and provides isolation. 

Performance is enhanced still further by 
the use of relays with 100,000 cycle or more 
life capability. Literally, this means years 

of faultless operation free of the expense of 
scheduled maintenance. 

Whatever the application, the basic benefits 
will always be there : operation is simple 
and flexible because the timing cycle is 
established by punched cards or tape. Start
ing times and sequencing are always under 
precise control. Programming is so uncom
plicated that downtime during change-over 
is minutes. Maintenance costs are minimized. 
Write for a copy of our Brochure on Electronic 
Programmed Timers. Leach Corporation, 

L C 
Relay Division, 5915 

EA H Ava.Ion ~lvd ., Los Angeles, 
Cal1forn1a 90003. 



All from Lambda. Broadest line of all-silicon lab 

[NJ ~Wt} advanced design dual output lab supplies 
give you twice the power P.lus output ranges 
never before 
available ... P.lus ... 
5 Models with two independent DC outputs 
offer widest choice- Up to ±250 VDC, 
up to 1. 7 amps. Either output may be + or - , or both outputs may be + or - . 
Series/Parallel operation of both outputs 
yields two times the voltage or two times 
the current- up to 500 volts or up to 
3.4 amps. 
Auto Series/ Auto Parallel (master slave) 
permits tracking to a common reference. 
4 Meters provide simultaneous monitoring 
of both voltage and current. 

Most power. in a half-rack package. 

Overvoltage Protection as an accessory. 

Compatible with LP, LH and LK Series 
rack adapters and other accessories. 

Multi-Current-Rated - Only dual power 
supplies on market with this advanced 
design feature. 
Regulation- .01 % + lmV. 

Ripple-500p. VRMS (l.5mVp-p). 

Size: 53/16" x 83/s" x 10%" 

Model !'> 

Voltage Range 
Per output/ 
Outputs in 

series 

voe ·Jo•c 
•LPD·42HM 0·±20/0·40 l.7A/3.4A 

•LPD·422-FM 0-±40/0·80 1.0A/2.0A 

*LPD·42J.FM 0·± 60/0•120 0.7A/ 1.4A 

IMAX AMPS AT AMBIENT OF: ct> 
Per output/ Outputs in parallel 

4o•c so•c so•c 
l.5A/ 3.0A 1.3A/2.6A 0.9A/ 1.8A 

0.85A/ 1.7A 0.7A/1.4A 0.55A/ 1.1A 

0.6A/ 1.2A 0.5A/ 1.0A 0.4A/ 0.8A 

LPD·424-FM 0-±120/0·240 0.38A/ 0.76A 0.32A/ 0.64A 0.26A/ 0.52A 0.20A/0.40A 

LP0·425-FM 0·±250/0·SOO 0.13A/0.26A 0.12A/ 0.24A 0.11A/ 0.22A 0.10A/ 0.20A 

• Overvoltage Protection available as an accessory. Each output requires 
separate OV accessory-add $35.00 for each output. 

(I >Current rating applies over entire voltage range. Ratings based on 57-63 
Hz operation. 

Price <» 
US and 
Canada 

$325 

260 

325 

325 

350 

12 lPrices are for metered models. LPD Series models are not available without meters. 

5\4" LPD Series 
1h Rack Metered 



or systems power supplies ... bench or rack 

or choose from these ~, Y2 and full-rack Lambda supplies 
Size 5 :Y,." x 4 ¥14' x 10" 

Voltage CURRENT RANGE AT AMBIENT OF: 1 

Model1 Range 30 c 40 c 50 c 60 c 

LP410 0 -10 voe • 0· 2A 0 -1.8A O· l.6A O- l.4A 

LP411 I 0 -20 VDC 0 O· l.2A 0-1 IA O·I QA 0 ·0 .8A 

LP 412 0·40 voe • 0·0.70 A O·O 65A 0-0 .60A O·O.SOA 

LP413 0 -60 VDC " 0·0.45A 0-0.41 A 0 ·0 .37 A 0·0 .33A 

LP 414 0 -120 voe O·O 20A O·O 18A 0·0 .16A 0 ·0 .12A 

LP 415 0 .250 v o e 0-80m A 0 -72mA 0·65mA 0 -60mA 

Voltage CURRENT RANGE AT AMBIENT OF: ' 
Model? Range 3o• c 50 c 60 c 71 c 

LH 118-A 0-lOVDe 0-4 .0A 0-3 .SA 0-2 .9A 0-2.3A 

LH 121·A 0-20VDC 0~2 .4A 0-2 2A 0- 1 8 A 0- l .5A 

LH 124·A 0-4 0VDe 0- 1.3 A 0-1 lA 0-0 9A 0-0.7 A 

LH 127-A 0-60VDe 0-0.9A 0-0.7A 0-0.6A 0-0.5A 

LH 13().A 0-120V Oe 0 -0.50A 0-0.40 A 0-0.35 A 0-0.25A 

Size Sl/1•" x Bl/1'' x 15'/1" 

Voltage CURRENT RANGE AT AMBIENT OF: 1 

Model ? Range 30 c 50 c 60 c 71 c 

LH 119-A 0- I OVDe 0- 9 .0 A 0- S.OA 0 - 6 9 A 0-5 SA 

LH 122·A 0-20VDC 0- 5 7A 0- 4 7A 0- 4 OA 0- 3 3A 

LH 125-A 0-4 0 VDe 0- 3 .0A 0- 2.7 A 0- 2.3A 0- 1 9 A 

LH 128-A 0-60VOC 0- 2.4A 0- 2 . IA 0- I.SA 0-1 5A 

L.H 131·A 0- 120VOC 0- l.2A 0- 0 .9 A 0- O.SA 0-0 .6A 

Voltage CURRENT RANGE AT AMBIENT OF:' 
Mode1 1 Range 40 c 50 c 60 c 71 c 

LK 340-A 0-20VDC 0 - S.OA 0- 7.0 A 0- 6 I A 0-4 9 A 

LK 341 -A 0-20VOe 0-13 .5A 0- 11.0 A 0- 10 OA 0-7 7A 

LK 342·A 0-36VDe 0- 5.2A 0- 5.0 A 0- 4 .5A 0-3 7A 

LK 343- A 0-36V OC 0- 9 .0 A 0- 8 .5A 0- 7 6A 0-6 I A 

LK 344·A 0- 60V Oe 0- 4 .0 A 0- 3 5A 0- 3 OA 0- 2 5A 

LK 345·A 0-60VD C 0- 6.0 A 0- 5.2A 0- 4 .5A 0-4 .0A 

Price 1 

$1 29 

119 

114 

129 

149 

164 

Price ? 

5180 

170 

170 

185 

240 

Price 1 

$2S9 

260 

269 

315 

320 

Price ? 

$330 

385 

335 

395 

340 

395 

Size 5 1/• " x 19" x 161/J" 

Model l Voltage 
Range 

CURRENT RANGE AT AMBIENT OF:' 
Price 2 

40 c 50 c 60 c 71 c 
LK 350 0-20V DC 0-35A 0-31 A 0 -26A 0-20A $675 

LK 351 0-36VDC 0-25 A 0-23 A 0-20A O-l 5A 640 

LK 352 0-60VDC 0-15A 0-14A 0- 12.5A 0- IOA 650 

Size 7" x 19" x 181/i" 

Model l Voltage 
Range 

CURRENT RANGE AT AMBIENT OF:' 
>---~---~---~---< Price ? 

40 c 50 c 60 ' C 71 c 
LK 360 FM 0-20VDC 0-66A 0-59 A 0-50A 0-40A $995 

--;--
LK 361 FM 0-36VDC 0-4 SA 0-4 3 A 0-36A 0- 30A 950 

-i---< 
LK 362 FM 0-60V DC 0-25 A 0-24A 0-2 2A 0 - 19A 995 

LP NOTES 
•Ove rvo ltage Prot ection ava il ab le as a n accessory- $35.00 

each . 
Current ra t ing app l ies over en ti re vo ltage range. Rat ings 
based on 57 -63 Hz o perati on. 

2 Pr ices are fo r non-m etered models. For m etered m odels, add 
suffix (FM) and add $ 10.00 to p ri ce. 

LK·LH NOTES: 
Curren t rating applies over ent ire vol t age range. 

2 Prices effective Feb . 1, 1968. Prices are fo r non-m et e red 
mod els (except for m odels LK360FM, LK36 1FM . a nd LK362 FM 
wh ich are met ered mod els not available w it hout m eters) . For 
m et ered models, add suffix (FM ) and add $30.00 t o pr ice. 

3 Overvoltage Prot ection up to 70 VDC is avai lab le as a 
bolt-on accessory for mod els with suff ix (-A). To order , add 
su f fix (OV) and add $3 5.00 t o the p r ice . For f u ll -rack m odels, 
overvo ltage protect io n up to 70 VDC is avai la ble as a bu ilt-in 
opt ion . To order add suffi x (OV) and add $90.00 to pri ce of 
m od els LK350-3 52; add $ 120 .00 fo r m od els LK360FM-362 FM. 

4 Chassis Slides fo r f u ll rack mod els: Add su ff ix (CS) to 
model nu mber a nd add $60.00 to t h e price except fo r m odels 
LK 360FM-362 FM , for wh ich add $ 100.00. 

TERM I N A L DRIVE, PLAI NVI EW. L I.. N Y 118 03 • TEL 5 16-681·8 300 
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Which 
IC Test System 

does all 
these things? 

DIAGNOSTIC COMPUTER 
PROGRAMS automatically check 
out system operation. 

DATALOG A FORCING FUNCTION, 
such as the input threshold 
level of a flip-flop needed to 
produce a specified output. 

TYPED SUMMARY SHEETS. 
Whenever desired. No interruption 
in testing. Give total units tested 
per test station, test yields and 

AUTOMATIC SELF-CHECKING 
assures accurate data transfer 
between operator, teletypewriter, 
computer and test instrument. 

VERY COMPLEX TEST 
SEQUENCES can be 
programmed, yet 
preparation of simple 
tests can be learned 
in two hours. 

FASTTESTING.1.5 msec pertest. 
If crosspoint is changed, 5 msec. 
10 msec on the lowest current scales. 

GROWING LIBRARY 
of improved software 
packages to insure 
against obsolescence. 

TEN-YEAR GUARANTEE for 
all instrument plug-in circuitry 
(it's almost all plug-in). 

NO ADJUSTMENT OR CALIBRATION 
POINTS. (Eternal vigilance is the price 
you pay for a single adjustment.) 

bin yields. 

.._,..__, _ _,_ ________ ..__.,_,~HORTED CONNECTIONS 

ABSOLUTE SOURCE CONTROL. 
Sources can be turned ON or OFF and 
changed in value in any sequence 
with variable delays from 100 11sec. to 
as long as you please. 

MULTIPLEXING. Several jobs 
simultaneously. Any assigned, at 
any time, to any test station. 

and OSCILLATIONS are automatically 
detected. System stops when a 
selected consecutive number of 
these occur. 

~ 
COMPLETE FRONT PANEL DISPLAY 
at any desired step, simultaneously 
indicating all crosspoint connections, 

L--- forced values, measured limits, 
binning decisions-everything 
about each test. 

This one. 
(complete for only $65,000) 

This is our J259 computer-operated 
Automatic Circuit Test System. It 
includes a general-purpose digital 
computer, teletypewriter, test instru
ment (comprising modular elements: 
24 x 8 crosspoint matrix, four volt-

-+-Circle 21 on reader service card 

age sources, measurement system, 
and test deck), complete software 
package, and courses in IC testing, 
system operation, and maintenance. 
TERADYNE, 183 Essex St., Boston , 
Mass. 02111 Phone (617) 426-6560. 

Circle 22 on reader service card 
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Commentary 

From another Iron Mountain 

Converting an economy geared to Government support 
of military research and development to one that can 
tackle domestic issues is the problem examined in a 
report recently made public. 0 It was prepared for the 
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and as
sumed, a priori, the end of the war in Vietnam, arms 
control and disarmanwnt agreements. The probe sought 
to determine whether an economy noted for technological 
innovations would run into serious trouble if it tried to 
solve problems of public transportation, urban renewal, 
and others that have thus far resisted solution. 

The report tried to answer three principle questions: 
• How does technological innovation take place in 

civic areas? 
• Are there factors which affect the process in a pre

dictable way? 
• How are public policies employed to alter the rate 

at which technological innovations occur? 
Three well-documented cases of large-scale systems 

were studied-the civilian light-water nuclear power re
actor, San Francisco's rapid transit system, and the inter
city transit system for the Northeast corridor. 

Among the important conclusions that can be drawn 
from the survey are these: 

• Factors tending to delay technological innovations 
in public areas are based principally on uncertainty as to 
public policy rather than on technology. 

• The driving forces to get large public projects off the 
ground come from many quarters. 

• Engineers and technologists play a key decision
making role. 

One of the things learned was something we supected 
all along: the motives to innovate in the sector which the 
report describes as "civilian public areas" are entirely 
different from those in private commercial enterprise. 
The profit motive is invariably the driving force in the 
latter-but it is substantially lacking in public projects. 
One suspects that the profit motive is not missing com
pletely-it is merely voided by the high investment risk 
during the first stages of such projects. Risks are due to 
the complexity of the jobs and because such projects are 
subject to political forces, pressure groups, and the 
whims of the public. The net result is the need for Gov
ernment subsidies in public projects at the outset; later 
if the system becomes successful and diffuses to involve 
a wide base of private participants the profit motive 
enters the picture. The big problem then becomes when 
and how to withdraw Government support. 

Difficulties in establishing policy are holding back 
technological changes in the public sector. The issues 
tend to center on weighing the public interest against 
the answers to these questions: ·what needs to be done? 
• "Technological innovation in civilian public areas." ACDA/E-118 
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How should it be done? ·when should it be done and by 
whom? 

Policy makers are prompted to delay decisions on 
these issues in the absence of a consensus that innova
tion is needed, in the face of contradictory estimates of 
projected costs, and when the future growth or profit
ability of the innovation is in doubt. 

System-type innovations in civic sectors result more 
and more frequently from policy decisions by the Fed
eral government. These decisions are being made in
creasingly with advice from scientists and engineers and 
are usually based on these professionals' studies during 
the early stages of innovation. This means that engineers 
and technical managers will help call shots more fre
quently on whether a project should be undertaken. 

One senses at once a danger and an advantage. Since 
the profit incentive is nearly nonexistent the technologist 
would probably be extremely objective. But the very 
absence of the profit motive might lead him to base h is 
decision on technicai feasibility alone. The result could 
be costs that soar well beyond initial guesses. 

A hazy cost picture is not nearly so important to the 
"go-no go" decision in the case of a project involving 
national security. Combining civilian with military goals 
helped get the civilian nuclear power project under way. 
The Atomic Energy Commission's first director of reactor 
development, Dr. Lawrence Hafsted, said in 1951: "To 
justify building an expensive reactor, we must, or should 
have, a demonstrable need. To assess the need, we must 
know the costs, but costs can only be determined by first 
building the reactors. This is the circular argument in 
which we continually fin<l ourselves. To break out of this 
vicious circle, we have to use the fact that, for the mili
tary needs, the unknown economic factor is less com
pelling." 

unfortunately, technologists are rarely in a position to 
employ this rationale; they must resort to educated 
guessing. 

Engineers can influence directions that public proj
ects take but they seldom represent the initial driving 
force. That could come from any of several places-in 
the case of the intercity transit project it began as the 
personal crusade of Senator Claiborne Pell (D., R.I.). 

In view of the tentative beginnings and uncertain fu
tures of civilian public projects the approach taken by 
General Bernard Shriever, former chief of the Air Force 
Systems Command, makes sense. Shriever, now heading 
up his own consulting firm, is organizing a consortium 
of 10 or so firms in the electronics, aerospace, construc
tion, and architectural fields to attack urban problems 
in a systematic way. Shriever proposes to apply the same 
logical systems-engineering approach that he popular
ized in the U.S. missile program. The advantages of such 
a consortium could include: 

• The same level of expertise could be brought to bear 
on civic projects as on defense projects. 

• It would serve as over-all system management, put
ting projects up for competitive bidding, and dealing 
\vi.th as many subcontractors as feasible and profitable. 

• The consortium would share the costs and spread 
the high risks involved in the early stages. 
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extract easily with 
flexible handle Forget about logic cards shaking loose in transit or mobile instal

lations . .. or trying to find just the right card extractor during 
maintenance. The unique flexible EECoLogIC handle locks the card 

securely in your system. For servicing, it clearly identifies your circuit and 
becomes its own extractor. 

Circle 24 on reader service card 

These user-oriented details characterize the EECoLogIC line - the broad
est selection of useful integrated circuit logic modules .. . including basic IC 
cards, 35 function modules (counters, shift registers, adders, many others) , 
and special breadboard and prototype circuits. 

Our 172 page EECoLogIC catalog describes the entire line, and includes 65 
pages of practical application data. Send for your copy today. 

COMPONENTS DIVISION 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA 

1441 EAST CHESTNUT AVENUE· SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92701 · (714) 547-5651 



H-P unit makes 

55-cent Schottky 

4 Gunn oscillators 

in one big lockup 

FCC objection kills 

upgraded Intelsat 2 

Cable and satellite 

may both get nod 
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HP Associates, a Hewlett-Packard division, has developed a cost-cutting 
process for manufacturing Schottky-harrier diodes that will permit it 
to offer the devices at sharply reduced prices-under a dollar apiece for 
small quantities and as low as 55 cents each in batches of more than 
a thousand. Present prices run to $3 or $4 per diode. · 

The high-frequency diodes, which will be available off the shelf 
next month, have switching times of 150 picoseconds and a relatively 
high breakdown voltage of 70 volts. The fabrication method, developed · 
by the division independently, resembles the platinum-silicide process 
announced last year by Bell Laboratories, but doesn't use platinum 
silicide. 

The company has a contract to supply 1 million of the diodes, at a 
total price of $380,000, to the Army's Harry Diamond Laboratories for 
use in proximity fuzes. Texas Instruments is also supplying Schottky
barrier diodes, made by a different process, to Harry Diamond. H-P's 
decision, unusual for the company, to push a low-price, high-volume 
product, apparently reflects a desire to heat TI to the commercial market
place. H-P sees markets in computers and in r-f mixers and detectors. 

IBM's Federal Systems division has operated four Gunn-effect oscillators 
in-phase, locked to an external source-an achievement that points the 
way toward the use of Gunn oscillators in solid state phased-array radars. 
Researchers have long been interested in such devices as power sources 
for radiating elements because they promise to be cheap, small sources of 
microwave power. 

The IBM development marks the first time that more than one of the 
gallium arsenide devices, which in this version oscillate at 2 gigahertz 
in the domain mode, have been phase-locked externally. IBM says it 
was able to do this by developing a new, high-quality GaAs material 
from which identical devices could be fabricated. The work is being 
sponsored by the Air Force's Rome Air Development Center. 

Hughes won't upgrade the Intelsat 2 satellite it's now building for Com
sat as a backup for the delayed Intelsat 3 [Electronics, Jan. 8, p. 25]. The 
FCC shot down Comsat' s plan to increase the number of circuits on the 
Intelsat 2 from the 240 carried by models now flying to as many as 800. 

Comsat was forced to drop the idea when the FCC expressed concern 
that the latest Intelsat 2, due for launching in July, will be due for 
retirement before it pays for itself. The FCC is generally questioning 
Comsat's fast moves to new and larger satellites before older craft have 
fully paid for themselves. · 

The Government is expected to okay the building of both a 720-circuit, 
transistorized cable (TAT-5) and a new, larger communications satellite 
for the planned expansion of transatlantic communications facilities by 
1970 [Electronics, Nov. 13, 1967, p. 179]. After twice postponing the 
official signing of their own agreement at the request of the State Depart
ment, AT&T and the other common carriers in the TAT-5 consortium 
are set to meet again on Feb. 5 to formally proceed with the cable. There 
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Fairchild lays off 
at Mountain View 

GE bringing 
the mountain 
to Mohammed 

Addenda 
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are some strings attached to the Government's acceptance of their plan, 
including demands that the carriers reduce international rates-the 
specific amount hasn't been set-and promise to use satellite circuits. 

The International Satellite Consortium's interim committee will meet 
with Comsat officials Jan. 29. The panel is currently divided on whether 
to go ahead with the Intelsat 4 satellite, with 5,000 to 10,000 circuits, 
or a smaller Intelsat 3.5, with 1,800 circuits; the latter would be an 
outgrowth of the Intelsat 3 TRW Systems is now building for launch 
this year. Comsat most likely will ask for industry proposals on both 
designs and the committee will delay its final decision until these pro
posals are evaluated. 

The Fairchild Semiconductor division, caught in a profit squeeze that 
has made its 1967 earnings report the subject of considerable speculation 
among market analysts, announced last week that 150 engineers, market
ing-services staffers, and technicians are being lopped from the payroll 
at its Mountain View, Calif., headquarters. Rumors had placed the 
figure much higher. 

The announcement comes a few weeks after the laying off of about 
40 employees at the company's Tijuana, Mexico, plant, and six months 
after a cut of about 50 persons at its research and development labora
tory. R&D personnel weren't involved in the latest move. 

Thomas H. Bay, general manager of the division, says some production 
will be shifted from Mountain View to Fairchild's Portland, Maine, 
plant, where IC wafers are now fabricated and assembled. That shift, 
plus the fact that the firm is "reevaluating efforts in several areas," led 
to the layoff, Bay asserts. One area undergoing reevaluation is power 
transistors; Fairchild is believed about to drop some high power con
sumer products not particularly suited to the planar process. Silicon
controlled rectifier efforts also will be curtailed. 

A new information-retrieval system called Rapid Search has been built 
by General Electric at its Apollo services department in Daytona Beach, 
Fla. GE uses an SO-character associative memory, made of semicon
ductors, from which data can be retrieved by content rather than by 
location. Instead of storing the information in the associative memory 
and retrieving it by matching the content with an inquiry from the 
outside, the system stores the inquiry in the memory and compares it with 
all the information on a bulk storage unit. 

The system has a potential search rate of 10 million characters per 
second. However, the prototype's speed is limited by the bulk storage 
used-magnetic tape that has a top rate of 120,000 characters a second. 

Philco-Ford has lured a production specialist away from Motorola's 
Semiconductor Products division to head its Microelectronics division. 
John R. Welty, a Motorola vice president, will join Philco Feb. 1 as 
divisional general manager. Welty has been described by C. Lester 
Hogan, vice president in charge of the Motorola division, as one of 
the two or three persons most responsible for the division's success. . . . 
Richard J. Hanschen has resigned as assistant vice president and director 
of marketing at Tl's components group. Since Tl's managerial shakeup 
last January, many of Hanschen's duties had been assigned to others. 
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TYPE BB 1/8 WATT 
TYPE EB 1/2 WATT 

-------------------------1 

TYPE CB I/• WATT 
TYPE GB I WATT 

After a historic 217,000,000-mile journey, Mariner V 
probes the mysteries of Venus from a closer vantage 
point than ever before. The data from this successful 
venture into deep space will add immeasurably to our 
knowledge of Venus, and aid in planning future space 
m1ss10ns. 

As with numerous other missions, Allen-Bradley hot
molded resistors again justified the confidence placed in 
them. Their faultless performance was essential to the 
"loud and clear" report of the fly-by. 

Allen-Bradley resistors are made by an exclusive 

TYPE HB 2 WATTS 

Not used on Mariner V 

A-B hot-molded fixed resistors are available in all 
standard resistance values and tolerances, plus values 
above and below standard limits. A-B hot-molded 
resistors meet or exceed all applicable military spe
cifications including the new Established Reliability 
Specification. Shown actual size. 

hot-molding process-developed and used only by 
Allen-Bradley. The resulting uniformity from resistor to 
resistor-billion after billion-enables long-term per
formance to be accurately predicted. And over the years, 
there has been no known instance of catastrophic failure. 

For complete specifications on Allen-Bradley hot
molded resistors, please write for Technical Bulletin 
5000: Allen-Bradley Co., 110 W. Greenfield Ave., Mil
waukee, Wis. 53204. In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada 
Ltd. Export Office: 630 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 
U.S.A. 10017. 

:=~LITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS,, ALLEN - BRADLEY 
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Maintainable contact on .075" centers. Solder, weld or wrap. Unique elliptical spring contact design. Only four
ounce insertion, one-ounce extraction per contact. Vibration-proof continuity. Forgives misalignment. Two-piece 
in-line (10 to 180 contacts), two-piece right angle (up to 77 contacts). No guides, no hardware, no sweat. 
Designed for airborne navigation and radio black boxes, computers, ground support equipment. Ask about it. 

AMP 
INCORPORATED 

Harrisburg, Penneylvanla 

Circle 29 on reader service card 



HP isn't in the 
photocell business by 
accident. 
We're in it to deliver a superior line of products-and 
there 's a lot of thought behind the current availability 
of photoconductors from Hewlett-Packard. 

It all started ten years ago when HP found an urgent 
need for a reliable supplier of photocells for its 
instrumentation-a supplier who could deliver and 
keep the reject rate down. The decision was unavoid
able-HP should produce its own photocells. 

With the development by the HP engineering staff 
of new photoconductive materials that optimized 
speed and stability in early photoconductors, a whole 
new department was started at HP. It was 
charged with developing efficient pro-
duction methods and close ~-=-

~--~, ___ --~ .....-....:Ja 

. ·"''-" ~..,,.,. .· 
- ~--~~/~ 
~~ ~~·~~?p;P-

_,_- _ . .,-,?·-~ ?'·-"' quality control. 

-~ • -<'~ Soon more and more 
.~ HP design engineers were using 

.~ the photocells in choppers, logic, and 
circuit control applications, requiring growth in the 
size and capabili ty of the photoconductor department 
and its ability to bring unique R & D efforts to the 
photocell business. With its own plant, a separate 
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applications group, complete production facilities 
and a vigorous new product program , this depart
ment no longer makes photoconductors only for HP 
-it's now your source, too. 

HP's line of photocells, modulators, photo-controlled 
resistors and photochoppers represents the best opti
mization of overall photocell performance-and HP 
also has the engineering know-how to give you the cus
tomized "special" design attention you may require . 
HP experience provides the reliability you need, too . 

If you're looking for a photoconductor product, check 
with HP before deciding on one. We can talk your own 
particular application language, giving appropriate 
performance data and specifications. 

Write Bob Santos, Hewlett-Packard , 620 Page Mill 
Road , Palo Alto , California 94304; or call him col
lect at (415) 321-8510. In Europe write: 54 Route 
des Acacias, Geneva. 

HEWLETTi:fJ PACKARD 

SOLID STATE DEVICE S 01713 
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Now you can obtain three different types 
of continuously variable phase shifters 
from one source - Merrimac. These three 
allow you to shift phase manually, elec
tronically, or with extreme accuracy. All 
take advantage of novel* lumped element 
circuit concepts developed originally by 
Merrimac. 

To meet your special requirements, Mer
rimac can also supply custom-engineered 
phase shifters. Send us your specifica
tions and we'll do the rest! 

Write or phone for more details on both 
standard and custom-engineered phase 
shifters and other Merrimac IF, RF and 
microwave components. 

*U.S. Patents Applied For 

PS-3 SERIES 
Applications: Phase trim adjustment and " line stretching". 
Description: PS-3 models are manually controlled. 
Specifications: Center frequencies between 1 MHz and 200 MHz, 
bandwidth 10%, insertion loss less than 1 db, VSWR 1.5:1 
max., impedance 50 'ohms, phase shift range 0° to 180° min., 
connectors BNC standard (others available). 

PSE-3 SERIES 
Applications: Antenna beam steering, automatic phase control, 
and phase modulation. 
Description: PSE-3 models are electronically (voltage) controlled. 
Specifications: Center frequencies between 1 MHz and 200 
MHz, bandwidth 10%, insertion loss less than 1 db, VSWR 
1.5:1 max., impedance 50 ohms, phase shift range 0°to'-180° 
min., connectors BNC standard (others available). 

R AND RA SERIES (RESOLVERS) 
Applications: Precise phase measurements and control , and as 
a continuously variable phase standard. 
Descriptions: R Series models are capable of producing precise 
electrical phase shifts which vary directly as the mechanical 
angular displacement of direct reading dial drives; RA Series 
models are integrated resolver amplifiers exhibiting no inser
tion losses. 
Specifications: Single frequency in the range 500 KHz to 100 
MHz, phase continuously variable 0° to 360°, rotation continu
ous, accuracy ± 0.2°, resolution ± 0.1 °, VSWR less than 
1.2:1, impedance 50 ohms (other impedances available). 

MERRIMAC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
41 FAIRFIELD PLACE, WEST CALDWELL, N. J. 07006 • 201-228-3890 
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SENSITIVITY INPUT A 

Our new "4th-generation" 12.5 MHz universal counter/timer. 
Wonderful versatility in a wonderfully small package -

at an even more wonderfully small price. 

costs never before possible. Small 
wonder we are selling (and delivering) 
Model 100A's just as fast as we can 
build them. 

Call your local Monsanto field engi
neering representative for full techni
cal details, or contact us directly at : 

® 

With the new Model 1 OOA you can 
measure average frequency, frequency 
ratio , single period or time interval , or 
count total events. It has a crystal
controlled clock , Monsanto integrated 
circuit construction , and built-in 
compatibility with a rapidly growing 
assemblage of accessory modules. 

With its $575* price tag (accessory 
modules are pegged at comparably 
modest rates) you can have big
league counter/timer performance at 

Monsanto Electronics Technical Ctr., 
620 Passaic Avenue, West Caldwell , 
New Jersey 07006. Phone (201) 228-
3800 ; TWX 710-734-4334. 

ELECTRONICS 

* U.S. Price, FOB West Caldwell, New Jersey. 
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For a clear picture of Centralab ~ .. 

. .. keep an on 

In our years of manufacturing miniature and subminiature components, we've 
made many ripples, and a few splashes, in the electronics industry: 

Centralab designed and produced the world's first carbon composition potenti
ometer and for more than 40 years has been an industry leader. In 1936 we 
introduced the first temperature-compensating ceramic capacitor in America . 
We were first to offer dual controls and to add integral line switches to variable 
resistors. Our exclusive <$:> integrated circuits have been key elements in the 
miniaturization of electronic equipment. During World War II days Centralab 
developed the ceramic disc capacitor design for military requirements. And our 
Ultra-Kap® ceramic disc capacitor has replaced millions of larger, more costly 
devices. 

Centralab sales have increased substantially every year and our services have 
grown proportionately. Our products are sold, by separate sales groups and 
from separate warehouses, to original equipment and distributor markets. 

Centralab's tested and proven products include capacitors, packaged circuits, 
rotary switches. potentiometers and technical ceramics. In October, 1966, we 
erected a push button switch manufacturing plant and in May, 1967, we acquired 
solar devices and semiconductor facilities. 

Innovation, growth and stirring the waters are nothing new at Centralab; and 
we don't intend to stop. As technology advances and components become small
er, more complex and more sophisticated, we'll keep our feet wet. 

To help keep abreast of Centralab developments. we'll be happy to 

send you complete product literature. 
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Bendix Autosyn Synchros. 
Can you afford to buy less? 

Not if you need the kind of perform
ance and reliability you get from 
Bendix® Autosyn® Synchros. 

And you have a wealth of types to 
choose from. Ultrahigh-temperature 
synchros that perform accurately at 
sustained temperatures up to 800°F. 
Ultracompact (size 08), lightweight 
(1.3-oz.) synchros for critically tight 
designs. Ultraprecise synchros with 
tolerances to 50 millionths of an inch. 
Dependable corrosion- and radiation-

36 Circle 36 on reader service card 

resistant synchros. And there 's a 
complete line of Bendix Mil-Spec 
synchros, too. 

AUTOSYN® SYNCHROS 

Max. Typical No. 
Size Diameter Weight of 

(In.) (Oz.) Models 

08 0.750 1.3 16 
10 0.937 1.7 25 
11 1.062 3.2 29 
15 1.437 4.7 24 
22 2.161 18 5 

Altogether there are hundreds of 
types-your largest single source. 
What's more, our synchro design serv
ice can promptly solve your special 
problems. You can depend on it. As 
they do at GE, Sperry, RCA, Lear 
Siegler, Motorola and many other 
value-conscious firms. Ask for our 
catalog today. Write: The Bendix 
Corporation, Flight & Engine Instru
ment Division, Montrose, Pa. Or 
phone : (717) 278-1161. 

Aerospace 
Products 
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Advanced technology 

One-shot rainbow 
When Edwin H. Hilborn, a section 
head at NASA's Electronics Research 
Center in Cambridge, Mass., was 
reviewing a text on cathode-ray
tube phosphors recently he found 
a caution that nickel contamination 
could ruin the linear characteris
tics of a phosphor by causing 
brightness variations. Hilborn de
cided to see for himself exactly 
what would happen and came up 
with a phosphor that changed color 
when beam currents were changed. 
The result: a one-gun, one-phos
phor color crt. 

Since then, the NASA-funded 
work has been continued by the 
ITT Industrial Laboratories divi
sion of the International Telephone 
& Telegraph Corp. At its current 
stage of development, the tube 
spans a color range from deep rus
set to pale greenish yellow. Not 
only that, says Hilborn, but better 
results are being posted daily as 
work continues at rrr's Fort Wayne, 
Ind., facility. 

Target. Although full-range color 
presentation is the goal, NASA 

might settle for less. There already 
are potential applications for crt's 
showing only two colors. Dual
beam oscilloscopes could display 
superimposed traces without con
fusion, radar scopes could show 
blips and alphanumeric data in 
separate colors, and some available 
computer input-output consoles 
could be adapted to color presenta
tion with two character bits now 
used to control display brightness. 

But before any of these applica
tions become realities, rrr will 
have to produce a better match 
between the phosphor's emission 
spectrum and the curve of the eye's 
sensitivity in order to widen the 
apparent color spectrum and to 
achieve balance among the colors. 

Defocusing is another problem. 
When beam current is changed, the 
beam may fan out and reduce dis
play resolution. In a conventional 
color tube-with its three guns and 
three phosphors-the deflection cir
cuitry is finely tuned to a given 
beam cum;mt; with the new tube, 
current must vary, making this 
tuning more difficult. 

Crowd. Hilborn also notes that 
when his tube reaches the market 
it will find the competition ~aiting 
for it. Both Texas Instruments In-

corporated and Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc. are building one-gun 
tubes, but both so far claim only 
limited emission spectra-and they 
must use two phosphors to get that 
much. 

In the TI tube, one phosphor is 
encapsulated and thus requires a 
higher beam voltage than its com
panion; changing voltage changes 
color. The same is true of the Sy
lvania tube, but instead of encap
sulating one phosphor, Sylvania 
deposits one atop the other. Higher 
beam voltage allows electrons to 
punch through one layer to excite 
the other. 

Though these tubes will precede 
Hilborn's to the market by many 
months, one NASA engineer feels 
Hilborn' s current switching mode 
of operation will be easier to im
plement in displays and, perhaps, 
in home tv sets. 

Between the lines 

In another corner of Hilborn' s lab, 
the researcher has found a way to 
improve television picture quality 
without adding bandwidth. And 
he found it at the movies. 

Hilborn noticed that the quality 
of individual motion picture frames 

High resolution. The picture at right looks sharper than the one at left but takes no more bandwidth to transmit. 
The secret is a raster modification developed by two NASA scientists, Edwin H. Hilborn and Lloyd E. Stevenson. 
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looked worse than a moving pres
entation of the same material. The 
culprit was the film's grainy emul
sion. It then occurred to Hilborn 
that a tv raster might be viewed as 
a sort of grain. But since the raster 
lines remained stationary from 
frame to frame, the eye couldn't 
average out the degradations as it 
did with motion pictures. The next 
step was to figure out a way to 
make the raster move subtly. And 
with aerospace technologist Lloyd 
E. Stevenson's help, he did so. 

Circuit change. Instead of using 
the existing locked-phase relation
ship between the horizontal and 
vertical oscillators, Hilborn and 
Stevenson elected to change the 
phase relationship slightly at the 
beginning of each frame. To main
tain the correct positional relation
ships within the image, the circuit 
change was made both in the 
camera and monitor. 

By changing phase, the raster 
lines are raised or lowered a small 
fraction of their width on each suc
cessive frame. What the viewer 
sees is a display which fills in the 
blanks that formerly existed be
tween the raster lines. Thus he 
sees more of the image, and his eyes 
can average out the grain as well. 

The change to tv hardware is 
simple; existing equipment can be 
modified in any of three ways: 

• A switchable delay line can be 
added to either the vertical or 
horizontal oscillators and switched 
in and out on successive frames. 

• The ground on the vertical os
cillator can be disconnected and a 
small bias applied there, and varied 
from frame to frame. 

• Finally, both electrostatic and 
magnetic deflection could be used 
with one supplying normal deflec
tion and the other the small added 
deflection necessary to slightly 
move the raster. 

Raster motion. Hilborn and 
Stevenson rebuilt some closed
circuit tv equipment and tested it 
for improved intelligibility, finding 
that the new system gave up to 
70% better readability than the 
standard raster for alphanumeric 
characters only two to four raster 
lines high. According to Hilborn, 
this occurs because the viewer sees 
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the whole picture every two frames 
rather than having to look through 
dark areas between raster lines, 
thus seeing only about half of it. 

The scheme in1proves resolution 
without needing more bandwidth. 
It could also be applied to com
mercial tv without requmng 
changes in home tv sets. Hilborn 
has found it possible to gradually 
change the phase between the 
vertical and horizontal receiver os
cillators in the time lost during 
vertical retrace. This would require 
a change in studio cameras and of 
transmitted synchronization sig
nals. The result would be a clearer 
picture on your home screen. 

Manufacturing 

Cranking out masks 
Last month the David W. Mann 
Co. of Burlington, Mass., came out 
with a computer-controlled mask
ing camera that eliminates the 
drafting and subsequent photo-

reduction steps to produce inte
grated circuit masks [Electronics, 
Dec. 25, 1967, p. 41]. Now, Op
tomechanisms Inc. of Plainview, 
N.Y., has introduced a machine 
that not only makes masks, and 
with greater accuracy, but per
forms the step-and-repeat opera
tions as well. But these advantages 
don't come cheaply. The Op
tomechanisms machine is nearly 
twice the price of a complete Mann 
unit-which costs $130,000. 

However, Optomechanisms may 
not have to worry about custom
ers. Bell Telephone Laboratories 
in Allentown, Pa., is already evalu
ating the machine for the Bell Sys
tem's manufacturing arm, Western 
Electric Co., one of the world's 
largest producers of semiconductor 
devices. 

Although both machines directly 
generate masks of 10 times actual 
size, the Optomechanisms ma
chine's ability to perform the step
and-repeat functions make it es
pecially useful in producing large
scale integrated circuits. It also 
achieves a positional accuracy 
within ± 10 millionths of an inch, 

Step it up. Master mask for LSI is placed in Optomechanisms' computerized 
artwork generator, which also does step-and-repeat work. 
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compared with -+-40 millionths to 
±50 millionths of an inch for the 
Mann machine and ± 80 millionths 
of an inch for manual mask
making. 

Key to accuracy. The key to the 
Optomechanisms system's accu
racy is the use of an interferometer 
to precisely position the compon
ents of the mask Instead of using 
an absolute scale, as the Mann unit 
does, the Optomechanisms ma
chine counts the interference 
fringes between a light source and 
its reflection to position the mask's 
component lines. 

A mercury lamp is the light 
source for the interferometer. Ac
cording to Roland C. M. Beeh, 
director of research for the firm , 
the light, after passing through a 
bandpass filter, is coherent enough 
for the small distances involved-a 
maximum of 4 inches in each direc
tion. Although comparable accu
racy can be achieved using a laser 
as the light source [Electronics, 
Aug. 7, 1967, p. 119], "it wouldn't 
yield enough additional accuracy 
in this system to make it worth the 
problems associated with design
ing it into the system," says Beeh. 

The Optomechanisms position
ing system and camera flasher are 
under the control of a PDP-8/ s gen
eral-purpose computer. Digital out
puts from the x and y axis of the 
interferometer are compared with 
instructions programed into the 
computer. 

Avionics 

Getting the picture ... 
Electronics technology is about to 
give pilots better eyes in the dark 
Two and a half years ago the Air 
Force, which has been looking for 
ways to fly more Vietnam recon
naissance and bombing missions at 
night, sought bids for a system
wide sh1dy of low-light-level televi
sion. In 1966 a $1.2 million contract 
was awarded to North American 
Rockwell Corp.'s Autonetics divi
sion in Anaheim, Calif. , to study 
the fast-developing field of elec-
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Wide blue yonder. Autonetics makes use of a tv camera transport assembly 
and terrain model in its study of image-intensifying electronic devices. 

tronic devices that intensify 
images. 

Autonetics will complete the 
study in October and present its 
findings to the Air Force. Hard
ware recommendations will include 
a total sensor package, the video 
processing package, and the dis
play equipment. However, no 
money has been allocated yet for 
hardware. 

Simulation. The study involves 
three phases of testing. The Brst 
phase, dynamic simulation, con
centrated primarily on display, 
camera angle, and other compon
ents. Variables included video 
bandwidths of 4, 15, and 25 mega
hertz; vertical raster scan lines of 
525, 729, and 1,029; camera-point
ing angles from oblique to nadir; 
and frame integration times of 
1/ 60, 1/ 150, and 1/300. 

This phase also concentrated on 
aircraft velocity-height ratios for 
apparent motion of targets from an 
aircraft; square, flat, and long dis
play aspect ratios; camera fields of 
view from 48, 26, and 18 degrees; 
varying display contrasts; and 
signal-to-noise ratios ranging from 
0 to 40 decibels. 

The second phase, now under 
way, concentrates on different 

types of missions. For this phase, 
which imposes a heavier load of 
assignments on the pilot, the test
ing was transferred from Anaheim 
to North American Rockwell's 
Columbus, Ohio, division, which 
has a movable full-scale cockpit. 

On the ground. In this phase a 
model terrain, built on a 3,000-to-l 
scale, is scanned by cameras 
mounted on a mobile overhead rig. 
Illumination is reduced in the 
standard closed-circuit tv systems 
by neutral density filters and video 
processing. A Honeywell 3-C digi
tal computer and an Electronics 
Associates Inc. analog computer 
are used to simulate aircraft flight 
paths; control and the many im
posed variables-camera angle, 
gust motions, speed, and altih1de; 
and are used to store information 
by data reduction. 

Thus far it has been found that 
interference, or "snow," apparently 
does not impair a pilot's ability to 
recognize targets as much as had 
been anticipated: the number of 
scan lines have little affect on a 
pilot's night vision; too much speed 
or too low an altitude limits a 
pilot's ability to react quickly 
enough to stay on target; and types 
of targets and their relationships 
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to other identifiable markers often 
govern the effectiveness of the low
light-level tv system. 

Autonetics has considered vari
ous sizes and shapes of displays , 
not only on a cockpit console but 
also a head-up display and a hel
met-mounted display. The latter, 
with trichoic glass, resembles Hip
down eyeglasses and eventually 
could be built so that the pilot's 
head movement would directly con
trol the camera viewer. 

The last test phase, due to begin 
soon, will evaluate types of sensor 
tubes. Purchased for this phase 
were image orthicon tubes from 
General Electric, vidicon tubes 
from Radio Corp. of America, sec
ondary electron conduction vidi
con tubes from vVestinghouse, and 
image intensifiers, both single and 
triple stage, from Machlett Labora
tories Inc. Also purchased was a 
Westinghouse camera system built 
specially to be compatible with all 
three types of sensor tubes. 

... and reacting faster 
Even pilots with above-average re
flexes are too slow for the control 
systems on today's aircraft. React
ing at top speed, a pilot can take 
from a tenth to half a second just 
to push a button-and that's not 
fast enough. 

The solution, according to Dun
lap & Associates Inc. of Santa Mon
ica, Calif. , is to get as much of the 
pilot out of the control loop as pos
sible. A team of four engineers, 
headed by M. J. Wargo, wants to 
replace toggles, push buttons, or 
other on-off switches with what it 
calls MAP, for muscle action poten
tial. 

Dunlap's MAP uses sensors in a 
neoprene mask that straps on in the 
same manner as the pre-jet era 
leather flight helmet. The electrodes 
touch the cheek, picking up weak 
voltages that are transmitted from 
the brain to the jaw muscles. In
stead of flipping a switch, a pilot 
tenses his jaw muscles to initiate the 
first 125 milliseconds or so of a se
quence. By following through with 
a hand control, the pilot continues 
the operation. This serves to make 
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Sensitive. Helmet with electrodes 
picks up weak voltages transmitted 
from the brain to jaw muscles. The 
system cuts a pilot's reaction time. 

his response safe as well as fast. 
Time saver. Since the MAP pick

ups are so close to the brain, trans
mission time is minimized. Also, 
since MAP senses muscle conh·ol 
signals, not the movements of the 
muscles themselves, the time wasted 
in muscular contractions is saved, 
too. 

To test MAP with eye and ear in
puts, the group built a control dis
play device to which a MAP helmet 
and a pair of earphones were con
nected. On the front panel was a 
cathode-ray tube showing a dot of 
light; it was the test subject's task 
to keep the dot from moving side
ways. 

The scope was the subject's vis
ual input; the earphones supplied 
an audible indication for dot move
ment with a rising or falling tone. 
In comparison tests using a micro
switch, a joystick, and a pressure 
sensor-strain gauge switch, a sub
ject using MAP proved faster than 
his counterpart without MAP. The 
fastest time using the microswitch 
without MAP was 234.4 sec. But 
the MAP-equipped subject reacted 
in only 150 msec. 

The work was funded by NASA's 
Electronics Research Center in 
Cambridge, Mass. The next step 
would be in-flight testing, but 
money has run out and no funds 
for MAP were included in NASA's 
fiscal 1969 budget. 

Commercial electronics 

Seethe sea 

A small boat traveling at 50 knots 
in the open ocean might pose sea
sickness problems for even the 
most hardened salts. Passengers 
would probably be green in no time 
if there were no way to keep the 
craft on an even keel-or foil, as is 
the case with the 88-passenger 
hydrofoil Dolphin, recently intro
duced to passenger service in the 
Canary Islands. 

The Dolphin is designed by 
Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corp., Betl1page, N.Y., and built in 
Germany by Blohm & Voss AG. 
It's sold by the Garrett Corp. of 
Los Angeles and operated by 
Maritima Antares, S.A., Spain. Be
sides selling the craft, Garrett's Ai
Research Manufacturing Co. makes 
the Hydropilot attitude control sys
tem, which, in effect, levels out the 
swells the boat encounters by keep
ing it "flying" at a given height 
above the surface. This contributes 
to the passengers' comfort and 
prevents the craft from plunging 
into a swell or rising out of the 
water. The boat has already negoti
ated 14-foot swells in trial runs 
with no ill effects reported by the 
various conh·actor representatives 
~board. 

Sea legs. The most sophisticated 
sensor in the Hydropilot, says Ai
Research project engineer Richard 
Barcus, is a pulsed sonic height 
sensor that measures the boat's 
height above the surface when it is 
perched on its three hydrofoils
two forward and one aft. The 
height sensor is made by American 
Bosch Arma Corp. It consists of a 
transmit horn and a receive horn 
recessed into the hull in two 
dimples in tl1e bow, plus a com
puter to calculate the time lapse 
between signal transmission and re
ception. The height sensor has a 
pulse repetition rate of 20 hertz 
and a pulse duration of about 1 
millisecond, says Barcus. 

There also are hvo heave ac
celerometers made by Genisco 
Technology Corp. ; a Lear Siegler 
Inc. vertical gyroscope tlmt sup-
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CLIP-ON CURRENT 
PROBE SPEEDS 
PRODUCTION 

With hp's clip-on milliammeter, measure direct current 

from 0.01 milliamp to 10 amps-without interrupting 

circuits and without error -producing loading. The hp 

4288 probe clips around thecircuitwire being measured 

and provides a reading proportional to the magnetic 

field caused by the de current flow. It is particularly 

useful in measuring battery drain and charging currents 

of portable-type electronic gear. 

No more production slow-downs to cut and resolder 

wires, no more guessing about the loading caused by 

other current measuring techniques. You get a direct 

reading of the actual current flow, quickly and accur

ately, and go on to the next step. 

Easily measures sums or differences of current in 

separate wires passing through the probe. Accuracy 

± 3% offs, ± 0.l mA, with full-scale ranges from 1 mA 

to 10 A. Output voltage is available to measure fre-
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quency de to 400 Hz current measurements with scope 

or recorder. Price: hp 4288, $600 (cabinet); hp 4288R, 

$605 (rack mount). 

Accessories include 3528A Current Probe to measure 

conductors up to 21/2" diameter, with degausser, $450. 

Magnetometer probe, hp 3529A, $75, gives 1 :1 ampere 

conversion to gauss-I milligauss to 10 gauss. 

For the complete production-savings story on the hp 

4288 Clip-on Milliammeter, call your hp field engineer. 

Or write to Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304. 

Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva. 

097/ 21 
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Over seas. The Dolphin-class hydrofoil on which two small dimples below 
the headlights house transmit and receive horns for sonic height sensor. 

plies both pitch and roll angle of 
the boat; a roll rate gyro and a 
pitch rate gyro, both furnished by 
Lear Seigler; and a Genisco lateral 
accelerometer for turn coordina
tion. 

The Dolphin's operator can 
select any of four modes on a con
trol panel in the wheelhouse: stand
by, takeoff, cruise, or landing. In 
the standby mode, with the foils 
deployed, he can actuate a self
test sequence in the computer that 
generates condition reports on six 
indicators-two for attitude, one 
for height, and three showing the 
angle of each foil. 

Equally separate. If the test does 
not produce preset readouts on 
the six indicators, the pilot can tell 
which computer channel is not 
functioning properly because the 
modular design effectively isolates 
the function of each of the 11 
boards in the computer: for each 
of the foils, height and heave, fil
ter, roll channel, pitch channel, and 
four smaller ones for the heave, 
height, roll, and pitch filters. The 
last card contains the self-test and 
warning system logic. 

The pilot then switches to the 
takeoff mode, selects the height to 
which he would like to fly, and the 
hydropilot will conh·ol the lift to 
that height. He then goes to the 
cruise mode, and finally the landing 
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mode, dialing in the height desired 
for each. 

In, not over. The Dolphin is a 
submerged foil boat, as opposed to 
a surface-piercing hydrofoil. The 
submerged foils allow the craft to 
negotiate rougher seas, but the 
craft couldn't fly without a Hydro
pilot foil control system. Says Bar
cus: "There are strong subsurface 
currents, and the foils have to be 
continuously corrected during 
flight. They're moving between 2° 
and 4° at a rate of about .5 hertz 
to compensate for orbital dishu-b
ances in the waves." 

Contracts 

Watchdog at bay 
The Government's Renegotiation 
Board is under indush·y attack 
again but it can't understand why. 
In fact, the board claims that firms 
opposing its continued existence 
are the very ones that stand to lose 
the most from its demise. 

The issue is tin1ely. The board's 
charter will expire June 30 unless 
Congress acts to extend it. A few 
months back, the board's future 
looked bleak [Electronics, Aug. 21, 
1967, p. 60], but sentiment is now 

building to keep it around. 
Though the board was set up to 

protect taxpayers from "war prof
iteers" and others who would over
charge on Government contracts, 
its current critics are mostly legiti
mate Government contractors and 
their Washington lobbyists. 

Wolf's clothing. The board con
tends that its operations actually 
protect industry's "good guy" 
image. A contractor wrongly ac
cused of making excess profits at 
taxpayer expense can be cleared 
by a board investigation; on the 
other hand, the agency, as it's now 
constituted, can do little harm to a 
contractor's reputation. 

But industry representatives 
don't see it that way. Though they 
cite no figures, they argue that it 
costs more to comply with the 
provisions of the Renegotiation Act 
than is ever reclaimed by the Gov
ernment in excess profits. They also 
point out that there's no guarantee 
future boards will be as fairly run 
as the present one. 

Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez, a liberal 
Texas Democrat, is the leading 
Congressional backer of the board. 
Beyond just extending its charter, 
Gonzalez wants to make the board 
a permanent Federal agency with 
wider powers. He claims that Viet
nam war spending makes the 
board more necessary than it ever 
was. 

More teeth. The board currently 
can reclaim money only from com
panies doing more than $1 million 
annual business with the Govern
ment. Gonzalez wants this mini
mum lowered to $250,000, but he 
would 'prohably settle for a $500,-
000 floor. He would also like to see 
the panel empowered to pass on the 
standard or catalogue products
items now exempt from investiga
tion. 

President Johnson's position on 
all this is still uncertain, but he's 
expected to support an extension 
of the board's charter. In 1966, his 
request for a six-year extension was 
overruled; aerospace and elec
tronics lobbies were instrumental 
in holding the board's lease on life 
to two years. The Electronic In
dustries Association was among the 
more vocal critics, describing the 
board as "wrong in principle as 
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Readouts clear up problems. 

Polaroid circular polarizers clear up readouts. 

Reading readouts is never a 
problem-if they're equipped with 
Polaroid circular polarizers. 

Our polarizers improve readabil
ity from every angle by increasing 
contrast. In daylight. Or even in 

Polaroid® 

brightly lighted rooms. 
But now you don 't have to take 

our word for it . Send for our new 
brochure, and we' ll include a sample 
circular polarizer. It will help you see 
very clearly why many major display 

and instrument manufacturers are 
now using Polaroid circular polarizers. 

Write Polaroid Corporation , Po
larizer Sales, Department 59, Cam
bridge, Massachusetts 02139. 
Polaroid Circular Polarizers. 
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well as unnecessary and wasteful 
in practice." 

Loose reins. This sort of opposi
tion is prompted, in large measure, 
by suspicion of the panel's dis
cretionary powers. But the board's 
chairman, Lawrence E . Hartwig, 
argues that his agency has to have 
some elbow room when making 
"determinations of excessive prof
its." The board often overlooks ex
cess profits on one contract, for 
example, if the same contractor is 
taking a loss on another. 

Hartwig contends that industry 
can't have it both ways. If discre
tionary powers were lifted, he says, 
the board couldn't take compen
sating factors into account. 

If a company feels it's being 
judged unfairly it can appeal to 
the tax courts. Since the board was 
set up in 1952, 142 of its decisions 
have been appealed, mostly with
out success. 

The vast majority of the cases 
are never taken to court. In fiscal 
1967, the board made 18 determina
tions of excessive profits totaling 
$15.9 million. Two were appealed 
and both are still pending. 

But the most impressive figures 
the board can cite in its own behalf 
are those on voluntary refunds and 
price reductions by contractors. 
The total was $30.3 million in fiscal 
1967. 

Integrated electronics 

Beating the heat 
Q. 'What's keeping the linear inte
grated circuit from being an even 
bigger commercial success than it 
already is ? 

A. It can't handle more than a 
watt or two. 

Aware of this, engineers at the 
General Electric Co.'s Semiconduc
tor division in Syracuse, N.Y., de
cided that the easiest way to boost 
power is to have the IC dissipate 
more of the heat that builds up. 

The GE engineers took the com
pany's familiar plastic flatpack, and 
substituted a T-shaped heat sink 
for the single-tab dissipator. 
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Teeing up. T-sha ped heat si nk for monolithic IC's t ri ples 
power-handling capabilities without new or redesig ned chips. 

Result: without any significant 
design changes, save for the heat 
sink, an amplifier circuit's power
handling ability was tripled to 6 
watts. 

Setting the stage. The immediate 
market for these triple-tab devices 
is in such consumer items as audio 
amplifiers, says GE. In fact in 1966, 
when the company first designed 
its linear Ic's for consumer applica
tions, it was so sure it would take 
the heat-sink approach to boost 
power that it packed enough ele
ments on the IC chip to handle a 6-
watt load. Now, the same chip can 
be dropped into a slot in the new 
heat-sink arrangement and the unit 
can be encapsulated in the familiar 
plastic package. 

The company plans to market 
such a 6-watt audio amplifier 
with a triple-tab feature shortly. 

Isolated success 
Back in 1965, as linear integrated 
circuits were just beginning to move 
from drawing board to production 
line, a technique called dielectric 
isolation was being heralded as the 
way to achieve IC characteristics 
comparably- to those of discrete cir
cuits. Since then, however, though 
linear Ic's have made it big, dielec
tric isolation has been used for 
only a few of them. 

Now the Microelectronics divi
sion of Radiation Inc., a subsidiary 
of the Harris-Intertype Corp., has 

applied the technique in developing 
a linear IC operational amplifier it 
says has across-the-board electrical 
parameters superior to those of ex
isting IC op amps. Moreover, the 
device, called the RA-909, requires 
no external frequency-compensa
tion networks. 

Radiation Inc. believes the cir
cuit, priced competitively with 
standard isolated units, will vindi
cate dielectric isolation. In this be
lief, the company has taken dead 
aim at the king of the hill, Fairchild 
Semiconductor's µ.A709, by design
ing the 909 as a pin-for-pin replace
ment. 

Road from Rome. The work that 
led to the new op amp started in 
1965 when Radiation received a 
contract from the Air Force's Rome, 
1 .Y., Air Development Center to 
develop dielectrically isolated IC' s. 
The devices were to have, com
pared with existing p-n junction 
isolated Ic's, lower capacitances and 
leakage, higher breakdown voltages 
and radiation resistance, immunity 
to latchup destruction, and superior 
gain-bandwidth and power-speed 
products. Also sought was a greater 
diversity of semiconductor ele
ment, plus a potential for npn 
and pnp transistors having equal 
quality. 

'i\Tork went slowly at first. Dielec
h·ic isolation proved to be more 
costly and difficult than p-n isola
tion, requiring extra diffusion steps, 
higher-quality crystalline materials, 
and high-resolution masking. But 
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µ.-COMP DDP-516 is the most advanced l/C 16-bit 
compact now available. Hardware includes 4096-word 
memory (expandable to 32K), 960 nsec cycle time, 72 
instructions, and optional high-speed multiply and 
divide - just a few of the basic hardware specs. 

Software? 250 field-proven programs are available, 
including ASA FORTRAN IV compiler, assembler with 
DESECTORIZING loader that lets you ignore memory 
restrictions, and OLERT (on-line executive for real time). 

If you don't require this full capability, you can get the 
DDP-416 (at considerable savings, too). For more details 
on a "tomorrow machine" today, write Honeywell, 
Computer Control Division, Old Connecticut Path, 
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701. 

Honeywell 
Q COMPUTER CONTROL 
~ DIVISION 
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persistence paid off-in this case, 
anyway. 

Inside story. The 909 has 13 npn 
transistors and 100 kilohms of re
sistance, including six high-quality, 
vertically oriented pnp transistors. 
According to one Radiation engi
neer, it has "higher voltage and 
current capability, wider common
mode range, higher slew rate, lower 
noise, less power dissipation, and 
greater stability than competitive 
op amps-in particular Fairchild's 
709 and National Semiconductor's 
LMlOl." 

The device features a -+-17-volts 
output into a I-kilohm load, a -+-13-
volt common-mode range, a 5-volt 
per µ.sec slew rate, 5 µ.v equivalent 
input noise, 52 milliwatts of nomi
nal power dissipation, and 40-nano
second rise time. Frequency com
pensation is provided by an extra 
internal stage containing a single 
break point for the proper rolloff. 

Rated for operation between 
- 55°C and +125°C, the 909 is 
priced at under $40-about the 
same as premium op amps. It's 
available off the shelf this week 

Solid state 

Small-scale LSI 
Large-scale integration is paradoxi
cal. Because it combines many func
tions on one semiconductor chip, 
LSI promises low cost. But because 
it tends to increase the number of 
different types of chips and reduce 
the quantity of each, LSI's cost tends 
to remain high. 

Nevertheless, engineers at the 
International Business Machines 
Corp.'s laboratory in Endicott, N.Y., 
say the technique can be economi
cal for a group of small machines 
using the same basic design con
cept. Their approach calls for the 
specifications of a series of machines 
to be defined so that large portions 
of each model are identical. 

Trying it out. To demonstrate the 
validity of this approach, the IBM 

engineers built-on an experimental 
basis-a small data recorder and a 
specialized accounting machine 
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that banks use. A small calculator 
and a calculating terminal for a 
phone line have been designed on 
paper. 

The paradox is particularly vex
ing when it comes to these types of 
machines. Their size and speed call 
for a design that lends itself to se
rial data flow and direct logic con
trol, both of which are difficult to 
attain with LSI. With the IBM ap
proach, the common area is de
signed using LSI, incorporating pro
vision for registers that differ in 
number and length, addressing 
schemes that differ, and so on in 
the various models. 

Says C.S. Gurski, a member of 
the IBM team: "Include commonal
ity in your basic definition of the 
series. You are going to get into 
trouble if you try to force common
ality onto a group of machines that 
really aren't similar, just so you 
can use LSI." 

Gurski and other investigators 
plan to report details of the new 
approach at the three-day Interna
tional Solid State Circuits Confer
ence, which opens in Philadelphia, 
Feb. 14. 

Strike. Bowler inserts scorecard into 
Brunswick's computerized automatic 
scorer, which tallies, prints, and 
then projects score on a screen. 

Consumer electronics 

Pin money 
Back in the 1950's, the introduction 
of automatic pinsetters revolution
ized bowling and the sport's popu
larity mushroomed. Once a game 
only men played, it almost over
night became an attrnction for the 
entire family. But in recent years, 
bowling's fortunes have sagged 
sharply. Now, manufacturers of 
bowling equipment are trying to 
sell operators of bowling alleys on 
the idea of computerized scoring 
systems as a means of reversing the 
trend. 

What with strikes and spares, 
argue the manufacturers, keeping 
a running tally in frames tends to 
confuse and discourage neophyte 
bowlers. Automatic scoring, they 
say, could create a new generation 
of bowlers clamoring to be ad
mitted to the alleys. 

Two for the money. The biggest 
boosters of computerized scoring 
are the Brunswick Corp. and Do
han Labs Inc. , recently acquired by 
tl1e Itek Corp. And for good reason. 
Both are already marketing such 
systems, based on digital com
puters. Brunswick introduced its 
system last October, and a month 
later Dohan came out with its ver
sion. 

Brunswick has an added ineen
tive. Its fortunes go hand in hand 
with bowling since it owns a na
tionwide chain of bowling alleys 
operated under a franchise arrange
ment. 

To detect pins left standing, 
Brunswick uses the pinsetter deck 
as a sensor and Dohan uses sen
sors within the pin area, which is 
scanned by a light beam. The sen
sors feed data-in this case, tlie 
number of remaining pins-to the 
computer. 

In the Brunswick system, the 
computer-covering four lanes-is 
located behind tl1e bowling area to 
print out scores and project them 
on screens at each lane. Each 
bowler identifies himself to the 
computer by moving a lever on a 
subsystem to his assigned number. 
These subsystems are at each ball 
rack-one for two lanes-and have 
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A matched FET pair arid 
a constant current diode ... 

. • . combined with 2 resistors will produce 
a high-performance differential amplifier. 

The 2N5196 - 99 series of matched FETs 
in one package offers tracking from 
5 µV f°C ... offset as low as 5 mV ... 
input current below 15 pA. With four 
tracking and drift specs, one should fit 
your cost/ performance goals. 

Standard current-limiter diodes have 
nominal operating currents between 
220µA and 4.7 mA. There are many 
other uses for CL diodes besides replacing 
the load resistor in the diff amp circuit . . . 
try one wherever you need a constant 
current source. 

Want data sheets and circuits? 

Contact us. 

DESIGNER KITS 
DK -5 Complete range ol nine 
CL diodes plus application data 
at .. . .... ... ... {$29.95 .) 
DK-7 Four matched FETs 
one each ol the 2N5196 - 99 
series and two CL diodes at 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . {$84 .50 .) 
Both in stock a t a ny of our 
lranchi1ed distributors. 

, 

NEW LOW COST FET TESTER 
The Sl200 Semiconductor Tester 
features plug · ins !or expandable 
test capability , simplicity ol op
ttation, and low COit . 

Price: Sl200 Tester ... $960 . 
Price: SI201 (DC & gr1 ) Plug 
in Module .. . $1335 . 

H Siliconix incorporated 
1140 W. Evelyn Ave. • Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Phone (408) 245-1000 • TWX: 910-339-9216 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

iia ~ ~ ~ Bl!illS ~ .. ~ t.M "'fill! .... ,JJ 
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provisions for six bowlers per lane. 
The Dohan system's computer, 

covering two lanes, is placed in the 
space usually occupied by a con
ventional scoring table. Bowlers 
identify themselves to the com
puter by pressing their assigned 
buttons on the machine's control 
panel. 

Hard sell. Thus far, Brunswick 
has installed its system in one 
bowling alley that it owns in Chic
ago. However, the company says it 
has sold eight systems for a 32-
lane alley in Buena Park, Calif. 
Each four-lane system is priced at 
$12,000. Brunswick also plans long
term leasing deals at 5 cents a line. 

Dohan, which is selling each two
lane system for about $4,600, has 
also installed its equipment in one 
bowling alley, in El Cerrito, Calif. 
The firm says it already has orders 
for 200 more. 

Government 

Hit the dirt! 
When it comes under fire, the 
ponderous Pentagon can move like 
a bushwacked paratrooper. Con
sider its reaction to Sen. William 
Proxmire's blast at the Defense De
partment's system of providing 
Government-owned machinery to 
private contractors. Almost within 
minutes, the brass were in defen
sive positions and laying down 
covering fire. The system, said as
sistant Defense Secretary Thomas 
Morris , is designed to save the 
taxpayers' money. 

Morris was responding to the 
naming by Proxmire (D., Wis.) , 
chairman of the Joint Economic 
Committee, of 21 companies and 
two university laboratories cited in 
a General Accounting Office re
port on misuse of Government
owned property [Electronics, Jan. 
8; p. 48]. Among the firms in the 
electronics and aerospace fields 
were: the Aerojet General Corp., 
the Bendix Aerospace division, the 
Boeing Co., the Beech Aircraft 
Corp., the Raytheon Co., the Con
tinental Aviation & Engineering 
Corp., the Sperry Gyroscope Co., 
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the Sikorsl")' Aircraft division of 
the United Aircraft Corp., TRW 
Inc., and the Wright Aeronautical 
division of the Curtiss-Wright 
Corp. 

The Pentagon couldn't help but 
acknowledge the validity of some 
of the GAo's complaints. Moving 
fast to deny its critics the op
porhmity of furtl1er potshots, it 
ordered that: 

• Contractors be required to 
keep better records of their utiliza
tion of Government equipment, 
perhaps on a machine-by-machine 
basis; 

• Contractors be required to do a 
better job of reporting excess ma
chinery to the Government; 

• Limits be set on the amount of 
equipment that can be used for 
commercial work without advance 
Government approval; 

• Rental charges be examined 
and possibly revised. 

Sen. Proxmire, who charges the 
Pentagon with lax adminish·ation , 
says the firms named are "no bet
ter and no worse" than the 5,500 
other defense contractors holding 
Government-owned property. He 
put the total value of the equip
ment in question at $15 billion. 

For the record 

Making memories. Honeywell 
Inc. will soon introduce a memory 
disk pack that uses chromium diox
ide coatings, the magnetic tape 
coating that was developed last 
year by the DuPont Co. [Electron
ics, June 26, 1967, p. 56]. This 
month, Honeywell's Elech·onic 
Data Processing division inh·o
duced its first memory disk pack 
using magnetic tape coated with 
the conventional iron oxide. The 
chromium dioxide coating is called 
Crolan by DuPont. 

Elmer C. Simmons, the division's 
senior principal engineer, says the 
bit-packing densities possible with 
iron-oxide coatings are good enough 
for today's disk drives, "but as 
disk memories with faster bit rates 
appear, chrome is going to become 
more attractive and probably neces
sary." 

Negotiations. The Sperry Rand 
Corp. is apparently getting out of 
the semiconductor business. Last 
April, the company sold its dis
crete-device operation to Solitron 
Devices Inc. of Tappan, N.Y. Now, 
Sperry is negotiating to sell the rest 
of its Semiconductor division in 
Norwalk, Conn., to Insh·ument Sys
tems Corp. of Huntington, N.Y., for 
more than $5 million. 

Spread the wealth. The Pentagon 
has allocated roughly $20 million 
to Project Themis, which spreads 
research dollars among universities 
not accustomed to getting defense 
grants. Although the Pentagon's 
total research expenditure of $200 
million is expected to be kept at 
the same level next year, Themis' 
share will probably climb by as 
much as $7 million. 

Success. Two and a half years ago 
many scientists wondered whether 
tl1e Surveyor unmanned space pro
gram would ever amount to much. 
The halls of Congress echoed witl1 
criticism of the project, which was 
more than two years behind sched
ule and was spending money at a 
rate expected to total five times ori
ginal estimates. But Hughes Air
craft Co., the builder, and Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory, tl1e manager, 
surprised the doubters. 

Last week Surveyor 7's spectacu
lar performance capped a program 
that chalked up five out of seven 
successful missions. Given only a 
40% chance of success by its man
agers , Surveyor 7 made a difficult 
landing on the rugged lunar crater 
Tycho. And 48 hours after touch
down, the craft, having dislodged 
a pebble that was preventing the 
operation of its soil-collecting box, 
was successfully running through 
all of its experiments. 

On the outs. The marketing man 
who is credited with leading Zenitl1 
Radio Corp. to record sales sud
denly resigned. Leonard C. Trues
dell, executive vice president in 
charge of marketing and president 
of Zenith Sales Corp., left under 
mysterious circumstances. Accord
ing to Zenith's president, Joseph S. 
" ' right, "This matter is being 
checked out very carefully. Until 
all the facts have been determined, 
we are not in a position to com
ment." 
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The new Bourns units are available in Ys", 1).16" and 2" 
diameters with either bushing or servo-mount lids. Standard 
linearity is 0.5% with special linearities on request. Rota
tional life of the new conductive plastic units is 50,000,000 
shaft revolutions and temperature range is -55°C to +125°C. 
All have outstanding resistance to humidity and exceed the 
moisture resistant requirement of MIL-R-39023. Most are 
available in ranges of 100 to 1,000,000 ohms. All models are 
manufactured to the stringent quality specifications you have 
come to expect from a Bourns product line. As with all prod
ucts manufactured by Bourns, every single INFINITRON unit 
is guaranteed by the Bourns Reliability Assurance Progra·m, 

Circle 49 on reader service card 

which includes individual inspection to published electrical 
and physical characteristics. Standard units are ready to 
ship off-the-shelf to fit your production or engineering re
quirements ... special resistance values, taps, electrical 
angles and mechanical stops are available !.!Pon request. 

Don't gamble in down-time, extended deliveries, etc.; and 
don't speculate on quality and specifications! Investigate 
all the outstanding specs offered by the six new INFINITRON 
conductive plastic precision potentiometers from Bourns! 
For complete technical data contact your nearest Bourns 
office, representative or write the factory direct. 

BOURNS, INC., TRIMPOT DIVISION • 1200 COLUMBIA AVE. , RIVERSIDE, CALIF. 
TELEPHONE ( 714) 684-1700 • TWX: 910 332-1 252 • CABLE: BOURNSINC. 

TRIMPOT® and Precision Potentiometers - Miniature Relays - Eiectronic Modules - Microcomponents 



MiNIATURE SIZE RELAY 0 CONTACT RATINGS: Contact Material: Rhodium. Maximum Volt
~ge (Volts) : 50 VOC, 150 VAC . Maximum Current : Switch, .500 amp. Carry , 2.5 amps. Maximum 
Power (Watts, DC) : 6 Watts. Resistive or properly suppressed (VA, AC): 10 VA. Maximum Re
sistance Initial: 100 mi ll io hms. End-of-life: 2 ohms. Peak Breakdown Voltage: 300 volts rms. 
Life & Reliability At Rated Load: 20 x 1 O' operations. Ory Circuit : 500 x 1 O' operations. 

STANDARD SIZE RELAY 0 CONTACT RATINGS: Contact material : Rhod ium. Maximum Volt
age (volts): 150 VO C, 250 VAC . Maximum Current : Switch, 1.5 amps . Carry, 6 amps. Maximum Power 
(Watts. DC) : 25 watts. Resistive or properly suppressed (VA, AC) : 40 VA. Maximum Resistance, 
Initial : 50 mi ll iohms . End-of-life : 2 ohms. Peak Breakdown Voltage : 500 volts rms. Life & Reli
ability, At Rated Load : 20 x 1 O' opera ti ons. Ory Circuit : 500 x 1 O' operat ions. 

OPERA TING PARAMETERS: Speed: Depending on sensi tivity and number of poles, the speed for mi ni
ature si ze rel ays is fr om 1 msec to 2iS msec. including contact bounce and coll time . Insulation Resist· 
ance: Coil to ground : 50 mego hms (min). Coil to contact : 500 megohms (min). Temperature Range : 
-50'C to + 105' C. Vibration : 1 OG ® 10-55 cycles /sec (open or cl osed). Shock : 15G (min). 

OPERA TING PARAMETERS: Speed: Depending upon sensi tivi ty and number of poles, the speed for 
standard size relays, inc luding contact bounce and co il time, is: 2Y, msec to 6 msec. Insulation Resist· 
ance, Coil to ground : 100 megohms (min) . Coil to contact : 2000 megohms (min) . Temperature 
Range : -50' C to +105'C. Vibration : 10G ® 10-55 cycles/sec (open or closed) . Shock: 15G (min) . 
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NEXT TIME YOU 

NEED A DRY REED RELAY 

THERE'S A BRAND NEW SOURCE 

WHERE YOU CAN GET IT FASTER 

It's Adlake-the company you call on for 
mercury relays. We now supply dry 
reed relays in standard and miniature 
sizes; single. double, and 4-pol e. And w e 
promise you the same fast delivery that 
made us the leader in mercury 
displacement and mercury-wetted relays. 

Th ere 's no compromise w ith quality. 
Our dry reed relays have the most 
accurately-w ound coils and the most 
reliabl e switches you can fi nd anywhere. 
They are specially recommended for 
such applications as automatic numerical 
machine controls. telephone and telegraph 
switchgear. and data processing . 

Write today for our new catalog. And 
don't forg et that at Adla ke we always 
stand ready to assist you with design 
and engineering. 

THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE COMPANY 
A SUBSIDIARY OF Alli ED PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

Elkhart. Indiana 46514 • 219 264-1141 • TWX 219 522 3102 • TELEX 25-8458 • CABLE ADLAKE 
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NASA will spell out 

needs to industry 

FAA throttles down 

development of new 

communications link 

Satellite study bids 

to be asked-at last 

Army gets Cheyenne 

as Pentagon clips 

Air Force's wings 
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NASA officials feel the electronics industry has lost touch with long-range 
space-agency goals in recent years. To reestablish communications be
tween NASA and industry, top officials from the agency's Electronics 
Research Center, Cambridge, Mass., and the Office of Advanced Re
search and Technology in Washington, plan to visit electronics companies 
throughout the nation to discuss future research needs and the problems 
to be solved. ' 

The campaign was started quietly late last year as a pilot program in 
the Boston area. It was headed by ERC director James Elms. 

The FAA is slowing down the development of an air-grdund communica
tions system for the 1970's. The reason: lack of funds. 

Collins Radio, which is designing the system and hardware, has been 
told to stretch out its work for at least six months to keep the program 
alive. The company was to deliver its first progress report early this 
year, but this will probably be put off until the summer. 

With the system, a single radio frequency would be assigned to an 
aircraft and all channel switching would be handled automatically by 
ground stations. The FAA says this would reduce a pilot's communica
tions workload, cut the cost of airborne communications equipment, and 
make better use of the frequency space allotted to air-traffic control. The 
FAA had hoped to start testing prototype hardware late this year. 

The Air Force will ask for proposals this week on two studies of its 
planned 621B navigation-satellite system. Held up last year by an exten
sive Pentagon review [Electronics, Nov. 27, 1967, p. 59], the project has 
most recently been delayed by the lengthy preparation of a work state
ment. 

Industry proposals for the parallel studies, each funded at $500,000, 
are due in early February. At least five companies-Westinghouse, RCA, 
Hughes, TRW Systems, and GE-have lined up subcontractor teams and 
are already conducting in-house studies of the system, which is to be 
secure and highly accurate. 

The Army's victory in getting a go-ahead to build the AH-56A Cheyenne 
compound helicopter also settled the controversy over which service 
will have project control and Hy the helicopter. Part of the delay in 
awarding the pact to Lockheed Aircraft stemmed from a hassle between 
the Army and the Air Force. The Air Force claimed the program because 
the Cheyenne has fixed wings, but the Army cited its responsibility for 
all helicopters. The AH-56A, formerly called Advanced Aerial Fire Sup
port System, has both rotors and small fixed wings. 

The Army is picking up an option to buy 375 aircraft. Cost will be 
about $1 million each. An initial $21.4 million contract is for preproduc
tion work and long-lead-time items. 

The Army has experienced delays in developing the integrated avionics 
system for the Cheyenne [Electronics, April 3, 1967, p. 66], with the 
possibility that only the central computer would be aboard the first 
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Patent bill headed 
for Senate floor 

Litton unit to build 
submarine simulator 

Proxmire panel eyes 
interservice waste. 

GAO to join chorus 
lamenting contracts 

Washington Newsletter 

production models when they start rolling off the assembly line some
time in 1969. The electronic system will be built around an expanded 
version of Teledyne's data processors developed for the Navy's Integ
rated Helicopter Avionics System. 

Chan.ces are g9od that the long-debated patent reform bill will make 
it to the Senate floor during this session of Congress. But how it will fare 
after the Senate Judiciary Committee reports it out, and how different 
it will be from the Administration's bill is anyone's guess. 

The major point of controversy has been the Administration's determi
nation to change the criteria for granting patents from first-to-invent to 
first-to-file. The switch would align the U.S. with the rest of the world 
and is regarded by the Government as a necessary step toward a universal 
patent system [Electronics, June 12, 1967]. Senate hearings on the 
measure will begin Jan. 30. In the House, the bill is still in committee 
and no hearings have been announced. 

Look for John F. Kincaid, assistant secretary of commerce for science 
and technology to make a strong pitch for the Administration position 
before the American Patent Law Alisociation this week. Patent lawyers 
have attacked the proposed criteria change on the ground that it would 
make for lengthier and more complicated litigation. 

The Navy will soon announce the award of a contract to build the first 
oceanographic submarine simulator. The work is going to the Amecon 
division of Litton Industries, Silver Spring, Md., which will design and 
construct a simulator for training two-man teams to operate Alvin ex
ploration submarines. 

Next month, Litton will get together with Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution, the Massachusetts outfit that will operate the system, to 
settle on a design. The simulator, which will be located at one of three 
Massachusetts sites, will include mock-up subs in a huge water tank. A 
computer will move the subs and feed simulated data into sonar and com
munications equipment, while films of underwater scenery will provide 
a further touch of realism. 

Watch for the Economy-in-Government subcommittee of the House
Senate Joint Economic Committee to zero in on what some Congressmen 
feel is the Armed Services' reluctance to employ each others' systems and 
equipment. Sen. William Proxmire, the maverick Wisc6nsin Democrat 
who heads the subcommittee, is sharply critical of interservice rivalry at 
the sacrifice of economy. His panel is expected to focus on the variety 
of equipment standards laid down by ·the services, and on stockpiling 
policies. 

The General Accounting Office will add its voice to those of the Civil 
Service Commission, Congress, and others who feel Government often 
contracts for work civil service employees could handle. Several GAO 
reports will be issued this year, and one of the agencies expected to come 
under particularly heavy fire is NASA. The space agency will be charged 
with ordering computer-based studies that are carried on by contractors 
using NASA computers at NASA facilities. 
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Sorensen modular power supplies 
3Yis" x 3%" x 7;· :!:0.005o/o regulation 
sagoo 

any questions? 
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D Model QSA48-.4 Power Supply, 
shown actual size, illustrates the com
pactness of the Sorensen QSA Series. 
New off-the-shelf models cover the 
range to 150 volts. 
D All silicon transistor design-con
vection cooled-operating tempera
tures up to 71°C. 
D Requires no external heat sink
mount in any position. 
D Lowest ripple of any modular sup
plies-300 µV rms. 
D Best voltage regulation--+- 0.005% 
line and load combined. 
D Lowest prices-$89 to $149. 
D Overload and short circuit protec
tion. 
D 20 µs response time-no turn-on/ 
turn-off overshoots. 
D Three sizes in each voltage range 
depending on power level-all are 
rack mountable with optional 3V2" rack 
adapter. 
D Remote sensing and remote pro
gramming- capable of series/parallel 
operation. 
D Any further questions? For QSA 
details or for other standard/ custom 
DC power supplies, AC line regulators 
or frequency changers contact your 
local Sorensen representative or: 
Raytheon Company, Sorensen Opera

tion, Richards Avenue, 
~--R-AY_T_H_E_O-~- Norwalk, Connecticut 
._.....__...,.._. 06856. Tel: 203-838-6571 
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The great 
LSI race. 

While the rest of the semiconductor 
industry tried to squeeze enough ICs on 
a chip to get into the MSI/LSI busi
ness, Fairchild turned systems inside 
out. We were looking for an intelligent 
alternative to component mentality. 
Our investigation led to a whole new set 
of design criteria for medium and 
large scale integration devices. 

A computer isn't a computer. 
It's a digital logic system. It has the same functional 

needs as any other digital system: control , memory, 
input/output and arithmetic. There's no logical 
reason to custom design a complex circuit for each 

system. That's why Fairchild MSls and LSls are 

designed to function ---1l:f~~ij{J,!j----
as fundamental _ ! ~ a 1~ Ir I 
building blocks in b:ri 
any digital log.ic {'~ : 1 ~ 
system. Even 1f .~ ~ 
it's a computer. ' 

<--L..<-...L.LL.L.1...LL.L.L/...LJJ 

A little complexity goes a long way. 
Anybody can package a potpourri of circuitry and 

call it MSI or LSI. But, that's not the problem. Why 
multiply components, when you should divide the 

system? Like we did. We found that sub-systems 
have a common tendency toward functional overlap. 
There are too many devices performing similar 
functions. More stumbling blocks than building 
blocks. Our remedy is a family of MSls and LSls with 

multiple applications. The Fairchild 9300 universal 
register, for example, can also function as a modulo 
counter, shift register, binary to BCD shift converter, 

up/down counter, serial to parallel (and parallel to 
serial) converter, and a half-dozen other devices. 

Watch out for that first step. 
There are all kinds of complex circuits. Some of them 
have a lot of headache potential. Especially if you 
want to interface them with next year's MS ls and 

LSls. We decided to eliminate the problem before it 
got into your system. All Fairchild building blocks 

share the same compatible design characteristics. 
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We're also making the interface devices that tie them 

together. For example, our 9301 one-of-ten decoder 
can be used as an input/output between our universal 
register, dual full adder 

and memory cell. 
(It could also get a 
job as an expandable 
digital demultiplexer, 

minterm generator 
or BCD decoder.) 

Hurry. Before the price goes down. 
Gate for gate, today's complex circuits are about the 

same price as discrete ICs. But, by the time you're 
ready to order production quantities, the price should 

be a lot lower. At least ours will. The reason is 

simple: Fairchild devices are extremely versatile. 

There are fewer of them. But, they do more jobs. 
That means we'll be producing large quantities of 

each device. That also means low unit cost to you. 

And you'll have fewer devices to inventory. 

And fewer to assemble. 
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If you agree with our approach to medium and large 

scale integration, we'd like to tell you more about it. 
There are two ways you can get additional infor
mation. One is by mail. Simply write us on your 
company letterhead. You can also get more data by 
watching the trade press. Fairchild is introducing a 
new integrated circuit each week for 52 weeks. 

(We started on October 9, 1967.) 
Many of them 
will be MSI and LSI. 

If you'd like to 

see the last few 
we've introduced, 
turn the page. 

FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR 
A Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation 

313 Fairchild Drive, Mountain View, California 94040 
(415) 962-5011, TWX : 910-379-6435 
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Fairchild is introducing a new in
tegrated circuit every week. The 
last two months look l ike this. 

FAIRCHILO 

SEMICONDUCTOR 

3102 
MOS THREE
INPUT GATE 

-JW---
10---

-]~ 
rj 
~ ·-·--·-··------ -·------··-· ----

CIRCL E REA DER SERVICE NUMBER 113 
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DUAL25-BIT 
DYNAMIC 
SHIH REGISTER 

--···''-15 -·-·---..-___ ... 11_ .... - . 

·--··-··-----~ -·------··-···--
CIRCLE READER SE RVICE NU MBER 11 5 
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Thanks to an ancient 
shepherd named Magnes, 
the big noise about the 

Amelco 300 Series HNI L is 
its immunity to 4.2 volts! 

Just a few thousand years after Magnes discovered the phenomenon of magnetism, 

a new way was developed to magnetically measure the mobility of silicon material. 

This led us to the development of the 300 Series HNIL to provide the fastest possible 

logic for high voltage operation. But that's not all. 

The 300 Series HNIL cuts over-all system costs. No need for interface circuitry 

and low voltage power supply. Twelve to fifteen volts will do. 

What's more, complex arrays and direct lamp and relay drive capability result 

in minimum packages per system. 

And because of fewer components and less chance of electrical malfunction due to 

noise, over-all system reliability is improved. 

All of this makes the 300 Series HNIL ideally suited for on line control applications. 

Enough said except another word of thanks to Mr. Magnes. 

HNIL LOGIC ELEMENTS 

DUAL 5 INPUT BUFFER 

QUAD 2 INPUT "OR' " ABLE BUFFER 

QUAD 2 INPUT GATE 

QUAD 2 INPUT " OR" ABLE GATE QUAD " D'" FLIP-FLOP 

DUAL 5 INPUT GATE DUAL ONE SHOT 

DUAL 5 INPUT EXPANDER DUAL INPUT INTERFACE 

RST FLIP-FLOP DUAL OUTPUT INTERFACE 

DUAL JK FLIP-FLOP DUAL EXCLUSIVE-OR 

58 Circle 58 on reader service card 

For quality in quantity 
AMELCO SEMICONDUCTOR 

A TELEDYNE COMPANY 

1300 Terra Bella Avenue; Mountain View, California 94040 
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Zero-TC glass delay medium means lower cost 
per bit, less power per bit, than MOS. 

New Digital Glass Memory Modules give you 
p lug-in seria I storage with bit rates from 2.5 to 
16 megabits per second. 

New Analog Glass Memory Modules delay 
video signals up to one horizonta l scan time. 
Exits as the original input displaced in time by 
63 microseconds. Just p lug it in. 

New High Speed Clock Channels let you in
crease data rate and storage capacity . 500C 
Series Module, for example, goes to 1,600 bits 
at 8 MHz with this new accessory. 

New Extended Storage Digital Glass Memory 
Modules give you p lug-in de lay times from 256 
microseconds at 16 MHz to 1,024 at 4 M Hz. 

New 63 Microsecond Glass Delay Lines are 
high performance analog storage devices that 
let you work with bandwidths up to 15 M Hz for 
video processing. 

CORNING 
PUTS STABLE SPEED 
INTO YOUR MEMORY. 
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Send the coupon 

for specifications on 

the entire Corning I ine 

of sta ble speed 

memories. 

Corning Glass Works 
Corning Electronics Division 
Advanced Products Department 
Raleigh, N. c_ 27602 

Please send spec sheets on complete line of 
CORNING@ Glass Memory devices, modules, systems. 

NAME 

FIRM 

TITLE 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
' 

CORNING 
ELECTRONICS 
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We are . Because we've designed the most modern 4PDT 3 amp 
plug-in relay available but feel constrained to admit that it is 
not a fantastic breakthrough in technology. 
Our Series 1300 relay's modest superiority over others comes 
from combining a number of small advances in design. We've eliminated 
rivets by molding the armature and bobbin assembly of glass-filled polyester, 
and thereby gained a greater dielectric strength. We devised a flat armature 
return spring for a slightly better response than a conventional coil spring. 
Slightly longer than usual blades offer better contact and reliability. 
Our proudest accomplishment is in keeping the cost of the Series 1300 
relay thoroughly competitive with others . 
The Series 1300 is available AC or DC, plug-in or quick disconnect, 
6 to 115 VAC and 6 to 110 VDC. Contact rating 3 amps at 30 VDC or 
115 VAC resistive. A complete brochure is yours on request. 
Guardian Electric Manufacturing Company, 1550 W. Carroll Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 60607 

60 Circle 60 on reader service card 

@ 
GUARDIAN® 
ELECTRIC 
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A word to the do-it-yourself module builder: 

Don't. 
Buy our ] Series modules instead. 

The J Series is our new family 
of general purpose, all integrated 
circuit logic modules. Their per
formance almost matches that 
of our famous T Series modules, 

These will case you Jess. 

but they cost about 25 % less. They're made to the same 
dimensions as the T Series, with the same 52 pin connec
tors, so they're physically interchangeable. We make them 
for our own seismic recorder systems, so they're rugged 
and reliable. Now, as of January, you can buy them (com-

plete with mounting hardware, racks and power supplies, 
if you wish) in any of 25 different functions. 

And save yourself the time and cost of making your 
own: designing, assembling, testing, new procedures, new 
equipment, new personnel, additional training, to say 
nothing of the added paper work. 

If you're building systems, you 

5 
D 

5 must have better things to do than go 
into the module assembly business. 
Such as reading our J Series catalog. 

It's free. 
Scientific Data Systems, 
Santa Monica, California 

Circle 61 on reader service card 
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Helipot 
rings up the 
twelve dollar C. P. pot. 
The new Model 3351 conductive plastic 
potentiometer is our twelve dollar solution 
to your age-old budget problem. It's a new 
low price for a non-wirewound precision 
potentiometer, and yet performance and 
quality have not been sacrificed. This new 
model excels wherever high precision and 
long, trouble-free life are needed at mini
mum cost. 

If you like the $12.00 price, then check 
these specs.• Essentially infinite resolution. 
• Standard resistance range; lK to 75K 
ohms. • Long life. • Linearity; ± 0.5%. 

Circle 62 on reader service card 

• Power rating; 0. 75 watts at 70 C. • Resist
ance tolerance; ± 10%. • Operating tem
perature range; - 65°C to + 125"C. • Fac
tory stocked. 

Also, Helipot has other all-new non-wire
wound pots to satisfy most every applica
tion. Standard servo mount models with 
either conductive plastic or cermet resist
ance elements are available in 7 / 8" and 
1-1/ 16" diameter. And they are priced un
der $25.00. 

Ask your local Helipot sales representa
tive for the complete non-wirewound pot 
story .. . now. 

Beckman® 
IN STR U M E N TS, INC . 

HELIPOT DIVISION 
FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA • 92634 

INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES' GENEVA; MUNICH; GLEN ROTH ES. 
SCOTLAND; TOKYO: PARIS; CAPETOWN; LONDON; MEXICO CITY 
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January 22, 1968 I Highlights of this issue 

Technical Articles 

Computer-aided design, 
part 13 

Defining faults with 
a dictionary 

page 64 

For low cost, 
count on RTL 

page 74 

Every data bit counts 
in transmission cleanup 

page 77 

Putting the squeeze 
on radar signals 

page 86 

There's no overcharg~ 
for fast-charged batteries 

page 97 

Coming 
February5 
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Identifying a bad component in a complex circuit is simplified 
with a computer program based on frequency-gain curve test
ing. The computer generates a fault dictionary that the engi
neer can consult to locate and define the failed or out-of
tolerance component after comparing the measured curve 
with the ideal one. 

Though far faster integrated circuit logic schemes have been 
developed, the old resistor-transistor-logic 1c is still very much 
alive. With RTL circuits and a little-used counting technique, 
the cost of a decade's worth of counting, decoding, and read
out is only $10. 

Electronics 
?..~;:=--=~=-· 

For digital data, passage through a trans
mission channel is like running the gaunt
let. Atmospheric conditions or even back
ground noise can :flip or wipe out bits at 
random or in clusters. But these errors are 
detected and corrected by an IBM system 
that weaves redundancies into a message 
and, at the receiving end, uses a code poly
nomial, the redundant bits, and previously 

received data bits to calculate a checkword for comparison 
with the preceding message. 

A single bank of filters can keep track of several targets picked 
up on a number of radar channels with a new scheme tl1at 
appears to compress time. A core memory samples the radar 
returns from each channel in sequence and then reads them 
out in blocks, channel by channel, at high speed, presenting 
the filter bank with an illusion of continuous tracking. 

Rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries have been handi
capped by a long recharging time that can take the better part 
of a day. But with a diode-protection circuit to shunt the high
rate charging current and a thermal switch to reduce the cur
rent, charge time can be shortened without running the risk 
of overcharge. 

•Compensating for drift errors in amplifiers 

•Automated IC mask-making 

•Video i-f amplifiers 
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Design theory 

Computer-aided design: part 13 
Defining faults with a dictionary 

To identify failures in a linear circuit, an engineer need only compare 

test results with a list of potential trouble spots generated by a computer 

By Walter J. Stahl, John H. Maenpaa, and Carl J. Stehman 
Scully International Inc., Downers Grove, Ill. 

Called upon to diagnose circuit ills, an engineer, 
like a physician, must know the anatomy of his sub
ject. With the aid of a computer, he can use a 
fault-diagnosis program to generate a list of symp
toms-potential component failures. By relating 
these symptoms to their ills, the engineer can 
quickly and easily prescribe a cure. 

For discrete circuits, the cure could mean sur-

The authors 
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Walter J. Stahl is the manager 
of electronics research and 
development at Scully International. 
His experience includes 10 years 
in circuit design, logic design, and 
computer applications and pro
graming. During the last six years 
he has worked with computer-aided 
design and fault-diagnosis of 
electronic circuits. 

John H. Maenpaa is a senior 
engineer with the division. He too 
is engaged in computer-aided design 
and development of advanced 
fault diagnosis techniques and is 
co-author of the FDP program. 

Carl J. Stehman, an engineer, 
has spent five years in electronic 
fault-isolation and computer-aided 
design . He is responsible for design 
and assembly of prototype hardware 
implementing the FDP program. 

gery-replacing the faulty component. But for faulty 
integrated circuits there is no cure, only rejection. 
However, since the cause is known, this information 
can be used as the basis for redesign of future re's. 

The fault-diagnosis program was developed by 
Scully International Inc., under Air Force conh·act 
AF33 ( 615 )-3573 and is based on the circuit's top
ology and nominal component values. Thus it can 
handle almost any size linear electronic network. 

To use the program, the engineer first partitions 
a circuit's schematic into several sections. Al
though the ideal section contains a maximum of 10 
nodes and 20 branches, as many as 30 nodes and 
35 branches are possible-but at a price. Larger 
sections lower the efficiency. The components' nom
inal values and the interconnections are described 
to the computer, which then determines either the 
h, y, z, g, or chain parameters and its normal re
sponse at different frequencies. Regardless of which 
parameter is chosen, four terms would be needed 
to describe the circuit that the network parameters 
represent. 

The computer then varies each component's value 
-one component at a time-and calculates the cor
responding change in the network's parameters. 
From this, the computer generates a table indi
cating how each component varies circuit response 
from its normal value. Thus, if a circuit fails, the 
engineer just needs to measure the input and output 
voltages and currents, at specified frequencies, and 
check the table to determine the fault. 

As an example of how the technique simplifies ~ 
fault finding, consider the sin1ple four-component 
circuit on page 6.5. The forward voltage gain is 
defined as the ratio of the output voltage to the in
put voltage, which is expressed with the circuit 
parameters, R1, R:?, C1, C2, and all in terms of the 
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Diagnosing a network 

+ 

i 
z 
<( 

c.o 
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R2 C2 

Four-terminal network 
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'- f2 R LOW 
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---~ 

" 
' 

FREQUENCY-

FREQUENCY-

Effects o.f parameter variations 

f1 12 f3 FAULT 

+ + 0 R1 LOW 

+ 0 0 R2 HIGH 

0 + + C2 LOW 

0 0 + c, HIGH 

0 0 0 NORMAL 

0 0 - C1 LOW 

0 -- - C2 HIGH 

-- 0 0 Rz LOW 

-- -- 0 R1 HIGH 

Sorted fault dictionary 
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Rating scheme 

Fault diagnosis. Each of the four elements 
in the circuit are varied one at a time and 
the network response is plotted. By 
examining the responses a fault dictionary 
is prepared that defines the network's 
failures. Based on this dictionary a rating 
scheme is established to give an indication 
of the network's performance against its 
normal operation. 
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complex frequency variable s. 

G
. V2 

a1n =
V1 

C1 (s+~) 
C1 + C2 ·-(s + l/R1+1/~) 

C1 + C2 

The term Ci/ (C1 + C2) represents the constant 
multiplier of the gain function. Of major interest 
here are the numerator and denominator polyno
mials in s. The numerator polynomial has a root at 

which defines the frequency where the gain function 
has a zero. The denominator polynomial has a root 
at 

f = 11 =I- l/R1 + l/R2 I 
p 

8 
C1 + C2 

which defines the frequency where the gain func
tion has a pole. 

A true point-by-point plot of gain versus fre
quency for a properly operating circuit is first made. 
This is followed with a straight-line asymptotic ap
proximation of the actual curve. Occurring at the 
intersection of the asymptotes are breakpoint fre
quencies corresponding to the pole, f1,, and the 
zero, fz. Test frequencies are keyed to the break
points of the normal gain function. These are arbi
trarily designated f1, f2 , fi, and so on depending on 
the numb(~r of tes t frequencies. 

The effects of varying the parameter values on 
the normal gain function produces shifts in the re
sponse cnrve-breakpoint locations and gains at the 
test frequencies are altered. 

In the four-component circuit there are only two 
breakpoints. Variations in R1 alter the gain at the 
test frequency, f1, below the lowest breakpoint and 
at the frequency, fz, between the two breakpoints. 
But, they have no effect at f~, the tes t frequency 
above the highest breakpoint. Variations in R2 alter 
the gain at f 1 only, variations in C1 alter the gain 
at f3 only, and variations in C2 alter the gain at both 
f z and f3 but not at f1 . For this example, the effect 
at each frequency is coded with a simple scheme 
consisting of plus, zero and minus symbols. If the 
gain is greater than normal, a plus is assigned; if 
the gain is unchanged, a zero is assigned; and if the 
gain is less than normal, a minus is assigned. 

Thus, the effects of the parameter variations at 
the test frequencies are generated as a sorted fault 
dictionary. Any deviation from the zero signature 
(0, 0, 0), representing the normal circuit gain func
tion, is defined as a failure condition. Each failure 
has its own signature. 

To discriminate among various failure states of 
a given parameter of the circuit, a gain rating 
scheme is employed at each test frequency. A verti
cal gain scale is divided into finite intervals above 
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and below the normal gain. To allow for a worst
case range of normal gain due to parameter varia
tions 'vvithin their allowable tolerance levels, a zero 
signature is given gain in the vicinity of normal. 

Each finite interval above maximum worst-case 
gain is assigned a positive integer, +I, +2, +3 
.. ., and each finite interval below the minimum is 
assigned a negative integer, -1, -2, -3. 
Larger integers represent larger deviations from 
normal. 

Computer-aided testing 

Without modifications, the fault-diagnosis pro
gram can be used for manual and semiautomatic 
testing. Modifying the output format allows the 
program to be used for automatic testing. 

Written entirely in the Fortran-4 language for. 
an IBM 7094 computer the program works well for 
linear networks of moderate size. The major compu
tational functions of the program include generating 
a symbolic transfer function for the network, select
ing test frequencies, simulating component failure, 
and generating fault signatures. 

Because fault diagnosis is based on the poles and 
zeros of the circuit, the symbolic network function 
is necessary. At present, there are three methods of 
generating symbolic network functions-state
space, flowgraph, and topological. The latter method 
was chosen because at the time when the fault 
diagnosis study was started, in 1965, the other 
methods were barely developed for the computer. 

Complete topological trees-a connected open 
set of branches that includes all nodes of a given 
graph-are generated by the program. Any network 
function for two-port and multistage circuits can be 
specified. Partitioning formulas have been included 
in the program for cascade, series-series, parallel
parallel, series-parallel, and parallel-series intercon
nections. 

After the computer generates the network func
tion, all components ate set to their nominal value 
and the coefficients of the numerator and denomina
tor polynomials arc . evaluated. The polynomials arc 
then processed, roots are established, and test fre
quencies are selected. 

V.ia a sequence of out-of-tolerance component 
variations, the computer simulates drift conditions. 
Catastrophic failures are approximated by large 
variations of the component values. It is assumed 
that only one component failure exists. For each 
simulated fault, the symbolic function is evaluated 
and computations are made at the individual stage 
level. Then, based on the interconnection configura
tion, the computer combines the results algebrai
cally. Where d-c bias conditions are affected by 
simulated faults, the program enables the compu
ter to automatically adjust the parameters involved. 

Defining failure 

If the fault dictionary is to be meaningful, the 
program must include definitions of what is an ac
ceptable operating region or zero signature and 
what is a failure. These definitions usually derived 
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Anatomy of fault diagnosis 
A two-port linear network can be described by 
linear equations that relate its input and output 
voltage and current variables. Any parameter can 
be used-g, h, y, z, or chain-as long as four 
terms are assigned to describe the network. 

One such set of equations, written with g pa
rameters, is: 

I1 = g11V1 + g12I2 

V1 = g21V1 + g22I1 

The parameters are then defined as 

If the value of at least one of the four parameters 
dillers from the corresponding nominal value, the 
network has failed. Thus, all that is necessary to 
check the network is comparing the parameter 
values with the nominal values. 

The parameters represent network functions
g11 the unit of an admittance, g22 the unit of an 
impedance, and g12 and g21 unitless since they 
represent current and voltage gains, respectively. 
To examine the network the engineer can plot 
the parameters as a function of frequency, where 
s is the complex frequency variable. 

Since the network is linear, the parameters are 
expressed as a quotient of polynomials in terms 
of the network's poles, zeros, and a constant. The 
poles and zeros can be identified by frequency 
measurements. By plotting 20 log I g(jw) I against 
log oi, the engineer will find the curve changes 
slope by 20 decibels/ decade at each frequency 
w0 • The value of w0 , called the break frequency, 

from the circuit's performance specifications, are 
used as a basis for rating and sorting faults. 

In some circuits, the acceptable performance 
specifications are pounded by the worst-case lin1its. 
Such a network failure definition is quite conveni
ent. An a-c worst-case analysis is performed at each 
tes t frequency as a first step in defining the rating 
intervals. 

The nonzero intervals are defined by dividing into 
equal parts the regions bounded by the worst-case 
limits and the maximum positive and negative ex
cursions of the network function. Test frequencies 
that have a limited excursion have smaller and more 
sensitive rating intervals than frequencies that have 
a large excursion. 

Using topological formulas 

The fault-diagnosis program can automatically 
process most linear circuits, but only if they can 
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is such that w0 = I s0 I and s0 is either a zero or 
a pole- +20 db/ decade for a zero, - 20 db/ 
decade for a pole. Double poles or zeros produce 
4.0 db/ decade changes in slope. Complex poles 
or zeros produce resonant peaks or dips that 
identify the angle of the pole or zero. 

If the network parameters change, the corner 
frequencies in the gain-versus-frequency curve 
and/ or the constant multiplier of the original 

Two-port network. Parameters V,, 11, V,, and b 
represent the input and output voltage and current 
of the network. 

transfer function will change. This is the heart of 
the diagnostic procedure. 

In practice, it is difficult to locate the exact 
breakpoint positions with sufficient accuracy for 
fault isolation, especially when the breakpoints 
occur close together. However, any change in a 
breakpoint location also results in a change in 
the gain at other frequencies. To identify or 
characterize the shifts in poles and zeros, it is 
necessary to measure the gain at frequencies 
selected on the basis of the approximate pole
zero locations. Hence, the following choice of 
test frequencies is prescribed: one below the 
lowest nonzero breakpoint, another above the 
highest breakpoint, one between adjacent break
points, and one at or near each breakpoint cor
responding to complex critical frequencies . 

This is what the fault-diagnosis technique 
prescribes, and this is what a computer does 
with the aid of the fault-diagnosis program. 

be partitioned into no more than nine sections. 
Based on topological formulas that require gener
ating all the trees of a circuit, the ideal section can 
have up to 10 nodes and 20 branches. Typically, 
sections of this size require 4,000 complete trees, 
which can be generated in less than a minute. 

A section having 12 nodes and 24 branches, how
ever, has nearly 70,000 complete trees that require 
more than 35 minutes to generate; But if it were a 
circuit having the 12 nodes and 24 branches, par
titioning the network into three sections would re
quire less than 500 complete trees total and gen
eration time would be 5 seconds. Thus, with both 
proper partitioning and the program's capability of 
handling two-port partitioned networks, large cir
cuits can be processed efficiently. 

Partitioning also aids in the reduction of com
puting time associated with parameter variation 
studies. Only the section containing the parameter 
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Network comparison 

Finding fault. After an engineer describes the 
interconnections of these amplifiers to the computer, 
the machine evaluates their voltage gain, g:n, and 
input impedance, Z11, to defect and isolate faults. 

Differential amplifier 
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10k 

Single-stage amplifier 
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1 t k 

+20v 

OUTPUT 
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5k 
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( OUTPUT 

Diagnosis results 

Circuit Single-stage 
amplifier 

--
Network g.1 Zu g21 

function ano 
Z11 

-- --
Simulated 99 99 99 

component 
faults 

-- --
Faults 76 78 85 

detected 
-- --

1 Component 58 63 83 
isolation 

-- --
2 Componen1 7 12 2 

isolation 
----

3 Component 3 3 0 
isolation 

Two-stage amplifier 

100 k 5k -12v 100k 

Two-stage Differ-
amplifier ential 

amplifier 
----

g01 Zu g21 g21 
and 
Z11 

----
188 188 188 167 

----
158 113 172 79 

-- --
73 81 129 51 

----
12 6 9 12 

----
21 9 0 0 

5.Uf 

( OUTPUT 

5 µ.f 

----f---.-t 
5 µ.f 

---j 

INPUT INPUT 
10k 1 k Oµf 

of interest need be evaluated; the other sections 
are kept at nominal values. 

Detection and isolation 

The computer program has been used to gener
ate the test specifications for a number of circuits, 
including a single-stage, a two-stage, and an op
erational amplifier for which an average of nine 
test frequencies per network function were selected. 

Two network functions, open-circuit forward volt
age gain and open-circuit input impedance, were 
used to examine simulated component faults in 
both the single- and two-stage amplifiers. Only the 
gain function was used for the differential ampli
fier. For the single-stage unit 99 faults were studied; 
for the two-stage device, 188 faults; and for the 
differential amplifier, 167 faults. 

Usually, adding other functions, such as output 
impedance, increases the diagnostic capability to 
total isolation, of the fault. 
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Circuit design Designer's casebook is a regular 
feature in Electronics. Readers are invited 

Designer's casebook 
to submit novel circuit ideas, pacf<aging 
schemes, or other unusual solutions to 
design problems. Descriptions should be 
short. We'll pay $50 for each item published. 

Diodes prevent overload 
by limiting input's slope 

By D.F. Franklin 
EMI Electronics Ltd. 
Wells, Somerset, England 

In instrumentation tape recording, where random 
signals are recorded using wideband f-m, it's easy 
to overload the system. The overloading may be 
caused by the input signal's excessive rate of 
change and amplitude. Such slope overloads usually 
give rise to spurious signals in the demodulated 
output that resemble the ringing of an underdamped 
tuned circuit. 

Although it is acceptable for both the slope and 
amplitude of the overloading input signals to hit the 
stops occasionally, overload may be avoided with
out restricting the system's over-all bandwidth if 
the input slope is limited by the simple rate-limiting 
circuit. The circuit is an adaptation of the steered
current diode switch network. [See Electronics, 
August 10, 1962, page 68.] 

In the circuit, when the input voltage is steady 
at midrange, the constant current I through R1 and 
R2 divides almost equally between the two branches 
comprised by D1, D2 and D5, D6, respectively. If, 
for example, the input voltage now goes more posi
tive, the forward bias on D2 increases, causing D2 
to conduct more heavily while D1 becomes more 
reverse-biased, reducing the current through D1. 

Because the change in I is negligible, a decrease 
in the current through D1 is accompanied by a cor
responding increase in the current through D5; all 
of the increased current through D5 charges C1 be
cause the increased conduction of D2 raises the po
tential of point B, reducing the conduction through 
Dr. proportionately. Likewise, a negative voltage at 
the input causes D1 and D6 to conduct more heavily 
and D2 and D5 to conduct proportionately less, re
sulting in a partial discharge of C1 through D6• 

Thus, so long as D1, D2, D5 and D6 are all conduct
ing, the output voltage will follow the input. 

The maximum rate or rise at output capacitor C1 
occurs when all of current I flows through D5 (D1 
and D6 are both reverse-biased). Under these con
ditions, the slope of the output voltage is I/C1 volts/ 
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-----+30v 

INPUT 10 OUTPUT 

C1T1µf 

ALL DIODES 
1N916 

'-------30v 

Rate-limiting circuit. Slope of output signals is 
limited to the rate of charge or discharges of c, 
whenever the slope of input signals is excessive. 
Capacitor c, charges and discharges through diode 
D •. Charge occurs when the slope is positive; discharge 
when the slope is negative. The output voltage follows 
the input if o,, o,, o., and De conduct. 

8.2k 

2.7k 

D'1 

INPUT 10 +1v OUTPUT 

D'2 -1v 

2.7k 

8.2 

ALL DIODES 
1N916 

Modified circuit. Heat dissipation can be reduced if 
constant current transistors Q, and Q. replace R, and 
R. in the rate-limiting circuit. 
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p --t..i-- 0 R s 

l+v 
t/P 

rv -
O/P 

Waveforms. Slopes of waveforms P and Rare limited 
by the circuit while Q and S are passed unchanged. 

t -

µsec, 0.9 volt/ µ.sec with the values in the circuit 
shown. In this manner, the output signal's slope is 
limited to the slope of the charging curve of the 
small capacitor Ci. 

Similarly, an excessive negative slope cuts D~ 
and D5 off, shunting all of the current I from the 
positive supply away from Ci. Output capacitor Ci 
then discharges through DG to produce an output 
signal with a negative slope of 0.9 volt/ µsec de
termined by Ci's discharge curve. When, following 
an excessive rate of rise on the input, the input 
slope finally falls below the threshold value, the 
output voltage will continue to rise at the maximum 
rate until the output catches up with the input. Di
odes Di and D0 then resume conduction and the 
paths from input to output are restored. 

The currents through Ri and R2 remain substan
tially constant and equal so long as the voltage ex
cursions of the input and output remain small in 
comparison with the 30-volt supplies. Excessive 
amplitude swing is prevented by diodes Da and D4 , 

\'vhich are connected respectively to + l and -1-
volt supplies having low impedances. Thus, diode 
D3 prevents point A (and therefore the output) from 
rising much above + 1 volt while diode D4 similarly 
prevents point B and the output from falling much 
below -1 volt. Diodes D3 and D 4 provide ampli
tude limitation without interfering with the rate
limiting action. 

The high voltages and resistances in the circuit, 
which provide the constant current, may produce 
undesirable dissipation. Lower voltage supplies may 
be used if resistors Ri and R2 are replaced by com
plementaiy tr·ansistors Qi and Q2 in the constant
current configuration shown in the modified circuit. 

The effect of the circuit upon a number of input 
waveforms indicates that low amplitude, high-fre
quency waveform Q and high amplitude, low-fre
quency waveform S are passed unchanged. How
ever, pulse waveform P and high amplitude, high
frequency waveform R have regions of excessive 
slope, giving rise to the outputs shown. 
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Transistor replaces bleeder 
and regulates power supply 

By C.K. Fitzsimmons 
University of Denver, Denver, Colo. 

Voltage regulation in a power supply that uses a 
choke-input filter is much more efficient when the 
conventional bleeder resistor is replaced hy a tran
sistor. The transistor, like the bleeder resistor, draws 
current from the filter when no load is present at 
the output. This bleeder current must be drawn in 
choke-input filters because, below a critical value, 
the choke becomes ineffective and consequently 
loses its filtering capabilities. 

The voltage regulation curve indicates that bleed
ing establishes a minimum current point and 
thereby prevents high voltage at low currents from 
appearing at the output. 

Unlike the resistor, however, the transistor stops 
bleeding at high load currents and avoids the in
efficiencies that normally accompany the choke
input filter. 

At small- or no-load conditions current is drawn 
through the base-emitter junction of Qi and the 
resistor Ri. This biases Qi on and causes enough 
current to flow through the transistor and keeps the 
current through L above the critical value. When 
current is drawn by the load, the voltage drop 
across R2 increases to the point where Q2 is turned 
on. As Q2 conducts it lowers the voltage drop on the 
cinitter-base of Qi, causing that transistor's bias 
point to move toward cutoff. 

In the power supply shown, bleeder current is 

1.0 

vd·c 0.63 
v;; 0.5 

TAKE-OVER POINT WHEN R2 IS HIGH 

r;T<KE-OVER '°'NT W"EN R, '5 LOW 

2 3 
Id-c (amperes) 

vd·c =VOLTAGE IN CAPACITOR C1 

Vm =PEAK VOLTAGE AT OUTPUT OF BRIDGE 

I B = BLEEDER CURRENT 

Voltage regulation. Bleeder transistor Qi maintains 
the current level where the inductance can filter 
the peak voltages. Take-over point, where the 
bleeder stops conducting, is determined by the 
value of Ro. Low values of Rz move the take-over 
point to the right, high values to the left. 
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60v o-c 

MOA1 591-2 

Load sensitive bleeder. Cu rrent drawn from the 
choke-i nput filter is never allowed to fall below the 
choke's critical value. Below this value the choke 
behaves as a short and no f iltering takes place. 

520 milliamperes when no load is present at the 
output. At a 500 ma, load transistor Qi begins 
limiting its collector current to 500 ma. When the 
load current is 1 ampere, Qi is biased into cutoff 
and only 1 microampere of collector current is 

Zener power supply 
answers current problem 

By B.M. Wajer 
Australian Broadcasting Commission-Channel·2 
Collinswood, S.A. , Australia 

For the engineer who must have an extremely low 
output voltage from a regulated power supply, add
ing a zener diode can provide the answer. In a con
ventional supply the minimum output voltage is 
limited by the transformer and, if a lower voltage 
value is needed, the supply cannot deliver it. In 
the modified circuit, any output voltage between 0.1 
and 30 volts is possible at a maximum loading of 
500 milliamperes. 

Designed initially to te.st transistorized oscillo
scope circuitry during development, the supply was 
built for less than $45. Its close regulation and 
built-in ammeter and voltmeter make it attractive 
as a laboratory instrument. 

Transformer T l steps down the line voltage, a 
240-volt, 50-hertz sine wave, to produce 32 volts 
(Van) at its secondary, designated A in the sche
matic; two other secondary taps make available 11-
volt and 22-volt signals, called Vin and V 2a, respec
tively. One of the three voltages is selected by 
switch S-2a and rectified by the diode bridge, pro
ducing a pulsating d-c voltage at point B. 

With selector switch S-2a in position 1, the pul
sating d-c voltage V 1b is 15 volts rms and selector 
positions 2 and 3 yields voltages V 2b and V ab at 30 
and 45 volts rms, respectively. The pulsating d-c 
voltage at point B is smoothed by capacitor Ci and 
applied across the reference voltage branch that 
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50v d-c 

drawn. At maximum load-3 amps at 50 volts-the 
current through the transistor is negligible. 

Since no current is drawn by the bleeder, the 
current specification of the supply transformer is 
determined solely by the load. 

contains switch-selectable zener diodes, Di and D 2 • 

When ganged switches S-2b and S-2c are in posi
tion 1, diode Di, a 10-volt zener, is placed between 
the base of Qi and the positive line. Since Qi is an 
emitter follower, the voltage at the top of potenti
ometer P'"t is also 10 volts; this voltage is applied 
to the common bases of parallel emitter followers, 
Q2 and Q:i, producing a d-c output voltage V1

011
t

approximately 10 volts. Similarly, when switches 
S-2b and S-2c are turned to position 2, diode D 2 , a 
22-volt zener, is connected from the base of Qi to the 
positive line, generating a d-c output voltage V 2

011
t of 

approximately 20 volts. Position 3 of S-2b and S-2c 
place Di and D2 in series between the base of Qi 
and the positive line to give a v~out of 30 volts. 

Transformer switch S-2a and voltmeter switch 
S-2d are ganged together with zener diode switches 
S-2b and S-2c for convenient changing of output 
voltage ranges. Switch S-2a selects a voltage from 
the secondary of transformer Tl that corresponds 
to the desired range of output voltages. The ap
proxin1ate matching of input and output voltages 
keeps the collector/emitter voltages across Q2 and 
Q3 within acceptable limits and also eases the heat 
dissipation required of Q2 and Qa. The ganged 
switch, via S-2d, also selects the appropriate mul
tiplier for the voltmeter. Thus, a single movement 
of the ganged switch simultaneously selects the 
appropriate input voltage, zener reference voltage, 
and voltmeter range. 

Zener diodes Di and D2 immunize the supply 
from variations in line voltage. During a test, the 
line voltage was varied from 180 to 260 volts in 
steps and the regulation of the supply was found 
to be better than 0.1 % at each step for the entire 
range of output voltages. The current through the 
voltage reference branch can be adjusted by poten
tiometer R1•2 

to suit the particular zener diodes used 
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B 
~ v38 = 45 rms 

V
28 

= 30 rms 

V1
8

=15rms 

29k 

Your 

UNMARKED DIODES CA210 

*MEASURED AT FULL LOAD 
(500ma) 

r-TO POSITIVE(+) LIN_E _ __,.,, V30UT = 30 V d-c 

V2our =20v d-c 

V1our =10v d-c 

Zener power supply. Ganged switches select input 
voltage, zener reference voltage, and the appropriate 
multiplier resistor for the output voltmeter. 

for D1 and D2 . Either output terminal may be 
grounded. 

The power supply's regulation under load is 
better than 1.5% from the midpoint to full output 
in each range, as indicated by the voltage regula
tion curves. The regulation from zero output volt
age to midrange, however, is approximately 3%; 
the dropoff in regulation is caused by the reduction 
in tl1e over-all current gain of power transistors Q2 

and Q3 when the output voltage is reduced. Thus, 
the best regulation is attained when Q2 and Q3 are 
high gain transistors. For a low output voltage, say 
0.3 volt, it is better to set the output voltage with 
potentiometer Ry1 when the power supply is loaded 
with the circuit under test. Output current loads up 
to 500 milliamperes do not impair the close regula
tion; the power supply has been operated at current 
loads up to 1.2 amperes without warming Q2 and 
Q3, although the regulation has dropped 15 to 20%. 

The milliammeter is switchable over four current 
ranges to facilitate the reading of very large and 
very small currents. This :flexibility is especially 

Vou r Your 

10.2 20.4 

10.1 20.2 

10 0 20.0 

9.9 19.8 

9.8 19.6 

9.7 19.4 

1.1 

500 mo 0.2 

useful for reading the very low cunent levels in 
some transistor circuits; for example, it is difficult 
to read 2.4 ma on the 500-ma scale. To keep the 
circuit's cost as low as possible, two Japanese 
meters of the MR-3P type were used. Each meter 
has a 1-ma full scale deflection but the linearity of 
the meters was no better than 4%. 

A modified filament transformer having a large 
current handling capacity (6.3 volts, 9 amperes) is 
used for input transformer Tl. The 6.3-volt output 
winding was removed and the secondary rewound 
with No. 22 S.,V.G. enameled copper wire to obtain 
tappings of 11, 22, and 32 volts rms. 

The ripple filter capacitor, C1 , is 1,000 µ,f, which 
is about the minimum size that can effectively 
remove the ripple from the pulsating d-c signals 
produced by the diode bridge. The ripple on the 
output voltage from the circuit is less than 2 milli
volts at 10 milliamperes. Larger capacitors may be 
used but they will increase the cost considerably. 
Capacitors larger than 5,000 µ,f give little additional 
in1provement in ripple filtering. 

Your 

30.6- - -----------, 

30.4 

30.2 

300 

29.8 

29.6 

29.4 
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Voltage regulation curves. Power supply's regulation is lOO'fc, at 500 ma for output voltages of 10 and 20 volts d-c. 
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Tunnel diode speeds 
pulse frequency modulation 

By Tjoa Wie Si an 
National Electrotechnical Institute, Bandung, Indonesia 

A simple pulse frequency modulator that generates 
output pulses having nanosecond transition times 
can be built by switching a transistor with a tunnel 
diode. The repetition frequency of the fast pulses 
produced by the circuit can be linearly varied from 
1,100 to 2,600 pulses per second by adjusting R3 . 

Tunnel diode D 1 is placed b etween the emitter 
and base of output transistor Q4 and operates as a 
fast switch, turning Q4 on and off to generate an 
output pulse. \Vhen D 1 is at its peak current point, 
P, transistor Q4 is off and the output voltage is -9 
volts. Any further increase in the current through 
D 1 causes it to snap to point H in the high voltage 
region of the composite characteristic. Since the 
anode of D1 is clamped to ground, the voltage at 
Di's cathode equals the negative of the voltage at 
point H so that Q4 saturates. 

As the current through D1 decreases, the operat
ing point of D 1 and Q4 recedes down the composite 
characteristic to point V, the valley point. At point 
V, however, transistor Q4 is still conducting heavily. 
Any further decrease in the current through D1 from 
the level at point V causes D 1 to snap to its low 
voltage state at point L. 

At the start of the cycle, there is no voltage across 
timing capacitor C 1 or tunnel diode D1, transistor 
Q4 is off and diode D~ is open. ·when the - 10-volt 
input voltage E 1x is applied to the emitter of Qi 
via R3 and R4, transistor Q1 turns on. Acting as a 
constant current source, Q1 charges the timing ca-

R3 02 
Sk SG 22 

:: JN 

-IOv 
R1 R4 
l.2k fBk -9v -9v 

02 
25323 

03 
25323 

R5 
3.9k 

-2.Bv 

R2 
4.7k C1 !Ok 470 

0.0ll'f 

Pulse frequency modulator. Tunnel diode D1 operates as 
a fast switch, turning Q, on and off to produce output pulses. 
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pacitor C1 toward -2.8 volts; the slope of the nega
tive-going charging curve is cons tant, as shown in 
the sketch of the waveform V c1. 

As C1 is charged toward -2.8 volts, emitter fol
lowers Q2 and Q3 begin to conduct and current be
gins to flow through D1 . When the current through 
D1 reaches the peak point Ip, the hmnel diode 
S\vitches to the high voltage point H. Transistor Q4 

then turns on and the output voltage jumps to zero 
volts, producing a 9-volt positive step. With Q4 on, 
D~ conducts, producing a discharge path to ground 
via D2 and Q4. Transistor Q4 operates as a constant 
current source so the discharge curve has the con
stant positive slope, shown in the waveform sketch 
of Vc1-

Discharging of C1 causes the bases of Q2 and Q3 

to become more positive so that Q2 and Q3 begin 
to turn off, reducing the current through D1. As 
soon as the tunnel diode's operating point recedes 
to valley point V, the diode switches to its low volt
age point L, transistor Q4 turns off and the output 
voltage drops to -9 volts, completing the output 
pulse. The entire cycle then repeats as long as E m 
remains applied. 

The constant current that charges C1 to a nega
tive value is Qi's collector current 

I c1 = aici = (Ri + &~tR3 + R
4

) Ern 

where E 1x is the - 10 volts applied to the emitter of 
Q1 via R3 and R4 and where the small base-emitter 
voltage drop across Qi is negligible. 

\,Yith the values shown (and with D1 a germanium 
tunnel diode with an I 11 and Iv of 0.9 and 0.1 milli
ampere respectively) , an input voltage EIN varied 
between -5.5 volts and -10 volts by adjusting 
potentiometer R:i varies the pulse frequency linearly 
between 1,100 and 2,600 pulses per second. The 
pulse width is 10 microseconds. 

-9v 

-1 t, r-
fk ___IL__f6_ 

~t~ 
OUTPUT i'fOµm 

,., D1 
IN3853 
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Instrumentation 

For low cost, count on RTL 

Although slower than logic schemes currently favored 

by designers, resistor-transistor logic modules 

cut per-decade price of digital instruments 

By Donald E. Lancaster 
Goodyear, Ariz. 

Progress is the name of the game in electronics, and 
the advent of diode-transistor and transistor-tran
sistor integrated circuit logic schemes has caused 
many engineers to write off the older resistor-tran
sistor logic. But by taking a step backward-revert
ing to resistor-transistor logic integrated circuits 
and older counter techniques-a decade's worth of 
counting, decoding, and readout can be achieved 
for as little as $10. 

With RTL decades, any electronics engineer or 
technician can build a two-digit with overranging 
voltmeter for $45 or a universal counter for $65. 
Even a tv repairman would like a digital voltmeter 
and, with the RTL decades, the price would be right. 

RTL counting decades operate from d-c to 8 
megahertz. Displays are visible under any ambient 
lighting conditions and require only low-voltage 
power sources. 

To do the same thing with DTL or TTL would cost 
at least three times as much in parts alone. 

Conventional integrated-circuit decimal counter
decoder-driver-readout assemblies cost between $60 
and $100. The parts cost alone of a decimal counter 
built with diode-transistor logic costs about $10; the 
associated decoder module, $15, and a Nixie in
dicator, $8. 

But only $4 worth of RTL flip-flops buys 8-Mhz 
worth of divide-by-10, and all that is needed is to 
pick the right code, a good decoding method, and 
a suitable readout. 

The best code turns out to be biquinary, 
weighted 1-2-2-4. Biquinary weighted counting is 
essential for minimum cost decoding and readout. 
With this code, it's possible to directly drive a verti
cal meter readout without any decoding or, because 
of three states already available in the counter, 
to build an in-line incandescent numerical array 
by adding only three decodings and seven drive 
transistors. 

74 

Of the eight possible biquinary 1-2-2-4 codes, the 
one that works best with the desired decoding 
techniques and readout, and is realizable with RTL 

modules, is shown on page 75. 
Two dual J-K flip-Hops and two gates are needed. 

The counter has some characteristics that help make 
possible excellent circuit economy. Since each out
put is weighted-it can be converted directly to a 
corresponding constant current-the outputs can 
be summed in a meter readout to indicate total 

How they compare 

Readout Vertical meter In-line incandescent 

Parts cost, $10 

I 

$12 
single 
quantity 

Frequency d-c to 8 Mhz d-c to 8 Mhz 
response 

Inputs COUNT COUNT 
RESET RESET 

Outputs CARRY CARRY 

Calibration 
needed? YES NO 

Power supply 3.6 vdc at 100 ma 3.6 vdc at 100 ma 
18 vdc at 10 ma 6 vdc at 250 ma 

Dissipation .54 watts 1.9 watts 

Total IC's 3 I 4 

Transistors 4 7 

Resistors 9 6 

Jumpers 3 8 

Display area % in. x 11/2 in . 1 % in. x 2% in. 
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$10 per decade. Digital displays built with milliammeter 
or incandescent bulbs and RTL circuits. In-line decades 
are easier to read and look be.tter but meter version 
costs less and consumes less power. 

counts. Few practical counter codes allow this. This 
design also provides the EVEN or ODD, 0 or 1, and 8 
or 9 biquinary output functions needed for an incan
descent array and, therefore, takes only three addi
tional gates to obtain the remaining 2 or 3, 4 or 5, 
and 6 or 7 outputs. 

Furthermore, the counter circuit is free from any 
sudden double transitions of a flip-flop or gate. This 
is the result of using the transition time of an entire 
flip-flop to buffer both possible premature coin
cidences (counts 2 or 6 ). Such coincidences are 
unwanted outputs from a gate during the settling 
times of its inputs. 

Each counter flip-flop remains in a particular state 
for an entire interval. An important advantage of 
this feature is that a noise-free CARRY output is read-

Final design. Complete meter counter design 
incorporates shunting potentiometer for 
full-scale calibration . All IC's are powered 
from 3 .6 volts d-c supply. 

500 

The best code 

N 1 2 2 4 

0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 0 
3 1 1 0 0 
4 0 1 1 0 
5 1 1 1 0 
6 0 1 0 1 
7 1 1 0 1 
8 0 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 1 

ily available for direct coupling to the next stage. 
This output triggers the next higher decade. 

Striving for low cost permits only two possible 
readouts: a meter or a row of 10 light bulbs. While 
not as attractive as some of the fancier, or single 
numeral readouts, either is almost as legible and 
as easy to use, and costs about $2.50, roughly one
third the cost of a Nixie tube. 

The meter readout is a vertical scale, 0-10 ma, 
d-c ammeter with a special boxed 0 to 9 readout 
scale. The total meter current is the sum of the cur
rents produced by the weighted outputs. 

Difficulties exist 

However, there are problems. The RTL output 
voltage is too low and too temperature-dependent to 
be used as a dependable constant-current source. 
Isolating driver transistors are used to overcome 
these difficulties and produce a constant current 
independent of the flip-flop output voltages and 
voltage variations. 

The summed meter current must be held to 10 
distinct values. If the current drifts more than 
± 5%, the meter's pointer will drift from box to box 
or fall between two numbers. This requires a 
regulated meter supply with an output impedance 
low enough to prevent adjacent meters from in-

..---------ir----+ 18 v de REG ULA TED 

EMICO 13205 METER 
WITH SPECIAL SCALE 
0-10 ma d-c 

9.1 k 4870 4870 2430 
5% 1% 1% 1% 

RESET 

COUNT 
If 

If If 

CARRY 
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33 33 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IW IW 

= = 

= 
RESET 

470 

COUNT II s 11 11 s 
T 2 T 4 

II II c 0 11 c 0 

112 MC790P 112 MC790P 112 MC790P 1/2 MC790P 

= CARRY 

Incandescent display. Bulbs are grounded in pairs by one section of counter while other section supplies power 
to odd or even groups. Two 33-ohm resistors solve problem of sneak current paths. All the IC's except the 
MC 715P are powered from the 3.6 v d-c supply. The MC 715P uses 6 v d-c power. Special 6.2 volt, 50 ma 
bulbs are used. 

teracting. The no-load to full-load regulation of the 
supply should be better than 2%. For four 10-ma 
meters, this implies an internal supply impedance 
less than 9 ohms. Also, 18 volts is the lowest voltage 
that permits neglecting the effects of the internal 
voltage drop across a low-cost meter. 

In addition, 1 % resistors are needed on the 2, 
2, and 4 outputs, since the meter's nonlinearity uses 
up a substantial percentage of the allowable toler
ances. 

The meter's mechanical zero set adjusts the 0 
output, while a shunting potentiometer provides a 
full-scale calibration adjustment. The complete 
schematic of the meter counter is on page 75. 

Direct digital readout 

Several novel design techniques keep down the 
costs of the in-line incandescent readout. The EVEN

ooo output, or the "bi" part of the counter pro
vides B+ either to bulbs 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 or 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 
while the quinary part of the counter grounds one 
pair of bulbs at a time. For example, on count 6, 
the "bi" part of the counter powers the even buss 
and quinary part grounds bulbs 6 and 7. Bulb 6 
should light. 

However, because an attempt is being made to 
control 10 bulbs with only seven switches, there are 
some sneak current paths. All the bulbs light all the 
time. While most are very dim, bulb 7 will be almost 
as bright as bulb 6. 

To avoid this problem, two balancing resistors 
are added, allowing one-third of the supply voltage 
to appear across each off bulb and the full supply 
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voltage across the on bulb. All the off bulbs then will 
be barely visible because of the extreme nonlinearity 
of small incandescent bulbs. Ten diodes also would 
have solved this problem but two resistors are more 
economical. 

However, one price paid is the extra power 
required. The resistors take four times more cur
rent than the light bulbs. About 1.9 watts per 
decade, including the counter, are needed. 

A comparison 

As with any electronic counter, inputs must be 
noise-free and have an abrupt fall-time, particularly 
when utilizing mechanical contacts where the chief 
noise source is contact bounce. The best trigger 
fall-time is 100 nanoseconds. An electronic circuit 
for conditioning the input, absolutely essential for 
either the meter or in-line design, can be built with 
conventional RTL 1c's for less than one dollar. 

From a cost/ performance standpoint (see table 
on page 74) , the in-line counter design seems 
superior to the meter readout in terms of read
ability, over-all readout appearance, and user ac
ceptance. But the meter design costs less, is smaller, 
and consumes less power. 

The author 

Donald E. Lancaster is an electronics design 
engineer for a major aerospace firm and author of 
a forthcoming book on RTL. He has written some 200 
technical articles on electronics. 
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Communications 

Every data bit counts 
in transmission cleanup 

Errors, random or clustered, are corrected by a system that compares 

received messages with checkwords based on a code polynomial 

and calculated from both redundant and data digits 

By Alexander H. Frey and Richard E. Kavanaugh 
International Business Machines Corp., Gaithersburg, Md. 

Any transmission channel is a dangerous place for 
digital data. Background noise can scatter errors 
randomly through the message stream, and outside 
atmospheric conditions-lightning or shifts in the 
ionosphere, for instance-can cause whole bursts 
or clusters of errors. 
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Uut random or clustered, all transmission errors 
are detected and corrected automatically by a new 
solid state system that inserts redundant digits into 
the data stream at the transmitting terminal and 
checks them out at the receiving end. 

The system, developed at the Federal Systems 
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Tight packaging. Wiring to the printed-circuit boards 
in both the encoder and decoder is compact. 

division of the International Business Machines 
Corp., eliminates the need for oft-repeated retrans
missions, which, besides wasting time, can open the 
way for further errors and tie up a separate channel 
with operators' requests and confirmations. Called 
Dacor, the system is fast and can receive and trans
mit simultaneously; its principal feah1re, though, 
is its application of two patented schemes-statisti
cal burst correction and adaptive decoding. 

Mixing it up 

· Dacor is built with hybrid integrated circuits 
based on what IBl\-I calls solid logic technology [see 
"Building blocks for Dacor," p. 80] , and standard 
IBM core memory units. The re's have enabled engi
neers to trim the system's basic units-an encoder 

Close contact. To assure good electrical contact, wire-/ 
wrap soldering is used. 
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at the transmitting terminal and a decoder at the 
receiver-to about the size of attache cases. 

The key to Dacor, as to some other error-detec
tion setups, is the use of a code polynomial to com
pute redundancies before transmission and to cal
culate a check format after reception. The O's and 
l's of digital data stream are examined in the en
coder before transmission, and an equal number of 
associated-but not identical-redundancy bits are 
computed on the basis of the preassigned code 
polynomial. The data is sent off and the redundant 
bits are inserted next to every data bit of the next 
message line in the encoder output. 

At the decoder on the other end, the data bits 
are separated from the redundancies in their stream 
-which refer, in turn, to a preceding line of data
and are passed through a shift register and stored 
in a memory unit to await the arrival of their as
sociated redundancies. As soon as redundancies and 
data bits can be examined together, a checkword 
corresponding to the data pattern is calculated from 
both, based on the code polynomial. The redun
dant bits, having made their conb.·ibution, are then 
discarded. 

The decoder's task is simply to pick out valid data 
blocks. It "looks" at the latest n number of bits 
received as though through a window n bits wide. 
If the bit pattern doesn't conform to the checl-word 
derived with the polynomial, the decoder moves 
its scan up a notch to incorporate the next bit as 
it arrives. \i\Then the n bits under examination at any 
point follow the format, the decoder generates a 
signal indicating a valid block. 

Thus the decoder, in continuously adding one 
data bit and dropping another from its field of ex
amination, isolates those bits that invalidate any 
block n bits long. Correction logic can then switch 
the erroneous bits around. 

As the data passes out of the memory through the 
correction logic to the decoder output, it's replaced 
by new data from the input. 

Bunching up 

In its burst-correction mode, the system can 
handle 500 different error patterns; although they 
represent only a fraction of the total possible pat
terns, these 500 cover just about all the errors that 
actually occur. 

The user can usually anticipate clusters of errors, 
their approximate length, and their frequency of 
occurrence. By switching a knob on the front panel 
of the decoder, he can set the system to handle ex
pected clusters by selecting maximum burst lengths 
from 250 to 10,220 bits. Any bursts of errors within 
the limit chosen are correctable. 

To detect the beginning and end of a single clus
ter, the total length of the message must be 2.4 
times the burst length. As this works out, a de
tectable burst can be no more than 5/12ths as long 
as the over-all message. The burst length isn't con
trollable, of course, but the message length can be 
adjusted to fit the anticipated channel conditions. 

It should be noted that the proportion of undis-
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Data transmission 
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Error correction. Digital data is sent from the encoder, right, and received in the 
decoder, left. Errors introduced between the two units are corrected by the decoder. 
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turbed bits needed by Dacor to pinpoint error bursts 
is much smaller than most burst-correcting codes 
require. 

As data bits are fed into the memory unit at the 
decoder end of the system, they are arranged down 
24 columns. To detect bursts, Dacor's adaptive de·
cision logic checks for 10 errors across each 24-bit 
row, or subword; for random errors, it checks for 
three errors in each subword. 

Flexible flyer 

The adaptive decoding techniques gives the sys
tem automatic flexibility. Dacor monitors the mem
ory for correctable bursts; if it finds none, it 
searches out random errors and corrects them, again 
using the checkword calculated from the redundan
cies, the code polynomial, and the stored data bits. 

Another factor in the over-all system flexibility 

Building blocks for Dacor 

is the use of core memories. Message lengths can 
be adjusted to suit anticipated error-burst lengths 
simply by the changing of pluggable cards. Up to 
60,000 bits can be accommodated. 

Dacor also derives a variable speed capability 
from the use of core memories rather than delay 
lines. 'Vith the memory units' random access time, 
bit processing speed is limited only by the time 
taken for encoding and decoding. And any delay at 
the decoder represents simply the time required to 
receive all t11e redundant bits contributing to the 
correction of the stored data. 

At the transmitting end, the technique of inter
leaving redundant bits applying to a previously sent 
message with the data bits of a current message 
avoids any need to store data in the encoder or to 
slow down the message stream. The timing of bit 
flow on either end is set by modems-modulators 

The hybrid integrated circuits used 
in Dacor consist of metal glaze re
sistors connected to discrete tran
sistors. 

In fabrication, the resistors are 
adjusted to value after pins are 
attached and the modules are 
dipped in solder. Glass-passivated 
semiconductors with metal-ball 
contacts, as well as other discrete 
devices such as ceramic chip 
capacitors, are then attached and 
encapsulated. Nearly 2 million 
suck logic modules have been 
produced to date and more than 
200 million element-hours of test
ing have been perfonned on them. 

ing, the wafer is cut into individual 
chips approximately 0.025 inch 
square. This combination of passi
vation and connection eliminates 
the1mal compression bonding, 
cans, whiskers, and two-sided chip 
diffusions, along with the manu
facturing and reliability problems 
associated with these techniques. 

Resistors are made by screening 
resistive pastes on a ceramic sub
strate, firing at temperatures of ap
proximately 800°C, and mechani
cally trimming to the desired value. 
This bonding to the substrate en
hances the devices' power-dissipa
tion prope1ties, and the glazed 
structure ensures stability. 

Savings and simplicity. The hy
brid product of IBM's solid logic 
technology provides the cost, size, 
and reliability advantages of com
petitive integrated circuits and 
significantly reduces interconnec
tion problems and thermal dissipa
tion. Also, tests indicate consider
able resistance to wide tempera
ture swings. 

The semiconductors, both diodes 
and transistors, are silicon planar 
epitaxial devices fabricated on a 
silicon wafer approximately 11/,i 
inches in diameter. Silicon oxide 
protective layers are deposited af
ter all diffusions, and vacuum
deposited aluminum conductors 
are put on the wafer to provide 
contact areas remote from the dif
fusion areas. The wafer is then 
he1metically sealed with two high
temperature borosilicate glass coat
ings. 

Eliminate the negative. After 
small metal balls are soldered to 
the contact areas exposed by etch-
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Hybrid modules. The three integrated circuits at 
the bottom are examples of IBM's solid logic technology. 
The units shown above are the packaged modules inserted 
on printed-circuit boards. 
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SYSTEM APPLICATION 
ENCODED BITS WITH ERRORS 

ERRORS ~ j_ I I 2 I 1 

CHECK 1 REDUNDANCY 
CALCULATE 

l 
CHANNEL ~ GENERATOR 

. Rz R1 o, 
ENCODER + ENCODED BITS OUT DECODER 
~ INPUT /OUTPUT 

OUTPUT CORRECTOR 
Rt DATA 02 Do 

+ DATA BITSIN~ 
CORRECTED Bl TS OUT + Do Do D 

SOURCE DEST I NATION 

Interleaving. Redundancy bits Ri are calculated in the encoder for a previous line of data, D,, and are 
inserted between data bits D,. Errors, indicated by color blocks at right, are introduced between encoder 
and decoder. At decoder, stored data, D,, is examined with the redundant bits and errors are corrected. 

demodulators. The present setup operates at any 
modem speed up to 40.8 kilobits per second. 

When transmission conditions are good and no 
large clusters of errors are expected, the system can 
be modified to transmit and handle messages in 
which only one of every four bits is redundant, 
rather than one of every two. This reduces Dacor's 
ability to correct bursts, but speeds data transmis
sion by 50%. 

It figures 

The error detection and correction process, as 
noted earlier, is keyed to polynomials and is ex
pressed in terms of them. A data polynomial, D(x), 
represents the unencoded message; a code poly
nomial, P(x), represents the method applied to gen
erating redundancy bits ; other polynomials repre
sent transmission errors, and these join with P(x) to 
yield polynomials representing a sequence of bits 
that indicate, locate, and correct the errors. 

All these polynomials are sums of terms each of 
which is made up of a dummy variable, x, raised 
to some power, and a coefficient of either 0 or 1 to 
represent one of the redundancy or data bits. The 
dummy variable's only function is to provide a sort 
of skeleton upon which to build the polynomial, 
and its power distinguishes the coefficients. 

The summation of terms in the polynomial is 
modulo 2, which is sometimes known as sum with
out carry, or, when no more than two terms are 
involved, as exclusive OR. The following table shows 
how binary numbers are added modulo 2: 

O+O=O 
0+1=1 
l+O=l 
1+1=0 

It's been explained that to pinpoint a cluster of 
errors, the total message must be 2.4 times the 
length of the burst. And since redundancies consti
tute half the bits in any stream, the number of re
dundant bits in a message is 1.2 times the maximum 
detectable and correctable burst length. 

Like the message length, the code polynomial for 
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any particular Dacor installation is dependent on 
the maximum anticipated burst length. The poly
nomial's degree-the highest power of the variable 
in any of its terms-is equal to the number of re
dundancy bits, and is thus 1.2 times the number 
representing the maximum correctable burst. 

Encoder and decoder operation can be expressed 
mathematically by a series of polynomial divisions. 
In the encoder, the code polynomial divides the data 
polynomial to form two other polynomials-the 
quotient and the remainder. In mathematical sym
bols, 

D(x) = Q( ) = R(x) 
P(x) x cv P(x) 

The symbol EB signifies addition modulo 2. Mul
tiplying both sides of this expression by P ( x) and 
rearranging the terms yields 

D(x) EB R(x) = P(x)Q(x) 

The symbol EB is correct, because addition and 
subtraction are identical in modulo 2 arithmetic. 

The coefficients of C ( x) and R ( x) in this expres
sion form the encoded message. Since D ( x) is the 
original data polynomial, R(x) represents the re
dundancy bits as well as the remainder from the 
division. Because of the happy accident that the 
words redundancy and remainder both begin with 
an R, R(x) can stand for either of them inter
changeably. 

Repeat performance 

The decoder applies the same procedure to the 
received message, which may differ from the trans
mitted stream because of errors introduced (modulo 
2 again) in the transmission channel. If the trans
mitted message, D(x) EB R(x), is represented by 
a single symbol M ( x), and the errors by E ( x), the 
received message is 

M'(x) = M(x) EB E(x) 

If no errors were added in transmission, the mes
sage will be received as it was transmitted-either 
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Testing. Author Frey tests Dacor, which is composed of an encoder and decoder. Tall unit at rear is a 
previous error-correction system made without IC's. 

D(x) E9 R(x) or P(x)Q(x). When the decoder di
vides P(x) into this error-free message, the result 
comes out even-the quotient is Q(x) and the re
mainder is zero. 

A remainder that isn't zero indicates that some
thing has been added to the message; the remainder 
is labeled C ( x), and that something added is the 
error polynomial E ( x). 

It's conceivable, incidentally, that an error would 
make M(x) E9 E(x) divisible by P(x); this would 
be an uncorrectable error-perhaps an unusually 
long burst. The probability of this happening, 
though, is minuscule. 

On stream 

All these divisions are a convenience to mathe
matically indicate what goes on in the encoder and 
decoder. Dacor doesn't have an arithmetic unit to 
slosh quotients and remainders around. Rather, suc
cessive redundancy bits are generated in the en
coder from a logic network through which the data 
bits pass on their way to the modem. These check 
bits are stored, then interleaved with the data bits 
in the next message. 

In the decoder, the temporarily stored data bits 
and their corresponding redundancy bits together 
pass through a logic network that generates the 
check polynomial C(x). The two logic networks 
perform functions that are mathematically equiv-
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alent to polynomial divisions. 
The maximum anticipated burst length can be 

better understood by letting P(x) denote the code 
polynomial for a block length of n, and r denote the 
degree of P(x)-the number of redundancy bits. 
If r is chosen so that 

r > b+Io~n 
then the code generated by P(x) can be used to 
correct bursts less tlian or equal to b bits, because 
b bits describes t11e error pattern of length b and 

f f~~~ 
i 
I 
I 

I I 
i.------- MESSAGE LENGTH n +r -"1-------<~ 

I I 
I I 

NUMBER OF I I 

Checkup. Pattern of bits in checkword indicates in 
what part of the message the error has occurred and 
how it can be corrected. 
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Timing. Stages indicate the timing sequence between the encoder and decoder. 

log2n bits indicate the starting point in the block 
of n length. The choice of P(x) is unimportant; only 
the degree of P(x) is critical. 

The checkword, C(x), is expressed in terms of 
those powers of x that correspond to the first r bits 
of the received block. That is: 

C(x) = f Cr-ixr-i 
i-1 

If, in the diagram at the bottom of page 82, all the 
errors in the message occur in one of the tinted 
areas, then the checkword will contain the exact 
error pattern. Jn particular, if none of the errors 
occur outside the heavily colored area, then all the 
bits in the checkword-all the coefficients in C(x)
to the right of the point marked r-b are 0. The 
reason here is that r-b is greater than log2n, so 
that all errors in the first b bits in the message can 
be signified by at most r-b bits in the checkword. 

If errors have occurred in the lightly tinted area, 
the checkword will contain some l's to the right 
of the point r-b. Errors beyond the first r bits-the 
untinted area of tl1e diagram-raise the probability, 
Q, that each single coefficient of the code word to 
the right of r- b will be 0. As t11e coefficients are in
dependent of one another, the probability that all 
the bits to the left of r-b are 0 is Qr-b. 

The condition of all O's in the checlnvord to the 
right of r - b can indicate a burst of errors in the 
first b bits of the block-the heavily tinted area; 
the pattern of I's to t11e left of r- b indicate what the 
error is. The probability is approximately Qr- b that 
a correction based on t11at indication will be invalid, 
and since Q is less than 1, Qr-b can be made arbi
trarily small by making r- b large. 

If the condition for the existence of a burst isn't 
met, then the checkword can be shifted one bit to 
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the left and the test repeated on t11e same bit posi
tions, which are the bits that were r-b+l to r+l 
before the shift. Each succeeding shift of the check
word shifts the span of bits over which the burst 
is detected by one bit position. The probability of 
falsely detecting, at any shift, the condition that 
indicates a burst less than or equal to b bits is then 
(n-b) Qr-b. With large values of b, then, this tech
nique can provide extremely efficient burst correc
tion. 

Dacor systems are currently produced at tl1e 
Federal Systems division's Gaithersburg facility 
under a number of Government contracts. The most 
recent of these orders was placed by the Air Force 
and came to approximately $1 million. 

The authors 
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engineer at IBM's Federal Systems 
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mathematics from the University 
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If the modest engineering 
advantages of our Series 
54 74 TTL's are not reason 
enough to order ... 
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our delivery is. 

Here's our line-up. They're all monoliths 
We Thev Description Modest Engineering Advantages 

SN 5473N/7473N SN 5473N/7473N Dual JK Flip Flop 15ns clock skew, clock line clamp 

SN 5474N/7474N SN 5474N/7474N Dual D Flip Flop Tight hold time specification 

SN 5400N/7400N SN 5400N/7400N Quad 2-input Gate Input voltage clamps 

SN 5410N/7410N SN 5410N/7410N Triple 3-input Gate Input voltage clamps 

DM 7800/8800 - none - Dual TTL/ MOS Translator Up to 33V output swing 

NS 7673 - none - Lamp/ Relay Driver 250mA output drive capability 

to be continued 

for additional in fo rmation write National Semiconductor. 
2975 San Ysidro Way, Santa Clara. Ca li fo rnia 95051. (408) 245·4320 . 
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Computers 

Putting the squeeze on radar signals 

Core memory stores samples taken in sequence from several sources 

and reads them out, channel by channel, at high speed; this technique 

permits one processor to keep track of many targets simultaneously 

By John D. Collins 
Raytheon Co., Bedford, Mass. 

Time compression can do as much for radar signal 
processing as time sharing has done for computer
ized airline reservation systems or bank bookkeep
ing. 'Vith this new technique, a single radar system 
can track several targets at once or search a wide 
expanse of sky. 

Although primarily developed for large radar net
works, the approach could be applied wherever a 
multiplicity of analog signals has to be analyzed 
and correlated. For example, the signals from many 
electrocardiograms, blood-pressure sensors, and 
other biomedical devices could be processed to
gether in the same unit. The more channels there 
are to be monitored, the more advantages time com
pression offers; and these advantages can be real
ized without inordinately complex hardware. 

The key component in a time compressor is a 
ferrite-core memory that stores digital samples 
from a continuous-wave signal source such as 
radar. The chief feature of the technique is the way 
these samples are stored in the memory at a rela
tively low speed and read out at high speed for 
analysis by a single bank of filters. 

Creating an illusion 

The memory accepts one sample signal from each 
of several radar channels in turn. After several 

The author 
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John Collins, a principal 
engineer at the Missile 
Systems division of Raytheon, 
has been working on the pro
cessing of radar, sonar, and other 
signals for 10 of his 13 years 
with the company. 

passes across all the channels, the stored samples 
from the first channel are read out in a continuous 
stream, then all the samples from the second, and 
so on. Thus, samples taken at, say, milliseconds 
are read out in microseconds, and appear to have 
been compressed in time. The information is then 
broken down into frequency components by a filter 
bank and analyzed by a computer to determine the 
range and velocity of various targets. 

This block readout, channel by channel, enables 
one filter bank to work on a time-shared basis. And 
because time compression raises the audio signal 
frequencies by a large factor, they can be analyzed 
by smaller and less expensive components. 

In this respect, the technique is similar to one 
commonly used in sonar; frequency increase is also 
necessary in those systems to reduce component 
size and cost, but the sonar applications cannot 
benefit from time sharing because they involve only 
one channel. The time compression system is called 
Cortie, for core time compressor, a name similar to 
Deltic, for delay-line time compressor, the sonar 
technique. 

Juggling targets 

A coherent radar system capable of tracking 
several targets at once, or alternatively capable of 
searching for an unknown target at an unknown 
distance, contains a large number of channels, or 
receivers, each tuned to a different distance [see 
"Signals for compression," p. 87]. As the radar ac
quires real or false targets, these receivers continu
alJy produce signatures-unusual or even unique 
frequency patterns-that have to be analyzed 
to determine the various targets' velocity, accelera
tion, and other characteristics. The analysis, in 
general, must be performed as fast as the signals 
come in; recording the signatures for later analysis 
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Compressor. Digital samples of signals from several channels tracking different targets are stored in a 
core memory. They are read out at a faster rate than they were put in, and are then analyzed by the filter 
bank and the computer. 

Signals for compression 

The time compressor's input comes 
from . a coherent radar that sends 
out a signal and receives an echo 
out of phase with the transmitted 
wave. For all but very short 
ranges, the phase difference is 
more than one wavelength. A non
coherent radar is sensitive to 
amplitude only, not phase. 

The transmitted signal passes 
through one or more delay units in 
parallel with the transmitting an
tenna. Each delay unit inserts a 
time interval equivalent to an in
tegral number of wavelengths, and 
the phase difference is measured 
between the echo signal and the 
delayed transmitter signal. The 
amount of delay then gives a gross 
indication of the target's distance 
and the phase difference a more 
accurate indication. Each delay 
unit corresponds to a large incre
ment of range, or distance; the de
lay and its associated circuitry 
comprise a radar channel. 

Peaks and valleys. As the target 
moves toward or away from the 
radar unit, the phase difference 
keeps changing. As peaks in the 
received signal successively coin
cide with peaks and valleys in the 
transmitted signal, the phase dif
ference itself acquires peaks and 
valleys, creating a difference fre
quency. The radar signals them
selves are measured in gigahertz 
and the difference frequency usu
ally in kilohertz. 

\Vhen the radar unit remains 
locked onto a single target, only 
one difference frequency is of in
terest; variations in this frequency 
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correspond to variations in the 
target's velocity. But when several 
targets arc in the radar beam, or 
when the radar searches for an un
known target, the system must 
keep track of difference frequencies 
for each range. 

For example, if the radar has a 
range of 100 miles and a resolu
tion of one mile, it must have 100 
different channels. One looks for 
difference frequencies from targets 
one mile away, another for targets 
two miles away, another for three 
miles, and so on. 

Breakdown. Because the signal 
from a specific channel can be 
quite complex-reflecting several 
targets traveling at different speeds 
or a single target moving errati
cally-the difference frequency 
must be broken down into its vari
ous components. This is con
veniently done by a bank of nar
rowband filters, each of which 
isolates a single component fre
quency from the received signal. 

Suppose an individual channel 
picks up targets moving at speeds 
between 100 and 500 miles per 
hour at a range of 50 miles. The 
signal from this channel could be 
analyzed by a bank of, say, 40 
filters, one of which would produce 
an output if the difference fre
quency indicated the presence of 
a target traveling at between 100 
and llO miles per hour, another 
indicating a target velocity of llO 
to 120; the next, 120 to 130, and so 
on. The 40th filter's output would 
correspond to a speed between 490 
and 500 mph. 

These filters by themselves can
not indicate whether a target is 

moving toward or away from the 
radar antenna, but the Doppler 
effect can. The echo from an ap
proaching target will be at a higher 
frequency than the transmitted 
signal, and at a lower frequency if 
the target is moving away. This 
effect, together with the output of 
the filter bank, gives complete in
formation about the target's radial 
motion. 

A target moving toward the re
ceiver at a cons tant velocity gen
erates a constant cifference fre
quency that produces a steady 
output from one filter in a single 
channel. As the target comes closer 
to the receiver, the signal switches 
from channel to channel, producing 
outputs from corresponding filters 
in successive channels . 

Inconstancy. Most targets, how
ever, don't move at constant 
speeds. They may, for instance, 
have transverse components; the 
radar can track only the radial 
velocity component. Even if the 
target is moving along an oblique 
line, the radial component changes 
only gradually in proportion to the 
cosine of the angle between the 
target's path and the line of sight. 
Or the target may be tumbling or 
rolling; as parts of it move at dif
ferent velocities , a frequency 
modulation is set up in the dif
ference signal. 

As the target's velocity changes, 
its frequency-as produced by the 
radar-changes. This frequency 
variation plotted against time 
yields the target's signature, by 
which, for example, various satel
lites in orbit around the eaith can 
be identified. 
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won't help if the targets are capable of destroying 
the radar. 

vVithout time compression, the only way to keep 
track of all the targets in real time is to attach to 
each channel a complete processor consisting of a 
bank of narrowband filters and an associated com
puter. This approach is too expensive and entails 
too much equipment when more than a few chan
nels are involved. Some radar systems have been 
designed around multiple processors , but all these 
networks are relatively small and complex. 

First of a series 

The first primitive tin1e compressor was tried out 
in 1963. Although many considerably more sophisti
cated versions have been built since, the technique 
itself is sin1ple and doesn't require a large com
puter. Even a 1,600-channel time-compression sys
tem, the largest built so far, has been adequately 
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Filtered signals 
Filtered output. A 1-msec pulse of 
the high-frequency compressed 
signal (left center) produces an 
output from the filter with the 
passband corresponding to the 
major frequency in the signal; 
outputs from other filters are 
created by the pulse's fast rise 
(traces at right). 

' 

managed by a computer no larger than the Digital 
Equipment Corp.'s PDP-8, a table-top machine 
whose word length is only 12 bits and which sells 
for less than $20,000. This machine is fast enough 
to analyze signals on a half-dozen targets at once, 
though beyond that it would lose track of some of 
them. 

The prototype Cortie fills the memory with 
samples from the various channels and then shuts 
off the input while the samples are read out to the 
filter bank channel by channel. This design is still 
useful where either the sample rate is slow enough 
to permit a complete analysis of a channel between 
sample inputs, or where some loss of data during 
readout isn't a serious drawback. 

Two newer versions called Cortie I and II, how
ever, interleave reading and writing so that sample 
signals can be analyzed continuously without any 
loss of input data. The more complex version is the 

Sequential sampling. If the filters 
are sampled in sequence, while a 
1-msec pulse like that at the left 
is being applied to their inputs, 
their outputs appear as pulses. 
The center filter shows very little 
attenuation; those on either side 
attenuate considerably and those 
beyond show hardly any output 
at all. 
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one built into a 1,600-channel radar system. This 
system combines long range with very high resolu
tion, but it also requires that the number of chan
nels be a multiple or submultiple of the number of 
samples in each channel. \Vhere the ratio of chan
nels to samples is not an integer or the reciprocal 
of an integer, the intermediate version can be used. 
This channel-to-sample ratio depends on the speci
fications of the core memory and on the capacity 
of the computer processing the signals. 

Besides a magnetic-core storage unit, a single 
bank of filters, and controls, time compression re
quires a set of channel commutation switches plus 
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters. 
Memory size is determined by the number of chan
nels, C, the channel sample rate, B, and the amount 
of time, T, the computer needs to process all the 
data in one channel. Thus, BT samples are taken 
from each channel with each cycle of processing, 
and the memory's capacity must be at least CBT 
samples. 

Radar echoes are analog signals that have to be 
converted to digital form to be stored in the mem
ory, and then back to analog when being read out 
for analysis. Since reading in and reading out were 
kept separate in the earliest prototype, a combined 
analog-digital-analog converter sufficed. But the 
more sophisticated designs handle both operations 
simultaneously and therefore need separate con
verters. Digital filters or a special-purpose fast 
Fourier transform computer at the output would 
make the second conversion step unnecessary, but 
they are quite expensive and the time-compression 
systems built so far have all used conventional cry
stal filters. 

Good trick 

The most difficult part of applying time compres
sion to a radar system is working out an addressing 
scheme that allows the economical use of the 
storage at an adequate speed. 

Cortie's operation depends on the ability of the 
computer to process the data in the storage unit 
at a speed considerably faster than the data's 
arrival rate. If the computer speed is C times the 
data rate, the computer can analyze C channels 
without losing any data. 

The principle of time compression is illustrated 
by the simple three-channel device, top of page 87. 
The switch connects channel 1 to core memory 1 
through the analog-to-digital converter. The system 
takes one sample from channel 1, converts it to 
digital form, and stores it. It then takes a sample 
from channel 2, converts and stores it, and repeats 
the process with channel 3. After the first sample 
from channel 3 has been stored, the second sample 
from channel 1 is taken. The sampling rate of each 
individual channel must be at least twice the high
est frequency of the signal in that channel; other
wise, the reconstructed signal could contain spuri
ous frequencies and thus not truly represent the 
original. 

When the memory has collected many samples 
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Prototype. The apparatus beneath the oscilloscope is the 
first time-compressor (block diagram below). The filter 
bank is behind the gray panel at top center. 

from each channel, the information from channel 1 
is converted back to analog form and am1Jyzed by 
a bank of filters. Samples from channel 2 and chan
nel 3 are similarly analyzed, and a computer deter
mines the position and speed of the target from the 
output of the filters. The readout is much faster 
than the reading in, the ratio of readout rate to 
read-in being a multiplying factor that adjusts the 

"'-~-a_-
~z- CHANNEL t--' MULTIPLEXER COMPARATOR 

l 
LOGIC 

TIMING 
a CONTROL 

OUTP~ 

li\ NALOG-

I--
DIGITAL-

!A NALOG 
t.,ONVERTER 

1 1 
I-+ CORE 

MEMORY 

Ten to one. Ten channels are multiplexed into a 
single comparator and combined analog-to-digital and 
digital-to-analog converter through which all data 
passes on its way to and from the memory. 
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Filter bank. Typical card contains five of the narrowband 
analog filters, with associated electronics. The prototype 
contains 40 of these cards. 

analysis to compensate for this speed change. 
The prototype Cortie has 10 channels, cor

responding to the radar system's ability to detect 
targets at 10 different distances. Within each chan
nel, the band of detectable frequencies ranges from 
200 to 900 hertz, corresponding to the velocity 
limits of the targets picked up. 

Each channel is sampled at a 2-kilohertz rate. Au 
adequate sampling rate would b e 1.8 khz-twice 
the highest signal frequency of 900 hz-but a 
2-khz rate offers a margin of safety. After each 
sample is converted into digital form, it's stored in 
a memory location corresponding to the sampled 
channel. The samples for all 10 channels come from 
a 20-khz oscillator, so that each sample is wide 
enough-50 µ.sec-to allow plenty of time for the 
conversion process and storage cycle to continue. 

The compressor samples the channels for 300 
msec, collecting 600 sample words from each chan
nel. The CBT product is (10)(2,000)(0.3) = 6,000, 

CHANNEL I 

• 
• 

SAMPLE 1 

CHANNEL 2 

• 
.....JL • ______ ___. 

SAMPLE 2 

3N78 
OUTPUT BUS 
ALL CHANNELS 

-11.u-

Analog gate. Built around a common dual-emitter 
transistor often used for chopping, this circuit 
transmits to the common output bus the instantaneous 
value of the slowly varying analog quantity. From this 
value, tl1e converter determines a digital equivalent. 
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meaning that the memory must b e capable of hold
ing 6,000 samples. The rate at which the stored 
information is transferred from the channels to the 
filter bank and thence to the computer is 1 msec 
per channel, so that the compression factor is 300 
to 1. Because of this speeding up, the output fre
quency band-60 to 270 khz-appears to be 300 
times as high as it really is . 

Aside from this factor of 300, the 1-msec signal 
from each individual channel is a stepwise approxi
mation of the original analog input. Added to this 
compressed signal is a 5-Mhz carrier frequency 
to permit the use of standard crystal filters instead 
of the much larger and more expensive kilohertz
band filters. Thus the actual frequency band ana
lyzed by the filter bank is 5,060 to 5,270 khz. Differ
ence frequencies-4,730 to 4,940 khz-duplicating 
the information in the sum band are also present, 
outside the filter range. 

Tradeoff 

The compressed band is analyzed by a bank of 
200 bandpass filters with center frequencies equally 
spaced at 1.05-khz intervals and output-versus
frequency curves resembling the Gaussian , or bell
shaped, distribution. Filters with more nearly 
rectangular characteristic curves \.vould be better 
suited for straightforward spectrum analysis, but 
part of the problem in a radar system is extracting 
the signal from a noisy background; Gaussian 
filters were better at extracting the signal. 

The center frequency of each filter corresponds 
to a particular velocity of a target, and the filter 
with the maximum output therefore indicates the 
velocity. 

To assure that the outputs from the filter bank 
are as large as possible, even for frequencies be
tween the center levels , the filter bandpass charac
teristics overlap. The bandwidth of each filter
measured between frequencies where the output is 
3 decibels below that of the center frequency-is 
greater than the spacing between the center fre
quencies . Thus the depth of the valley b etween 
adjacent peaks is only 2 db and no frequency is 
attenuated more than 2 db. 

A 1-msec pulse of a single frequency is shown on 
page 88 with the outputs of five adjacent filters, one 
at that specific frequency and the two closest at 
higher and lower frequencies. These displays are 
of amplitude against time; the time constant of 
the center filter 's response to the input pulse is 
clearly visible in the center photo, and the similar, 
though more complex, responses of the side filters 
are also apparent. These side filters produce out
puts because the fast rise and fall of the single-fre
quency input signal create many other frequency 
components . 

The total frequency content of the signal follows 
the curve y =(sin x)/x, which resembles a damped 
sine wave. The duration of the input pulse deter
mines the spacing between the local maxima of 
this curve; for a 1-msec pulse, the peaks are 1 khz 
apart, very nearly the same as the spacing of the 
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Original and compressed. The first few samples of three 50·hz input signals are at the right in each photo, with 
five-bit quantization in the photo at left and two·bit quantization at the right. The compressed signals are at 
the left in each photo; run together, the samples appear as short horizontal lines. The peak lines are brighter 
because the signal's sinusoidal shape causes more samples to be taken near the peaks. 

various filters' center frequencies. This accounts for 
the outputs of the side filters. These outputs drop 
off rapidly, however, mostly because of the de
creasing amplitude of the successive peaks in the 
(sin x)/x curve. 

When the filter outputs are sampled in sequence 
at 1 µ.sec intervals, the response takes the form 
shown at lower right on page 88. Although side 
lobes are still present, the input is essentially con
tinuous when compared to the sweep frequency. 
The outputs of the filters adjacent to the center 
filter are strongly attenuated, and the outputs of the 
next two are barely visible in this display. Other 
filters further removed from the main frequency 
produce no visible output at all. 

· In the prototype digital time compressor, a 
multiplexer generates sample pulses at a frequency 
of 20 khz and distributes them in rotation to the 10 
channels, so that each channel is sampled at a 2-khz 
rate. The system contains a 20-khz clock, a binary 
counter, a binary-to-decimal decoder, and 10 analog 
gates to do tl1e actual sampling. The trailing edge 
of each clock pulse steps the counter, whose output 
is decoded to open a gate for the next clock pulse 
and to direct that pulse to the next channel. 

The analog gates, which are similar to transistor 
chopper circuits, each contain a dual-emitter tran
sistor witl1 a transformer connected to its base and 
collector. A sample line, as shown on page 90, con
nects the transformer primary winding to the de
coder output. When a positive pulse appears on it, 
both emitters are forward biased and the h·ansistor 
admits the level of the analog voltage to the com
mon output line with hardly any change. 

Reaching an agreement 

The prototype Cortie's converter contains a six
position register whose outputs are added together 
in a resistor network, as shown at right. A digital 
quantity in the register is made to agree with t11e 
sampled analog quantity by the following method 
of successive approximations. First, the flip-flop 
corresponding to the most significant digit turns 
on, and the analog output of the network is com
pared with the analog waveshape being sampled. 
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This comparison is made in a digital-output dif
ferential amplifier similar to the sense amplifier 
generally used with computer memories. If the 
comparison generates a 0, the digital value is 
smaller than or equal to the analog value, and the 

SAMPLED 
ANALOG 
SIGNAL 

PULSE 
SEQUENCER 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FI' 

FF 

REGISTER HIGH 

R 

2R 

4R 

BR 

16 R 

32R 

R 

Two-way converter. The register contains successive 
digital approximations to an analog signal, or a digital 
quantity to be converted to analog. 
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Puzzle. The viewer is hard put to differentiate between the spectra of one-bit and six-bit quantized waveforms, 
indicating that little useful information is lost in one-bit quantization. 

high-order flip-flop is left on. If the comparison 
generates a 1, this flip-flop is turned off. 

Either way, the next flip-flop is turned on and 
the comparison is repeated. The converter makes 
six comp arisons, for the six flip-flops in the register, 
in 6 µ.sec. This done, the contents of the register 
are transferred to the memory as the binary value 
of the analog waveshape. 

In the memory- a conventional coincident-cur
rent ferrite-core s tack with a 1.25-µ.s ec cycle time-
8,192 words of six bits each can be stored. The 
unit's timing and read/write controls and address 
selection circuitry are slightly modified for the 
stack's application in a time compressor. 

A new sample from any single channel is stored 
every 500 µ.sec . For readout all the samples from 

.SIGNAL+ NOISE 

:jJi-M :1: IE 
One·bit quantization. The small signal vector 
phase-modulates the large noise vector, so that the 
quantized signal is a square wave with uncertain zero 
crossings. The ratio of the uncertain zone width to the 
square-wave period measures signal-to-noise ratio. 
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each channel are transferred one by one to the 
same register used for reading in. The register 
input is designed so that successive numbers can 
be dumped in on top of previous ones without any 
need for resetting. The resistor network produces 
the analog equivalent of the successive samples 
every 1.67 µ.sec. The network's output thus approxi
mates the input waveform for each channel, except 
that it appears in steps instead of continuously and 
its frequency components are multiplied by 300. 
At this point, the 5-Mhz translating frequency is 
added and the sum is passed to the filter bank for 
analysis. 

A bit at a time 

The prototype Cortie makes ineffi cient use of 
its core storage because it relies on six-bit quanti
zation. The two more sophisticated designs use 
core storage very efficiently with only one-bit 
quantization. 

At first glance, one-bit quantization would seem 
very ineffective, as it can indicate only positive or 
negative, present or absent or some other binary 
condition. But signal amplitude is secondary in 
radar processing; the most important consideration 
is the way in which signals shift from filter to filter 
to indicate a target's speed, or from channel to 
channel to indicate changes in the target's distance 
from the receiver changes. Also, the noise usually 
present in radar signals has to be scre0ned out. 

Signal-to-noise ratio is only slightly affected by 
the number of bits in signal quantization, as seen 
in the vector diagram a t the left. Here a small 
signal vector at one frequency has been added to a 
large noise vector at some fundamental frequency. 
Because the frequencies are different, the vector 
representing the signal rotates about tl1e tip of 
the noise vector as the noise vector rotates about 
the origin. Because the noise vector has a larger 
magnitude, the resultant rotates about the origin 
at a varying angular rate. The result, in this 
simplified case, is a noise vector phase-modulated 
by the signal. 

The same situation is shown in the amplitude
versus-time plot just below tl1e vector diagram. The 
large black sine wave is the noise voltage, and the 
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Cortie I. Interleaved reading and writing permits the continuous storage and analysis of data, but 
necessitates reading in staggered order and exacts the further pt ice of a half-full memory. 

signal is superimposed on it in color. The result of 
sampling this phase-modulated signal with one-bit 
quantizing is a square wave With some uncertainty 
as to the zero-crossing points. The ratio of the 
width of this zone of uncertainty to the period of 
the square wave depends on the signal-to-noise 
ratio, not on the amplitude of either the signal or 
the noise. 

The oscilloscope traces, top of page 92, indicate 
the spectru m of the reconstructed waveform with 
one-bit and six-bit quantizing, respectively, and ver
ify that little or no useful information is lost by 
quantizing the signal with one bit. The traces are 
so nearly alike that identifying them visually is 
almost impossible. 

If the prototype Cortie had been designed to 
make the b est use of one-bit quantizing, a single 
six-bit word could have stored six samples instead 
of one; other things being equal, a compression 
ratio of 1,800 would then be possible. 

The three R's 

The first approach to streamlining the memory 
operation of the Cortie prototype was to interleave 
reading and writing in the memory, so that sample
taking didn't have to stop while previously stored 
data was read out. 

In Cortie I , the memory control circuits were 
designed so that when a read operation cleared the 
location from which data was taken, a subsequent 
write operation-occurring perhaps quite some 
time later-could put new data directly into the 
cleared location. This differs from memory opera
tions in conventional computers, where a read 
operation is followed by the regeneration of the 
data so that it can be used again later if desired ; 
a write operation is preceded by a read, and the 
data is discarded to clear the location . 

In the Cortie I approach, writing proceeds as 
in the prototype, with one sample from every chan
nel being stored before a second sample is entered. 
Reading, again as in the prototype, clears all the 
samples from a single channel in the same sequence 
in which they were stored. 

But to stay ahead of the write operation, the 
reading must be staggered. ' Vhile Cortie I stores 
samples in the memory in 1, 2, 3 order, channel by 
channel, it reads them out with the oldest sample 
in each channel, which is just b ehind the newest 
one read in. It jumps to the last sample for the 
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channel, returns to the first sample, and ends with 
what was the newest sample when the channel 
readout began. Several newer samples have been 
read in while the readout proceeds; indeed, the 
readout begins with the oldes t sample in the chan
nel and stops just short of the newest sample in the 
entire memory. 

The net result is that the memory is n~rmally 
only half full , and when operation b egins, the first 
few samples are read at irregular intervals, al
though in strict order. No data is lost. 

The sequence is illustrated in a small memory, 
shown above, that stores four samples from each 
of three ch annels . Immediately after the first 
sample from channel 1 has been stored on the 
second or any subsequent pass through memory, 
the readout of this channel begins, starting with the 
second sample from the previous pass-bit 4 in the 
diagram. The four samples from channel 1 are read 
out in the order 4, 7, 10, 1, the last sample being 

Heart of the system. The prototype's core memory and 
logic cards occupy only a few inches of rack space. 
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Cortie II. The memory can be kept full and can have a longer cycle time when samples from successive 
channels are stored alternately in rows and in columns of the memory. But here the ratio of channels to 
samples must be an integer, or the reciprocal of an integer. 

S• SAMPLE NUMBER 

the Rrst one in the second pass. The readouts are 
interleaved with new samples being stored in other 
channels. It takes 12 memory cycles to write the 
four samples, but only four to read them out, giving 
a compression ratio of 3. 

Right after channel 1 is read out, the operation 
switches to channel 2, taking the samples in the 
order 8, 11, 2, 5; channel 3 is then read out in the 
order 12, 3, 6, 9. 

This operation requires one address register for 
reading and another for writing. One register in
crements by memory rows and the other by col
umns, with an especially large increment at the 
end of each channel readout. If, in the three-by-four 
example, the memory locations were numbered in 
the same sequence as the written samples, one 
address register would always increment by one 
and the other would increment by three. Further, 
the second register would increment by seven 
after every readout from a position on the diagonal 
-positions 1, 5, or 9. 

Full memory 

Cortie II uses its memory still more efficiently. 
It also interleaves reading and writing, but it man
ages to keep the memory nearly full at all times and 
needs only one set of address registers. It also can 
use a slower memory because it stores several 
samples in an external register before writing them 
in the memory as a group, or after reading them 
out, also as a group. This buffer-register technique 
is the trick that makes the 1,600-channel com
pressor feasible. 
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But the unique characteristic of Cortie II is that 
as it reads out the samples for any one particular 
channel, it stores other samples from any other 
channels in the same locations. In successive passes 
through the memory, therefore, the channel orienta
tions are at right angles-that is, samples from suc
cessive channels stored in a row on one pass are 
stored in a column on the next pass. A short inter
val between reading and writing gives time to 
modify the data. This kind of operation in com
puters is called read/modify/write or split-cycle 
operation. 

This method of operation is best illustrated by 
the three-channel system shown above, with three 
samples for each channel. At the start of operation, 
the memory may be assumed to be empty, al
though clearing it isn't a prerequisite. The nrst 
three read cycles (in black) yield no useful informa
tion; nothing has been stored in those locations yet. 
The Rrst three write cycles (in color) each load one 
sample from each of the three channels in loca
tions represented as horizontal rows. 

In the second pass, data is taken from the mem
ory column by column, with each column contain
ing all the samples from a single channel. Follow
ing the readout, new samples from the three chan
nels are stored in those same locations. Because 
channel data occupies rows in the memory at this 
point, readout in the third pass occurs row by row 
again. New samples are then stored from the three 
channels in each location cleared by reading, 
setting up data for the fourth readout, once more 
by columns. 
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YES I YOU GET THE 
]0L]E5T 

]RIGHTEST . 
MOST RER]R]LE . 

CRT ]ISPLRY 
RVRILR]LE TO]RY I 

• . • • ' ' • • • • I • . . . . . . • . . . 

but TEC's DATA·SCREEN Display Terminal 
also gives you . . . 

Interface flexibility-com pa ti ble 
with most EDP and communication 
systems, transmits and accepts any 
8-level code including ASCII, IBM , and 
EBCDIC. Electrical interface signal 
level options include 5-volt current 
sink 1-C logic and EIA Standard 
RS-2328. 

Keyboard flexibility - optional input 
keyboards offered in standard or 
special key arrangements. Special 
keys for control functions, indicators 
and switches can be located any
where on the keyboard. A variety of 
key styles are offered with legends 
to order. 

Display flexibility- in addition to the 
CRT data display, up to 144 fixed 
messages can be displayed behind 
the black screen using TEC's DATA· 
PANEL® Display System. Invisible 
when off, messages such as FAULT, 
OVERFLOW, ON LINE, STOP, etc. , 
become instantly visible when 
illuminated. 

• Without a doubt (our competitors admit it) this 
display terminal has the largest ... 1/.i" minimum 

... most readable, rock steady characters available in 
its field. Stroke-written messages appear in brilliant 
contrast to the black screen of TEC's DATA-SCREEN 
Display Terminal. 

Three completely self-contained models with key
board, character generator, refresher core memory, 
solid state logic and power supply are offered with 

128, 200 and 512 character display. Everything else 
you'd expect in a completely flexible CRT display is 
offered: full character repertoire; flashing cursor with 
positioning controls; editing features; character size 
and slant adjustments; modern cabinet or rack panel 
mounting option. 

Send for 6 page brochure that tells all about TEC's 
DATA-SCREEN Display Terminal - the flexible, read
able CRT. 

INFORMATION DISPLAY 
AND CONTROL DEVICES 

Box 6191 • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424 • Phone (612) 941-1100 
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No Strings Attached 
Integrated Circuit Engineering Corporation 
is the only place you can get real, unbiased, 
practical training in microelectronics with 
no strings attached. We don't care if you are 
a maker or user, are thinking about making 
or using them, or are a security analyst who 
just wants to know what microelectronics 
is all about. All you do is supply the student 
- we supply the training. Comprehensive 
training like our l/C Engineering/Fabrication 
Seminar. Five full days of technical sessions 
and laboratory exercises covering the essential 
topics of the technology. Write or call for 
detailed information. The Engineering/ 
Fabrication Seminar. Only from ICE. 

l/C Engineering/Fabrication 
Given at ICE's Laboratory Facility in Phoenix 

February 5-9, 1968 
March 4-8, 1968 

:::LC::.e. 
ICE Corporation D 4900 E. Indian School Road D Phoenix, Arizona 85018 
Telephone 602 959 4760 D TWX 910 950 1285 D Cable ICE PHOENIX 
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Consumer electronics 

There's no overcharge 
for fast-charged batteries 

Diodes protected by thermal switches shunt high charge currents 

to prevent nickel-cadmium cells from rupturing during fast recharge 

By James V. Ball 
P.R. Mallory & Co., Bu rli ngt on, Mass. 

Successfu l in cordless device applications ranging 
from television receivers to toothbrushes, nickel
cadmium batteries are still handicapped by re
charge times as long as 16 hours. They would find 
many more jobs if they could be recharged faster 
without risking overcharge-the prime cause of cell 
ruphU"e. 

Several approaches have been tried, but the one 
that holds out the greatest promise for wider con
sumer, and even commercial, applications is a diode 
protection scheme first proposed in 1964. Connected 
across the cell, the diode shunts the charging cur
rent once the cell is fully charged. Thus, without 
using an observer to monitor the cell charge at 
various intervals, recharge time can be cut to an 

Nickel-cadmium: a rechargeable battery 

Nickel-cadmium cells are usually sealed in a metal 
case to prevent spilling or evaporation of the elec
trolyte. Because the cell contains little electrolyte, 
the oxygen given off at one electrode during over
charge is easily recombined at the other electrode, 
thus preventing excessive pressure buildup when the 
charging current is as high as C/ 2. (Charge and dis
charge currents are expressed as the nominal cell 
capacity, C, ·divided by the charge or discharge 
time. Thus, the C/ 2 rate for a 5-amp-hour cell is 
2.5 amps. ) When this rate is specified, there is no 
concern ·about the effects of overcharge if the cells 
are left on charge for an indefinite period. 

To prevent the cells from exploding when pressure 
builds up at high charge rates , pressure releases are 
built into the cell. But these releases shorten cell 
life when they are activated. For once the seal is 
broken, electrolyte is lost. 

If a cell were designed so that its internal pres
sure did not rise during fast charge, such a cell 
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hour or so. There are, of course, other overcharge 
protection schemes but these have proved either 
unreliable or too costly for consumer applications. 

However, because of the diode's tendency to 
overheat when it shunted the full charge current, 
the diode scheme never gained wide acceptance. 
An overheated diode can't maintain the low-rate 
trickle charge that is required. But the overheating 
problem has since been overcome. By equipping 
the charger with a temperature sensor-either a 
thermistor bridge or a thermal switch-a high re
sistance can be switched in series with the power 
supply to limit the charge current once the cell is 
charged. Thus, the current passing through the di
ode can be held to a safe level when the battery is 

would act as a resistor when it is fully charged, and 
the energy-represented by the product of the volt
age and charge current-would be dissipated as 
heat. Thus, a D-size, 4-ampere-hour cell would build 
up a temperature of 200°F it it were overcharged 
continuously at the C rate. It probably isn't feasible 
to make a cell that is immune to damage from con
tinuous charge at a high current rate. 

Since the nickel-cadmium cell has a low internal 
resistance, it can be charged safely at high rates 
without overheating. Most cells now on the market 
can be charged at rates of C / 2, C or even CI 0 .5, 
provided the charge cmrent is limited once the cell is 
fully charged. Cell-cycle life may be prolonged when 
it is repeatedly recharged at a high current rate, and 
then allowed to trickle charge at a low rate of about 
Cl 50 instead of overcharged continuously at the 
higher rate. And, some battery engineers feel that 
high charge rates are beneficial in maintaining the 
cell at full capacity during its service life. 
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Operating characteristic. Initially, diode conduc
tion increases slowly along region A. At full cell 
charge, region A', diode temperature rises with 
conduction along region B to maximum at point B'. 

fully charged. 

1.7 

The diode protection scheme is intended for con
stant-current charging-commonly used for nickel
cadmium batteries-in which the battery can be 
left on charge even after being fully charged. A 
rarely used method of charging nickel-cadmium 
cells employs a constant voltage. Here, however, 
the battery is in series with a low resistance and 
the power supply, and the battery's internal resist
ance limits the charging current. 

Preventing overcharge 

The diode used for cell protection should have 
a forward voltage knee slightly lower than the cell's 
full-charge voltage. While the cell voltage is below 
its full charge, the diode operates at the high-resist
ance part of its characteristic curve and most of 
the charge current flows t11rough the cell. But when 
the voltage hits full charge, the diode's resistance 

CHARGE 
CURRENT 

Diode protection. Diode across each cell acts as 
high resistance during charge and as low resistance 
to shunt current when cell has reached full charge. 
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drops sharply to draw most of the current away 
from the cell. Because each cell is individually pro
tected by its own diode, unmatched cells with dif
ferent capacities can be hooked up together. P.R. 
Mallory & Co. Inc., manufactures a suitable diode 
called the Amp-Gate. The device has a forward volt
age knee of 1.4 volts. 

The diode's voltage characteristic is a function 
not only of its geomeh-y and semiconductor mate
rial, but of its temperature as well. The Amp-Gate's 
characteristic varies with a negative lemperature 
coefficient of 3 millivolts/ 0 C. Thus, as the tempera
ture rises, both diode and cell voltage decreases. 
As a result, the cell can be charged at different 
ambient temperahll'es without adverse effects. In 
practice, however, the diodes used with a multicell 
battery are mounted on the same heat sink. 

Charging system 

A system could be designed in which diode, cell, 
and heat-sink characteristics counter-balance each 
other. The problem here is that the dissipation of 
the charging energy as heat causes the heat-sink 
temperahll'e to rise. But with a thermal switch used 
to sense the rise in heat-sink temperahll'e and re
duce tl1e current at full charge, little energy is 
lost. The reason: charge current is less efficient near 
the end of the cycle because of the cell's counter 
voltage. 

Since both the cell and the diode have negative 
temperature and voltage coefficients, it is essential 
that the heat sink be matched to the diode's knee 
voltage if the thermal switch is to do its job. 

Typical circuits 

In a charge circuit for a small, two-cell cordless 
appliance, for example, the diodes can be mounted 
on a small copper heat sink near the cells. vVhen 
the charger is energized the thermal switch remains 
closed because of the low heat-sink temperature. 

As the cell voltage nears its full charge, both the 
diodes' conduction and the heat sink's temperature 
increase. The rise in temperature opens the thermal 
switch. A resistor then limits the current to a safe 
trickle charge. Heat from the resistor, which is 
mounted on the thermal switch, prevents the switch 
from closing while lhe diodes cool. After recharge 
and t11e appliance is removed from the power sup
ply, the resistor cools, the thermal switch closes, 
and the charge-control circuit is ready for another 
cycle. 

Since the thermal switch has a fixed operating 
temperature, it tends to open a bit earlier when 
charging is done at high ambient temperahll'es. 
This, of course, would cut charge time because the 
cells produce gas sooner at temperatures above 
38°C. But even at temperatures too low for the 
thermal switch to open, the diodes still prevent 
overcharge by shunting the current. 

An all-solid state circuit can use a thermistor
bridge network to bias a transistor into conduction 
when the heat-sink temperature rises to 35°C above 
ambient temperature. The transistor's collector cur-
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Two-cell appliance charger. A pair of diodes mounted on a copper heat sink with a thermal switch protects the 
cells during a 70-minute fast charge cycle. Lamp Ii regulates charge current and serves as indicator. 

rent fires a silicon controlled rectifier, which turns 
off a second transistor that shorts out a current
limiting resistor in series with the battery. Thus, 
the resistor is placed in the circuit and a trickle 
charge current then flows through it. The SCR 
resets the circuit when the battery is removed from 
the circuit. 
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Designing the circuit ~ '--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

In designing a charging system with diode pro
tection, the engineer must consider the enclosure's 
thermal characteristics. To a great degree, these 
characteristics will determine the heat sink to be 
used. Once the design is completed and the circuit 
is built, it is usually sufficient to measure, at room 
temperature, the cell voltage and heat-sink tem
perature to ascertain whether the system is func
tioning properly. 

After the thermal cutout is deactivated, the heat
sink temperature should rise slightly so that near 
the end of the charge cycle the reading is at least 
70°C where the. diodes are mounted. Cell voltage, 
somewhere between 1.4 and 1.5 volts at the start of 
the cycle, should rise to as high as 1.55 volts and 
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Charge curves. At full charge, point D, thermal 
switch opens to limit charging current which falls 
to a safe trickle charge level. 

Ba ---

Solid state circuit. A pair of thermistors can be used in a bridge circuit configuration to sense full battery charge 
and terminate the cycle. Separate thermistors sense ambient and heat sink temperatures. 
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then decrease as the diodes heat up. 
The cell charge current should be measured 

at several time intervals using a d-c clip-on milli
ammeter or through a 5 millivolt shunt and the 
measurements plotted to obtain the cell current 
curve. By comparing this cell-current curve with 
the ideal provided by the cell manufacturer, an 
engineer can determine necessary adjustments in 
the circuit and heat sink. 

Other cell protection schemes 

Although various other cell protection schemes have 
been used, each has suffered from at least one basic 
limitation: cost, reliability, or complexity. Some of 
the approaches that have been taken include: 

Third electrode. At least two firms-the General 
Elech·ic Co. and Culton Industries lnc.-are mar
keting nickel-cadmium cells with auxiliary elec
trodes. In the GE cell, the third electrode recom
bines the oxygen produced at the end of charge and 
delivers a current that removes the charging voltage 
through an external relay or a silicon controlled 
rectifier circuit. In the Culton cell, a voltage is gen
erated when the oxygen starts to build up. This 
voltage then controls the charge circuit. Although 
the third-electrode approach is effective in prevent
ing overcharge, it is expensive and is used only in 
critical cases-a third-electrode type, 4-ampere 
hour, D-size cell costs about $25 compared to $5 for 
a standard two-electrode cell. 

Pressure sensing. In pressure sensing, one or 
more cells in a battery pack is equipped with a pres
sure-activated switch that signals when gas has 
developed at the end of the charge. The inherent 
drawback: since the pressure buildup rate isn't the 
same for all cells, matched cells are required. Fur
thermore, the pressure that builds up may not 
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FULL CHARGE 

decrease rapidly enough to permit immediate re
charge of the battery. Thus, in addition to being ex
pensive-the pressure switch costs about $18-it 
is unreliable. 

Voltage monitor. Full charge, in this approach, is 
determined by measuring battery voltage. Because 
cell voltage changes with ambient temperature, the 
sensing level must be temperature-compensated. 
Furthermore, because of variations in cell capacity, 
there is always the possibility that one or more cells 
may be overcharged before the battery voltage 
reaches the desired charge level. 

Cell-temperature sensing. In this approach, the 
rise in cell temperature is used to indicate when full 
charge has been reached. The drawback here is that 
high thermal mass can delay temperature-rise de
tection until the cell has been overcharged. This 
scheme is fairly complex since variations in ambient 
temperature and cell capacity must be considered 
when designing a temperature-sensing circuit. 

Coulometer sensing. Here, a chemical coulometer 
determines the amount of discharge, which is used 
to determine recharge. Although the method is 
fairly reliable, it is expensive. And it is also diffi
cult to get cells and coulometer to h·ack across the 
temperature range of the charge cycle. 

The author 

Joining P. R. Mallory and Co. in 
1965 as a staff engineer, James 
V. Ball is now a project engineer 
for battery charge-control systems 
at the company's physical science 
laboratory. 
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When you want a relay that ... 
delivers billions of high speed 
bounce-free operations; 
has low profile for p.c. board mounting 
and is compatible with solid state circuits 

mercury's the answer 
In order of importance, how would you rate these 
advantages of P&B's mercury-wetted contact relays? 

D no bounce 
D constant low contact resistance 
D long life (billions of operations) 
D low profile for p.c. board mounting 
D 1 ms operating speed 
D contact isolation 
D compatibility with solid state circuitry 

You will find our JMF Series relays useful in computer logic circuits, 
high speed processing equipment, in sophisticated instrumentation 
... wherever you need crisp switching action, long life, solid state 
compatibility, and immunity from transient voltages. 

Housed in a pressurized glass capsule, the contacts are renewed on 
every cycle through capillary action of the mercury. Hence, contact 
resistance remains constant and extremely long, maintenance-free 
life is assured. 

P&B mercury-wetted relays are available in contact Forms C and 
D, as well as polarized and sensitive models. Up to four capsules 
in a single case are available. Call your P&B representative for 
full information today. 

POTTER & BRUMFIELD 
Division of American Machine & Foundry Company, Princeton, Ind. 47570 
Export: AMF International. 261 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 
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you can now see the entire spectrum 
The new Hewlett-Packard 852A Variable Persistence Display 
Section for the HP 8551 Spectrum Analyzer lets you examine 
those "hard to see" signals-the ones that normally requ ire 
photographic time exposures to analyze the whole display. Vari
able persistence is indispensable when you're examining low prf 
pulses (characteristic of many radars) or performing spectrum 
surveillance and RFI measurements. Signals in the presence of 
noise are more readily discerned because only the signal is re
inforced during successive sweeps. 
When your spectrum analyzer display offers variable persistence, 
you can use the very slow sweep speeds necessary for high 
resolution. Wide sweeps and narrow analyzing bandwidths are 
now compatible. 
The persistence of the specially-designed CRT in the 852A is 
continuously adjustable from about 0.2 second to more than 
one minute. The display can also be stored (duration > one 
hour) permitting more thorough evaluation. 
Price: 852A, $3400. 

HEWLETT 

The HP 85518 Spectrum Anal
yzer is a fully calibrated analyzer 
covering the range from 10.l 
MHz to 40 GHz. It features a 60 
dB calibrated log display range, 

:..""!iiiii~;;;;;;;-.-----1.' calibrated spectrum widths to 2 
GHz, and calibrated sweep time 
and IF bandwidths for fully quan
titative spectrum measurements. 
85518 RF Section, $7550. 

I 

.-. 

852A Variable Persistence Dis
play Section, $3400. 

~ ?. ' (8518 Display Section with nor-
- ------• mal persistence, is also available. 

Price, $2400.) 

For more information on this important contribution to spectrum 
analysis call your local HP field engineer or write Hewlett
Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304; Europe: 54 Route des 
Acacias, Geneva. 

~ PACKARD 

SPECTRUM ANALYZERS 04724 
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IRC adds a two-watt unit to its Metal Glaze line. Now you 
can get stability, reliability, and economy in three popular 
sizes to fill a wide range of industrial and MIL-R-22684 
applications. 

These rugged, thick-film resistors defy failure. Perform
ance, across the board is significantly better than MIL-R-11 
types, yet they're available at the same prices. Under load 
or temperature stress, thin-film tin-oxides can 't match 
their exceptional stability and mechanical ruggedness. 

Metal Glaze resistors remain stable under 70°C loads 
exceeding specification requirements. On the %-watt, for 
example, there is little stability degradation under double 
load at 70°C. It has withstood 14 million unit hours of 
testing. Estimated failure rate is only .006%/1000 hrs., 
full load at 70°C, at 60% confidence. 

The uniformly molded body is tough. Can't crack or craze 
during automated inserting. And it resists solvents and 
corrosion. Samples are immediately available. Write to: 
IRC, Inc., 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. 

CAPSULE SPECIFICATIONS 

Power: Y4 W@70°C Y2 W@70°C 2W@70°C 

Size: RL07-RC07 RL20 RL42-RC42 

Resistance: 6.811to680K 1011 to 470K 1011 to 470K 

Tolerances: ±2,5% ±2,5% ±2,5,10% 

Max. Voltage: 250V 350V 500V 

IRC Type: RG07 RG20 RG2 
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ASSEMBLE THIS 
WEATHERPROOF 

CONNECTION 

IN 
30 SECONDS! 

Again, BENDIX/DAGE engineering has 
solved a major problem for equipment 
builders! New DAGE Square-Cut RF Con
nectors reduce assembly time 50%-75% ... 
produce weathertight seals with a pull test 

of 50 lbs. Only 3 parts-no special tools 
required! 

Time-and-money-saving benefits of 

Square-Cut Connectors are typical of 
BENDIX/DAGE contributions to the state of 
the art ... practical ideas that help you de

sign for greater capability in your circuitry 
and equipment. 

Write for Square-Cut literature. If you 
have a special problem, call Dage Engineer
ing Department. Call today! 

DAGE ELECTRIC COMPANY 
a subsidiary of the Bendix Corporation 

Hurricane Road· Franklin, Ind.· Phone 317/736-6136 

FIRST WITH IDEAS • FIRST WITH QUALITY • FIRST WITH SERVIC: 
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We've made switches 
for conditions that are 

out of this world. 

No~ what in the world 
can we do for you? 

Mars.Venus.The moon. Our switches 
have gone to great lengths in prov
ing MICRO SWITCH reliability. 

In the aerospace field, we've come 
a long way by making important 
contributions in nearly all of the 
major projects- Apollo, Mariner, 
Ranger, Surveyor, to name a few. 

And in the laboratory, we're going 
even further, solving problems pre-

~ - - --

sented by future projects. Sophisti
cated problems involving switch 
miniaturization, metallurgy, plastics, 
circuitry, and human engineering, 
among others. 

From our advanced computer an
alysis of all test data, we've learned 
much that can be helpful to you. 
Such as predicting more accurately 
the life of any given switch under 
selected conditions. 

~ ~ 8 ~ ~Jo; •. , . . 
MICRO SWITCH 

FREEPORT. ILLINOIS 61032 

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL 

Model copyright © 1967 by Revell, Inc. 

Whatever your industry, you stand 
to benefit by calling a MICRO 
SWITCH Field Engineer.Thisdown
to-earth fellow can also show you 
the largest selection of switches in 
the universe. 

Call a Branch Office (see Yellow 
Pages, "Switches, Electric") or write 
us at Freeport. 

.. 
HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL•Sales and service offices in all principal c ities of the world. Man ufacturing in United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Netherlands, Germany, France, Japan. 
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HERE'S THE LATEST INFORMATION 
ON THIN-FILM DEPOSITION ... 

Five eve PlasmaVac® Low-energy Sputtering Systems·- to 
handle t -f· m app · af s from boratory to production line. 
Sputtering thin films with a CVC Plasma
Vac® system lets you deposit almost any 
material on almost any surface-with excel
lent control over film composition, purity, 
and thickness . You'll increase efficiency, 
quality, and yields over any other thin-film 

PLASMAVAC 100 PLASMAVAC 200 

DC triode sput-
RF triode sput-
tering. Conductors, GENERAL tering. Metals, semi -conductors , 

. conductors. non-conductors. 

Laboratory and Laboratory and 
limited production. limited production 

APPLICATIONS Ideal with CV-18 when used with 
vacuum system. PlasmaVac 100. 

Deposit Metals Yes Yes 

Deposit Dielectrics No Yes 

Deposit 
Some Yes Semiconductors 

Deposit Cermets No Some 

Deposit Alloys Yes Yes 

Deposit Organics No No 

Water Cooled Target 
(for use of thermally No No 
sensitive materials) 

Water Cooled 
No No Substrate 

Reactive Sputtering No Some 

Bias Sputtering Yes Some 

Sputter Etching Few Some 

Type of Chamber Bell Jar Bell Jar 

Multiple Target 
Yes 

Yes, with 
Sputtering PlasmaVac 100 

*Available on special order. 

eve 
A BELL & HOWELL COMPANY 

BELL e:. HOWELL 
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deposition method. Please write for full de
tails on any or all of the PlasmaVac systems 
described below. Consolidated Vacuum 
Corporation, 1775 Mt. Read Blvd., Roch
ester, N. Y. 14603. 

PLASMAV AC 300 PLASMAVAC. 400 PLASMA V AC 501 

Production-type 
system with DC DC CrossfireTM 

RF diode sput- Crossfire'"' and RF with rotary work 
teri ng . capability on in-line holder, multiple 

basis with air to air targets. 
substrate transport. 

Sophisticated 
Bridges the lab-
oratory/ production 

research appl ica- interface. Modular 
lions. Reactive concept so process Batch-type produc-
sputtering, sputter can be developed, tion unit for pilot 
etching, semi- then scaled up to plant operation. 
conductors , d°ielec- meet production 
tries , etc. needs. 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes 

Some Some No 

Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes No 

Yes Yes Some 

No No No 

Yes Yes No 

Bel l Jar 
Production-type Low profile 

modular chamber metal chamber 

No Yes Yes 
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Low-level high speed switching 
1n an A/D converter system 1s 
a rare combination anywhere but at Cimron 
In fact, we might say unique, in the perfectly literal 
sense. Cimron's Multiplex AI D Converter System is 
of interest to anyone looking for a Mux-type system. 
Here's why. Let's say you're designing for a process 
control application. You frequently have to measure 
millivolt signals. And generally a system that does this, 
does so slowly or uses a lot of expensive amplifiers. 
This Cimron system gives you economical high-speed 
sampling of low-level signals, a combination so rare 
this model may be the first of its kind. You can buy 

the Converter and Comparator for less than $2,500 
each-the entire 1000-channel system for less than 
$12,000. The Multiplexer has a throughput speed of 
lKC-from input programming to dumped output. 
The comparator isn't a must, but it does cut computer 
time. A comparable system, even if you build it, could 
cost 3 times as much, and still not give you Cimron's 
customer concern philosophy of immediate technical 
support. For information, write Cimron, Dept. B-101, 
1152 Morena, San Diego, California 92110. 

c:hvu:::~CIN ® - l.s:'. fr 
A Division of DJJJJJJJJ 

Lear Siegler, Inc. I ~ 

- 0 " I 0 0 I 7 ' 

-· o· 1 o· o o"'·o·· . 
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pnp equals npn at 
DEECO 

Annular Guard Ringt 
helps prevent inversion 

N (Base) 

P (Collector) 

Cross-section of pnp transistor showing Tri-Rei redundant stabilization 

That's right ... the Texas Instru
ments pnp silicon transistors you 
get from us are every bit as stable 
and reliable as npn devices. That's 
because of the exclusive Tri-Rel re
dundant stabilization shown above. 

Tri-Rel employs three different 
techniques to guard against ion mi
gration and electric charge buildup. 
This gives greater stability than 
one or two stabilization processes 

t Patent P ending 

which improve reliability ... but 
not enough. 

As a result, pnp transistors from 
TI meet the most demanding mili
tary and space reliability require
ments. 

In comparative tests, for example, 
only 20 % of the conventional un
stabilized pnp transistors drifted 
less than 0.5 nA during a 500-hr. 
test, while 97 % of the units with 

Tri-Rel drifted less than 0.5 nA and 
all units held within 1.0 nA. 

All pnp silicon transistors from 
TI feature Tri-Rel . .. and that goes 
for duals and complementary tran
sistors too. 

You can get 'em quick from us! 
We carry in-depth stocks of all 
t ypes of semiconductors from Texas 
Instruments. Call us for fast 
delivery. 

DE ECO.inc. 
AUTHORIZED l,\o 

T!JU&J7ffJl!JJO)TJ@!JJ '-f? 
DISTRIBUTORS- SERVING INDUSTRIALS EXCLUSIVELY 

618 FIRST STREET N. W. • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA• PHONE 319 365-7751 
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analysis 
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Tektronix 530, 540 and 550-series plug-in oscilloscopes 
offer a wide range of performance, designed to meet your 
changing measurement needs. Select the performance and 
measurement functions you need from multi-trace, differen
tial, sampling and spectrum analyzer plug-ins. 

For multi-trace applications, the new Type 1A4 Four-Chan
nel amplifier offers constant DC-to-50 MHz bandwidth and 
7-ns risetime capabilities over its 10 mV/cm to 20 V/cm de
flection factor range. Operating modes include alternate or 
chopped four channel, dual channel differential, and 2, 3, or 
4 channels added or subtracted. Two dual-trace plug-ins are 
also available, the Type 1A1 with 28 MHz at 5 mV/cm (50 MHz 
at 50 mV/cm) and the Type 1A2 with 50 MHz at 50 mV/cm. 
Type 1A1 Dual-Trace Plug-in . . . . . . . . . . $62S 
Type 1 A2 Dual-Trace Plug-in . . . . . . . . . . $340 
Type 1 A4 Four-Trace Plug-in . $780 

For differential applications, the new Type 1 A5 Differential 
amplifier features 1 mV /cm deflection factor, 1,000 :1 common
mode rejection ratio at 10 MHz, ± 5 V comparison voltage 
and 50 MHz bandwidth with 7-ns risetime at 5 mV/cm. The 
low-cost Type 1 A6 Differential plug-in with 1 mV/cm de
flection factor, 10,000:1 CMRR and 2-MHz bandwidth and the 
high-gain Type 1A7 Differential plug-in with 10 µV/cm de
flection factor, 50,000:1 CMRR and 500 kHz bandwidth are also 
available. 
Type 1 AS Differential Plug-in 
Type 1 A6 Differential Plug-in 
Type 1A7 Differential Plug-in 
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Multi-trace, differential, 
samplinR and spectrum analysis 

Circle 203 on reader service card 

$SSO 
$240 
$440 

nut 

For sampling applications, choose from two high perform
ance plug-ins, the Type 1 S1 general purpose sampling plug
in and the Type 1 S2 TDR sampling plug-in. The Type 1 S1 
features internal triggering, 0.35-ns risetime, DC-to-1 GHz 
bandwidth and calibrated sweep speeds from 100 ps/cm to 
50 µslcm. The Type 1 S2 is a time-domain reflectometer with 
a system risetime of 140 ps, 0.005 p/div deflection factor and 
sweep rates from 100 ps/div to 1 µs/div. With its 90-ps rise
time, 5 mV/div deflection factor and built-in triggering, the 
Type 152 can be used in many other sampling applications. 
Type 1 S1 Sampling Plug-in . 
Type 1 S2 TOR Plug-in . 

. $117S 

. $137S 

Four spectrum analyzer plug-ins covering the spectrum 
from 50 Hz to 10.5 GHz convert your oscilloscope to a high
performance spectrum analyzer. The plug-ins cover the fol
lowing frequency bands: Type 1 L5 from 50 Hz to 1 MHz with 
10 µV/cm deflection factor; Type 1L10 from 1 MHz to 36 MHz 
with -110 dBm sensitivity; Type 1 L20 from 10MHz to 4.2 GHz 
with-110 to-90 dBm sensitivity; and Type 1L30 from 925 
MHz to 10.5 GHz with -105 to -75 dBm sensitivity. 
Type 1 LS Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in . 
Type 1 L10 Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in 
Type 1 L20 Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in 
Type 1 L30 Spectrum Analyzer Plug- in 

U.S. Sates Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 

$1000 
$1150 
$192S 
$192S 

For a demonstration, contact your nearby Tektronix field engi
neer or write: Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 
97005 

. .. in all Tektronix 530-540-550-series 
plu{?-in oscilloscopes 
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Probing the News 
Space electronics 

Hard selling technology 
NASA is applying salesmanship and emphasizing three new activities 

in its program to get industry to use the fruits of its R&D efforts 

By Paul A. Dickson 
Washington regional editor 

Ask most engineers what they 
know about NASA's technology 
utilization program and they'll an
swer "tech briefs." It's true that 
most of the program's output has 
taken the form of one-page sum
maries of new ideas, techniques, 
and inventions, but the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion has recently launched three 
new activities to stimulate spinoffs: 
Regional Experimental Dissemina
tion Centers, a computer software 
sales operation, and biomedical 
applications teams. 

The technology utilization pro
gram is being pushed harder these 
days to squeeze more use of the 
vast amounts of research and devel
opment work being done. However, 
some cynics maintain that NASA is 
using the program primarily to sell 
the public and Congress on the 
value and need of its space effort. 

Supplying demand. Industry 
hasn't exactly broken down agency 
doors to take advantage of avail
able technology, so NASA, though its 
limited budget cramps its style in 
this area, is concentrating more on 
marketing the program. Most ob
servers agree that transferring tech
nology is a difficult job and involves 
dissemination techniques still in 
their infancy. 

"New knowledge comes in bits 
and pieces, not in readily usable 
packages," says George Howick, 
director of the technology utiliza
tion program, who with his staff of 
70 is trying to spin off space R&D. 

Although they are disappointed by 
the small number of responsive 
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Storehouses. NASA has set up regional technical centers 
at universities and research outfits to serve industry. 
A facility at the University of Georgia sells software. 

companies, NASA officials feel the 
program is gathering momentum. 
'Tm convinced that the impact of 
space technology will be 10 times 
greater during the 1970's than in 
the 1960's," says Richard L. Lesher, 
NASA's assistant administrator and 
the man who has over-all responsi
bility for such projects. But both 
Lesher and Howick are considering 
ways and means of increasing the 
immediate impact of space tech
nology on industry. 

More than 900 tech briefs were 
issued during 1967, and last month 
number 2,000 was published. This 
document describes a miniature 
diaphragm capacitance transducer 
that can be used in a hypodermic 
needle to make measurements 
within the human heart. Lesher 

says that a pace of about 1,000 
briefs annually will be maintained 
over the next few years. 

Paperwork. The printed litera
ture distributed so far includes 
technical briefs summarizing new 
ideas, inventions, or techniques; 
longer technology utilization re
ports on developments of special 
significance; and technological 
state-of-the-art surveys compiled to 
order. Howick estimates that about 
38% of the published output of his 
office falls in the area of electronics. 

I. New directions 

While tech literature will con
tinue to flow from NASA, the three 
new efforts will take priority. 
Howick describes the new activities 
as "mission-oriented experiments" 
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... companies aren't getting involved 

the way NASA feels they should 

to explore new approaches to the 
task of transferring knowledge to 
the maximum number of users. 
"We are not out to build an empire 
but just trying to find the best way 
of getting Government-funded re
search into the public rcahn," he 
says. "Once we get these opera
tions going and paying for them
selves we'd just as soon turn them 
over to another agency or nonprofit 
institution and move on to some
thing else." 

The regional centers, located at 
nine nonprofit institutions, deliver 
tailored packages of technical in
formation to companies paying a 
fee to defray expenses. The centers' 
computers can search through 300,-
000 technical documents from Gov
ernment agencies to help solve a 
particular problem or provide 
background information in a special 
area. 

Self-sufficiency. The centers also 
offer sustaining annual member
ships-in effect, annual contracts 
for data and services. The goal of 
each center is to pay its own way 
within three to five years. S. vVil
liam Yost, who directs the one at 
the University of Connecticut, 
hopes that within three years it will 
have between 200 and 300 clients 
and an annual income of $250,000. 

Yost's center, which set up shop 
last July to serve the New Eng
land area, has encountered some 
problems convincing potential 
clients of the scope of the tech
nology in its computer. Yost ex
plains that there are two categories 
of documents in the hopper. Half 
are unpublished Government re
ports on research, experiments, and 
contracts. Of this number, 26% are 
from NASA, 25% from the Defense 
Department, 25% from other Fed
eral agencies, and the balance from 
Russia ( 17%) and other foreign 
countries. The other half of the file 
is made up of reports from about 
900 journals, most of them pub
lished in the U.S. However, there's 
a good representation of Soviet, 
British, and Japanese sources. 

served by the centers, though 
"there are thousands and thousands 
of small companies that could be 
benefiting," according to Lesher. 

11. Few takers 

A. Kendall Owlie, director of the 
center at the University of South
ern California, says, "At first there 
was a great deal of industry in
terest in using our services. Now it 
seems the companies are not be
coming involved as we feel they 
should." 

Merchandising. Program officials 
list a variety of reasons for in
dustry's apparent disinterest
skepticism, provincialism, and a 
paucity of educational publicity
but hope to overcome these barriers 
with a marketing campaign. S. D. 
Harper, director of engineering 
planning at Honeywell Inc.'s Com
puter Control division, Framing
ham, Mass., notes that he was en
rolled in the University of Connec
ticut's program by a "traveling 
salesman" from the center's Cam
bridge, Mass., branch office. A 
NASA official says the Connecticut 
center is using a half-dozen market
ing men to get the operation off the 

MARINER IV 

SKULL X-RAYS 

ground. Harper feels that the sales
man's contact was essential. "We 
could well have found out about 
the center but done nothing with 
it.'' 

Although the number of elec
tronics firms in the system is small, 
and some of these take advantage 
of the confidential relationship 
NASA offers, a few are willing to talk 
about what the centers have done 
for them. The responses of four in 
the Boston area are typical: 

Logan Electronics. This small 
East Boston concern , which has 
a product line of wire and plastic
wound variable resistors, has com
missioned a search through litera
ture on conductive plastics to find 
a material with the temperature 
coefficient of a certain metal. Mas
tro Marino, Logan's president, says: 
"The report actually serves two 
purposes. First, it keeps us from 
wasting R&D and duplicating the 
work of others. Second, we can 
usually tell who is interested in our 
sort of product by noting where the 
research money comes from and 
how much of it there is ." Marino 
has received only.one report, which, 
he says, provided little useful in
formation. But by noting the points 
of interest and zeroing in on them 
the next time, and the next, Logan 
expects to get a good deal of valu
able data out of subsequent reports. 

AFTER Drawback. "We've got a major 
problem with the centers: industry 
isn't using them," says Howick. 
Only about 275 fin11S are being 

Skull session. Computer techniques used to enhance this Mariner 4 
picture of the moon's surface are being used to clarify medical X rays. 
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Spectrum Systems Inc. This Wal
tham-based outfit has asked for 
data on thin-film optical coatings 
and sputter-deposition techniques 
with the aim of building ultranar
rowband optical filters for the red 
end of the visible and infrared 
spectrums. James Greene, quality 
control chief and a research scien
tist with the company, says, "We've 
received our first report on electro
optical monitoring systems and it's 
quite useful." Greene expects the 
reports to have a sizable effect on 
the company's operations and sees 
the service becoming a regular part 
of the n&D routine. "Many sources 
of valuable information are so ob
scure that they're only available for 
the first time from NASA, and a 
minor fact can make all the differ
ence in a business like ours," he 
says. 

Honeywell. The Computer Con
trol division uses NASA's service to 
keep engineers abreast of tech
nology, requesting searches and 
monthly updating in such broad 
areas as integrated circuitry and 
memory components. Harper feels 
that the service is particularly 
helpful in breaking in a new man. 
"It takes only a week or so to top 
off a man's education in a narrow 
field. All he has to do is read 
through the binders of abstracts 
NASA sends us, perhaps requesting 
a paper or two of special interest." 
Another plus, says Harper, is that 
the service can reassure Honeywell 
that there are no holes in its R&D 

programs. "And I specifically like 
the heavy amount of European 
and Japanese material available. 
Often, something like 30% or 40% 
of a binder may have overseas data 
that would otherwise be hard to 
obtain and translate." 

Pickard & Burns Inc. This Wal
tham-based firm designs and builds 
low- and very-low-frequency an
tenna and coupler units. Thus far, 
it has used NASA for only one litera
ture search, but Richard H. Wood
ward, a vice president, says, 'We 
presume we will continue to re
quest information from NASA at a 
modest rate in the future." Wood
ward estimates that about 25% of 
what the space agency sent in the 
first search was news to the com
pany. 

A check of electronics activities 
on the West Coast shows that the 
center at the University of Southern 
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l{}=I Oscillators excel in 
many important parameters 

(and now may cost you less!) 

Consider the medium-priced Krohn-Hite Model 4100 Push
Button Variable Oscillator. When compared to others in its 
price class, the $550 Model 4100 is a leader in those sig
nificant performance parameters that mean the difference 
between a true oscillator and other instruments regardless 
of price. 

The accompanying chart demonstrates these wide differ
ences in published manufacturer's specifications. Compare 
them for yourself. Note that there is no relationship between 
price and performance. 

IMPORTANT OSCILLATOR PARAM· 
ETERS are plotted for four com
peting solid-State instruments. The 
plot for the K-H Model 4100 (color) 
is compared to other units with 
lower and higher price t ags. Rela
tive position of each parameter 
was determined by its value to the 
instrument user, not by its num
ber. Thus the lowest price has 

been placed near the top of the 
chart • • • and 0.02% distortion 
placed higher than 1.0%. Logarith
mic scales are used throughout. 
All units have 1 MHz maximum 
frequencies. Note that although 
the Model 4100, is relatively low 
on the price scale, it excels in 
other parameters. 

MODEL 4100 SOLID STATE PUSH-BUTTON VARIABLE 
OSCILLATOR covers o.ot Hz to t MHz, with simultaneous 
sine· and square-wave outputs. Size: 8Y2"W x SY4"H x 14Y2''D. 
Price: ~550. 

Write for Model 4100 Data. 

l..FLJ ~fl.PF>'ti~:..~,;r~ 
"-T-i 
580 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. 02139 

Telephone: (617) 491-3211 

Oscillators I Filters I AC Power Sources I DC Power Supplies I Amplifiers 
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... over 150 medical problems could 
benefit from aerospace research ... 

California has recently researched 
such topics as electroluminescent 
display panels, solid state radiation 
detection devices, electronic liquid
level measuring instruments, mois
ture detection by microwave, and 
tuning devices. While the Western 
electronics firms are generally more 
reluctant to talk about what the 
center is doing for them than are 
their Boston counterparts, the chief 
project engineer for Spectral Elec
tronics, a division of the Carrier 
Corp., does describe "the con
densed group of reports applicable 
to a particular problem" as of "sig
nificant value." 

Ill. Soft sell 

Another activity of the tech
nology utilization program is the 
Computer Software Management 
and Information Center (Cosmic) 
at the University of Georgia in 
Athens. The center sells NASA com
puter programs and other software 
items at a price covering only the 
cost of reproduction, handling, 
labor, and postage. Started in 1966, 
Cosmic now has 230 items on its 

Down to earth 

shelves and another 600 are being 
readied for market. The center's 
10-man staff is in touch with more 
than 10,000 individuals in the busi
ness and academic worlds. 

The center's head, Harry B. 
Rowell Jr., notes: "We're really 
offering some bargains. A program 
that cost NASA $1 million to develop 
may go for as little as $75. The 
most expensive item we've sold so 
far cost $500." The latter offering 
was a set of 13 tapes containing in
formation on all commercially 
available diodes and transistors. 

Crowded shelves. Looking 
ahead, Rowell sees the inventory in 
his shop growing dramatically. 
Noting that the Atomic Energy 
Commission and Defense Depart
ment are now negotiating to sell 
software through the center [Elec
tranics, Jan. 8, p . 68], he predicts 
that at some point in the future, 
Cosmic may sell 5,000 to 10,000 
NASA items, another 5,000 to 10,000 
from the AEC and, maybe, 50,000 
from the Pentagon. 

The space agency wants to get 
more software into the pipeline. 

The success of a 'ASA tech brief lies in its prompting "a transfer," or 
nonspace application. The following are examples of such transfers. 

• The Teledyne Systems Corp. developed a miniature system based on 
innovations cited in a brief titled "Ultraminiature Television Camera." 

• The National Cash Register Co. is producing a kit for aviators based 
on info1mation in a brief called "Library of Documents Compressed 
into Lap-Held Display Kit." 

• Northrop Space Laboratories reports improved techniques based on 
a brief titled "Encapsulation Process Sterilizes and Preserves Surgical 
Instmments." 

• The Labor Department is applying a concept reviewed in a brief 
called "Speed-Sensing Device Aids Crane Operators" to the improvement 
of safety procedures in maritime operations. 

• The E. J. Codd Co. , used material from a brief titled "Precision 
Tooling Techniques" to develop a squareness gauge that measures con
crete beams in construction work. 

• The Barbour-Stockwell Co. says it's developing a new product with 
the help of a brief called "Elastic Orifice Automatically Regulates Gas 
Bearings." 

• Concord Controls Inc. is developing a tracer for use with Cartesian 
coordinate maps as outlined in a Langley Research Center flash sheet 
titled "Random Function Tracer." 

• The Ames Gauge Co., is producing a gauge based on a perpendic
ularity device described in "Precision Tooling Techniques." 
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James Dennison, the technology 
utilization officer at NASA's Elec
tronics Research Center, says, "We 
are keeping very close to the opera
tions of Cosmic and getting ready 
to give them our extensive set of 
computer circuit design programs." 
He adds that two computer-aided
design items have already been 
unofficially turned over to Cosmic 
and that more will come. 

Off target. Rowell says that while 
Cosmic has gone a long way to
wards becoming self-supporting, 
he still feels that the center is 
selling the wrong people. Dennison 
agrees, asserting that Cosmic is 
"doing NASA's laundry" - really 
helping only the space agency and 
its suppliers. He says his office is 
now studying its programs to find 
applications in education and 
health. 

IV. Rx for utilization 

Hounding out the Office of Tech
nology Utilization's new activities 
are the three biomedical applica
tions teams set up in 1966. Operat
ing out of the Midwest Research 
Institute in Kansas City, Mo., the 
Research Triangle Institute in Dur-· 
ham, N.C., and the Southwest Re
search Institute in San Antonio, 
Tex., these groups establish rela
tionships with medical and biologi
cal R&D groups at hospitals and uni
versities and attempt to apply aero
space knowhow to medical prob
lems. The teams have identified 
more than 150 such problems they 
consider solvable by technology. 
Howick notes that much of the 
exploratory work now being done 
by the three teams is in the area of 
medical electronics. Projects in
clude: 

• Design of a small pressure 
transducer to determine quantita
tively the degree of speech impair
ment in subjects with cleft palates. 

• Several approaches to ultra
sonic holography to display the in
ternal organs of the human body. 

• Development of solid state 
mapping systems to gather body 
signals for computer processing. 

• Development of miniature su
crose gap chambers for the study 
of the electrical properties of the 
heart, with an assist from 1c etching 
techniques. 

• Development of a telemetry 
system measuring pressure on the 
human hip to help in the design of 
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Application. Spray-on electrodes hold 
lead wires for monitoring heart rate. 
The method was developed at NASA's 
Flight Research Center in California. 

prosthetic hip joints. 
• Use of a photoelectric eye

s witch, developed at the Marshall 
Space Flight Center, as a tool for 
measuring eyeblink in connection 
with studies of mental illness. 

Success stories. Among the 
dozen or so applications of space 
techniques to medical tasks are: 
the adaptation of a sensitive micro
meterorite detector to the study 
of muscle reflexes and tremors; 
the use of a miniature transducer 
designed to measure stress in plas
tice propellants for measurements 
of human bone distortion; and the 
use of a digital computer technique 
developed by the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory for the improvement 
of medical X rays. "Someday there 
may be X-ray enhancing centers 
across the country," says Lesher. 

The job of finding innovative 
material for tech briefs, Cosmic, 
and the biomedical teams is the 
responsibility of the technology 
utilization officers at the various 
NASA centers. They are responsible 
for screening the activities of their 
particular center as well as policing 
the contracts being directed by the 
center. But most facilities are woe
fully undermanned. 

According to John F. Stokes, 
technology utilization officer at 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Cen
ter, "By the nature of the size of 
our office it must be a passive pro
gram. If we had a larger staff we 
would be able to get a lot more 
briefs out." And ERc's Dennison 
concedes that "we could be doing 
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a lot better job getting information 
out to the electronics industry." 
He points out that though ERC tech 
briefs often produce requests for 
more information, no electronics 
firm has ever asked for a consul
tation with the center. "If a com
pany asked for a meeting on a new 
technique or idea we'd be delighted 
to help them, but none ever do," 
he says. 

Homework. Technology utiliza
tion officers at various NASA in
stallations continually keep track of 
what's going on in-house. They 
talk with project managers and 
scan all reports produced at the 
facility. Once an idea or innova
tion is judged significant, it's for
warded to the Illinois Institute of 
Technology Research Instifute for 
third-part evaluation. 

Stokes and Dennison see more 
and more coming out of their offices 
in the form of both briefs and in
puts to other programs. Stokes says 
his office is now preparing a report 
on a d-c brushless magnetic motor, 
for example, and Dennison says 
ERC is organizing data on electro
chemical displays and a multicolor 
cathode-ray-tube phosphor. 

Innovations included in con
tracts are tracked in several ways. 
Technical monitors are assigned by 
NASA to study all contracts for new 
ideas. Further, every contractor 
signs a "new technology" report at 
the end of a project, and this docu
ment is turned over to the utiliza
tion officer for examination. Com
panies seldom try to hide an idea, 
although Dennison says that con
tractors sometimes have to be re
minded of their responsibilities. He 
illustrates this by holding up a con
tract report called "Design of Mi
croelectronic Circuits," saying, "I 
know there's something new and 
useful in this material; all I have 
to do is find it." 

Clause with teeth. Lesher says 
this new technology clause has 
worked out well and has resulted in 
a lot of information for the utiliza
tion program. He attributes part of 
this success to provisions requiring 
a company to assure NASA of com
plete compliance before being 
paid. He also feels there is con
siderable Congressional sentiment 
for incorporating a new technology 
proviso in future contracts issued 
by all Federal agencies, including 
the Pentagon. 

115 CFM WITH LESS 
THAN 37 .5 dB SIL* 

*Speech Interference Level 

• Lubrication-free life in excess of 
20,000 operational hours, continuous 
duty at 55° C. 

• Delivers more air at a lower noise 
level, yet priced under similar con
ventional plastic fans. 

• Model 4500 designed for 117V /50-60 Hz 
operation. Model 4550 operates at 
230V /50-60 Hz. 

• Immediate delivery through 
distributors or from factory ONLY 
stock. $ass 

• H_as Underwriters' Laborato- EACH 
nes Inc. Yellow Card Com- in lots 
ponent Recognition Number of 100 
E41168. 

PAMOTOR, INC., 312 Seventh · St. 
San· Francisco, California 94103. 

PA.OR1 1•c. 
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Oceanographers needed a battery 
for taking snapshots 
-6 miles under the sea. 

Mallory made it. 

What can we do for you? ... 

Oceanographers needed a battery. A battery they could depend on in 
cameras 35,000 feet down. A battery with the deep, controlled power 
needed for film advance and photoflash. Yet a battery that could keep that 
power in any climate, hot or cold-even after long months of ocean voyage. 
Mallory made it. The battery-a Mallory alkaline battery. It responds in
stantly to the heavy current drains of photoflash and film advance. It is 
extraordinarily resistant to extremes of temperature from below freezing 
to tropic heat. And it retains 85% of its original capacity even after 2 
years ' storage. 
POWERFU L IN ANY CLIMATE 
When most people think of Mallory alkaline batteries, they think of long 
lasting power-the fast, deep power that makes these heavy-duty cells so 
suitable for photographic applications, lighting and motor drives. They 
forget about their other extraordinary characteristic: resistance to ex
tremes of climate. 
There are two basic reasons why Mallory alkaline cells perform so well 
under adverse temperature conditions. One reason, of course, is their 
sealed construction. Double steel jackets, molded end seals, and double 
end caps all work to give these cells high operating effectiveness and long 
life under tropic temperatures. The other reason that Mallory alkaline cells 
stand up to extreme climates is their internal structure. Anode and barrier 
design are such that efficiency cannot suffer greatly even when the tem
perature is below freezing. Taken together, these factors not Only provide 
resistance to temperature, but also give protection from pressure, humid
ity and altitude. 
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I. INSULATOR 

2. ABSORBENT 
AND A LKALINE 
ELECTROLYTE 

3. MANGANESE 
OIOX IDE 
DEPO LA RIZER 

4 . IN N ER CAN 

5. AD APTER SLEEVE 

OVER 1000 DIFFERENT TYPES 

6. OUTER CAN 

7. ZINC ANODE 

8. CELL SEAL 
(GROM MET) 

9. BARRI ER 

10. CONTACT SPRING 

11. DOUBLE CELL TOP 

Mallory currently produces over 1000 different batteries of all sizes and 
capacities. If the battery you need hasn't been created yet, we'll be happy 
to sit down with you to design it. 
For more information, please write the Technical Sales Department, Mallory 
Battery Company, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., South Broadway, 
Tarrytown, New York 10591. Or call us at 914-591-7000. (In Canada: Mallory 
Battery Company of Canada Limited, Sheridan Park, Oritario.l 

It's good business to do business with Mallory MALLORY 
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Government 

Budget trims some space programs 
Congress expected to go along with NASA programs approved by President; 

military outlays for space projects will rise about $100 million in fiscal 1969 

By Seth Payne 
Washington news bureau 

What kind of year will fiscal 1969 
be for the U.S. space effort? Ap
parently, much like fiscal 1968, 
when NASA's budget shrank and 
the military's space expenditures 
climbed. 

In the budget President Johnson 
will soon send to Capitol Hill, 
combined civilian and military 
space outlays will tally $6.4 bil
lion, about $200 million less than 
this year's. Unless Congress makes 
additional cuts, the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration 
can expect $4.28 billion, about $300 
million less than the present fiscal 
year ending June 30. The Pentagon, 
on the other hand, can look for 
$2.l billion for its projects, about 
$100 million more than it is spend
ing this year. 

Botl1 NASA and the milita1y are 
being held below the funding level 
that each wanted. Space planners 
were seeking $4. 78 billion while 
defense officials sought several 
hundred million dollars more. 

Two-time loser. Like this year, 
NASA will have to operate its pro
grams next year with nearly $500 
million less than it sought. Con
gress chopped $510 million from 
the agency's $5.l billion budget 
request this year. However, there 
has been no lack of funds for the 
Apollo Lunar Landing Program 
that is supposed to put U.S. astro
nauts on the moon and return 
them to earth by late next year or 
early 1970. But as it stands now, 
the Apollo program ends after the 
first landing. 

Underwriting Apollo has meant 
that· other programs have had to 
be sharply altered and, in some 
cases, can<'elled. In addition, 
nearly 1,700 employees are being 
dropped from the 34,000-man NASA 
staff. However, no additional per-
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sonnel cuts are scheduled at this 
time. 

Mournful numbers. A $3 billion 
chunk of the fiscal 1969 space bud
get is virtually inflexible. This in
cludes $2 billion for Apollo and $1 
billion for administrative opera
tions and maintenance of the track
ing and data acquisition network. 
As a result, only $1.28 billion is left 
for NASA's other programs. 

I. Priorities 

A $300 million slash, however, 
doesn't mean that NASA must re
duce its non-Apollo outlays by this 
amount. The reason is that Apollo 
expenditures are declining as the 
program nears completion. During 
the current fiscal year, for example, 
some $2.5 billion of NASA's budget 
is earmarked for Apollo. But next 
year, the agency will spend $500 
million less for the project. 

However, NASA is being hard 

pressed to crank up a follow-on for 
the lunar landing. To get a new 
program, tlie agency is scaling back 
some other projects. Four major 
development areas had been picked 
to take up the slack when the 
Apollo program ended. The most 
ambitious is tlie Apollo Applica
tions Program designed among 
other things to orbit a manned 
workshop that would keep men in 
space for periods gradually extend
ing to a year's time. This will cost 
a predicted $4.5 billion through 
1972; some $384.2 million has al
ready been channeled into the 
project, including $253 million this 
fiscal year. 

Next year, 'ASA plans to put an
other $439 million into the pro
gram. First launch of the work
shop is now planned for the spring 
of 1970. 

Shopping list. Major contracts on 
the program have already been 

NASA funding (millions of dollars) 
Programs Fiscal 1968 Fiscal 1969 
Manned space flight 

Apollo .... .. . . 

Apollo applications 

Space science and applications 
Lunar exploration . . . · 

Planetary exploration 

Astronomy ......... . 

Science applications . 

Economic applications ... . . . ... . . . 

Advanced research & technology . ........... . . 
Aircraft technology .. ... . . . ....... .... ... . . . 
Support operations (tracking and acquisition) .. . 
Administrative and operating costs ..... . 
Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total . . ..... . ...... .. .. . ... . . . ... . 

2,500 2,000 
253 

50 
109 
86 

128 

111 
237 

81 
372 
628 

35 
4,580 

439 

8 

110 
81 

128 
126 

244 
90 

370 
628 

45 
4,280 

Totals do not add exactly because of rounding. The fiscal 1968 figures represent 
actual NASA outlays, while the fiscal 1969 figures will be part of the budget request. 
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Need Color! 

Sillkromfi 
+ Lamp = Color 
Just snap a SILi KROME color filter 
over a clear miniature lamp. That's all! 
No need to worry about special 
fittings, coated bulbs that fade or plastic 
filters that melt. SJ LI KROM ES are made 
of silicon rubber, will never fade, 
can withstand 500' F for over 1,000 
hours. They come in any color; 
are interchangeable, unbreakable, 
reusable, act as shock mounts. 
Want proof? Return the coupon below 
and we'll send you some of our 
fabulous SILIKROMES. 

APUHEXSEAL ~ 
B&coRPORATION 

41 HONECK ST., ENGLEWOOD, N.J, 

r-.-------··----------------------- -, 
f APM·HEXSEAL CORP. I I DEPT. E 81 i 
: 41 Honeck St., Englewood, N.J. I 
i C Please send free samples and full detalls ! ! gr ~fEili'K?}iiE~;d milltary applications ! 
: C Please have a representative call, I 
I I I Name ! 
Im~ i 
I I 
:company • 
I I 
: Address I 

: .1· 
l City-------------

' I 
L~!~!_e--------------------------~~~---------·' 
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... basic work on electronic systems 

will stay at the fiscal 1969 level ... 

placed. The McDonnell Douglas 
Corp.'s Huntington Beach, Calif., 
facility is designing the S-4B rocket 
stage that will serve first as a fuel 
tank, then, when empty, as a 10,-
000-cubic-foot work area for the 
astronauts. The company's St. Louis 
plant is working on an airlock 
through which the men will enter 
the workshop from the Apollo space
craft. The Marshall Space Flight 
Center is perfecting a multiple
docking adapter so that the work
shop can handle several spacecraft 
at one time; Marshall is also build
ing an Apollo telescope mount that 
will be used to study the solar sys
tem from space. 

The space agency's second prior
ity was to start a major unmanned 
program, dubbed Voyager, to ex
plore the planets. This project 
would have cost well over $1 bil
lion, hut Congress refused to 
authorize it last year. 

Presently, the only planetary 
program in progress is the two 
~fars fly-bys to be made in 1969 
with a pair of Mariner spacecraft. 
However, if Congress gives its ap
proval, NASA wants to begin work 
next year on a spacecraft to orbit 
Mars in 1971. The agency plans on 
using as much of the leftover 
Mariner-Mars equipment as pos
sible. 

With a go-ahead, NASA would put 
two more spacecraft into orbit 
around Mars in 1973. At least one 
of the spacecraft would be sent 
into the Martian atmosphere, al
though it would not survive a land
ing on the planet. Present plans 
call for the use of a Titan booster 
to launch these spacecraft. This 
progran) would give the agency a 
jumping-off point for a Voyager
type project about 1975 to land in
struments on Mars-if budget 
problems ease and Congress sanc
tions the measure. 

11. On the shelf 

Space planners wanted to begin 
development of a satellite in fiscal 
1969 for NASA's eaith resources pro
gram. This project would collect a 
wide variety of earth data from 
space; possible target areas include 
crop yields, water flows, detection 

of diseased crops and forests, and 
location of fish schools. The agency 
wanted $15 million to develop the 
satellite, but the White House
approved budget pared this to $2 
million for study contracts. How
ever, the vVhite House allocated 
$14.7 million to develop the elec
tronic sensors that will gather the 
data-a sharp climb from the $5.8 
million allocated for the project in 
this year's budget. 

Space officials were also hopeful 
of developing a nuclear rocket up
per stage for the N erva 2 program. 
This rocket would have produced 
250,000 pounds of thrust, sufficient 
for a manned Mars mission or for 
sending hugh payloads on inter
planetary journeys. Congress balked 
at this, too. Now, NASA must be 
content to perfect the smaller 
Nerva 1 engine with 75,000 pounds 
of thrust. But even this project has 
not been approved for an actual 
space flight; NASA is asking $60 
million for this program in fiscal 
1969, compared with $54 million it 
received this year. 

Ups and downs. In other areas, 
NASA has been forced to seesaw. 
Lunar and planetary funding will 
drop from this year's $159 million to 
about $120 million as the Surveyor 
and Lunar Orbiter programs end. 
Research in aeronautics will climb 
from this year's $81.4 million to $90 
million. But the most dramatic 
change is the decision to drop the 
famed X-15 program to devote more 
money to development of the short 
takeoff and landing aircraft, badly 
needed for both military and civil
ian applications. Funds for STOL 
will rise to about $12 million next 
year; $7.4 million is being spent in 
fiscal 1968. 

The so-called quiet engine proj
ect, to lessen the noise of aircraft 
engines, will get off the ground next 
year with $7.5 million in funding. 
Research funds for the supersonic 
transport will rise only slightly from 
this year's $13 million. Another 
$20.6 million will go into SST aero
nautical research, about the same 
level as this year. Basic work on 
electronic systems will remain at 
the same level as this year, $29.5 
million. The Nimbus and Applica-
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This is the new 
MSB-M connector block. 
Of plated plastic, 
it cuts RFI, cuts costs. 

A breakthrough in technology 
allows us to introduce an 
inexpensive, easy-to-install 
connector block that acts as a 
conductive path for radio 
frequency signals that would 
otherwise cause interference. RFI 
can now travel via the block from 
the cable braid through the jack
screws to the chassis. 

Molded of glass-filled phenolic, 
plated with tin over nickel, the 

block accommodates coaxial or 
shielded cable, as well as twisted 
pairs. Springs lock the outer 
contacts to the connector body. 

Less expensive and lighter than 
all-metal connector blocks, the 
new MSB-M also eliminates the 
need for pigtailing and provides 
an improved installation free of 
the signal strength loss and 
distortion introduced by 
unshielded pigtai Is. The connection 
occupies less space on a mounting 
surface through reduced cable
bundle diameters. Standard, 
removable contacts permit easy 
circuit changes, and lower 
installation costs. 

INTElfNATIONAL SALES HE-ADOUARTERS AND MANUFACTURING FACILITIES: CANADA: Scarboro, Ontario/ ENGLAND: St. Helens, Lone•. 
BELGIUM: Mechelen I MEXICO: Nouco lpon de J11orcr I BRAZIL: Sao Paulo/ JAPAN: Tolyo/Soles Offices in Other Major Cities 

Avai !able in three arrangements: 
plated plug, unplated receptacle; 
plated receptacle, unplated plug; 
both parts plated. Full details 
explained in Bulletin MSB-M67. 
Write: Burndy, Norwalk, Conn. 

DOTTED LINE INDICATES 
GROUNDING PATH 



"fine line" etcher 
for prototypes-limited runs 

Model No. 201 (illus.), etches two 
11' x 14" one-sided $795 
boards or one 11 "x 14" 
two-sided board: Pat. applied for 

-------------- \ 

\----E-TCH--YOUR OWN \ 

\.::::: p C BOARDS \ A uroMA Tl~ALL y \ 
On less than 5 nun~~~-~~-------_\ 

------------------
! . -------

from this~ 
to 11" x 14" 
Shown Actual Size 

• No cooling or venting required! 
• Etches as fine as .001 "I 
• Cuts costs in half-saves time! 
• Complete photo processing instructions! 
• Work is illuminated while etching! 
• No patterning ••• minimum undercutting! 

NOW IN USE BY: 
AMP, Inc. 
Ampex Corp. 
Atomic Energy Com. 
Bendix 
Charles Bruning 
Esso Research 
General Dynamics 
General Electric 
IBM 
ITT 
Lear Siegler 
Magnavox 
Micro Switch 
NASA 
Owens-Illinois 

Sprague Electric 
Union Carbide 
U.S. Air Force 
Western Electric 
Whirlpool 
M.l.T. 
Oklahoma State U, 
Purdue Univ. 
Washington Univ. 
Univ. of Calif. 
Univ. of Chicago 
Univ. of Colorado 
Univ. of Georgia 
Univ. of Hawaii 
Univ. of Penn. 

CYCLO-TRONICS, INC. 
3858 N. CICERO - CHICAGO, Ill. 60641 

TELEPHONE: (312)-282-6141 
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... half of the defense space budget 

goes for surveillance satellites ... 

tions Technology Satellite programs 
will also be underwritten to the 
tune of about $57 million. 

To keep the Saturn 1B produc
tion line running at a rate of two 
vehicles a day, NASA has had to 
juggle its funds. Operated by the 
Chrysler Corp. at Michoud, La., the 
Saturn production will cost nearly 
$100 million a year. 

In the final analysis, Congress 
holds the key to NASA's 1969 plans. 
If the legislators trim the agency's 
budget any closer, many of the 
thinly financed programs will ob
viously fall by the wayside. How
ever, Capital Hill observers be
lieve Congress will keep pretty 
close to the White House-approved 
level. The feeling is that most leg
i.~lators realize that programs have 
been cut to the bone and further 
slashes would be crippling. 

111. Pentagon power 

The military space program is a 
different story. Growing unobtru
sively over the years to the point 
where two out of every three satel
lites launched have a Defense De
partment stamp, military-space 
spending is due for a slight increase 
next year. 

Nearly half of the defense space 
budget will be earmarked for a 
series of highly classified surveil
lance satellites. The next largest al
location is for the Manned Orbiting 
Laboratory (MOL ) program, which 
gets a $169 million boost from this 
year's $431 million. This program 
calls for the Air Force to orbit a 
pair of astronauts for 30-day pe
riods using a modified Gemini 
spacecraft atop a new space labora
tory. The launch vehicle will be a 
Titan 3M. Both the spacecraft and 
the lab are being built by McDon
nell Douglas. Once in orbit, the as
tronauts enter the laboratory for ex
periments. They will return to earth 
in the spacecraft, which will be 
detached from the lab. First flights 
of the MOL are set for 1971. 

Like NASA, the military operates 
an extensive tracking network that 
costs nearly $300 million a year to 
maintain. Administrative costs for 
other facilities cost about $300 mil
lion a year. 

The Pentagon will spend nearly 
$100 million next year on its satel
lite communications systems. A net
work of 17 small military communi
cations satellites are now in service 
under the Interim Defense Com
munications Satellite Program. 

Field problems. During fiscal 
1969, the large, new tactical com
munications satellite built by the 
Hughes Aircraft Co. is scheduled 
for launch. This will test the feasi
bility of allowing field units as well 
as ships and aircraft to communi
cate with each other via satellite. 
Also awaiting approval from the 
Secretary of Defense is another 
communications satellite program 
that calls for four powerful military 
spacecraft in synchronous. orbit. 
Hopefully, this would provide the 
military with a highly reliable global 
communications network that 
would be virtually unjammable. 
Where the present military satel
lites have a power rating of about 
3 to 5 watts, the new satellites will 
have several hundred watts of 
transmitted power. Several million 
dollars in seed money is included 
in the new budget. 

In transit. The Navy's opera
tional navigation satellite system, 
formerly known as Transit, will get 
between $10 million and $15 mil
lion-about the same as this year. 

Approximately $50 million will 
be spent next year on improving 
the Titan family of boosters. Some 
development work remains to be 
done on the Titan 3M to man-rate 
it for the MOL flights and other 
military space work The Improved 
Military Satellite Project will prob
ably be approved and requests for 
proposals on the design sent to in
dustiy by mid-1968. 

A start will be made during 
fiscal 1969 on updating the mili
tary's Space Detection Network. 
Improved equipment and more sta
tions are planned; the program will 
cost several hundred million dollars 
by 1972-73, when the upgrading 
project is completed. 

The milita1y budget is not as apt 
to be pared by Congress as NASA's 
civilian space effort. As a result, it 
is expected to stand about as pre
sented to Congress. 
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Miniature Devices at Miniature Prices* 

MMT3904/6 PROTOTYPE PAIR: 
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1 ! 

Tum the page for news of Motorola's new Micro-T HANDYPac special offer from these franchised distributors: 

EASTERN 
ALABAMA, Huntsville 35805 ... .. ... (205) 837·6101. ..... . ... Airwork Gulf Electronics Corp. 
CONNECTICUT, Hamden 06514 .......... (203) 288·7771. .. . ..... . Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
D.C., Washington 20001. . .. . . . ... (202) HUdson 3·5200 ... ... .. . . Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. 
FLORIDA, Miami 33148 ........... (305) 885-2401. .. .. ..... . Airwork Gulf Electronics Corp. 
FLORIDA, Orlando 32809 ... . ..... . . (305) 855-4020 ........... Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 
GEORGIA, Atlanta 30318 ......... (404) 355-2223 ....... . . Jackson Electronic Supply Co., Inc. 
MARYLAND, Baltimore 21230 ....... ... . (301) 539-6525 . . .... . .... Pyttronic Industries, Inc. 
MARYLAND, Silver Spring 20910 ........... (301) 587-2900 ..... . .. . . . Schweber Electronics 
MASSACHUSETTS, Cambridge 02139 .. . .. (617) 864-0400 ... .. R & D Electronic Supply Co., Inc. 
MASSACHUSETTS, Newton 02164 . ..... (6 17) WOodward 9-7700 ...... Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
NEW JERSEY, Moorestown 08057 .............. (609) 235-1900 ....... . .. . ... . . Angus, Inc. 
NEW YORK, Binghamton 13902 . .. . .. . .. . (607) 748-8211. ....... . . Federal Electronics, Inc. 
NEW YORK, Buffalo 14202 .... . .. . . ... (716) TT 4-3450 ......• .. .•. Summit Distributors, Inc. 
NEW YORK, Flushing 11369 ........... . (212) GR 8-4000 ............ Cramer Electronics Inc. 
NEW YORK, Syracuse 13211. ...... . . .. . .. . (315) 454-9247 . ..... .. . •.. ..• Cramer/Eastern 
NEW YORK, Westbury, LI. 11591. .. . .. .... (516) ED 4-7474 .. ..•... . . Schweber Electronics 
NEW YORK, Woodbury, LI. 11797 .......... (516) 921-8700 ......... . Harvey Rad io Co., Inc. 
NORTH CAROLINA, Winston-Salem 27102 .... (919) PArk 5-8711 .... Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. 
PENNSYLVANIA, Philadelphia 19106 ..... (215) WA 5-6900 ..... Radio Electric Service Co. of Pa. 
PENNSYLVANIA, Pittsburgh 15218 .... . (412) 351-3611 .. ....• Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 

CENTRAL 
ILLINOIS, Chicago 60680 .. . .. . ...... (312) TA 9-9121 ............ Allied Electronics Corp. 
ILLINOIS, Chicago 60624 ........ .. . . (312) 638-4411. . . ... . ..••• Newark Electronics Corp. 
ILLINOIS, Chicago 60666 .. .... . ... (312) 279-1000 ....... . . . Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 
IOWA, Cedar Rapids 52406 .... .. . . .... . .... (319) 365-7551. ................ Deeco, Inc. 
KANSAS, Kansas City 66103 .......... (913) AD 6-4343 ... .. ..... Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 
LOUISIANA, New Orleans 70112 . .. . .. .. .. (504) 522-8726 ......•... Sterling Electronics, Inc. 
MICHIGAN, Detroit 48240 . ....... . . (313) 255-0300 ...... . . . . Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 
MICHIGAN, Detroit 48227 .... . .... (313) BRoadway 2-4212 ......... Radio Specialties Co., Inc. 
MINNESOTA, Edina 55424 .. . ............. (612) 941-4680 .. .. .. .......... Lew Bonn Co. 
MINNESOTA, Minneapolis 55423 ... .... (612) 866-3434 .. .... . Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 
MISSOURI, St. Louis 63134 ... . . .... (314) 423-6500 . ... ... . . Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 
OHIO, Cincinnati 45237 ............... (513) 761-5432 ... . ..•.••..••. Sheridan Sales Co. 
OHIO, Cleveland 44103 ... .. . . . .. (216) 432-0010 .... . ... . . Pioneer-Standard Electronics, Inc. 
OHIO, Cleveland 44133 .......... . . . ... (216) 237-9145 ..........•. . .•. Sheridan Sales Co. 
OKLAHOMA, Tulsa 74115 . .. . ....... (918) TE 5-8458 .... .... ... Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 
TEXAS, Dallas 75220 .. ........... (214) Fleetwood 7-9131. ... . ..•.••.. Sterling Electronics 
TEXAS, El Paso 79903 .. . .. . . . . . ..... (915) 533-9555 ............... Midland Specialty Co. 
TEXAS, Dallas 75231.. ...... . .... (214) AD 1-6 111 . ......... . .. Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 
TEXAS, Houston 77042 . . . .. . ...... (713) SU J.0011 ............ Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 
WISCONSIN, Milwaukee 53226 ........ (414) 476-127D ........ Hall-Mark Electronics/ Midwest 

WESTERN 
ARIZONA, Phoenix 85009 .... . ... .. . (602) 272-2601. ...... . .. . Hamilton Electro of Arizona 
CALIFORNIA, Inglewood 90301. ....... (2 13) ORegon 8-8111. .. . .... Liberty Electronics Corp. 
CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles 90230 ...... . ... (213) UP 0-7171. ........• Hamilton Electro Sales 
CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles 90022 .. . .. . . . . .. .... (213) OV 5-5888 .....••...•.•.. K·Tronics 
CALIFORNIA, Oakland 94607 ......... . . (415) TEmplebar 4-3311. .. . .. . ... . Elmar Electronics 
CALIFORNIA, Mountain View 94040 . .. .. . ...... (415) 961-3611. . . ..... .... Elmar Electronics 
CALIFORNIA, Mountain View 94040 ....... (415) 961-7000 .... . .. Hamilton Electro Sales-North 
CALIFORNIA, San Diego 92123 ........ (714) BRowning 8-2112 ........ Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
CALIFORNIA. San Diego 92109 .. . ... . . -. .. . .. (714) 274-3131. . . .... .. ..... San Delcor, Inc. 
COLORADO. Denver 80204 . . ..... . . (303) TAbor 5-7033 ......... Kierulff Electronics Co., Inc. 
NEW MEXICO, Albuquerque 87108 .... . ... (505J 268-3901. ....... Kierulff Electro.nics Co., Inc. 
UTAH, Salt Lake City 84110 . .. . ......... (80 ) 363-5821. .... ........ W. H. Bintz Company 
WASHINGTON, Seattle 98121 .. . . (206) MA 4-5930 .... Hamilton Electro of the Pacific Northwest 

CANADA 
MONTREAL, P.Q ... . ..•. . • . ....... (514) 861-2411. ..••. • •••......• Cesco Electronics ltd. 
MONTREAL, P.Q .. . .. .••..•••.... (514) 735-2471 ....•.. . .• , ..... Zentronics (Quebec) Ltd. 
OTTAWA, Ont.. ...... .. ..•••.... (613) 729-5118 .. ..... .. .......•. Cesco Electronics Ltd. 
QUEBEC CITY, P.Q ....... .... ..... . (418) 524-3518 . .... . ... ....... Cesco Electronics ltd. 
TORONTO, Ont.. ........•....... . (416) 638-5250 .. ............... Cesco Electronics Ltd. 
TORONTO 19, Ont.. .................. (416) 787-1271. .................. Zentronics Ltd. 
VANCOUVER, B.C .. . .... . . , . .. . ... (604) 685-4628 ........ ..• . . . . . Bowtek Electric Co. Ltd. 
VANCOUVER, B.C .. .................. (604) 736-6411 ... ............... . L A. Varah ltd. 
WINNIPEG, Man .................. (204) 942-0901. ................ . Cam Gard Supply Ltd . 

• MOTOROLA Semiconductors 
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HERE'S HOW TO MINIATURIZE YOUR 

USE MOTOROLA MICRO-T TRANSISTORS! 

N(ll ... Miniaturize 
Your Amplifier And 
Swttching CircuitS! 

.... ,.. 
~~::__i_ •1t =~ll~ ___, 

*(Order this Micro-T HANDYPac ... Get two devices for the price of one!) 
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AMPLIFIER & SWITCHING DESIGNS! 

MMT3904/06 Prototype Pair 
Now Available in Micro-T HANDYPac! 

How small can (complementary) discrete de
vice circuitry get? Well, the fact that Motorola's new 
Micro-Tt transistors are just one-tenth the volume of 
standard T0-18 and T0-92 types will give you some 
idea. And, now you can try them and see for yourself. 
Motorola's Micro-T HANDYPac offered here con
tains two sample devices, MMT3904 (NPN) and 
MMT3906 (PNP), plus their respective data sheets, 
prices and information on custom Micro-T types. It's 
yours for just $3.00 (a $6.00 value) when you com
plete and mail the coupon below to your nearby 
Motorola Semiconductor distributor. 

MMT3904/06 utilize the same patented An
nular** die structure found in the popular 2N3904/ 
06 ... and the electrical characteristics are similar. 

Major difference is the size of the package - it's al
most an order of magnitude smaller! In addition, the 
Micro-T's gold-plated ribbon leads radiate from it's 
center for easy, low-silhouette, drop-in mounting; 
and, the package itself is formed by Motorola's one
piece injection-molding process to achieve the same 
high reliability as other MIL-reliable Unibloct types. 

tTrademarks of Motorola Inc . . ••Annular Semiconductors are 
patented by Motorola Inc. 

MOTOROLA 
Semiconduct:or Product:s Inc. 

P. 0 • B o x 9 5 5 , P h o e n i x , A r i z o n a 8 5 0 0 1 
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l~I 
Use the coupon below to order your special 
$3.00 Micro-T Prototype Pair HANDYPac. 
(Offer expires April 1, 1968.) 

,--------
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

YE sf I want to prove to myself that your Micro-T 
• types MMT3904/06 are my best bet for 

miniaturized designs. Please send me ___ _ 
Micro-T HANDYPac(s) @ $3.00 each. I am en
closing$·----

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

DIV/DEPT 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

Complete and mail to your n earby Motorola 
distributor listed on the preceding page. (Offer 
expires April 1, 1968) 
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What makes . 
·the new monolithic 
''VEE CAL'' 1.0 mfd 
Ceramic Capacitor 
so different? 

dielectric 

~."' 
·---

CUTAWAY VIEW 

electrodes 

etermination. 
Our determination to build the best 1.0 mfd ceramic capicator 
offered. 
Best from build-up to termination. 
Sure, the new "VEE CAL" has capacitance values from .12 mfd 
to 1.0 mfd in a compact CK06 size. Voltage ratings of 100, 50 
and 25 vdc. A BX temperature characteristic. 
But what makes the difference is our determination. 
Our determination to increase the reliability of 1.0 mfd ceramic 
capacitors - by utilizing all available volume, permitting thicker 
dielectric layers. 
Our technology has produced millions of other monolithic 
capacitors over the years. And now, our determination and proven 
technology have created the first truly monolithic 1.0 mfd 
ceramic capacitor - with a completely new termination. 

0 +25. +50 +75 +100 +125 +150 
% CAl'ACITANCI CHANGE " ' · TIM,.•ATUH C 

For instant information, call Vitramon, Inc. (203) 268-6261, or write for Data Sheet C20. 

These reliable capacitors are readily available 

I 
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VITRAMON, INCORPORATED 
BOX 544 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06601 

In Greater Europe Contact: 
VITRAMON EUROPE 
Wooburn Green, Bucks, England 
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new digital readout 

-lets your fingers flip through the entire electronics industry. 
The '68 EBG gives you almost instantaneous desk top 

retrieval of 4 million bits· of information that constitute 
the electronics industry. 

If the answer to a problem involves finding a product 
or the people to supply it, this year the Electronics Buyers' 
Guide can help you find it faster than ever. 

The '68 EBG yellow pages integrate editorial product 

listings and advertiser's specifications in one continuous 
alphabetical section that is 4,000 categories long. 

The green section tells you who's nearest, with the 
product you want, by listing local telephone numbers 
and addresses for more than 6,000 manufacturers. 

Use the '68 EBG. And whenever you find an answer to 
your problem, tell them who sent you. 

Electronics Buyers' Guide 
A McGraw-Hill Market Directed Publication, 330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036 
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LC 

design and 
performance 
checked 

IB~~@W~ 
prototyping 

To meet your specific filter 
requirements, ESC first constructs 
a mathematical model based on 
actual physical components 
available. Through the use of 
high speed computer techniques 
with ESC's inhouse IBM 1130, 
the electrical characteristics and 
physical dimensions of your 
proposed filter are immediately 
tested and "proven out." Typical 
computer output data includes input 
impedance, attenuation, phase, 
phase delay, and group delay-
all versus frequency. It is therefore 
possible for ESC to evaluate your 
filter needs, develop a suitable 
design and submit a quotation in a 
fraction of the time previously 
required. 
The products illustrated to the right 
were designed and produced 
by 'Esc and are representative 
examples of our filter capabilities. 

Please do not request that we send 
you a filter catalog or other 
descriptive literature-we don't 
have any. All of our designs are 
custom. We do have a Filter 
Questionnaire, however. If you fill 
it out, we will be able to discuss 
your specific requirements with you. 

• LOW PASS • .HIGH PASS • BAND PASS 
• SINGLE SIDEBAND • RF I • MINIATURE 
• PRINTED CIRCUIT • AUDIO • MOBILE 
COMMUNICATIONS • TELEMETRY • SPE
CIAL APPLICATIONS 

From design through production 
of custom-designed LC filters, 
contact ESC. 

FILTEl=IS • • • • • • • 

as sophisticated as your application 
RFI TUBULAR FILTER WITH 
CONTROLLED OVERSHOOT AND RISE TIME 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Flat within ± 1h db to 200 kHz 
2MHz > 3db -~...!.. 
30 MHz > 60 db OJ.~f 
30 MHz-1 GHz > 40 db i= ... ·-J- •N -1 l-.tt = 150 

llNd = !IOlll 

ULTRAMINIATURE <•"rn r"'"'"''""'" TELEMETERING FILTERS I ~ I > 40Aatl.75fc 

Center frequencies from 400 Hz to I I I- ... -I 
165 kHz. Available in bandwidths 

1 
of± 7%% and± 15% of center "'" • .. .,,. 
frequency (fc) ,..,_ ... ,..,. .... 
Z source/load = lOkn .. ,..... .... _ 

CONSTANT GROUP DELAY LOWPASS 
FILTER WITH HIGH DISCRIMINATION 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Passband flat within ± .1 db 
Cutoff frequency ( < 3 db), 1400 Hz 
Attenuation at 2550 Hz and above, 
> 60 db 

BANDPASS DELAY LINE FOR 
HIGH DELAY IN SMALL PACKAGE 

Center frequency lOOkHz 
Passband ± 3kHz < 1 db 
Group delay 1.0 millisec. 
Z source/load = lkn 

"""' 

WRITE TODAY FOR YOUR COPY OF ESC'S FILTER QUESTIONNAIRE. 

!!~ft ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
534 BERGEN BOULEVARD • PALISADES PARK, N . J. 07650 • (201 ) 947-0400 

World 's Leading Producer of Delay Lines 
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PILL COUNTING/HEATING/METAL WORKI NG/HEAT TREATING/POSITIONING/ELECTF 
MOTOR CONTROL/COIL WINDING/WAREHOUSING/CONVEYOR CONTROL/PROCESS 
MATERIALS HANDLING/PACK.AGING/INVENTORY CONTROL/PLASTIC MOLDING/PHAF 
PILL COUNTING/HEATING/METAL WORKING/HEAT TREATING/POSITIONING/ELECTF 
MOTf~~~~~~~~~~~~~TROL/PROCESS 
MAT1"'M~'1il~I1'M~~"G~~f~~~(; MOLDING/PHAF 
PILL COUNTING/HEATING/METAL WORKING/HEAT TREATING/POSITIONING/ELECTF 
MOTOR CONTROL/COIL WINDING/WAREHOUSING/CONVEYOR CONTROL/PROCESS 
MATERIALS HANDLING/PACK.AGING/INVENTORY CONTROL/PLASTIC MOLDING/PHAF 
PILL ~Ol[N~tJCi.Q-IEATIN~/MET\f. WORKING,i!f'J\T TREATING/POSITIONING/ELECTF 
MOTb~<l:C/m8J<eS:tft/D8SSfDf&'.G.ONVEYOR CONTROL/PROCESS 
MATERIALS HANDLING/PACK.AGING/INVENTORY CONTROL/PLASTIC MOLDING/PHAF 
PILL wltftr56EbasigEt¥BesuofHEAT TREATING/POSITIONING/ELECTF 
MOTOR CONTROL/COIL WINDii-fG,,--WAREHOUSING/CONVEYOR CONTROL/PROCESS 
MATL'ttim~t/~tif f'.~ORY CONTROL/PLASTIC MOLDING/PHAF 
PILL ~~~!-fr111clt{~'1'! l 7METAL woR'id'N'G/HEAT TREATING/POSITIONING/ELECTR 
MOTOR CONTROL/COIL WINDING/WAREHOUSING/CONVEYOR CONTROL/PROCESS 
MA'f~ALS HA~ING/PA ~ING/INV~TORY C ~eROI/P j!C MOL ~&:;/PHAF 

~OTOR m ~l~cg~~1I~ ~·:~~~A~I~~/1;;a1E~;:g~~~oi~:;~;I 
MATERIA 1> HANDLI /PACK.AG! /INl~~~~fily CONTR )!./PLASTIC MOLDING PHAF 
PILL COUNTING/HEATING/METAL WORKING/HEAT TREATING/POSITIONING/ELECTF 
MOT OIL WINDING/WAREHOUSING/ SS 
MAT G/PACK.AGING/INVENTORY CO HAI 
PILL ATING/METAL WORKING/HEAT CTl 

HERE ARE 4 TYPICAL INTERVAL TIMERS ••. 

Plug-In Timing. The CYCL-FLEX® type, 
available as timers for intervals to 100 
hours; as counters to 100 counts. Plug
in feature minimizes downtime. 

High-Accuracy Timing. The MICRO
FLEX®, 20-turn dial provides setability 
and accuracy to 1/10of1% of full dial 
range. Standard time ranges: .05 sec
onds to 120 hours. Counters to 1,000 
counts. 

Time Delay Relays. Both "ON" and 
"OFF" delay solid state plug-in as well 
as motor driven. Tim.e ranges from 0.2 
seconds to 55 minutes. 

Sequence Timing. Multiple-circuit-type, 
close and open circuits in a timed se
quence for machine and process con
trol. Both dial and cam types available. 

Here's a typical interval timing control circuit 
3 symbols in sequence denote load switch con
dition in: 

Reset Timing Timed Out 
-0- --0- x 

X Circuit closed or " ON" • 0 Circuit open or "OFF" 

2 Helpful Catalogs-FREE! Send for FREE cata· 
log illustrating all 56 types and our "How-To-Do
lt" booklet on timer and 
counter applications. Use 
reader service number be
low, or write Eagle Signal 
Division , E. W. Bliss Com
pany, 736 Federal St., Dav
enport, Iowa 52808. 

l:J!~$J l•I EAOLE SIOllAL I 
A DIVISION OF THE E . W . BLISS COMPANY 
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Even if the strength 
of NQBXt-3 at 212°F doesn't amaze you 

15,000.,...------------------ 14,300 
TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI, AT 212° F. 

10,000 

5,000 

0 
NYLON 6/6 POLY- POLY- ACETAL NORYL-2 NORYL-3 NORYL POLYSULFONE NYLON 6/6 * PPO 

(30%GLASS) SULFONE CARBONATE (20%GLASS) ?0%GLASS l 0%GLASS 
(20% GLASS) (20% GLASS) *AVERAGE VALUE WITH Z% WATER 

the price will. 
a~------------------------------------, 

COST, CENTS PER CU . IN. 

6 

4 

2 

0 
NYLON 6/6 POLY- POLY- ACETAL NORYL- 2 NORYL-3 NORYL POLYSULFONE NYLON 6/6 PPO 

(30% GLASS) SULFONE CARBONATE (20% GLASS) 20%GLASS I l 0% GLASS) 
(20% GLASS) (20% GLASS) 

Noryl-3 (30% glass-reinforced 
N oryl) gives a lot more tensile 
strength at high temperatures 
than even standard, unreinforced 
Noryl. 

No surprise there ; most all ther
moplastics toughen up when you 
add reinforcing materials. But 
most thermoplastics also jump into 
a higher price category. 

Not Noryl. It gives you a big 
boost in properties while retaining 
the same kind of attractive low 
prices that have made Noryl the 
fastest-selling new thermoplastic 
ever. 

N oryl-3 has a deflection tem
perature of 310°F at 264 psi. Add 
to this a very low mold shrinkage 
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and tensile modulus of 1,330,000 
psi@ 73°F and you've got a design 
material competitive with many 
plastics and metals costing up
wards of eight cents per cubic 
inch. 

Noryl-3 costs you only 4.1¢/ cu. 
in. Even less than die-cast zinc. 
N oryl-3 holds onto its properties 
after heat aging up to 300°F, 
through bake cycles up to 325°F. 
Moisture absorption (0.06%) and 
coefficient of thermal expansion 
(1.4 x l0-5) are among the lowest 
of all thermoplastics. 

Another new grade, N oryl-2, is 
20 % glass-reinforced, offers simi
lar advantages and greater cost 
savings. Check out Noryl-3 and 

N oryl-2 vs. other materials with 
our new properties comparison 
chart. It's free, and available from 
your GE Chemical Sales Repre
sentative. Or write Section 6All, 
Polymer Products Operation, 
General Electric Co., One Plastics 
Avenue, Pittsfield, Mass. 01201. In 
Europe, N. V. Polychemie AKU
GE, 76 Velperweg, Arnhem, The 
Netherlands. 

Leader in Engineering Plastics 

PPO® • LEXAN® • NORYL ® • PHENOLICS 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
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THESE CIRCUIT PROTECTORS ARE ENTIRELY MAGNETIC TRIP 
Hermetically sealed AP Protectors meet or exceed MIL·C-39019. They repeatedly rupture 300A 
250V AC, 500A 125V AC, 500A 50V DC, have magnetic time delay, but open a 1000% 
overload in 4 milliseconds. There is no trip at lOOG shock or 20 G vibration, carrying rated 
current. Available 10 MA to 20A, with a wide variety of circuit combinations, delay curves and 
auxiliary signal circuits. Ask for bulletin 16E-4. 

r- - - ,-----, r - - -.., 
I c: ILi I I I 
I Loi 
I I I I 
I I 1rl 
I I I 
I I SERIES WITH I I I 
L S~UNT _J LRE~O~ _J L ~LAY __J 

Type UPLl, UPLll, and UPLlll are 
Underwriters' Laboratory recognized for appliance protection. 

UL RATED at: -------
.050-50.0 A., 50V DC; .050-50.0 A., 120V AC, 60 Hz.; .050-20.0 A., 240V AC, 60 Hz. 

Series units with enclosed remote switches are available in any 
combination of delays (Fast-0.4 to 4.0 sec., Slow-4.0 to 40 sec., 
Motor Start - 1.0 sec. at 600%) or UL listed ratings are available 
in a single pole, two pole or a three pole appliance protector. 

Al R PAX ELECT R 0 NI CS Cambridge, Maryland 21613 (JOI) 228-4600 
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New Products 

New industrial electronics 

Process trainer gives 
operators true picture 
Operational amplif iers simulate refi nery dynamics; 

power-station, aircraft applications likely 

Dynamic realism, not just a steady
state visual aid, was the goal of 
American Oil Co. engineers John 
B. Clark and L. Glenn Whitesell 
when they set out to develop a 
process simulator for the training 
of refinery operators. They found 
their basic building block in the 
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widely used operational amplifier, 
packaging 75 of the circuits, along 
with adjusting networks, into a 
stand-alone training console. On 
this trainer, beginners learn about 
major process units of the refinery 
and experienced operators increase 
their understanding of them. 

Autodynamics Inc., which manu
factures the systems under license, 
plans to extend the use of the train
ers beyond simulation programs of 
American Oil and also beyond the 
petroleum process industry. "A sys
tem with 75 operational amplifiers 
spells powerful simulation cap
abilities," says Autodynamics' vice 
president, Edward J. Mangold. 
"Aircraft, power-station, and wea
ponry control simulation are na
tural extensions of the technique." 

The American Oil trainer evolved 
from initial successes in program
ing a large general-purpose analog 
computer to simulate specific proc
ess units, and in using process-con
trol instruments that the students 
adjusted in response to distur
bances and failures introduced by 
an instructor. 

But h·aining used up too much of 
the analog computer's time. Also it 
seemed wiser to build a unit that 
could be shipped to any refinery 
of American Oil or of any other 
Standard Oil of Indiana affiliate. 

The trainer has seen duty at 
seven refineries, and about 600 or 
700 people have sharpened their 
skills on it, among them untrained 
workers hired to mn a West Indian 
refinery. It's useful, too, for speed
ing operator training while a plant 
is being built. Instrument me
chanics and process and instmment 
engineers also gain from experi
menting on the trainer. 

60 times faster. Two or three 
men, under guidance of an instmc
tor, get eight hours of training. 
From a panel at the right of the 
trainer, the instmctor can select 
and set the size of 10 different dis
turbances, such as pump failure or 
loss of process steam, and the stu
dents must take timely corrective 
action. To save training time, the 
sinmlator runs 60 times faster than 
the process unit being simulated. 
One minute on the trainer equals 
one hour of process operation. 

According to Whitesell, refinery 
operators accept the trainer be-
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LC Filters? 
We'll try 
anything! 
If you have a tough, 
tricky or unusual 

. problem in LC filters, 
try Bulova first! 
Bulova has built a 
reputation for being 
willing to " try anything". Even jobs 
that other companies "can't be 
bothered with"! 

Are we crazy? Like foxes! Fact is, we 
can do things others can't-and that's 
the way we win friends and customers! 

We'll custom-design units to solve 
your unique problems. We'll supply 
prototypes when you need them-in 
2 weeks or less! We'll schedule 
production units to meet your schedule 
-and give you solid proof we can do it! 

And what a range! High pass, low 
pass, band pass, lumped constant 
delay lines, IRIG filters-you name it! 
Frequencies from DC to 50MHz! 
Sharpest shape factors! Just tell us 
your requirements-when you need it 
-and let us tackle it. Our hot 
engineering group will show you why 
you should "Try Bulova first"! 

For more information, 
write to us at Dept. E-25. 

Try 
Bulova 
First! 
FREQUENCY CONTROL PRODUCTS 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
OF BULOVA WATCH COMPANY, INC. 

61-20 WOODSIDE AVENUE 
WOODSIDE, N.Y. 11377, (212) DE 5-6000 
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... operating conditions, emergencies simulated 
with op amps and programable networks ... 

One for all. Seventy-five of these 10-volt, chopper
stabilized operational amplifiers provide simulation. 

Adjustable dynamics. Reed relays, right, connect appropriate 
resistor when energized by insertion of program drawer. 

cause they are convinced it acts 
just like their actual processes. Re
finery managers like the kind of 
training their operators get by be
ing exposed to operating conditions 
and emergencies too dangerous to 
try on the real plant. 

The process trainer, says Auto
dynamics' Mangold, will sell for 
about $40,000. Called the Model 
1501, it contains operational ampli
fiers and related equipment, such 
as function generators, to simulate 
a binary fractionator (which se
parates light peh·oleum products 
from heavy ones), a fired heater, 
or a more complex fluid-cracking 
unit fractionator. 

"The Model 1501 relies heavily 
on the refinery knowledge supplied 
to us by American Oil by way of 
models that satisfy experienced 
operators, yet permit shortcuts in 
simulation and hence a minimum 
number of amplifiers," Mangold 
says. "For example, Whitesell uses 
only 42 operational amplifiers to 
simulate a fractionator, including a 
six-tray tower, reflux drum, re
boiler, flooding, and calculation of 
operating conditions." 

Some modifications. Autody
namics' h·ainer will be much like 
the one built by American Oil, but 
will include modifications in the 
electronics. For example, Autody-
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namics is abandoning the 100-volt 
operational amplifier selected by 
American Oil and is adopting the 
10-volt op amp. 

"Zeltex builds general-purpose 
operational amplifiers to our specs," 
says chief engineer Robert D. Edel
son, "and we build our own net
work boards that convert the op 
amps to second-order transfer 
functions with adjustable nah1ral 
frequency and adjustable damping 
factors. Reed relays on the network 
board select the correct resistance 
values and produce required 
dynamics. 

""We find 10-volt op amps more 
compatible with the process insb·u
ments and they operate at lower 
temperature. We've considered in-

How 42 operational amplifiers 
simulate an oil fractionator 

Section 

6-tray tower 

Amplifiers 

6 
Top temperature 
Feed flow and 

composition 
Reboiler and bottom 

temperature 
Bottom level 
Overhead condenser 
Overhead pressure 
Reflux drum level 
Reflux flow 
Reflux composition 
Flooding circuit 

1 

2 

6 
4 
3 
3 
4 
2 
6 
5 

tegrated circuit amplifiers, but 
find them too expensive and not 
stable enough for our needs. The 
Zeltex amplifiers we use are tran
sistorized, chopper-stabilized, and 
have a more-than-ample 500-kilo
hertz bandwidth." 

Selection of the process being 
simulated is accomplished with two 
program drawers. Insertion of a 
drawer automatically makes proper 
interconnections to the operational 
amplifiers, adjusts their scaling and 
dynamics, and connects the simu
lated process to real process instru
ments on the front of the trainer. 
An eight-color graphic panel, cor
responding to the selected process, 
is mounted atop the trainer. 

Included in the price are 15 elec
tronic process controllers, 30 chan
nels of recording, six high/low 
level alarms, trainer installation, 
three days of instructor training, 
and copies of programed-experi
ment operator manuals. 

Autodynamics Inc., 503 Adamston 
Road, Bricktown, N.J. 08723 [338] 
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z 
ina urry 
This new Weston 300 Series Counter gives accurate, 
instantaneous indication of low- frequency events 

• 

I ' ' ' I < ~. I ' 

r •• . .... ~ 
t.. ' ' 

Typically, measures & displays a 10Hz signal in 0.2 seconds 
Here is the first frequency counter on the market which can measure 
low frequencies (1 to 200,000 Hz) accurately and display the results 
virtually instantaneously - directly in Hertz. For example, the instru
ment can sample a 10 Hz signal and provide digital display of the fre
quency in 0.2 seconds, with 0.01 % accuracy. A unique combination of 
integrated circuits eliminates the need to compute period or wait out a 
long time base. 
THE MODEL 300 IS IDEAL FOR: 

• Transducers producing low frequency outputs 
(tachometers, vibration pickups, etc.) 

• Precision setting of low frequency oscillators 
• Monitoring 60 Hz and 400 Hz line frequencies 
• Checking voltage-to-frequency converters and 

scores of other low-frequency applications. 
The 300 Series has a 5 decade visual display and a units indicator; in
cludes features such as a crystal time base, self-checking circuit, off
scale indicators, rear panel input and remote scale selection . 

Let us rush you complete details on this versatile new counter. Write today to: 
Weston Instruments, Inc., Weston-Lexington Division 

17 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, Mass. 02173 

WESTON® 
prime source for precision . . . since 1888 

a Schlumberger company 
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New Components Review 

Voltage sensing relays, for use 
in supervisory control equipment, 
come in 3 versions: LVR-A, an 
a-c differential relay; LVR-D, a 
d-c differential; and LVR-M, a 
d-c voltage relay. All are tempera
ture compensated and operate 
from 0° to 60 ' C. Units consist of 
a transistorized circuit using a 
Schmidt trigger circuit. LaMarche 
Mfg. Co ., 106 Bradrock Dr., Des 
Plaines, 111. 60018. [341] 

The Con-Electron style 1010 is a 
small, 10-amp spdt relay. Four 
coil ratings C3 to 24 v d-c) are 
available with solder or p-c termi
nals. Sensitivity is rated at 176 
mw, with 0.10 ohm maximum con
tact resistance, and life ratings 
of 20 million mechanical oper
ations, 100,000 load operations. 
Price: Cover 2,500) under $1 each. 
Price Electric Corp., Frederick, 
Md. 21701. [345] 

New components 

U ltraminiature capacitors series 
317-318 utilize a thin-film metal
ized polycarbonate dielectric. They 
operate from -55° to +125'C. 
The 317's have values from 0.001 
to 5 µ.f (100 v d-cl and 0.001 
to 3 µ.f (200 v d-cl. The 318's 
range from 0.001 to 5.6 µ.f 
ClOO vl and 0.001 to 3 µ.f (200 
v). Gudeman Division, Gulton In
dustries, Inc., 340 W. Huron St., 
Chicago 60610 . [342] 

Hot molded carbon pot 12 LS has 
a life expectancy of a million 
cycles. Units are offered with 
standard linear or aud io taper. 
Linear types, with resistance 
values ranging from 10 ohms to 
5 megohms, are rated a t 2.25 w. 
Audio tapers have a resistance 
of 50 ohms to 5 megohms and are 
rated at 1 w. Globe-Union Inc ., 
5757 N. Green Bay Ave., Milwau
kee, Wis. 53201. [346] 

Dial 99 for 1100011 

Wirewound, single-turn prec1s1on 
pot PS-08 measures % in . in 
diameter. It is available in stan
dard models with resistance from 
500 to 15,000 ohms. Standard 
tolerance is ±3%; linearity, from 
±0.6% to ±0.35% depending Qn 
resistance. The unit has recessed 
clamp bands to permit field ad
justment of phasing. Dale Elec
tronics Inc., P.O. Box 609, Colum
bus, Neb. 68601. [343] 

Multilayer ceramic chip capacitors 
are for hybrid, integrated, and 
discrete component circuits. The 
chip is composed of thin ceramic 
sheets, with noble metal elec
trodes, which are stacked, pressed, 
and fired to form a single compact 
capacitor. Palladium end metal 
ization permits easy termination 
by so lder reflow. Cornell-Dubilier 
Electronics, 50 Paris St., Newark, 
N.J. 07101. [347] 

Dual-coil latching relays series 
H L are in hermetically sealed 
half-size crystal cases. Bifurcated, 
dpdt gold-plated silver-alloy con
tacts are rated dry circuit to 2 
amps at 28 v d-c. The relays will 
pick up at approximately 150 mw, 
and operate at 3 msec, max. They 
withstand 150 g shock with no 
contact opening for 11 msec. Pot
ter & Brumfield, Princeton, Ind. 
47570. [344] 

Variable resistor model BH, with 
a conductive plastic element, is 
l/ 2 in. in diameter and rated to 
withstand 7,000 v. It features in
finite resolution over a 50-ohm 
to 5-megohm range, and is avail
able as a completely sealed unit 
with a high -voltage bushing. Dy
namic noise level is less than 
2% initially. Reon Resistor Corp., 
155 Saw Mill River Road, Yon
kers, N.Y. 10701. [348] 

Decimal-to-binary converter with mechanical logic 

handles a-c or d-c signals up to 200 volts 

what chief engineer Hans Mol and 
sales manager Robert Alexander 
call a true binary switch, a device 
they believe could sell for about 
one-third the $400 figure. Alex
ander says the switch might sell 
for $100 to $150 in quantities of 
10, and as low as $50 to $75 each 
in quantities of 1,000. 

More than a year ago, the Digitran 
Co. was asked by a customer de
signing a system for the Federal 
Aviation Administration to develop 
a two-digit switch that could con
vert numbers from 00 to 99 to their 
binary equivalents. Air traffic con
trol could then enter from a remote 
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location to a central data processor 
a two-digit code to identify aircraft. 
This task is usually accomplished, 
say Digitran officials, using an elec
tromechanical switch and associ
ated solid-state logic, at a cost of 
about $400 per unit. 

Digitran' s solution was to design 

The company believes considei;
able demand for the switch will be 
triggered by special-purpose com
puter users, and that the bulk of 
the sales will be to manufacturers 
of remote terminals for data-proc
essing systems. Alexander explains 
that the price of the true binary 
switch can be kept well below the 
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A sensitive relay is offered for 
a-c or d-c use. Contact rating Is 
5 amps at 28 v d-c or 120 v a-c, 
resistive. Contact material is sil
ver cadmium oxide (others avail
able). Weight is 30 grams without 
base, 33 grams with base. Size 
is ll/4 in. wide, 11/s in. long, 
31 /32 in. high, less base, (add l/ s 
in . for base). Standard Relay 
Corp., 77 Stagg St., Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 11206. [349] 

Shielded coils 7106 and 7107 arc 
available for p-c use. The 7106 
offers 34 over-lapping inductance 
values from 0.09 µh to 12 mh . 
It has gold plated 0.040-in. pins 
on 0.200-in. centers and is tun
able from the top. The 7107 
series provides 49 over-lapping 
inductance values from 0.09 µ.h 
to 1,100 µh , Cambridge Thermi
onic Corp., 445 Concord Ave ., 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138. [353] 

Solid state relay series SR-100 
features no moving parts to as
sure long trouble-free life, isola
ted input for reliability, transient 
protection and positive operation. 
It offers plug-in mounting; spst 
output; and 120 v, up to 5 amps 
standard output. The unit is avail
able for d-c or 60-hz input. Tele
Craft Electronics Co., 125 
Schmitt Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y. 
11735. [350] 

Shielded static focus coil type 
C5122, with heavy encapsulated 
construction, is designed for high 
temperature and/ or high poten
tial small precision displays and 
for the new 1-in.-neck diameter 
scan converter tubes. Price range 
is $80 to $100 in small quantity; 
delivery, from 3 to 4 weeks. Syn
tronic Instruments Inc., 100 In
dustrial Road, Addison, Ill. 60101. 
[354] 

A high-strength p-c card holder 
is designed also for use as a 
chassis bracket. Model 500 guide 
is molded of 20,000 psi fiberglass 
reinforced nylon. Four hold-down 
holes provide adequate means to 
secure the base to an instrument 
panel and a l/ s-in. slot in the 
guide readily accommodates a 
chassis or p-c board. Gibson-Egan 
Co., 34 LaPorte St., Arcadia, 
Calif. 91006. [351] 

Plug-on connector P-804 simpli
fies maintenance and exchange of 
switches in any system using 
members of Licon series 16-404 
snap-action, spdt-db miniature 
switches. The device fits securely 
onto the 4 terminals of the Licon 
switch and is quickly installed or 
removed without tools or fasten
i=rs. No soldering is necessary. 
Tenor Co., P.O. Box 2766, Mil
waukee, Wis. 53219. [355] 

$400 level because Digitran has 
eliminated the need for the logic 
that jacks up the price of competi
tive decimal-to-binary conversion 
switches. 

bined, produce a pure binary code 
output. The switch, says Mol, has 
its own built-in memory and re
quires input current only when the 
users want an output. 

A multiturn pot repeats the de
sired output function at the end 
of any precise number of turns 
operating unirotationally. There 
are no stops. Rotation can also 
be bidirectional with as many 
ganged cups as desired. The unit 
operates on d-c to 100,000 hz 
excitation. Resistance range Is 
5,000 to 500,000 ohms. Computer 
Instruments Corp ., Madison Ave., 
Hempstead, N .Y. 11550. [352] 

Finned heat sinks series 2450 pro
vide a flat mounting area C2x2, 
3x3, 4x4, and 4x6 in.l for easy 
accessibility. The 4 x 4 in. unit, 
dissipating 650 w and with 1,500 
linear fpm of forced air, has a 
thermal resistance of 0.105°C/w 
(23 fin unit>. The same size unit 
with 33 fins has 0.089°C/w ther
mal resistance. Astrodyne Inc., 
207 Cambridge St., Burlington, 
Mass . 01803. [356] 

The device employs the tech
niques used in Digitran' s thumb
wheel switches. "This one is an 
elaborate extension of that tech
nique," Alexander says. A basic 
wiping contact switch, it makes or 
breaks a commutator pattern on 
the printed circuit board it wipes. 
The true binary switch consists of 
two such units, each of which 
wipes two circuit boards. The out
put codes from the wiping action 
of each switch, when properly com-

To illustrate the switch's use, 
Alexander used an inventory con
trol example. If a manufacturer of 
phonographs wanted to fill an or
der for 16 machines from a stock 
of hundreds or thousands, he 
would dial in the number 16 on the 
true binary switch, and he might 
also insert into an associated reader 
a coded card such as those used in 
automatic telephone dialing. Then 
he would actuate the computer in
put button at the remote station, 

Eight for two. Converter uses eight 
output wires, one common and one 
for each of the seven binary digits. 
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WATER-COOLED 
POWER CAPACITORS 
with Ceramic Dielectric 

0 0 
Capacity : 200 to 5000 pF 
Rated Voltage : up to 20 kV 
Reactive Power : up ti:> 2000 kVAr 

0 0 
0 

0 o® 

i ) 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

() 0 
0 

0 

"it' 

Convection-cooled Power 
Capacitors available in tubular, 
pot, feed-thru, and plate 
construction 

Capacity : 3 to 6000 pF 
Rated Voltage : up to 15 kV 
Reactive Power: up to 80 kVAr 

Kindly direct your inquiries to: 

or to our USA agency: United Mineral & Chemical Corp., 129 Hudson Street 
New York, N. Y.10013, USA 
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. . . wide use seen in 

remote input stations 

and the quantity and product de
scription would be entered in the 
central processor. The card data 
would tell the shipping department 
to send 16 phonographs of a cer
tain style to the customer by name 
and address, bill the customer, and 
reduce the inventory level by 16. 

Alexander says the Digitran 
switch is made to withstand indus
trial environments because Digi
tran is more interested in commer
cial applications for the device 
than in military applications. He 
anticipates more commercial sales 
because of the burgeoning use of 
remote input stations for central 
processors in commercial applica
tions. 

The device operates at up to 
100°C, and over a broad voltage 
range-up to 200 volts-on alter
nating or direct current. Switches 
using electronic logic, Alexander 
points out, are typically limited to 
operation at three to five volts, and 
on d-c only. The switch's principal 
limitation is that it can't accommo
date more than two digits at pres
ent, where devices using associ
ated solid-state logic can handle 
three and four digits. 

Mol believes the Digih·an is the 
flrst switch available that gives a 
binary output for more than a 
single digit using only mechanical 
techniques. 

The Digitran Co., 875 South Arroyo 
Parkway, Pasadena, Calif. 91105 [357] 

New components 

Silicon diodes 
go to 150 kilovolts 

Increased avalanche 

reduces the number of 

suppressor capacitors 

One of the biggest markets for high
voltage silicon rectiflers is in X-ray 
generators, where four rectifiers 
connected in a full-wave bridge con
figuration provide the necessary d-c 
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Plug-in. Cartridge rectifier stacks can 
replace high-voltage selenium units 
and tubes in X-ray and radar 
equipment. 

voltage from 100 kilovolts to 150 kv 
required to operate the X-ray tube. 
In this application, inherent tran
sient voltage surges that decrease 
the reliability of present rectifiers 
are a serious problem. And in the 
voltage area below 100 kv, there are 
many applications where rectifiers 
are used, such as radar and sonar 
equipment, and transmitter power 
supplies, laser power supplies and 
medical equipment. 

The problem in using silicon rec
tifiers in all of these applications is 
that, to protect the diodes from 
high-voltage transients, capacitors 
must be used in series with each 
diode. This increases the size and 
cost of the units. Atlantic Semicon
ductor Inc. has come up with one 
solution designated the Minicomp, 
and packaged it in a fuse-type car
tridge. 

The Minicomp was made possi
ble by a decrease in the number of 
individual rectifiers and capacitors 
required in conventional compen
sated high-voltage rectifiers. 

To reduce the number of indi
vidual silicon rectifiers and com
pensating capacitors required in the 
high-voltage series string, it was 
necessary to increase the reverse 
avalanche voltage of each silicon 
rectifier. This was accomplished by 
packing six rectifier cells into the 
space ordinarily occupied by one 
conventional silicon rectifier. Re
verse avalanche voltages of 6,000 
to 9,000 volts were obtained from 
the individual multi-junction de
vices, and so was an increase in 
avalanche voltage over that of the 
conventional 1,000-volt silicon rec-
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The Latest 
MODULE ADVANCE 

in Sol id State Magnetics! 

. ·n. 
~--S ir-&y. .. 

The New G/ M 4-1--..__..__..._ 

Type SSM 1138-1 5,...______,~___.____.____.. 

Analog DC x DC 
Voltage Multiplier 
(+DC SIGNAL #1) X (+DC SIGNAL #2) = 

±DC ANALOG VOLTAGE PRODUCT OUTPUT 

Input resistance 100 K 
ohms, both signal channels 

Four quadrant DC operation 
Frequency response .0 

to 100 cps 
Input 0 to ±5 V DC 

to 1 DO cps, both signals 
DC power requirements 

±12 V DC 
Output 0 to 5 V DC ±5% 

into 10 K ohm load 
Ambient temperature range 

-55°C to + 100°C 

Featuring product accuracy of at least 
0.5 o/o of half scale output amplitude over 
a temperature range of -55°C to +l00°C, 
this G/M four-quadrant magnetic module 
provides high precision operatiOn with 
practically limitless service life. Small in 
size:_only 1.5 x 1.9 x .5 inches, high shock 
and vibration resistant, it may be mounted 
directly on printed circuit cards. This solid 

state component 
is applicable to 
aero-space, com
puter, weapon, 
etc. systems re
quiring maxi
mum reliability. 

Write for Illustrated Bulletin MM 112 

~ There is No Substitute for Reliability 
· l..+J · General Magnetics• Inc 

135 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, N.J. 07003 
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Standard and custom military knobs, 

aluminum cap knobs, color control knobs for 

every panel requirement. Send for data kit. 

With Raytheon control knobs, you 
can meet military specifications-or 
select styles and colors that har
mon ize or contrast with any com
mercial panel decor. And you can 
get these knobs immediately
through Raytheon distributors from 
coast to coast. 

Meet MS91528C Military Specifica
tions from the more than 300 stand
ard types and the 2,000 "specials" 
Raytheon has designed. All knobs 
are functionally designed. All styles 
have an integrated design to give 
uniformity to your panel. And all 
knobs meet specifications for resist
ance to flame, torque, temperature 
and humidity extremes, salt spray, 
and ultraviolet radiation. 

Handsome aluminum cap knobs are 
made of strong plastic with satin 
finish aluminum caps that are treated 
with an epoxy coating for corrosion 
resistance. 
Commercial color knobs-available 
in nine colors and ten styles-har
monize or contrast with commercial 
equipment design. Raytheon makes 
these 400 Series knobs of durable, 
high-impact ABS. 
Custom-made control knobs. Ray
theon also designs and manufac
tures control knobs to meet special 
requirements for color, shape, size, 
finish. Call your nearest Raytheon 
regional sales office or write to us. 
Raytheon Company, Components 
Division, Quincy, Mass., 02169. 

MECNAlllCAl 
COllPON£11TS 

Send for Raytheon 
Control Knob Data Kit 

138 

-contains complete specifications 
on all standard and custom knobs. 
Just send the 
reader service card. 
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... competitive in price 

with equivalent tubes ... 

tifier modules. 
As a result of the increase in rec

tilier avalanche voltage, it was pos
sible to reduce the mnnber of 
individual rectifiers and compen
sating capacitors in the Minicomp 
design by at least six times. 

Improving the reliability. The 
ability of a compensated rectifier 
to withstand destructive transient 
voltage surges accounts for its re
liability in rectifier applications, and 
this ability may be improved by in
creasing the over-all capacitance. 

Compensation of silicon recti
fiers is obtained by adding shunting 
capacitors across the individual sil
icon rectifiers in series, but the over
all capacitance of the compensated 
rectifier · is reduced because of the 
series relationship for capacitors. 

Reducing the number of compen
sating capacitors required in the 
design of the Minicomp rectifier re
sults in an increase of over-all recti
fier capacitance by about six times 
and a corresponding improvement 
in ability to withstand destructive 
transient energy. 

The Minicornp line will be mar
keted at prices competitive with the 
cost of replacing an equivalent vac
uum tube and its associated fila
ment transformer circuitry. In lots 
of 1,000, the price is $89 each for 
the MC 150F, one unit in the series. 
It is a 150 kv compensated rectifier 
rated at 100 ma of continuous rec
tified current. 

Atlantic Semiconductor Inc., 905 Mat
tison Ave., Asbury Park, N.J. [358] 

New components 

Complex math 
in modular form 

Linear circuits compute 

root mean squares and 

perform division 

Instead of transforming data to 
binary notation and then peiform
ing mathematical operations, de-
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Mod math. Model 450, above, and 749 
are designed for p·c board mounting. 

signers can use the analog signals 
directly with the aid of two mod
ules developed by Transmagnetics 
Inc. 

"The models 450 and 7 49 are 
general purpose control modules 
for system designers," says Joseph 
Marrone, a circuit engineer at 
Transmagnetics. 

Designed for division, the model 
450 provides an output that is equal 
to A divided by B, where A is a d-c 
signal from -10 to + 10 volts and 
B is from +1 to +10 volts. The 
unit has an accuracy of 1 % or 40 
millivolts and a null of 15 mv. It is 
stable to + 200 parts per million 
+0.5 mv/°C, and has a bandwidth 
at 3 decibels of 100 hertz. 

One application Marrone sug
gests for the 450 is in gain stabili
zation circuits. He also says it can 
be useful to the designer who wants 
to plot the gain of a system over 
some frequency range. In this ap
plication system input and output 
would be fed to the 450. 

Solving right-triangle problems 
where the hypotenuse and one side 
are given and the third side is re
quired is the function of the model 
7 49. It was developed for radar ap
plications where the slant range 
and altitude are known and the 
ground range must be computed. It 
can also solve for sine and cosine 
functions; when the input is a sine 
function, the output is the cosine 
and vice versa. Inputs for the 7 49 
are both -10 to + 10 volts into 10 
kilohms and the output is 0 to 10 
volts. Its 3 db bandwidth is d-c to 
30 kilohertz. 

Both units require plus and 
minus 15 volts d-c at a maximum 
current of 50 milliamps, and have 
an operating temperature range of 
0 to 70°C. Price for the 450 is 
$254; for the 7 49, it is $345. 
Transmagnetics Inc., 134·25 Northern 
Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354 [359] 
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ALIGNMENT OSCILLATORS 
DESIGNED TO MAKE SERVICING EASIER 

BOTH NEW FROM INTERNATIONAL 

MODEL 812 
(70 KHz - 20 MHz) 

The Model 812 is a crystal controlled 

oscillator for generating standard 

signals in the alignment of IF and 

RF circuits. The portable design is 

ideal for servicing two-way radios, TV 

color sets, etc. This model can be 

zeroed and certified for frequency 

comparison on special order. Individ

ual trimmers are provided for each 

crystal. Tolerance .001 % . Output 

attenuators provided. Battery oper

ated. Bench mount available. 

Complete (less crystals) $125.00 

MODEL 814 
(70 KHz - 20 MHz) 

The Model 814 is identical in size to 

the 812. It does not have individual 

trimmers for crystals. Tolerance is 

.01 % . Battery operated. Bench mount 

available. 

Complete (less crystals) $95.00 

Both the Model 812 and Model 

814 have positions for 12 crys

tals ·and the entire frequency 

range is covered in tour steps. 

Write for catalog ~ 
INTERNATIONAL 

'!ii;;;, 
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC. 
10 NO. LEE e OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102 
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Announcing 
AE's Class H relay. It's compact, 

versatile, low in cost. 

The Class H relay is small in size-just about a 
1.3 inch cube. It's a versatile "telephone-type" 
component that offers better than average qual
ity at a low price. 

You can use the Class H to reduce the physi
cal dimensions and decrease the cost of your 
products. It's well suited for business machines, 
vending machines, communication equipment, 
computer peripheral equipment, aircraft and 
missile simulators. These applications take ad
vantage of its small size, versatility of mounting, 
and large switching capacity (maximum of 6 
form C or 4 C and 2 D contacts). 

The Class H can be direct-mounted or socket
mounted to a PC card. Or 
it can be socketed into a 
panel. It also has a socket 
that mounts on a rack. 

The Class H is made as a 
regular quick-acting relay 
(Series HQA). It's also avail
able as a short or long pulse 
"latching relay." In this ver-

140 Circle 140 on reader service card 

sion (Series HRM) it uses remanent magnetism
or controlled residual magnetism of the coil core 
-as its latching medium. 

This little relay's rugged construction protects 
it from ordinary shock and vibration. Mechanical 
life expectancy exceeds 100 million operations. 
Molded pileup insulators provide high dielectric 
strength and dimensional stability. Contact ac
tuation is by a lift-off card method-which elimi
nates the problem of contact sticking. 

A clear heavy-duty plastic cover provides pro
tection from contamination and abuse. Once this 
cover is snapped into place, it's not readily re
moved. This discourages tampering. 

Want helpful, detailed specification and 
application data? Send for Circular No. 1100. 
Just write to the Director, Relay Control Equip
ment Sales, Automatic Electric, Northlake, 
lliinois 60164. 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC 
suss101ARY OF GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 
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New Instruments Review 

Portable photometer model 12, 
for airborne, field, and Jab appli
cations, measures current from a 
wide variety of photomultipliers 
and phototubes. Controls are pro
vided for sensitivity adjustment, 
dark current cancellation, re
corder drive, and selection from 
10 µ,a to 1 na. Price is $420. 
Pacific Photometric Instruments, 
3024 Ashby Ave., Berkeley, Calif. 
94705. [361] 

Picoammeter model M E-1035 
features built-in calibrator, digital 
readout, automatic polarity indi
cator and current suppression 
option. It has a range of 1 pa 
full scale to 10 µ,a full scale in 
7 decades. Accuracy is ±0.05% 
of reading ±1 count at 10 µ,a 
to ±0.5% of reading at ±1 
count at 1 pa. Price is $3,945. 
EG&G Inc., P.O. Box 1912, Las 
Vegas, Nev. 89101. [365] 

New instruments 

Digital clock model 3350 fur
nishes accumulation of real or 
elapsed time for display purposes 
and/or the time tagging of digital 
data. It utilizes from 6 to 9 
Nixie indicator tubes for visual 
output. Digital output consists of 
binary coded decimal information 
with resolution available down to 
1 msec. Datatron Inc., 1636 E. 
Edinger Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 
92705. [362] 

l::EJ:r. 
•• • • .. ,• ... 

• - $ ... ... ' 

Pulse tester model l-21A can 
make pulsed measurements of 
transistor and diode parameters 
with forward currents to 100 
amps. The pulse stimulus is 300 
µ,sec wide and has a 2 % duty 
cycle, thereby eliminating junc
tion heating. Accuracy of measure
ment is 5 % . The unit weighs 60 
lbs. Price is $4,300. Test Equip
ment Corp., 2925 Merrel I Road, 
Dallas, 75229. [366] 

D-c micro-volt-ammeter MV-951A 
can operate on either 115/230 
v a-c or on its own self-contained 
rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries. 
It measures from 100 µ,v to l kv 
full scale and from l na to l amp 
full scale. Basic accuracy is ±1 % 
full sca le on voltage ranges and 
±2 % full scale on current ranges. 
Price is $625. Millivac Instru
ments Inc., P.O. Box 997, Schen
ectady, N.Y. 12301. [363] 

,, 

Remote ranging digital voltmeter 
301-B has series mode rejection 
of 80 db without filter and com
mon mode rejection of 150 db 
without filter. Five ranges can be 
remotely switched giving a volt
age range of 10 µ,v to 300 v. 
Maximum speed is 25 samples/ 
sec with sign. Accuracy is 0.01 % 
± 1 digit. Fenlow Electronics Lim
ited, Springfield Lane, Weybridge 
Surrey, England. [367] 

Counter range extended to 18 Ghz 

One knob adjusts plug-in transfer oscillator 

for measurements made anywhere in frequency range 

high-frequency, plug-in counters. 

AID converter model 2200 con
verts bipolar inputs over a ±5 v 
range to a 9-bit-plus-sign binary 
output in 11 µ,sec. Maximum con
version rate is 90,000 words/ 
sec with an accuracy of ±O.l % 
±112 least significant bit. The 
binary output is available at a 
rear connector and is displayed 
on the front panel. Price is $1,500. 
AIC Instruments, 6214 Royalton 
St., Houston 77036. [364] 

I~-~~ I o;.,,, ~"·o ., •. Q 
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Programable decade r-f signal 
generator type SM DH covers the 
frequency range 0-50 Mhz and 
has frequency stability of 1 x 
10-• I day. It features variable 
ca librated output voltage CO.l 
µ.v-2.5 vl and a-m and f-m modu
lation capability. Price is $11,600, 
including crystal reference stand
ard; delivery, from stock. Rohde 
& Schwarz, 111 Lexington Ave., 
Passaic, N .J. 07055. [368] 

The maximum range of digital read
out counters has been extended to 
18 gigahertz by a transfer oscillator 
introduced by Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Previously the maximum had been 
approximately 12.4 Ghz. Desig
nated the 5257 A, the unit is in
tended for use with most of H-P's 

Employing a wideband sampler 
in place of both the harmonic mixer 
and the phase detector of the con
ventional phase-locked transfer os
cillator, the 5257 A achieves a short
term stability of -+-1 part in 107 per 
minute. This is a major factor in 

Stretchout. Plug-in extends 
counter's range beyond Ku band. 
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Is Your Budget 
Too Tight 

For Your Bandwidth? 

------------·n Low Cost 

Try this one for size-Data Instruments Model 555. For any application, 
Production Line, Field or Laboratory, this scope is a perfect fit. Look at what 
it offers: (1) Performance. A 7 MHz bandwidth, and an extremely linear time 
base with variable controls over 19 calibrated ranges and a variety of trigger
ing modes. (2) Display. A 5 inch Braun type tube with an edge lit, removable 
graticule provide' highly . precise and legible traces on an 8 x 10 centimeter 
viewing area. (3) Reliability. All attenuators are solid state and fully compen
sated. Backing up this solid state reliability is a full year's warranty and 
comp lete field and factory service. 

Examine the specifications. 

VERTICAL AMPLIFIER 

BANDWIDTH }SENSITIVITY I CM l TTENUA TORI RISE TIMEJ ACCURACYJ IMPEDANCE 
DC-7 MHz 20mv 9 position .OSµs ± 5% 1Mn + 33pf 

TIME BASE CRT PHYSICAL 

SWEEP/CM TRIGGER HORIZONTAL AMP. DIA. DIM. &WT. 

1 µs-1 sec. 20Hz-7MHz Exp. XS 5" 8" x 10.5" x 16" 
(19 ranges) (20mv) 2Hz-200KHz (1600V) 22 lbs. 

Look at the scope in action. Drop us a note and we'll arrange a demonstra
tion in your plant. You'll find the 555 fits your bandwidth requirements 
comfortably. At $284 its very comfortable indeed. 

Data Instruments Division • 7300 Crescent Blvd. • Pennsauken, N.J. 08110 
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... offset eliminated, 

readout is direct ... 

the accuracy of measurements on 
pulsed r-f signals where phase lock 
can't be used. 

Unlike older systems, the H-P 
sampler doesn't require a frequency 
off set to derive sense information 
for phase locking. It operates with 
a d-c or zero frequency i-f, eliminat
ing offset and providing a direct 
readout with no image frequency 
responses. 

Tuned in. A transfer oscillator 
is a variable-frequency oscillator 
(vfo) that's tuned to a frequency 
that is an -exact submultiple of the 
frequency to be measured. Correct 
tuning usually is achieved while 
watching a zero-beat indicator, 
commonly a cathode-ray tube, to 
see when there is zero frequency 
difference between the input signal 
and a vfo harmonic. The counter 
measures the oscillator's frequency 
and this is multiplied by the ap
propriate harmonic factor to obtain 
the frequency of the incoming 
signal. 

Measurements are made with the 
accuracy of the counter's time-base 
oscillator by phase-locking the vfo 
to the input signal. Until now, the 
use of a phase detector required 
that a non-zero difference fre
quency exist between the input and 
vfo harmonic for comparison with 
a reference frequency. The differ
ence frequency had to be accounted 
for in the calculations that deter
mined the input signal frequency. 

Pointed sampling. With the 
model 5257 A, the incoming signal is 
applied to a wideband sampler, 
which is gated by narrow pulses 
derived from the vfo. Each time the 
sampler gate is opened, the instan
taneous amplitude of the incoming 
signal is sampled. 

If the vfo is set to an exact sub
multiple of the incoming signal fre
quency, the signal will be sampled 
each time at the same point in the 
incoming waveform cycle, and the 
smoothed output of the sampler 
will be a d-c voltage. The sampler 
docs not sample every cycle of the 
incoming waveform, however. It 
looks only at every Nth cycle, N 
being the harmonic relationship be
tween the incoming frequency and 
the vfo. 

The d-c output controls a varac-
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HERE'S How .••• 
THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY IS USING 
THESE FAMOUS ULANO FILMS IN 
ULTRAMINIATURE MASK TECHNOLOGY 
AND COMPLEX PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

Cut a piece of the desired film 
large enough to cover area to be 
masked. Tape it down firmly at 
the top with dull-side up. 

Now carefully peel off the film as 
outlined leaving a completed mask, 
positive or negative, that corresponds 
exactly to the desired pattern. 

With sharp blade, out
line the areas to be 
masked. Do not cut 
through the backing 
sheet. The Ulano 
Swivel Knife does the 
job quickly, easily. 

Using the tip of the blade, liCt up a 
comer of the film thus separating it 
from the backing sheet. 

"Ulano"-''Rubylith"-" Amberlith" are registered trade marks of the Ulano Companies. 

RUBYLITHT.M. 
AM BERLITHT.M. 
HAND CUT MASKING FILMS FOR THE GRAPHIC ARTS 

ULANO RUBYLITH .. . a revolutionary knife cut red 
film is laminated to a stable. transparent plastic 
backing sheet. The red film is " light safe" so that 
when contacted to a sensitized emulsion. and ex
posed to a suitable light source, light passes through 
the cut-out portions only ... not through the red 
film. • The polyester backing is absolutely stable 
•.• insures perfect register. • Special effects such 
as crayon tones, paste ups, benday sheets, and 
opaquing are easily combined with versatile ULANO 
RUBYLITH. 

ULANO AMBERLITH • • • a companion to Rubylith 
serves as a color separation medium used as the 
master on camera copy board to secure negatives or 
positives. 

A wide variety af Ulana films-
in rolls and sheets-is readily available 

(/)elltµt£d 
FOR YOUR PARTICULAR NEEDS 

Ulano offers the most versatile line of hand-cut 
masking films, including: 

.0075-RUBYLITH 75 DR* .005-RUBYLITH 5 DRt 

.005-AMBERLITH 5 DAt 
Where exact register assures a critical importance, 
you will find these new, thick, polyester based film$. 
the positive answer. 

*Available in sheets only, cul to your specifications 
t Available in rolls and sheets 

WRITE TODAY 
on your letterhead for free 

special sample kit 1748 

U I a n..-rf-9---6_1_o_ D_ E_A_N_ S_ T_R_E_E_ T_. _B_ R_o_o_ K_L_Y_N_ , _N_ . Y_ ._ 1_1_2_ 3_8 
In Europe: ULANO A.G., Untere, Heslibachstrasse No. 22, Kusnacht, Zurich, Switzerland 
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MILLIAMPERES 

D .C . 

A change 
-lets you 
different 

of face 
measure 
variables 

You can measure many different variables 
with the Mod Meter, simply by switching scales. 
Three or four basic meters and a series of 
spare scales will match a much more costly 
collection of single-purpose meters. 

Scales slide in and out of the Mod Meter's 
case on a precision aligned track. (The 
movement is sealed.) No Mod center costs, 
no waiting. Special scales are easy to make. 

Models 503-S and 603-S (41h'' and 5%'') 
have taut-band movements and 13 tracking 
in the more sensitive ranges. Glass windows 
and black phenolic cases are standard. 
Built-in mirror is optional. 

For full details 
request 
Bulletin 47. 

Immediate delivery from stock of 
most popular ranges. Also stocked by 
Allied Electronics Corporation and 
Newark Electronics Corporation. 

.A 

a p ~"'~"~ o~ l,~"~'~ '~"~.!. ~,, .,~,,<?,,; 
In Canada: Oshawa, Ontario • (416) 576 -1541 
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... varactor drives 

tuning meter ... 

tor in the oscillator's tank circuit, 
thus phase-locking the vfo to the 
signal. It also drives the tuning 
meter. If the vfo is not hmed near a 
submultiple , of the incoming fre
quency, the smoothed sampler out
put will be an a-c voltage with an 
average value of zero. Thus the 
meter can be used as an indicator 
for correct hming. The sampler out
put is also available at a front 
panel connector where it can be 
examined by an oscilloscope, or 
used as a down-converted signal 
for other instruments. 

The vfo of the 5257 A has a fre
quency range between 66.7 and 
133.7 megahertz. A built-in pre
scaler divides the vfo frequency by 
4 to permit measurement by the 
counter. For measurement of sig
nals in a frequency range between 
50 and 200 Mhz, the divided-down 
vfo frequency is used to gate the 
sampler. 

Using N. The harmonic number 
N is dialed into front-panel thumb
switches on the plug-in. This ex
tends the counter's gating intervals 
by the factor N. Hence, the fre
quency multiplication is performed 
automatically. The thumbswitches 
do not select the harmonic, how
ever, but merely extend the gating 
interval. There can be many vfo 
frequencies which have harmonics 
equal to the input. 

Compared to other techniques 
for extending an electronic count
er's frequency measurement range 
-heterodyne frequency converters 
and automatic frequency dividers 
-a transfer oscillator has a wider 
frequency range. At least three 
heterodyne converters are required 
to cover the same frequency range 
as the 5257 A. Although heterodyne 
converters do not have direct read
out-calculations to find the input 
frequency are a simple one-step 
addition-they do provide higher 
resolution in a short time. But, H-P 
says, the transfer oscillator is the 
only frequency-extending tech
nique capable of being used for the 
measurement of pulsed r-f signals 
or of very noisy signals . 

The 5257 A h·ansfer oscillator 
plug-in is priced at $1,850. 

Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill 
Road, Palo Alto, Calif. [369] 
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HowdoY.OU 
get arounCI the 

high costs of 
making your own 

hydrogen? 

Buy it! 
From an Air Products on-site facility. We will generate 
hydrogen from a facility on or near your premises and 
pipe it directly to you-thus freeing you from all capital 
expenditures, yet giving you the benefits of on-site 
production. You buy the gas you need-the same as you 
would fuel or power-without operating or maintenance 
headaches, and often at lower over-all cost. 

What we've done is extend the concept of on-site oxygen 
supply--, pioneered by Air Products-to the production of 
high-purity hydrogen. 

liquid hydrogen; major supplier of liquid hydrogen fuel 
for the space program; engineers and builders of the 
first liquid hydrogen loading system at Cape Kennedy; 
fabricators of some of the largest liquid hydrogen trailers 
in highway service. Our hydrogen capability is a total 
capability. We can provide.anything from a small lecture 
bottle of ultra-high-purity gas to a. major on-site plant. 

If you 're thinking of adding new hydrogen capacity, it will 
pay you to investigate an Air Products on-site supply. 
You could be surprised at the savings. Write or phone: 

We are the hydrogen specialists-the nation's largest Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., Industrial Gas Division, 
merchant hydrogen producer; first to produce tonnage Allentown, Pa. Phone (215) 395-4911. -ts.. dtt~antl~ 

ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 
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Range : ± 1 to ±1000 volts fullscale 
Probes : Model 5051 - 25 high resolution type, 

Model 5051-35 high sensitivity type 

Victoreen Model 5051 Proximity Voltmeter now makes possible 
measurement of electrical potentials on surfaces of numerous 
materials. without making physical contact - or loading the 
source. Compact design of the probe (illustrated) takes full 
advantage of size limitations imposed in many applications. 
100% feedback maximizes insensitivity to probe-surface 
spacing. Applications are virtually unlimited and include -
• Aircraft, missile skins • Circuit boards • Electrets • 
Electrostatic copy papers • Insulators, dielectrics • Magnetic 
tapes, transports • Metal, liquid su rfaces • Plastics, 
films • Semiconductor materials • Synthetic fibers, materials 

VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT DIVISION 
10101 WOODLAND AVENUE • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44104 
IN EUROPE: GROVE HOUSE , LONDON AD. , ISLEWDATH , MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND 
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VICTOREEN 

New instruments 

Have scope, 

will travel 

Briefcase-size instrument 

performs basic functions, 

uses IC's extensively 

Not every engineer's briefcase 
should have oscilloscopes in it, but 
there are times when portability is 
a must and the refinements of so
phisticated instrumentation can b 2 
dispensed with. 

The model 100 Transi-scopc de
veloped by Measurement Control 
Devices Inc. weighs only five 
pounds and is 1 % inches high, 7112 
inches wide, and 14 inches long. 

A basic scope without frills, it 
can be used b y laboratory workers, 
production and recording engi
neers , custom equipment des igners , 
medical researchers, and field serv
ice technicians. Its compactness 
makes it not only portable, but 
suitable for applications involving 
limited rack space. 

Except for its cathode-ray tube, 
the scope is completely solid state. 
Integrated circuits throughout the 
vertical amplifier section and sweep 
circuits are important factors in the 
instrument's small size. 

The model 100 has a response 
from d-c to 10 megahertz. The ver
tical amplifier's sensitivity is 50 
millivolts p er division, and atten
uation occurs in four steps of 20 
decibels each with an additional 
25-db vernier adjustment. Input 
impedance is 1 megohm in parallel 
with 75 picofarads, and the scope's 
linear time b ase, with a range from 
0.5 h z to 500 khz, is repetitive. 
Synchronization is automatic. 

The display h1be, a l-by-21h -inch 
rectangular crt scaled in 0.25-inch 

Miniscope. Portable, low-cost 
instrument handles rout ine monitoring 
and recording. 
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squares, has a I-kilovolt accelerat
ing potential for writing brightness. 
The standard scope comes with a 
P31 phosphor and a polaroid filter, 
but other phosphors are optional. 

Accessories include a, fitted car
rying case and half-rack and full
rack mounting brackets. The scope 
costs $339 and is available from 
stock. 

Measurement Control Devices Inc., 
2445 Emerald St., Philadelphia [370] 

New instruments 

Travel companion 
keeps a diary 

Sensor-recorder system, 

packed with shipments, 

measures truck, train shocks 

You don't have to ask a traveler 
how he enjoyed his trip. He'll be 
glad to tell you. But what happens 
to equipment during shipment is 
not as easy to learn. So engineers at 
Endevco Corp. developed a sy~tem 
that keeps a history of a shipment's 
environment during transportation. 

Endevco's transportation en
vironment measuring and recording 
system ( Temars) is designed to be 
packed with the equipment to be 
shipped. Its sensors measure tem
perahire, pressure, relative humid
ity, and forces caused by vibration 
and shock. Values are digitally re
corded on half-inch, reel-loaded 
magnetic tape. Time is recorded 
every 15 minutes, so the occurrence 
of a significant event can be traced 
to within this quarter-hour interval. 

Big G's. Forces can be measured 
in ranges from +2 G's to ±25 G's. 
Temars has threshold capabilities 
so only forces above a certain value 
are recorded. Threshold levels for 
vibration and shock can be set from 
10% to 25% of full scale. 

Temars runs on 12 volts d-c, 
which can be supplied either ex
ternally or internally. With the op
tional rechargeable zinc-air battery, 
the system operates unattended for 
10 days. 

Endevco Corp., 801 S. Arroyo Park
way, Pasadena, Calif. 91109 [371] 
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If your LSI performs like LSD ... check for H 2 0 ! 
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Moisture absorption of most plastics can lead to 
critical conditions in devices - whether LSI or 
simple diodes. 

But, devices packaged in silicone molding com
pound are physically and electrically stable after 
long term exposure to both high humidity and 
operating temperatures-as shown by the graph 
above. This stability means more reliable operation 
at full rated device power without failure due to 
moisture absorption ... less need to provide 
other circuit embedment or encapsulation. 

This is just one of the many reasons why more and 
more equipment manufacturers are turning to de
vices packaged in Dow Corning® silicone molding 
compound - whether those devices are simple 
diodes, powe.r rectifiers or integrated circuits. 
Some of the other reasons-

No derating necessary. Devices and components 
packaged in silicone molding compounds can be 
operated at their full power potential. This permits 
designs with higher density of devices and com
ponents. One manufacturer of glass packaged 
power diodes reduced his part's volume to 1 /30th 
by using silicone molding compound. Compared 
to other plastics, size is from 1 /5th to 1 /3rd smaller 
since derating due to package material instability 
is not required with silicone molding compounds. 

No cracking. Dow Corning silicone molding com
pounds-unlike other thermal setting plastics-are 
virtually unaffected by heat aging and thermal 
shock. For example, a power resistor molded in 
Dow Corning® 307 molding compound was sub-
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% INCREASE IN WEIGHT VS. 1000 HOURS AT 93% R. H. AND 70° C 

Five Organic 
Plastics 

400 600 

TIME IN HOURS 

800 1000 

jected to repeated cycling from -65 to 350 C with
out damage to the packaging material or the 
component. Subjected to 1000 hours at 300 C (572 
F) Dow Corning brand molding compounds show 
no significant change in physical and electrical 
properties. 

Will not burn. Silicone molding compounds are 
inherently nonburning. Thus, components pack
aged in silicone molding compound will not con
stitute a fire hazard. No flame snuffers are needed 
.. . a source of ionic contamination for devices 
packaged in organic plastics. With silicone molding 
compound there are no ionic or polar constituents 
to affect junction performance when properly used. 

Competitive price. Dow Corning silicone mold
ing compounds cost only a fraction of a cent per 
device. Thus, they enjoy a substantial price ad
vantage over metal cans and glass packages. 

Manufacturing economies. Transfer molding 
enables devices and components to be packaged 
with a minimum of manual labor and supervision. 
Good mold release and minimum flash assure high 
production rates ... reduced deflashing costs. 
These manufacturing advantages make silicone 
molding compounds totally competitive with 
organic plastics. 

So, why chance a device failure because of a cheap 
plastic package? Put silicone molding compound 
protected devices and components into your elec
tronic equipment. For technical data, write to: 
Dept. A-8467, Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, 
Michigan 48640. 

DOW CORNING 
EH,pjB.l'filMI 
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New Microwave Review 

LE-M inax 01 series 50-ohm co
axial p-c connector line now in
cludes a cable plug and 5 recep
tacles: panel mount, pane l mount 
with cable clamp, cable recep
tacle, p-c vertical dip solder 
mount, and p-c right angle dip 
solder mount. Vswr is 1.045: 1 at 
1 Ghz, 1.14:1 at 10 Ghz, and con
tact resistance is less than 0.003 
ohm. Lemosa Inc., 465 California 
St., San Francisco. 94104. [401] 

Coaxial switch type RMB utilizes 
the hermetically sealed reed relay 
to provide long operating life and 
good r-f characteristics under 
severe operating conditions. Fre
quency is d-c to 400 Mhz; vswr, 
1.25:1; crosstalk, 40 db mini
mum; insertion loss, 0.15 db max. 
The unit was designed for remote 
antenna selection. Daico Indus
tries Inc., 1711 W. 135th St., 
Gardena, Calif. 90249. [405] 

New microwave 

\ 

Solid state osc illator OSllOO can 
be manually tuned over 1 fre
quency octave with a single tuning 
adjustment. Input power is filtered 
to prevent radiation of the oscil
lator frequencies back into power 
supply and adjacent circuits. Fre
quency is 600 to 1,200 M hz; in
put voltage, 28 v d-c; input cur
rent, 250 ma max. Advanced 
Technology Corp., 1830 York Rd., 
Timonium Md. 21093. [402] 

-Narrowband reject (notch) filter 
Fl24A was developed to help 
combat the rising incidence of 
rfi in the uhf band . It cascades 
three 8-cavity filters to notch out 
3 different frequencies in the 
500-to 1,000-Mhz range. The 
ratio of 3-db to 60-db bandwidths 
is less than 2.4 for each fre
quency. Peninsula Microwave Lab
oratories, 855 Maude Ave., Mtn. 
View, Calif. 94Q40. [ 406] 

D-c block model 8130, for r-f 
and pulse applications, spans 85 
Mhz to 12 Ghz with a max. inser
t ion loss of 0.25 db. Its broad
band capability permits transmis
sion of nsec pulses with negligible 
distortion. Pulse amplitudes may 
vary from 0 to 50 v. Series capac
itance in transmission line is 
100 pf. Somerset Radiation Lab
oratory Inc., 2060 N. 14th St., 
Arlington, Va. 22216. [403] 

Continuously variable coaxial at
tenuator AUM-25A covers the 
range 0.5 to 8 Ghz with maximum 
performance and continues to be 
use ful from 0.3 to 12 Ghz. At
tenuation range extends from O
to-10 db to O-to-40 db. Insertion 
loss_ is 1 db max. The unit weighs 
2V2 oz, measures i;, x 1 x 23/4 
in. Merrimac Research and Devel
opment Inc., 41 Fairfield Place, 
West Caldwel I, N .J. 07006. [ 407] 

Coaxial attenuator AJ-A46 is for 
X-band use. Attenuation is vari
able from O to 20 db by a sc rew
driver adjustment. Operating from 
8.5 to 12.4 Ghz, the unit has an 
insertion loss of 0.5 db and vswr 
of less than 1.2. Constructed of 
alum inum with stainless steel con
nectors, it weighs 2 oz and mea
sures 2.5 x 0.5 x 1.75 in. Micro
lab/ FXR, 10 Microlab Rd., Liv
ingston, N.J. 07039. [404] 

.17,'
~· _...,,... 

C-w tetrode amplifier cavity 
11055 is for use as a final am
plifier in point-to-point, military 
communications equipment. Rated 
at 1-kw power output, it is tuned 
manually and operates with a 6-
Mhz bandwidth over a 200- to 
400-Mhz range. Power input is 
50 w, and input and "output im
pedance, 50 ohms. Microwave 
Cavity Laboratories Inc., 10 N. 
Beach Ave., LaGrange, Ill. [408] 

Tunable magnetron reaches X band 

as larger ones, higher-frequency 
tubes tend to wear out more 
quickly. Together, these factors had 
stopped the commercial tube cold 
at about 7 Ghz. Tubes at higher 
frequencies were too hard to build 
and too small to operate depend
ably. 

Theta-mode design permits voltage-tunable source 

to operate at 9 Ghz for radar, communications 

To build a voltage-tuned magneh·on 
for higher-than-usual frequencies, 
engineers generally try scaling 
down the size of the standard de
vice. A 6-gigahertz tube is often a 
half-size copy of a 3-Ghz device, 
since tube dimensions get smaller 
as frequency rises and thus the cor-

Electronics I January 22, 1968 

responding wavelength shortens. 
Unfortunately, scaling does not 

work when frequencies get above 
7 Ghz. At X-band (8-12.4 Ghz) h1bc 
parts become very small and toler
ances very tight, causing produc
tion problems. Also, since small 
parts cannot dissipate heat as well 

The Bomac division of Varian 
Associates has developed two new 
voltage-tuned magnetrons that os
cillate at about 9 Ghz, higher than 
ever achieved in commercial tubes 
of this kind. To develop the devices, 
Bomac engineers rethought the 
standard approaches to magnetron 
design and solved two tough prob
lems. 

149 
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resolver /synchro 

to digital conversion 

... . 01° accuracy 
... 2000° /sec. tracking 

North Atlantic now brings you a new generation of solid·state analog·to·digital 

converters for resolver and synchro data. They offer major advances in high·speed 

precision tracking as required in modern antenna readout, ground support, simu

lation, and measurement systems. 

For example, the Model 545 provides conversion of both resolver and synchro 

data at rates to 2000° /second, and accommodates ll .8v to 90v 400Hz line-line 

signals. For multiplexed applications, acquisition time is less than 50ms. Digital 

output data is visually displayed and simultaneously available on rear connectors. 

All modes are programmable as well as manually controlled. Optional features 

include .001 • resolution with 10 arc second accuracy, data frequencies from 

60Hz to 4.8KHz, data freeze command for digital readout at a critical instant, and 

programmed mode where difference angle computation is required. 

Your North Atlantic representative (see EEM) has complete specifications and 

150 

application information. He'll be glad to show you how these con

verters can answer critical interface problems in your system. 

NORTH ATLANTIC industries, inc. 
TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803 • 516-681-8600 
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. . . higher frequencies 

had to be suppressed .. 

Bomac' s magnetron group used a 
theta-mode design to overcome the 
problems. In theta-mode operation, 
never before used successfully in a 
commercial unit, the h1be operates 
at twice its cavity's ordinary reson
ant frequency. Thus, theta mode al
lowed the engineers to use a tube 
structure twice as large as that 
needed for operation at a resonant 
frequency of 9 Ghz . 

Most of the production problems 
of a 9 Ghz tube became equivalent 
to those encountered in tubes for 
4.5 Ghz, and most of these prob
lems had already been solved. 

Hitches. But it wasn't all that 
easy. Bomac's engineers first had 
to make sure that the tube oscil
lated at 9 Ghz, not 4.5, and sec
ondly, that it didn't run at even 
higher frequencies. 

The first problem was solved, and 
theta-mode operation assured by 
shorting the top and bottom of the 
cavity. In an ordinary voltage-tuned 
magnetron, the top and bottom of 
the d1:mghnut-shaped cavity are al
ways at the same potential with 
respect to one another. In the theta 
mode, the voltage situation is more 
complex; the cavity has two regions 
of maximum voltage (one positive 
and one negative) spaced at 90° 
and 270° around the doughnut, and 
two regions of equal potential at 
zero and 180°. Power is coupled 
out of the cavity at either of the 
voltage peaks through a coaxial 
connector. 

Bomac engineers made the nec
essary short circuit through one of 
the fingers of the interdigital slow 
wave structure forming the core of 
the cavity. So far so good-but the 
short also allowed higher frequency 
modes, and one around 12 Ghz 
was particularly troublesome. After 
some experimentation, Bomac en
gineer W. A. Frutiger found that a 
resistive load on the opposite side 
of the cavity from the shortened 
finger damped out the unwanted 
oscillations. Details of Frutiger's 
Rx are under wraps, since there's 
a patent pending on the idea. 

End products. Two tubes use the 
theta-mode approach, the BLM-
1390 (8.5 to 9 Ghz) and BLM-1395 
(9 to 9.5 Ghz). Both deliver at least 
one watt over their frequency 
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Looking for 
hard-to-describe components 
that are even harder to find? 
Look no more. 
Let the· Northern Plains 
Industrial Catalog 
do the looking for you. 
Technically, the Northern Plains Industrial Catalog is a "computerized 
compilation of all the industrial fabricators in Iowa, Karisas, Minnesota, 
Nebraska, South Dakota, and western Wisconsin." As far as you're 
concerned, though, it's s imply a "finding service" that can help you 
locate all of the components, assemblies and sub-assemblies you 
can think of. (Or can 't t hi nk of, as the case may be.) It'll tell you 
exactly where to buy qu ickly, wisely, and profitably. And, it' ll tell you 
absolutely free. So, if you need help in finding components, fill in and 
mail the coupon below. We'll rush you comp lete data on just what you're 
looking for. (And, if you send a sketch of the part, or specifications, 
we'll even compile a special list of sources for you.) 

........................................................ • ............. . 
: INDUSTRIAL CATALOG 
• Area Development Dept. f'l E-1-68 : 

: Northern Natural Gas Co., Omaha, Nebr. 68101 

: Dear Sirs: Please send Sou rces of Supply in- ; Northern 
: . formation on: Natural Gas 
: D Drawin g's enclosed. Company 

NAME---- --------TITLE-----------
COMPANY. ______ ________ ________ _ 

: ADDRESS'-----------------------
: CITY ________ STATE _ ___ _ ZIP ________ _ 

. . . . . . 
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control! alarm tor temperature, pressure, speed, flow 

Here's how to cut the time it 
takes to solve your control / alarm 
problem. Hook up sensor, load 
and power source to a MAG
SENSESJ control / alarm module 
and adjust the setpoint. That's it. 
No time wasted designing and de
bugging a circuit. And while 
you're saving time you'll be sav
ing money, getting proven-in
service reliability. 

Capabilities? All MAGSENSE 
modules offer I 00-billion power 
gain, accept inputs as low as 10 
microvolts or I microamp directly 
without prcamplification. Com
pletely isolated inputs are unaf
fected by common mode voltages 
as high as 11 Ovac, 60Hz, or over
loads as large as I 000-times full 
scale input. Typical accuracy is 
± 0.5 % full scale. And they all 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 

4455 Eastgate Mall, La Jolla, Cal if. 
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operate from a single DC power 
source (either 28v or 12v). 

Options? The list includes re
mote and dual setpoints, adjusta
ble hysteresis, choice of output 
action, transducer excitation volt
age, and cold junction and copper 
compensation on thermocouple 
models. There's a MAGSENSE 
model for your application. 

Price? Get MAGSENSE con
trol / alarm modules for as little 
as $35 in quantity. Compare that 
with the cost of developing and 
building your own circuit. 

More information? Write or 
call , or circle the reader service 
number and we'll send you com
plete specifications and prices. 

MAGSENSE Sales, Dept. 229 
Analog-Digital Systems Division 
Control Data Corporation 
4455 Eastgate Mall 
La Jolla , Ca lif. 92037 
Phone 714/ 453-2500 

ranges, but this is a conservative 
specification. Some tubes should 
deliver two to three watts with ease, 
with a typical tube delivering at 
least 1.5 watts. A graph of output 
power versus frequency is a flat 
line within -+-0.5 to 0.7 decibels. 

Anode voltage, which is varied to 
change output frequency, is low for 
a vpltage-tuned magneh·on. The 
BLM-1390 sweeps over its full 500-
Mhz bandwidth with a change from 
900 to 950 volts-a total swing of 
only 50 volts. By conh·ast, many 
units require anode voltages of 2 
kilovolts or more and broader volt
age swings. Even on the higher fre
quency BLM-1395, anode voltage 
reaches a maximum of only 11-v. 

Dale L. Peterson, Bomac's prod
uct manager for magneh·ons, says 
that, besides the market in new de
fense communications and radar 
systems, there is a reh·ofit mar
ket, replacing chains of backward
wavc oscillators and traveling-wave 
tubes. Not only will the new tubes 
be smaller and cheaper but, since 
they require only a few different 
supply voltages, power supplies 
could be simplified and therefore 
less costly, says Peterson. 
Varian Associates, Bomac Division, 
Beverly, Mass. 01915 [409] 

New microwave 

Thinking thin 
to the end 

Terminations for waveguides 

and couplers are same size 

as short-circuit plate 

The end of a microwave circuit is 
sometimes just the beginning. A 
waveguide termination, to prevent 
signal reflections while it provides 
impedance matches, must be added. 
Unfortunately, standard termina
tions are 5 to 6 centimeters long
too long for some applications. 

Japan's Hitachi Electronics Co., 
however, has developed termina
tions that are a tenth the size. Un
like standard pieces, which can be 
used across a broad frequency 
band, the new terminations are 
limited to narrow-band applica-
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Savings across the board 
just took a neW' turn 
DAYSTROM Commercial Squaretrim® potentiometers now include single-turn types. New models 504 
and 505 are fully adjustable with just one turn. Models 501 and 502 are 15-turn types. They all clear up to 
80% more PC board space-at no extra cost. But the trim .02 cubic inch size is only one reason why 
these commercial 500 Series pots are proving so popular. They also feature Weston's exclusive 
wire-in-the-groove design, and all these performance extras: 

Convenience 5 different configurations with adjusting screw on top, side or end• Tolerance ±5% • 
Adjustability 15 turns or single turn •Slip Clutch eliminates wiper damage, cuts production delays• 
Su regard™ Terminations for better protection against vibration, shock and humidity-no pressure taps• 
Superior Resolution 0.125% or less• Wide Range 10.n. to 20K (higher values on request)• High Power 
0.6 watt in still air at 70°C •Wide Temperature Range - 55°C to 150°C •Low Temperature Coefficient 
70 ppm max.• Low Noise 100.n. max. ENR •Small Size 116" x 116" x 7'16" •Low Cost $2.10 each for 
501 /502 in 500 lot quantity, $1.95 each for 504/ 505 in 500 lot quantity. 

Daystrom potentiometers are another product of: 

Weston Components Division, Weston-Archbald, Archbald, Pennsylvania 18403, a Schlumberger company 

WESTON® prime source for precision ... since 1888 
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Magneline® digital indicators are used to display random information, 
They have high readability and extremely long life. Sharp black and white 
digits are positioned electromagnetically. The number drum rotates on 
a polished shaft in a jewel bearing. Coil assemblies are encapsulated 
in heat and shock resistant epoxy. Test units have been run through 
35 million cycles without failure or measurable wear. Applications range 
from aircraft and spacecraft instrumentation to control systems for 
heavy industry. 

WRITE FOR OUR TECHNICAL BROCHURE 

PATWIN ELECTRONICS 
Manufactured under one or more of the following 
U.S. Patents: 2,943,313, 3.009,140, 3,118,138. 
3,201.785, 3,260,871. Other patents pending, 

A DIVISION OF PATWIN, INC. WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT• 06720 
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Little brothers. Standard termination 
(left) towers over flange (center) 
and insert models of thin terminations. 

tions, and applications in which 
the designer is content with voltage 
standing-wave ratios of about 1.2. 

Hitachi borrowed the bonding 
approach used for tapered termina
tions that absorb magnetic instead 
of electrical energy. Unlike these 
terminations, in which the absorb
ing material is usually bonded to the 
inner surfaces of the waveguide's 
two tapered walls, the new units 
have absorbing material baked onto 
a short-circuit plate. The company 
uses a mixture of ferromagnetic ma
terial and adhesive epoxy as the 
absorbent. 

Three to watch. How well reflec
tions are prevented depends on the 
composition of the material, the 
thickness of the termination, and 
the manufacturing process. Two 
things happen when a wave strikes 
the thin termination. Some mag
netic energy is absorbed in the ma
terial and the wave is reflected from 
both the front and back surfaces. 
Thus it is essential that absorption 
be high and the reflections cancel 
each other. 

Sensitive. Hitachi designed the 
terminations to operate between 
temperahlres of -10° to +50°C. 
At higher temperatures, the vswr 
increases rapidly. The same holds 
true for power. Designed for low
power applications, inputs greater 
than 2 watts cause high vswr's. 

External magnetic fields, the 
company says, don't affect perform
ance. 

Hitachi is offering two models, 
the flange-type Xll07 and the in
sert-type Xll08. Either is available 
for any operating frequency, f0 , be
tween 2.6 and 18 gigahertz. 

Hitachi Electric Co., Tokyo [410] 
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New Subassemblies Review 

A natural binary system uses a 
photoelectric absolute-position, di
rect-reading, single turn encoder 
with a lamp life in excess of S0,-
000 hours. It has a capability of 
13 bits per turn, outputs com
patible with most DTL and TTL 
IC logic and requires only 2 sup
ply voltages including the lamp 
voltage. Baldwin Electronics Inc., 
1101 McAlmont St., Little Rock, 
Ark. 72203. [381] 

Lu mped constant, passive delay 
line model PC24 is used for en
coding and decoding. It features 
a maximum rise time of 0.1 µsec 
with a de lay of 24.6S µsec. The 
unit is tapped at every l.4S µsec 
and all taps and finish have a de
lay tolerance of ±a.as µsec. It 
is supplied in SO ohms with 18 db 
maximum attenuation. Allen Avi
onics Inc., 2SS E. 2nd St., Mine
ola, N.Y. llSOl. [385] 

New subassemblies 

DCJ 
-

Programable supply 6130A can 
swing its full range from +so v 
to -so v (or vice versa) in less 
than 100 µsec, and it can do this 
while supplying max. rated out
put current of 1 amp. Its high 
programing speed allows a signifi 
cant increase in the speed of 
automatic tests performed under 
computer control. Hewlett-Pack
ard Co., 100 Locust Ave., Berkeley 
Heights, N.J. 07922. [382] 

• 

Versa Store II core memory sys
tem operates synchronously at 1.7 
µsec with 7SO nsec access time. 
Its design fits 50% more core 
memory in the same 51/4 in . rack
mounted package. It is available in 
increments to 4,096 words of 36 
bits, and can also be provided as 
an 8,000 word memory of up to 
18 bits. Varian Data Machines, 
1590 Monrovia Ave., Newport 
Beach, Calif. 92660. [386] 

Sample hold module FSlOl con
sists of a fast solid state switch, 
holding capacitor, and noninvert
ing buffer. Specifications include: 
±10 v input, ±10 v output, output 
impedance less than 0.1 ohm, 
acquisition time 4 µsec for 0.1 % 
accuracy and 20 v change. Sample 
command is + 4 to +8 v; hold 
level, 0 to 0.5 v. Intronics Inc., 
57 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 
02158. [383] 

Photoelectric punched tape read
er/spooler RRS-302F features a 
300-character/sec reader with a 
40-ips integral spooler that has 
51/4-in.-diameter reels. It occupies 
7 in. of rack space. Included is 
electronic noise suppression to a 
level that virtually eliminates in
terference with sensitive IC com
puters. Remex Electronics, 5250 
W. El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, 
Calif. 90250. [387] 

The DIL family of glass epoxy IC 
logic cards are 5-Mhz units that 
measure 4.5 x 3.5 in. and incor
porate a standard edge connector 
with 44 rhodium-plated tabs. A 
quality test point block accepts 
16 standard 0.080-in. probes. 
Circuits operate from O to + 75°C 
with +s-v power supply. Elec
tronic Modules Corp., 1941 Green
spring Drive, Timonium, Md. 
21093. [384] 

Power amplifier 3008 ha~ an out
put capability up to 40 v peak-to
peak into 50 ohms, a passband of 
1 to 40 Mhz, with a gain of 
20 db. It is designed for use in 
the h-f spectrum and can extend 
output capabilities of sweep gen
erators, or can be utilized with 
any application where low distor
tion is required. C-Cor Electronics 
Inc., 5960 Decibel Rd., State Col
lege, Pa. 16801. [388] 

Sidestepping the System 360 goals 

"With a single new system, IBM has 
made every one of its commercial 
computers obsolete." [Electronics, 
April 20, 1964, p. 101]. That was 
true at the time and is still true to 
some extent. But many of the de
sign goals have since been played 
down. 

IBM model 25 computer eliminates read-only memory, 

resurrects features of 1401 and other 'oldies' 

With the announcement this month 
of the System 360 model 25 com
puter, International Business Ma
chines Corp. took another step 
away from the design criteria out
lined for the 360 line at its debut in 
1964. 

The new model, 15th in the 

156 

series, is aimed at those users of 
IBM's old 1'401 computer who have 
not yet found other System 360 
models-specilically models 20 and 
30-economical for their applica
tions. 

The original announcement of the 
System 360 was full of promise: 

All machines in the line were sup
posed to use the same programs. 
From the beginning, IBM qualified 
this promise of universal compati
bility by promising it only among 
machines with comparable memory 
capacities and input-output con
figurations. The effect has been in
compatibility among many models. 
Meanwhile, six models of the 360 
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High Q inductors series ILM are 
temperature stable and designed 
for use in frequency applications 
below 1 khz. A range of 2 to 300 
henries is covered with high induc
tive stability and minimum Q of 
8 at 60 hz. Size is 11/ s x His x 
7/s in. Prices range from $15.75 
to $19.50, varying with induct
ance values. Arnold Magnetics 
Corp., 6050 W. Jefferson Blvd., 
Los Angeles 90016. [389] 

Model DAC TTL is a single card, 
general purpose digital-to-analog 
converter. It accepts a binary code 
of up to 12 bits, stores it in an 
internal register upon command of 
an external strobe, converts and 
holds this number as an output 
voltage until the next strobe com
mand. Price is $350 to $485. 
Pastoriza Electronics Inc., 385 
Elliot St., Newton Upper Falls, 
Mass. 02164. [393] 

• 

High-power supplies in the RA 
series will find application both 
in the laboratory and in systems 
where small size, regulation of 
0.01 %, and low ripple are major 
considerations. Models are pro
vided with outputs from 0 to 20 v 
d-c at 15 amps to 0 to 60 v d-c 
at 20 amps. Panel heights are 
311z, 51/• and 7 in. Mid-Eastern 
Industries Inc., 48 Brown Ave., 
Springfield, N .J. 07081. [390] 

• 
D-c transducer amplifier H3100G 
has a high input impedance of 
101!) ohms and an input current 
less than 50 pa. Common mode 
rejection for line frequency and 
noise pickup is 100 db at a gain 
of 1,000. Bandwidth is 1 Mhz at 
a gain of l, and output is ±10 v 
at ±2 ma. The unit measures 2 x 
2 x 0.6 in. Union Carbide Elec
tronics, 365 Middlefield Rd., 
Mtn. View, Calif. 94040. [394] 

Tape reader model 18 eliminates 
complex circuitry and timing. It 
uses starwheels to sense the holes 
in perforated paper tape. Output 
is presented in the form of con
tact closures. The unit reads tape 
unidirectionally at a rate of 30 
characters per sec. An electro
magnet is used to advance the 
tape. Price is $180. Idea Asso
ciates Inc., 290 Huyler St., South 
Hackensack, N.J. 07606. [391] 

-

Model RDL-100 is for use as a r-f 
dummy load or as a rhombic 
and sloping-antenna resistive ter
mination. It has a frequency range 
from d-c to 30 Mhz and will 
dissipate approximately 150 w at 
an ambient temperature of ap
proximately 25°C. Basic imped
ance is 600 ohms balanced. The 
unit measures 8 x 10 x 6 in. 
Barker & Williamson Inc., Bristol, 
Pa. [395] 

line have been discontinued, and 
other new models have been in
troduced that cumulatively depart 
even further from the 360 ideal. In 
addition, the software specifications 
of the line had to be changed be
cause of serious problems [Elec
tronics, July 11, 1966, p. 129; Aug. 
22, 1966, p. 149]. 

learned to operate one of the 
models he did not have to be re
trained for another. This common 
design has been largely abandoned 
in the model 25. Only the general 
appearance of the console and a 
few conh·ols that are considered 
most useful to the operator have 
been retained. The others are re
commended for use only by IBM's 
servicemen, although they are not 
locked against customer use. 

YAG laser K-Y2 has a c-w output 
of 12 w at 1.06 microns. It 
uses a 3-mm by 50-mm neodym
ium-doped YAG rod. The laser 
head measures 4 x 4 x 12 in. 
and weighs 14 lbs. The power 
supply is contained in a 10 x 10 
x 20 in. cabinet. Input power is 
117 v, 60 hz, 2,500 w, exclusive 
of coder. Korad Corp., 2520 
Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, 
Calif. 90406. [392] 

Differential data amplifier type 
122 is designed to amplify low
level signals for tape recorders, 
oscillographs, and data systems. 
It has continuously variable gains 
of l to 2,500, a bandwidth of 
±1 % to 10 khz, and is down less 
than 3 db at 100 khz over the 
entire gain range. Price is $525. 
Neff Instrument Corp., 1088 E. 
Hamilton Rd., Duarte, Calif. 
91010. [396] 

Where are they? With the model 
25, still more of the features that at 
one time were considered basic to 
the System 360 line have been 
modified or have disappeared en
tirely. On all the other models of 
the 360, the operator's consoles 
were kept as nearly alike as pos
sible, so that after a person had 

Many functions that the operator 
obtains through console controls on 
other models are performed through 
the typewriter attached to the 
model 25. In some respects this is 
easier, but it represents a departure 

Scratch pad. Monolithic integrated 
circuits are used for local storage. 
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NEii smallest axial shielded inductor available 
the "NANO-RED" 

0.250 =:0.010 

~ T ..... 1.3 TYP. min. -...i 
Range: 0.1 Oµh to 1,0DOµh in 49 stock values 
Size: 1/io dia. by 1A lg. 

0 .100 :!:0.010 

ACTUAL SIZE Inductance Tolerance: ±10% 

This new "NANO-RED" offers the highest inductance to size ratio available in an axial 
shielded inductor. Exceptional "Q" and self-resonance characteristics. Max. coupling 
2% units side by side. Non-flammable envelope. Designed to MIL-C-15305C. Operating 
temperature -55°C to 125°C. 

Other Lenox-Fugle Subminiature Shielded Inductors: 

~CRO·RED The "Micro-Red" is a shielded inductor that offers the largest 
' inductance range in its size: O.lOµh to 10,000µh. "Q" to "L" 

o ..,,,_00, ~ ""'· m; • . --j ratio unsurpassed, with excellent distributed capacity. ln-
o.m ductance tolerance ± 10%". Designed to MIL-C-15305C. Stocked 

in 61 predesigned values. 

T 
MINI-RED The "Mini-Red" offers the highest "Q" to "L" ratio available 

i---i-.- J.J TYP. min. -I over inductance range O.lOµh to 100,000µh in its size. Induct
ance tolerance ±10% measured per MIL-C-15305C. Stocked 
in 73 predesigned values. •l(LL TO ICU OIMfNSIOfll 

#2•1122 to., .... ,,.020·· DURA-RED The "Dura-Red" is designed to MS-90537 with inductance range 
t - t==L O.lOµh to 100,000µh with tolerance ± 10%. Stocked in 73 

t t-•·•11•" ""'""-! predesigned values. 
0.157" :::.010" 

Data Sheets: write or phone 

LENOX-FUGLE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
475 Watchung Avenue, Watchung, N. J. 07060 

Telephone: Code 201, 756-1164-1165 
1 
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Simplify Circuitry, with-

-~!y~ms~.!ITARY SY/ITCHES 
Proven Reliability! 
Available in a diversity of 
switching modes, RSC high 
precision, quality built 
units are designed for ap
plications requiring long
life, maintenance-free 
service. Types include 
shorting and non
shorting, single and 
multi-deck, up to 18 
pole positions. Re· 
quest literature. 

Features 
• 10 to 100 Ampere 

Current-carrying Capacity 
• 20° to 90° Detents 
• 2000 to 24000 Volts 

Flash over 
• Heavily Silver-plated 

Contacts : 
• Corrosion Resistant 

constructi~n -~- ~~oorn ~wn~W ~ru~~ru~~IJ~O~ 
Founded 1933 ~ MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY 07746 

Telephone: (201) 462-6100 
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... programs can run 

in 360 or 1401 mode ... 

from uniform design in the 360 line. 
This method of operation is similar 
to that used in the 1410, which was 
a 1401 "growth" machine, and in 
certain other old IBM computers. 

In the model 25, surprisingly, the 
read-only memory is eliminated. 
The control functions performed by 
the read-only memory in other 
models are done by a portion of the 
main memory that can be loaded 
with dilferent microroutines in the 
same way as regular user programs. 
These microroutines are available 
for bit-by-bit and word-by-word 
modification by the programer, just 
like any other program. In this 
respect also, model 25 is similar to 
pre-360 machines. 

Option. The elimination of the 
read-only memory has one advant
age: it permits the model 25 to run 
programs in either 360 mode or 
1401 mode, and the changeover in
volves only reading in a new deck 
of cards containing the appropriate 
control routines. Other models, not
ably the model 30, can be made to 
emulate the 1401, but the read-only 
memory must be physically re
moved and replaced to change the 
mode, a job that takes the service
man about a half-hour. 

Control units for the card reader, 
card punch and printer, which are 
in separate cabinets in other 360 
models, have been incorporated 
into the central processor in the 
model 25, in much the same way as 
they were in the 1401. The change 
saves floor space, but also inhibits 
the flexibility of these devices. The 
1401 also had internal control units 
and transferred data directly be
tween the devices and fixed loca
tions in its memory, with no in
tervening buff er. 

Like other models of the 360, 
the new machine has a local stor
age unit, or scratch pad, that stores 
data temporarily during a computa
tion, but unlike other models , the 
scratch pad in the model 25 is made 
of monolithic integrated circuits. 
The model 25 is the first announced 
use of these circuits by IBM in a 
commercially available computer. 
IBM now says that monolithic cir
cuits are used in the scratch pad of 
the model 44, but this was not 
announced when the model was in-
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"We're in South Dakota 
••• because it's a progressive state 
with a progressive attitude toward 
industry. Marvelous recreation fac
ilities and good living environment 
help us attract and hold productive 
workers." 
Mark Bolluyt, Division Manager 
DALE ELECTRONICS, INC. Yankton, South Dakota 

Dale Electronics has been in Yankton 
only l 0 years, but it has been a decade 
of growth and advancement. Currently 
under construction is a 55,000-square
foot building which will consolidate the 
firm's five plants employing 400 people. 

reach new goals of excellence and pro
duction. Dale's business grew 40 per
cent last year! Let us show you why 
we say: "You'll make it BETTER for 
LESS in SOUTH DAKOTA." 

Dale components have been in every ~ For the complete story on oppor-
space probe made by NASA and its tunities for your industry in 
products are used in the nation's most South Dokota, contact: 
sophisticated missiles. Robert H. Martin, Director 
Dale is only one firm which has found SOUTH DAKOTA I. D. E. A. 
a future in SOUTH DAKOTA, industry's Dept . 7 
newest frontier. Eager, alert, trainable Pierre, South Dakota 57501 
personnel are helping manufacturers Phone 224-5911 Ext. 307 (AC 605) 

I 
I 
I 

, ____________________ _ J 
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PRf C IS I 0 N 1000.000 KHz 

\ 
osc 18-3 

CRYSTAL OSClllATOR 
STABILITY* 

Long term: Aging rate 3x10" 9 /day 

Short term: ±5 x io·10 
* Complete specifications for 
this oscillator available in 
brochure. Other stabilities and 
frequencies available to pub· 
lished specifications. 

D Excellent solid state oscillator design utilizes 
proportional control oven. 

D Oven temperature matched· to crystal turn 
provides exceptional stability for precise require
ments. 
D Oven ambient compensation techniques pro
duce top performance over a wide temperature 
range. 
D Each oscillator is preaged prior to shipment 
and guaranteed to specification. 

•o.•• C)'V'~r'lA.I (~ INC. • • e e 706 FORREST STREET 
e CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22901 

FREQUENCY COMPONENTS DIVISION 
WALTER KIDDE & COMPANY, INC. 

OVENAIRE, INC. 
Charlottesville, Va. 

CROVEN, LTD. 
Whitby, Ontario, Canada 
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FIL TAIRE, INC. 
Charlottesville. Va. 

traduced in 1965. 
The model 25 will be available 

with a main memory in any one of 
four sizes from 16,000 to 48,000 
eight-bit bytes; the memory's cycle 
time is 900 nanoseconds. The mono
lithic scratch pad's cycle time is 180 
nanoseconds. Many different kinds 
of peripheral equipment are avail
able, including punched-card, mag
netic tape and disk units, visual dis
play stations, audio response units 
and process control devices. 

Typical prices are $5,330 rental 
per month, or $275,000 for pur
chase. The first shipments are ex
pected during the first quarter of 
1969. 

IBM Corp., 112 East Post Rd. , White 
Plains, N.Y. 10601 [397] 

New subassemblies 

Golfers, burglars, 
how's your style? 

Video tape recorder 

has automatic repeat, 

remoting capabilities 

Weekend golfers and Tuesday night 
bowlers may soon be sh1dying their 
form on instant-replay television. 
The Matsushita Electric Industrial 
Co. has introduced a portable video 
tape recorder, the NV-1050, which 
it calls the first medium-priced re
corder with remote conh·ol plus au
tomatic, repetitive playback and re
cord capabilities. One planned ap
plication is for coin-operated video 
tape systems. 

The basic recorder is similar to 
Matsushita's NV-1800, which the 
company exports to the U.S. with 
the Panasonic label. One difference 
is that all pushbuttons on the newer 
model are solenoid-powered, so less 
pressure is needed to depress them. 

Untied teacher. A remote control 
adapter is cable-connected to the 
recorder. The operator uses it to 
tell the recorder to record, play
back, rewind, advance or stop. 

Portable recorders are commonly 
used for academic and industrial 
instruction. The remote control 
adapter on this device, however, 
allows the teacher to move freely 
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Old drawings are restored best 
on Kodak's Estar base films 

That faded, soiled original above 
looked sad and questionable until it was 
reproduced on KODAGRAPH ESTAR Base 
F ilm. Notice how the faintest detail 
came back sharp and clear ; how creases 
and stains disappeared; how the whole 
drawing is restored to good as new! 

Challenge your Kodak Sales Repre-

sentative. Ask him (or a blueprinter 
handling ESTAR Base Films) to show 
you how you can get beautiful second 
originals from your own tired drawings 
without costly redrafting. 

Write Eastman Kodak Company, 
Business Systems Markets Division, 
Rochester, New York 14650. 

DRAWING REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS BY KODAK 
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Can a 100 KHz crystal get lost 
the field of frequencies? 

• 1n 

Not if you look at Reeves-Hoffman! We are artists in ultra-precision 
crystals ... but we're also experts and efficient at meeting less
demanding requirements. For example, the 100 KHz crystal shown 
above, and specified below, can be supplied in production quantities for 
less than $2.50 each. How much less? Let us quote. '· 
Frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 KHz 
Ri, ohms . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1,800 
Lt, henries . .... .. . ..• ... . .. 67 ~REEVES-~ C1, picofarads ...... . ••. . .. . 0.037 

ltl1Z1ZlZlml HOFFMAN A Co, picofarads ......... . .... 5.78 

Y DIVISION OF DCA . Q ............. . .... .... ... 24,000 
5° X crystal for filter or oscillator applica· 
tions, fundamental extensional mode. ~00 WEST NORTH STREET, CARLISLE, PENNSYLVANIA 17013 
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cm -" 
Every Engineer or Draftsman 

should have the NEW 1968 BY-BUK 
CROSS REFERENCE GUIDE P-45 
(supersedes By-Suk Catalog No. P·42) 

YOLIKllAID\' 
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• • P11Nno i:ntcun GllAFTllG 
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to better printed circuit 
drafting. 

9 
t 
& 
~ 

This FREE 24 page booklet 
contains color-coded standard 
MIL-SPEC SIZES and design 
standards ... plus a newly 
added numerical index for 
easy reference to over 2000 
pre-cut tapes, pads, shapes, 
transistor tri-pads, spaced IC 

terminal pad sets and other drafting aids for 
faster, more accurate, distortion-free printed 
circuit master drawings. 

Send for your FREE guide todayl 
BY-BUK COMPANY 
4326 West Pico Blvd. • Los Angeles, Calif. 90019 • (213) 937-3511 
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in the classroom without interrupt
ing his instruction routine. And the 
unit can be placed in an adjacent 
area where it does not distract the 
students. 

' i\Tith the repeating adapter at
tached, the NV-1050 will play or 
record over and over again. Mat
sushita thinks repetitive replay will 
appeal to stores, for product dem
onstrations, and to producers of 
industrial and cultural exhibits. Sh1-
dents will be able to watch and 
hear taped lechues at will . 

. Holdup monitor. The adapter also 
permits repetitive recording, so the 

Versatile. Repeating adapter, left, 
and control unit can be carried 
away from the recorder. 

NV-1050 can be used for taping ex
periments in a laboratory, or for 
monitoring a bank to detect intrud
ers. In these applications switching 
devices-not supplied with the unit 
-are needed to shut off the re
corder so that wanted pictures are 
preserved on tape and are not 
erased. 

An aluminum-coated segment of 
the recording tape triggers repeti
tion. When this sensing portion of 
the tape passes the heads, the re
corder automatically rewinds and 
plays or records again. 

The NV-1050 is compatible with 
camera and monitors used with 
other Matsushita portables. It uses 
a full-field scanning system to im1-
prove picture quality and can re
produce still and slow motion pic
tures. 

In Japan, the NV-1050 will sell 
for about $1,000. The U.S. price will 
probably be about $1,500. 

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. , 
Osaka, Japan. [398] 
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Marketing axiom number 1: 

let your fingers 
do the walking. 

Yellow 
Pages 

• 

) 

Chances are you or somebody in your company uses the 
Yellow Pages regularly to buy supplies 

or services you need to do business. A study of just 
manufacturing firms alone proved 9 out of 10 

buyers do. That's why the Yellow Pages is such a good 
place to reach business prospects with your 

own advertising. Sell where you buy. It's good business. 
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Because of new ideas from Sanders .•. 

Flexprint® circuitry eliminates the difficult: dimensions 

Volume, weight and shape. Reduce these problem areas, and you've got more lati
tude to meet restrictions imposed by unusual form factors and limited spaces 
available for interconnections in modern electronic gear. 

Today, with Sanders advanced flexible circuit design and manufacturing 
techniques, FLEXPRINT circuitry provides an almost infinite number of ways 
for component and system producers to achieve these reductions. 

In a new airborne control system, 3 layers of FLEXPRINT Circuitry with 
both rigid and flexible sections incorporate hardboards on which various 
components are mounted during assembly. 

No jumbled wiring interconnections here. By laminating the 3 sections 
together to obtain rigid areas, the number of solder connections is 
greatly reduced ... which speeds final assembly, reduces 
costs and improves reliability. 

Perhaps there is a problem in your electronic package you 'd like 
to eliminate. By starting your design with FLEXPRINT Circuits, 
the tough ones can be cut down to size. Call or write Sanders Associates, Inc., 
FLEXPRINT Division, Grenier Field , Manchester, New Hampshire 03103. 
Phone : (603) 669-4615. 

A unique 3-layer 
combination of 
flexible and rigid 
sections, the fin
ished FLEXPRINT 
assembly i n this 
airborne control 
system reduced 
volume 50%, with 
comparable sav
ings in size and 
weight, installed 
faster and at lower 
cost. Wave solder
ing was made pos
s i b I e by careful 
material selection. 

Creating 
New Directions 

In Electronics 
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New subassemblies 

Yugoslavians sell 
electron microscope 

Device with 25-angstrom 

resolution aimed at 

solid state work 

An electron microscope generally 
has a price tag of more than $20,-
000, and it requires a technician to 
prepare samples and operate the 
instrument. Seeing a market for a 
low-price, easy-to-operate and less 
powerful instrument, Iskra of Yugo
slavia is making an electron mi
croscope designated the LEM-5. 
"We're trying to fill the gap be
tween sophisticated optical systems 
and high-priced electron systems," 
says Joze Hujs, Iskra's representa
tive in America. "The LEM-5 is 
probably the cheapest scope with 
its characteristics." 

With import duty added, the 
price of the LEM-5 is about $12, 
000. Resolution, the smallest dis
tance between two points at which 
the points can be distinguished, is 
25 angstroms. Magnification at the 
screen is adjustable between zero 
and 16,000. An optical system in
creases the system magnification by 
a factor of ten. This optical system 
also allows more than one person 
to observe the image. 

Another feature of the LEM-5 is 
electrical self-cleaning. Dust in the 
chamber of the microscope collects 
around a small aperture just above 
the sample. As the electron beam 
passes through this aperture, elec
trons collide with the dust particles. 
This dispersion of the beam re
duces the sharpness of the in1age. 
Dust is burned off the aperture 
of the LEM-5 by passing current 
through an adjacent platinum wire. 
The cleaning is done during opera
tion with little loss of time. 

Iskra promises delivery in three 
to four months. Price includes in
stallation charges. The Yugoslav
ians are looking for an American 
company to market and service the 
system. 

Iskra Representatives, Inc., 509 Madi
son Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022 [399] 
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Rugged new lightweight. 
Lightweight? 

Right; any rack made with Birtcher 57-Series components is a light
weight. Even that 60-card job in the picture weighs less than 5 pounds
yet it's rugged enough to hold boards securely through the toughest 
kind of service. You can design any number of configurations with 
these basic 57-Series components: 

• Support Rails ( 4 to a set )-17" long, aluminum, easily cut to 
your desired length. Rivet holes (0.062") are pre-drilled in the 
rails on 0.2" centers for fastening the card guides. 
• Miniature Card Guides (Birtcher 35-7 type )-a high-density, 
low-profile guide that needs only 1 /8" of board edge to grip. 
Guides are available for 1/32" and 1/16" boards, in lengths 
from l" to 6", in 1/2" increments. Made of beryllium copper 
for heat sinking and electrical grounding in addition to tight, . . 
sprmgy gnp. 
•Connector-Mounting Rails (2 to the set)-also 17" long, 
aluminum, and easily cut to length; the simplest answer yet 
devised for the connector problem. 

Birtcher 57-Series PCB racks are available in "kit" form, or fully 
assembl~d to your order. Contact your Birtcher distributor, or 

the BIRTCHER 
CORPORATION 

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

7 45 Monterey Pass Road • Monterey Park, California 91754 • (213) 268-8584 
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NEW FROM AUSTRON 

r;:rx ·r~-
• • 

loran-C Tracking Receiver 
Austron's new Model 2000 receives and phase-tracks Loran-C signals 
for time and frequency calibration and control. Key features include: 
• all-chain repetition-rate capability • direct cycle identification • all
electronic servo system • simple, straightforward signal acquisition 
•reliable tracking under extreme atmospheric noise or cross-rate inter
ference conditions. Call or write today for comprehensive data sheet. 

~..A._usTRON INC. 

10214 NORTH INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAY, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78753 TELEPHONE (512) 454-2581 

BEST 
vacuum 
THERMOCOUPLES 

Used by prominent instrument manu
facturers in the U.S. and abroad for 
• true RMS measurement • transfer 
standards • sum and difference multi
pliers • low range UHF applications. 
For example, a matched pair of Best 
thermocouples contributes to the 
outstanding accuracy of the 9500A 

FLUKE 
RMS 

digital 
voltmeter 

If you are designing or manufactur
ing an AC instrument, why not make 
it true RMS? 
Standard and UHF patterns; high output and 
souare law models; matched pairs. See Sec. 
5300, EEM. Catalog on request. For f ree appli 
cation notes, write on company letterhead to 

BEST ELECTRICS DIV. 
HARRY LEVINSON CO. 
1211 E. Denny Way, Seattle, Wash. 98122 
Tel. (206) 323-5100 TWX 910-444-2154 
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Reed Relay 
Pro~lems? 
A special 
AND logic 
relay in 
the new "UF'' 
configuration . 

Can UJe Solve Your Problem? 
Operating Inputs: low as lmA. and 15mW. 
Standard Coil Voltages: 6, 12, 24, 32, 48V in stock 

for immediate delivery. 
Special Voltage or Resistance, multiple windings for 

flip flop, memory and crosspoint selection appli
cations - to customer specifications. 

Relay Contacts in Form A, B, C and latching. Also 
high vacuum type 5000V Form A. 

Write for catalog oncl prices of aur stonclorcl line 
of magnetic reed relays. for special requirements , 

give complete cletoils for quotation . 

Coto-Coil 
COMPANY INC. 

61 Pavilion Ave . 
Providence, R. I. 02905 
Phone: (401) 941-3355 
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... decrease in current 

causes alarm to sound ... 

released from the fire area. 
Because the particles are warmer 

than the ambient air, they rise to 
the ceiling detector and become 
attached to the air ions. This in
creases the weight of the ions, caus
ing them to move more slowly and 
decreasing the net current flow be
tween the plates. The decrease in 
current is sensed, causing the am
plifier or tube to pull in a relay and 
sound the alarm. 

Drawback. Different variations of 
this system have been manufac
tured during the past few years, 
but all have one drawback: a trade
off between sensitivity and stabil
ity. Being threshold devices, they 
are triggered when the current 
drops below a predetermined level. 
And the level is determined by the 
sensor's environment. 

If, for example, it is used in a 
"clean room," the sensor is set to 
go off when a cigarette or a match 
enters its sphere of influence. If it 
is installed in a conference room, 
then its sensitivity must be reduced 
to prevent false triggering. Prob
lems arise because the devices act 
instantaneously. At high-sensitivity 
settings, this often results in false 
triggering. 

Gamewell's third-generation de
tector, the Fire Alert FT-100, uses 
a sampling technique. Instead of 
the current flow triggering the 
alarm, it charges a capacitor. Using 
a unijunction transistor timing cir
cuit, the charge on the capacitor is 
monitored every 18 to 20 seconds. 
If no products of combustion are 
present, the capacitor reaches a 
maximum charge in the 18-second 
interval. If a fire is starting and, 
after 18 seconds , the capacitor has 
not reached its maximum charge, 
this is sensed, h·iggering the alarm. 

The advantage of this system, 
according to the maker, is that 
there is no loss of stability at a 
maximum sensitivity setting. The 
device can be set to h·igger an 
alarm by the presence of a burning 
match, but the match must be burn
ing for a finite time. Unlike other 
ion detectors, the FT-100 doesn't 
require a regulated supply voltage. 
It operates on 21 to 24 volts d-c, 
which is readily available in most 
alarm systems. Being only 2.5 
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New Industrial Electronics Review 

.. 

Adjustable speed scr drives are 
rated from 7112 to 30 h-p. Input 
is 3-phase, 50/60 hz, 230 v 
(71/2 to 15 h-p) or 460 v (71/z-
30 h-pl. A-c input is rectified 
to fu II wave d-c in the solid 
state controller. Base speeds are 
2,500 and 1,750 rpm; speed 
range, 30:1 constant torque. U.S. 
Electrical Motors Div., Emerson 
Electric Co., Box 2058 Terminal 
Annex, Los Angeles 90054. [ 421] 

Compact AccuDrive shaft posi
tioner model DSD-8 is for setting 
and resetting precision control 
components such as potentiom 
eters, synchros, resolvers, phase 
sh ifters, and tuners to 12 ft of 
arc accuracy. Nothing protrudes 
behind the front pane l but the 
shaft and coupling . Un it price in 
small quantities is $195. Acton 
Laboratories Inc., 531 Main St., 
Acton, Mass. 01720. [425] 

Solid state ampl ifier series 214 
can operate up to 28 v and 25 
amps. It can be used with any 
position servo or bidirectional ve
locity servo. When used with a 
series 204 motor, the combination 
produces 1.5 ft lbs of torque. 
Price varies from $295 each in 
quantities of 1 to 10 to $139 
each in 1,000-piece quantity. 
Magnedyne Inc., 5580 El Camino 
Real, Carlsbad, Calif. [ 422] 

A Sodeco counter with 8-digit 
capacity has counting rates up 
to 60 impulses/sec. Its size (1.89 
x 0.95 x 2.84 in.l and plug-in 
connection provide versatility. 
Typical installations include mul
tiple machine function control or 
operation superv1s1on; multi
counter recording functions; and 
totalizing functions of all types. 
Landis & Gyr Inc., 45 W. 45th 
St., N.Y. 10036. [426] 

New industrial electronics 

Sensing the fire before it erupts 

Sampling technique used to charge capacitor 

and trigger alarm in 18 to 20 seconds 

Solid state temperature control
lers for the process industries use 
2 separate circuits, one for con
trol, the other for indication. Vi
brat ion or shock has no effect on 
performance. Scale spans cover 
o to 400, 800, 1,200, 1,600, 
2,000, 2,400 and 3,000'F, to 
work with J, I< and S thermo
couples. Apparatus Controls Div., 
Honeywell Inc., 2727 S. 4th Ave., 
Minneapolis 55408. [423] 

Resistance amplifier 55TR8 meets 
modern process requirements of 
narrow and broad spans for sing le 
point or differential temperature 
applications. It has a voltage out
put of 1-5 v d-c, with a source 
impedance of less than 25 ohms, 
and a current output of 4-20 ma 
into any load from O to 550 
ohms. Motorola Instrumentation 
and Control Inc., P.O. Box 5409, 
Phoenix, Ariz. 85010. [427] 

High-output pressure transducer 
consists of an unbonded strain 
gauge sensor coupled with IC 
electronics. Type 4-393, above, 
requires a regulated 10-v input. 
Type 4-394 accepts unregulated 
input varying from 18 to 36 v. 
Outputs are 0-5 v d-c; pressure 
ranges, 0-10 to 0-10,000 psi. 
Consolidated Electrodynamics 
Corp., 300 Sierra Madre Villa, 
Pasadena, Calif. 91109. [424] 

The Porta-Trol is a portable, 
high-temperature instrument con
trol system for use in furnace 
control between O and 2,500'F. 
It is accurate to within ±1 % In 
that range. Five standard systems 
are for current ranges up to 100 
amps, and range in price from 
$250 to $440. Delivery takes 2 to 
3 weeks. Aremco Products Inc., 
P.O. Box 145, Briarcliff Manor, 
N.Y. 10510. [428] 

sampling basis that reportedly pre
vents false triggering. 

A fire detector is usually nothing 
more than a bimetallic strip and a 
point contact. The heat produced 
by a Harne causes the sh"ip to bend 
and make contact, turning on an 
alarm. More sophisticated are the 
second-generation detectors that 
operate on an ionization principle. 

But they have had a serious draw
back: false triggering is a common 
occurrence because of high sensi
tivity. 

In detectors that employ the ion
ization principle, a radioactive 
source emits alpha particles and 
two metal plates serve as the ion
ization detector. The particles ion
ize the air between the plates, cre
ating positive and negative ions. 
Because there is a d-c potential 
across the plates, the positive ions 
are attracted to one plate and the 
negative to the other, so there is a 
net current How. This is monitored 
by some form of electronic circuit, 
ranging from a differential ampli
fier to a cold-cathode tube. When a 
fire is just starting, particles are 
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A third-generation detector, de
veloped by the Gamewell division 
of the E.W. Bliss Co., uses the ion
ization principle but operates on a 
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"Smiling" 
Sam Price 

just stopped 
smiling. 

"Smiling" Sam Price hoped he'd find a goof 
in Trygon's new Liberator Sub-Rack Power 
Supplies. Once upon a time, he'd found a 
bug in a rack model which made him a hero 
among the Twelve Cranks on Pleasant Ave
nue. Since then, Sam has had to do without 
that thrill. Everything he checks out-checks 
out! As usual, at Trygon. 

Liberator Sub-Racks are a new concept in 
system power instrumentation, with the ver
satility of half-rack and quarter-rack, mod
ules and metered models. Rack adapters let 
you mix and match units to get up to eight 
different outputs in a 19" rack width. 

Just like the full-rack Liberators, the new 
sub-racks provide the ultimate in minimum 
size at lowest possible cost. With 24 models 
in wide slot voltage ranges from 2.5-4.5 voe 
to 22-32 voe and higher. Output current 
levels from 1.4 amps to 25 amps. Plus : .01 % 
regulation/.5mv ripple/3mv P-P noise / .03% 
stability/extremely low output impedance/ 
MIL-spec performance/ adjustable overvolt
age protection. 

And every Trygon Liberator Sub-Rack 
Power Supply comes off the line uncer 
"Smiling" Sam's baleful eye. With his tears 
wiped off, of course . 
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inches high and 5.75 inches in di
ameter, the sensor can be mounted 
in an air-conditioning duct, or in 
other out-of-the-way areas. 

vVhen used as a sensor in a duct, 
special collector plates are em
ployed to take into account the 
turbulent air flow. The plates are 
ribbed to change the flow charac
teristics, preventing false trigger
ing. To further reduce the effects 
of the turbulent flow, air velocity 
shields are attached to the plates. 
Because different ducts have differ
ent characteristics, the plates are 
interchangeable by the removal of 
two screws. The entire unit is 
placed on the duct in a 4-inch box 
and connected through a length of 
%-inch or larger conduit to a sup
porting plate and a connecting box 
on the outside face of the sheet
metal duct. 

E. W. Bliss Co., Gamewell division, 
Natick, Mass. [429] 

New industrial electronics 

Going directly 
to the director 

Numerical control device 

converts displacement 

into logic input 

The sharp eyes and sensitive hands 
of skilled machinists are steadily 
being replaced by programed feed
back control systems, in which 
positioning and tooling operations 
are automatically performed under 
directions from tape readers. 

A rotary square wave generator 
is a key element of these numerical 
control systems. Its signals tell the 
positioning control director pre
cisely where the piece to be ma
chined is located at all times. The 
shaft of the generator is attached 
to the slide on which the piece is 
fastened. Linear motion of the 
slide causes rotary motion of the 
shaft, and this produces the electri
cal signals. These signals are fed 
back to the position controls. 

Trump-Ross Industrial Controls, 
Inc. has added an amplifier stage 
to its rotary pulse generator, called 
the Tm-Rota, and this ne~ device 

Want to design for 

INSTANT STARTING? ..• 

SPLIT· SECOND ACCURACY? 
REVERSIBILITY? ... 

MIXED SPEEDS? ..• 

turn the 
job over to 
SYNCHRON® MOTORS! 
No matter whether you want a motor 
to withstand swiftly changing tempera
tures, meet fast-reversing stresses, turn a 
small part with exact accuracy to 1 Rev. 
per week or 600 Rev. per minute, there's 
a SYNCHRON Motor that can do it! It 
can do a hundred other things as de
manding as these - if you tell us how 
you want it to function. Before you start 
any design that calls for small drive or 
timing motors, think of SYNCHRON 
Motors, and call or write us at Hansen 
Manufacturing Company. We'll be there 
at once to help - with experience. Bet
ter still - don't wait till you face z: 
problem. Write us now - let us tell you 
about SYNCHRON Motors and the ways 
we design them to work for you. 

HANSEN REPRESENTATIVEiS', CAREY & ASSOCI
ATES, Houston and Dallas, Texas, R. S. HOPKINS 
CO., Sherman Oaks, Calif., MELCHIOR & MAC
PHERSON, INC., San Carlos, Calif., THE FROMM 
COMPANY, Elmwood Park, 111 ., H. C. JOHNSON 
AGENCY, INC., Rochester, N.Y., JOHN ORR AS
SOCIATES, Grand Rapids, Mich . , WINSLOW ELEC
TRIC CO., Essex, Conn., Narberth, Pa . , and New 
York, N.Y. EXPORT DEPARTMENT, 64-14 Wood
side Ave., Woodside, U.Y. 
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on't despair because 
ecompanys 

ducational program 
:rit planned for 

your electronics 
support people ... 

Look over your men. Pick out a few to classes. We'll give them the names CREI Programs cover these special-
who are intelligent enough to profit of the more than 80 leading scientists ized areas of advanced electronics: 
from more education in electronics, and engineers who help us develop and 
ambitious enough to work hard to get update programs related directly to • Communications Engineering • Aero-
it. Send us their names and addresses. the needs of industry. nautical and Navigational Engineering • 
We'll send them complete information Television Engineering • Computers • 
about CREI Home Study Programs in Yes, we'll do all that. If you ' re lucky Nuclear Instrumentation and Control • 
Electronics, tell them how these some of your men Founded 

1927~ Automatic Control Engineering • Missile 
programs have helped thousands of may enroll. Why "'R.'J;T'I and Spacecraft Guidance • Radar and 
young men increase their value to not give it a try? (,J .l:tl.J Sonar Engineering • Nuclear Engineer-
their employers. We'll explain how they Fill out the coupon ing Technology • Industrial Electronics 
can study at home, at their own pace, and get it in the Accredited Member 01 the for Automation • Computer Systems 
on their own schedule without traveling mail today. National Home Study Council Technology. -------------------CREI 

THE CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
A Division of McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
Dept. 1804 G, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20010 

Gentlemen: The men listed at right are high school graduates 
working in some phase of electrqnics. Please send them your 
FREE book, "How to Prepare Today for Tomorrow's Jobs" and 
complete information about CREI Home Study Programs. 

And please send me the free brochure which tells how we can 
use CREI Home Study Programs to supplement our educational 
program for electronics personnel. 

Name. ___________ ___ _______ _ 

Title•-----------------------
Company ____________________ ~ 

Address·---------------------
City ________ .state ____ ~ip Code ____ _ 
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Name _____________________ _ 

Address ____________________ _ 

City ________ .state _____ ;p Code ____ _ 

Name _____________________ _ 

Address _____________________ _ 

City ________ .state· ____ _,_ip Code ____ _ 

Name _ ____________________ _ 

Address _ ____________________ _ 

City ________ .state ____ _._ip Code ____ _ 

Name _____________________ _ 

Address _____________________ _ 

City ________ .state ____ _._ip Code ____ _ 

Address ____________________ _ 

City ________ .state ____ _._ip Code ____ _ 

(Not enough room? Attach sheet of paper with additional names and addresses) 
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Specify 
PERMACOR® 
where iron cores 
is our one and 
only business 

Illustrated: flexible 
shielding and threaded 

iron cores 

In this age of specialists, 
PERMACOR stands above all 
others in the production and 
design of powdered iron cores. 
This is our sole business and our 
cord speciali.sts can solve any 
problem. We have a full line of 
stock cores and unexcelled facili
ties for manufacturing any cus
tom cores. 

IRON CORES ... Plain, Hollow, 
Threaded, Insert, Tuning, Cup, 
and Toroidal Iron Cores, Iron Coil 
Forms, Sleeves, Flexible Magnetic 
Shielding, Bobbins and special 
shapes ... our only business and 
we're the world's largest. We 
invite your inquiry. 

PERMACOR® 

170 

A O/.,ls/on of R•dlo Cores, Inc. 

9540 Tulley Ave., Oak Lawn, Ill. 6D454 
Phone: 312422-3353 
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Spinoff. Spinning of shaft produces 
square waves, and these signals help 
control cutting and drilling machines. 

produces direct outputs of suffi
cient amplitude to trigger logic cir
cuits directly. This feature in
creases the versatility of the device 
and reduces the size of control sys
tems. 

The Tm-Rota generator photo
electrically produces two channels 
of square waves in quadrature. The 
amplitudes and periods of these 
waves are equal. "\Vhen the Tm
Rota shaft is connected to a slide, 
a given slide displacement causes 
generation of a characteristic num
ber of square waves. The direction 
of the motion is indicated by which 
channel of square waves is leading. 

Wide range. In the Series 10 and 
11 Tm-Rota generators, which 
have amplifier stages, the amplifier 
supply voltage ranges from 3 to 20 
volts d-c positive for the series 10 
and negative for the series 11. The 
output amplitude is within 0.3 v of 
the supply level. The photocells 
are excited by two lamps whose 
supply range is from 5 to 7v d-c. 

Good position. The accuracy of 
the slide positioning depends on the 
number of square waves generated 
for one tum of the shaft, or pulse 
intervals per revolution. 

Tm-Rota's are available with 
from 10 to 2,000 pulse intervals 
per revolution. The user specifies 
the desired value, and he can mul
tiply this value by hvo or four 
through proper selection of logic 
circuitry. 

The new Tm-Rota weighs three 
and a half ounces and can operate 
from -17°C to +65°C. Special 
housings are available for demand
ing environments. The basic cost is 
$192.50. Delivery time is three 
weeks. 

Trump-Ross Industrial Controls, Inc., 
265 Boston Rd., Billerica, Mass. [430] 

Can you deliver? 
If you can deliver with the best 
and can keep up with the pace 
with one of the fastest growing, 
most creative companies in the 
country then we would like to talk 
to you. Current openings include: 

PROJECT ENGINEER 
{Recording l EE or Physics 
degree plus 5 years' experience. 
Must have knowledge of the 
processes of magnetic recording. 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER 
BSEE plus 2 years' experience with 
previous logic design experience 
preferred. Must be digital oriented. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 
{Senior) Digital oriented with 
knowledge of production 
equipment. BSEE required with 
mechanical experience desired. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 
{Solid State Circuit Design l 
To design solid state digital and 
analog circuits. BSEE with 2-5 
years' experience. 

Please send your resume to: 
Professional Employment Office, 
1180 Shulman Avenue, Rm. 4 
Santa Clara, California 95050. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

rvJ E rvJ CJ Fl E >< 
CORPORATION 
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Hi-G makes quality state-of-the-art relays 
and switches for military and commercial 
applications. All are made under strictly 
controlled material selection, manufactur
ing and testing procedures. This insures re
liable relay performance, operation after operation. 

Included in the Hi-G line of relays is a series 
of half-size crystal can relays that are man
ufactured in accordance with all applicable 
requirements of MIL-R-5757. All K series re
lays are rated at 2 amps and measure 0.4" x 

0.8" x 0.4" with a maximum weight of 0.37 ounces. 

A COMPLETE LINE OF Y2 SIZE CRYSTAL CAN RELAYS 

RELIABLE 
STANDARD 

RADIO 
FREQUENCY 

K relay is a one-half size crystal can relay rated 
at 2 amps. Standard coil resistance available to 
1500fl. Life : 100,000 operations at 125°C and 
rated load. 

KL r.elay is a 2 amp latching one-half size relay 
with a standard coil resistance of moon. Set/ 
reset time is 4.0 ms. Life : 100,000 operations at 
125°C and rated load. 

RFK relay is useful to 1 gHz for one million op
erations at power levels up to 100 watts cold 
switching under MIL-R-5757 environmental con
ditions. Two form " C" RF circuits or 1 form " C" 
RF and 1 form " C" auxiliary circuit available . 

ARK relays offer assured reliability in a one
half crystal can configuration . Outstanding vi
bration and shock resistance. Welded con
struction. All relays are manufactured in a 
clean room environment. 

Call, write, or check the reader service number for more information and a 
quotation. If you want application engineering assistance, an experienced Hl-G 
representative awaits your call . Tel: 203-623-2481 . 

Hi 
Ci SPRING STREET & ROUTE 75 I WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT 06096 

INCORPORATED 
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30-gage wire 
can't have much insulation 

It's got 
to be tough 

That's why 
it's Kynar® 
Kynar has superior cut-through and 
abrasion resistance ... double the 
mechanical strength of other fluoro
plastic insulations. It withstands bending 
... vibration ... resists cleaning solvents 
... operates from -80 ° to 300 °F ... 
feeds, cuts and strips smoothly in hand 
and automatic wiring machines. 

Wire insulated with Kynar is available 
from leading manufacturers. For data, 
write or call Plastics Department, 
Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation, 3 Penn 
Center, Philadelphia, Pa. 19102. 

Kynar ... the f/uarap/astic that's tough! {PENNSALT~ 
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JF
0 mod11trim 

MICROMINIATU RE 
CERAMIC VARIABLE 

CA ~CITORS ••• 

Widest 6. Cs, 
highest stability and smallest size 
Modutrim microminiature ceramic variable capacitors offer 
micromodule and hybrid circuit designers a choice of wide 6 
Cs in extremely small and stable units. 
A unique rotor design utilizing a special proprietary ceramic 
material in a monolithic structure gives excellent stability. Q is 
in excess of 500 measured at 1 MC for those val ues under 
50.0 pf. 

MT 100 Series' design is specifically for channel -mount and 
cordwood applications, as well as many other micromodule 
packages. 

MT 200 Series offers still further miniaturization, as an ideal 
answer to high component density problems and various LC 
networks packaged in T0-5 cans. 

MT 300 Series' 4 terminal lead configuration provides opt i
mum mechanical support and is specifically designed for 
printed, microminiature and module circu its. 

MT 400 Series is designed for cordwood and module appl i
cations. This configuration has 8 terminations for easy con
nection above and below the capacitor substrate. 

Write for catalog MT-67-A. 

c 

JFD .. TODAY"S COMPONENTS BUILT FOR TOMORROW'S CHA LLENGES"" 

JFD ELECTRONICS CO. / COMPONENTS DIVISION 15th Avenue at 62nd Street 
Brooklyn, New York 11219 / Phone 212-331-1000 

Offices and subsid iari es in principal cities, world-wide. 
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Good News 
for Packaging Engineers 

-----c::::.ii>--===-111 LITTLE 
JOOS IW 

=~==-1iiiiiiiii~-~QD~_LITTLE 
200S 2W ~ 

=~~=iilMIWJI=====® LITTLE 
300S 3W QJ.) 

Sage delivers the smallest 1, 2 and 3 watt 
resistors available-Specially designed for 
uniform length fit in .4 inch "Cord wood" 
circuit modules. 

ACTUAL 
S IZE 

Check these outstanding features 

Resisance Range: ( l W) (2W) (3W) 

Regularly wound . . . . . . .05!1 to 13Kn 18KP. 23 Kn 

Non-inductively wound . . .5!1 to 3.0KP. 3 .9KP. 5.3 Kfl 

Tolerance: 5 % to .05 %. 

Standard TC: As close as 10 ppm/°C. 

Construction: All welded, silicone coated for temperature 
endurance beyond 275°C. Solderable or weldable leads. 

SAGE backs up its resistor products with far more 

design and performance data than you customarily 

see from other manufacturers. Make us prove it 

by asking now for your copy of Ca talog R-66. 

SAGE ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Subsidiary of Gulton Ind ustries, Inc. 

BOX 3 9 26 ROCHESTER , N. Y. 1461 0 
Phone: (71 6 ) 586 -801 O 
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Cramued lor suace? 
Use Couch 1/7- size Relays 
Space /weight problem? The new 
Couch 2X 1 /7-size crystal can relay 
gives you tremendous savings in 
space and weight. 0.1" r-:=-4l 
grid - plus many out- ti 
standing specs-a// in mi- · .s· 

crominiature. Thoroughly . J 
field-proven in electronics 
and space applications. mu•tsiz• 

2X(DPDT) 1X (S POT) 
Size 0.2" x 0.4" x 0.5" same 
Contacts o.5 amp@ 30 voe same 
Coil Operating Power 100 mw 150 mw 70 mw 100 mw 
Coil Resistance 60 to 4000 ohms 125 to 4000 ohms 
Temperature -65°C to 125°C same 
Vibration 20 G same 
Shock 75G same 

Broad choice of terminals, coil resistances, 
mounting styles. Write for detailed data sheets. 

RVGGED RDTAl/Y 1/£/AYS IJ!f!o1n1mically Jntl S/J/itJl/y IJ/Jncttl 

COUCH ORDNANCE INC. 
3 Arlington St., North Quincy, Mass. 02171, Area Code 617, 
CYpress 8-4147 • A subsidiary of S. H. COUCH COM PANY, INC. 
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INPUT 

Tricky input. Two high-gain bi polar 
t ransistors, in a near-Darl ington 
configuration, provide 10,000 megohm 
input impedance. Dotted lines go 
to other sect ions of chip. 

and high input impedance of 10,-
000 megohms. These features are 
suitable, Widlar notes, for sample
and-hold circuits and fast-switching 
analog commutation. The new cir
cuit switches in one millisecond, 
as compared with 30 for the 709. 

Unlikely choice. Bipolar transis
tors had been bypassed for op amp 
front ends because, Widlar says, 
with bipolars there are both leak
age and base current problems to 
worry about. "FET's seem the eas
iest solution because there you have 
only leakage problems. But if you're 
looking at offset voltage, too, FET' s 
don't come out too well because 
they don't like to match. Bipolars 
match with no effort at all." Two 
monolithic FE"r's may be from 10 to 
20 millivolts apart, where bipolars 
may be only a half-millivolt. 

How is Widlar able to use bi
polar? "We're using pretty good 
transistors from new processing 
techniques," he says. The methods 
are proprietary, but Widlar says, 
"An awful lot has been done in 
the past few years with the surface 
problems in stabilizing threshold 
voltages in Mos devices. These 
techniques can be applied to the 
fall-off at low current for bipolars." 

The circuit design is unique in 
that it operates the input tran
sistors, Q10 and Q13, at zero base
collector voltage so that leakage 
currents are insignificant at high 
temperatures. Thus, it is possible 
to guarantee a maximum input cur
rent of 10 nanoamps even at 125°C. 
In fact, the exceptional perform-

This little 
lainp 
can save you 
$5,000. 

Hear that, Mr. P.A.! If you purchase 10,000 
I EE subminiature lamps, the savings can be 
a substantial $5,000. That's because I EE has 
broken the miniature lamp price barrier. 
They sell for as little as .29 each, in quantity, 
one half the price of competitive lamps. 

This low, low price still delivers top quality 
IEE subminiature lamps ... each and every 
one-aged and selected . You pay no 
premium for this premium. They meet all 
standard mil specs, and you can count on 
40,000 to over 100,000 hours life depending 
upon the application. Filaments are hand 
placed and stabilized to assure uniform 
brightness. 

Drop us a note, describing your applica
tion and type of lamp. We'll send you a 
sample box of 10 IEE "subminiatures". Do 
it now. 

Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc. 
7720 Lemona Avenue, Van Nuys, California 91405 
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New Semiconductors Review 

Epitax ia l planar transistor switch 
2N5262 is a high-voltage unit 
intended for use as a driver for 
21/2D coincident - current and 
word-organized magnetic-memory 
systems. It will switch 1 amp of 
cu rrent with a turn-on time of 
30 nsec and a turn-off time of 
60 nsec. Price is 98 cents each 
in 1,000 lots. RCA Electronic 
Components and Devices, Harrison, 
N.J . 07029. [436] 

Voltage varia ble capacitors are 
offered with junction capacitance 
ratings as high as 1,000 pf and 
Q values as high as 500 at 50 
Mhz and -4v. Working inverse 
voltage ratings up to 150 v can 
be prov ided . All are abrupt junc
tion diodes whose capacitance 
varies inversely as the square root 
of the app lied voltage. Computer 
Diode Corp., Pollitt Dr. South, 
Fai r Lawn, N.J. 07410. [ 440] 

New semiconductors 

N-channe/ junction FET 2N4416 
covers a wide variety of vhf and 
uhf amplifier appl icat ions. At 100 
Mhz, its noise figure is 1.3 db, 
typical, and 2 db max., with 
power gain of 18 db at the same 
frequency. Output capacitance is 
2 pf (max.) at 1 Mhz and trans
conductance is 4,000 µm hos 
(min .) at 400 Mhz. Motorola 
Semiconductor Products Inc., Box 
13408, Phoenix, Ariz. [437] 

Silicon rectifier power bridges in 
the Minibridge PB series are 
rated for 25 amps d-c a t so• C 
case temperature. They are suited 
for applications where 7 / 16 in. 
stud rectifiers or much larger 
stack assemblies were previously 
used. Surge rat ing is 300 amps. 
Price of the 400 piv Minibridge 
PB40 is $3.85 in lots of 100. 
Electron ic Devices Inc., 21 Gray 
Oaks Ave., Yonkers, N.Y. [441] 

Big Z hits the market 

Micro glass diodes, in 2 doubly 
hermetically sealed packages, 
meet or exceed MIL-S-19500. 
The 2-w diode has a 0.085-in. 
max. body diameter and 0 .155 
in . max. body length. The 500-mw 
unit measures 0.065 x 0.100 in. 
max. Characteristics spanning the 
entire range possible with silicon 
can be supplied. M icroSemicon
ductor Corp., 1125 P/aya Court, 
Culver City, Calif. 90230. [438] 

. , 

l j 
I 

I 
Power integrated Darlington tran
sistors come in T0-5, T0-18 and 
T0-47 packages. The T0-5 CSDM-
1010-1019) can dissipate 1.3 w 
at 25° C; the T0-18 (SDMlll0-
1119) and T0-47 (SDM1210-
1219), 1 w at 25° C. Saturation 
voltage is 1 v at a collector cur
rent of 100 ma and base current 
of 0.2 ma . Solitron Devices Inc ., 
1177 Blue Heron Blvd., Riviera 
Beach, Fla. 33404. [ 442] 

High-voltage switch TRS4014S is 
for use in x-ray units, crt dis
plays, laser networks and electro
static copiers. The unit, a 5-tran
sistor stack, can switch up to 2 
kv at currents up to 100 ma . . 
Typical on-time is 500 nsec; typ
ical off-time, 1 nsec. The module
type package can be turned on 
with a 2-to 5-v pulse. lndustro 
Transistor Corp., 35-10 36th 
Ave., L.I.C., N.Y. 11106. [439] 

Hybrid JC model CDA2 comprises 
2 separate FET switches with 
integral drivers. It is for such 
uses as current summing CD-to-A 
or A-to-D), integrator reset, and 
series-shunt choppers. It offers 
zero offset voltage, low on-resist
ance (25 ohms max.l, and low 
power consumption (typically 5 
mw per switch). Crystalonics, A 
Teledyne Co., 147 Sherman St., 
Cambridge, Mass. 02140. [443] 

Monolithic IC boasts 10,000 megohms input impedance 

and replaces the 709 in voltage-follower applications 

have at zero base-collector voltage. 
Hence, high-temperature leakage, 
for which FET's are noted, is virtu
ally eliminated. Designated the 
LM102, the unit is specified to 
military temperature ranges up to 
125°C, where most commercial 
FET' s leak like a sieve. In the 15 to 
55°C range, FET leakage is almost 
nil, but above 55° it can range 
from 10 to 50 nanoamps. To produce a fully compensated 

monolithic operational amplifier, 
most designers try using either a 
junction or a metal-oxide-semicon
ductor field effect transistor in the 
front end. But Robert J. Widlar, 
who designed the widely copied 
709 op amp, puts National Semi-
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conductor Corp. into the race with 
a circuit that requires no external 
compensation and dispenses with 
hard-to-match FEr's as well. 

For compensation, Widlar uses 
bipolar transistors , which, with the 
aid of proprietary surface process
ing techniques, he has tamed to be-

Especially designed for unity
gain voltage-follower applications, 
where the output signal directly 
follows the input signal, the LM-
102 offers low input current up to 
10 nanoamps maximum, fast slew 
rate of 10 volts per microsecond, 
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New 
Complete 

High Speed 
AtoD 

Converter: 
$750 

An ana log to digital conve rter com
plete on one module and just 5 by 5 by 
Y. inch, including the cont ro l logic , 
digital register, comparator and in
ternal precision reference supply , con
ve rts 100,000 samples per second with 
an accuracy of 0.1 %. 
The A801 converter, part of our A 
Series module line, is designed for in
dustrial and scientific instrumenta
tion applications with DIGIT Al's range 
of smal l computers. It features the re
liability, space savings and speed of 
th e latest TTL integrated circuits 
coupled with the economies of mass 
production and machine assembly. 
Digital is the wor ld 's leading producer 
of logic modules. Our dominance in 
thi s area, and our experience wi th in
terfacing between measuring systems 
and computing systems, resu lted in 
the deve lopment of this converter. 
Other converters, interfacing modules, 
modules for compute r-speed instru
mentation and industrial control mod
ules are all described in our In dustrial 
Control and Logic Handbooks. Write 
for free copies. 

A 801 A to D Converter 
Specifications 
Input: Uni-polar 

Vo ltage Oto + 10v 
Impedance 1000 ohms 

Output Format: Parallel Binary 
Uni-polar 

Digital Output: Logical' 'O" + 0.4v max. 
Logical "1"+2.4v min. 

Resolution : 10 bits 
Accuracy: 0.1 % of full sc::ale 
Conversion rate: 100 kHz max. 

MODULES· COMPUTERS 

Maynard, Mass. Tele: (617) 897-8821 
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ance of the amplilier at high tem
peratures makes it ideal for use 
in temperature-stabilized compo
nent ovens to get extremely low 
input currents and low offset volt
age drift. 

Although a Darlington input 
stage is used, it is modilied by the 
addition of pinch resistors R11 and 
R13. These establish the operating 
current of the input transistors at 
a level substantially above the base 
current of Q11 and Q13, giving bet
ter gain and lower drift than a 
conventional Darlington input. 

The operating speed of many 
monolithic operational ampliliers 
is lin1ited by the high-frequency 
characteristics of the lateral pup 
transistor required for level shift
ing. A voltage follower requires no 
level shifting, since the input and 
output are at the same voltage. 
Hence, the lateral pnp can be elim
inated as a gain stage, permitting 
an increase in both frequency re
sponse and slew rate. Lateral pnp's 
are used in the circuit, but only as 
current sources where their fre
quency characteristics are not crit
ical. 

Specifications 

Input current 
Input resistance 
Offset voltage 
Voltage gain 
Output resistance 
Output voltage swing 
Supply current 
Slew rate 
Bandwidth 
Input capacitance 
Price (1-24) 

JO na m ax. 
10,000 megohm min. 
5 mv max. 
0 .999 min . 
2.5 ohms m ax. 
± 10 v min. 
3.5 m a 
10 v /µs 
10 Mhz 
3 pf 
$45 

National Semiconductor Corp., 2950 
San Ysidro Way, Santa Clara, Calif. 
95051 [444] 

New semiconductors 

Late starter 
plans big family 
MOS integrated circuits 

of complementary symmetry 

are RCA'S market entries 

A late starter in the digital inte
grated-circuit market, the Radio 
Corporation of America will try to 
gain ground this year by enlarging 
its family of complementary-sym
metry metal oxide semiconductor 
devices, called the cos/Mos family. 

The first to appear in 1968 is the 

COMPACT 
POWER 
PACKS 

The new Compact "M" Series 
Power Packs offer you: 
• Rated output voltages from 1000 to 

75,000 DC 
• Rated output currents of 1.5, 5, and 

10 milliamperes 
• Input voltages of 118, 220, 230, and 

240 volts AC 
• Variable output from 0 to rated voltage 
• Input frequency range 50 to 500 CPS 

output ripple 1 %RMS at rated voltage 
• Hermetically sealed construction 

Why pay more, and settle for less ••• 
PC's new compact power packs give 
more quality, more versatility, more de· 
pendability, plus smaller size, and best 
of all, most sizes are available in stock 
to meet your immediate needs. 

Write for complete 
information and 
new catalog 
today! 

@ 
--~ ----

2620 N. Clybourn • Chicago 14, Ill. 
DI 8·3735 
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• 0.6" 
numeral 
height 

t 

NL-900 

If you really need to 
save space, NATIONAi! 
has the answer. 

Interchangeable with NL-840. Available 

with the features you want: decimal 

point, plus or minus and inverted tube. 

NATIONAL 
ELECTRONICS. INC . 
a varian subsidiary 

Request 
Bulletin 

PHONE (312) 232-4300 • GENEVA. ILLINOIS 60134 
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NEW, high visibility 
alphanumeric readout 

The 16-segment bar configuration of this new Tung-Sol 
readout, provides a potentia l of 65000 letter/ symbol dis
plays. This unit offers the same high visibility, clarity and 
sharp angle v iewing that characterizes the Tung-Sol digi-

~ • 1 

l 
)Y 

In addition to full alp hanumeric d is
play, f ixed letter/ symbo l messages 
may be displayed in selected digit 
areas . 

This new readout is compa tible 
with the standard Tung-Sol digita l 
unit. Use of the same lamp banks, 
voltages and mounting techn iques, 
permits intermix ing the rea dout 
blocks. 
Write for detailed technical infor

mation. Tung-So l Division, Wagner Electric Corporation, 
One Summer Ave., Newark, N. J. 071 04. 

TUNG·SO[ 
ALPHANUMERIC READOUT 

® REG . T.M ., WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
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LMI 
Shielded 

rooms won't 
let 

obsolescence 
box you in 

Design • Changes in Government and In
dustry RF shielding specifications can 
quickly obsolete costly shielded rooms. 
That's why LMI RF shielded rooms are de
signed with built-in capability for upgrad
ing. Any of the seven standard rooms de
signed and manufactured by LMI can be 
upgraded with appreciable savings over the 
cost of a new room. LMI designs utilize 
solid membrane, clamp-together or all
MIG-welded seams and provide maximum 
shielding over the widest frequency range. 

Upgrade • For example, Class D Rooms can 
be upgraded by MIG welding all seams 
and/or adding an additional shield. 

All-welded Class C and higher rooms can 
be upgraded by the addition of an inner 
shield, acoustic and microwave anechoic 
material at any future date. 

Class AA and AAA are all-welded dual 
wall, solid shielded rooms for the highest 
performance from low audio to highest mi
crowave frequencies. 

Cost • The initial low cost and final costs 
are one and the same with LMI all-seams
welded rooms. There is no seam leakage nor 
any maintenance requirements over the life 
of the shielded room. 

Technical Bulletin • For a complete 
description on all classes of LMI shielded 
rooms, write for your complimentary copy 
of Technical Bulletin (TB-101) "Technical 
Discussion and Specifications for Electro
magnetic Shielded Rooms." 

Quick Reaction • For fast personal service 
on your shielding problems telephone or 
write direct to Fred J. Nichols, Carl T. Luce 
or James C. Senn. 

lectroShield Division 
lectroMagnetics, Inc. 
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6056 West Jefferson Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 90016 

Area Code 213 870-9383 
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... flip-flop uses n- and 

p-channel transistors •.• 

TA5362, a p- and n-channel dual 
ffip-flop IC, developed by RCA's 
Electronic Components and De
vices division. 

Expansion of the family of de
vices could make RCA the first com
pany to offer a large selection of 
Mos !C's with complementary sym
metry. RcA wants that portion of 
the market now dominated by sin
gle-channel }.IOS Ic's and will stress 
the speed and low power require
ments of the complementary units. 

In a complementary IC, n-chan
nel and p-channel transistors are 
arranged so that the circuit operates 
regardless of the polarities of input 
signals and biases. This means less 
power is used and fewer power 
supplies are needed than for single
channel Ic's. 

Discussing the speed of the IC's, 
A.M. Liebschutz, product manager 
at RCA, says: "We believe the speed 
will match that of diode-transistor 
logic and a good part of the tran
sistor-transistor logic family." 

Liebschutz calls the TA5362 "the 
most important new product yet to 
hit the IC market," but other IC mak
ers are not as enthusiastic about the 
complementary approach. Leonard 
Smith, director of marketing for 
General Instruments, says GI can 
build complex custom circuits more 
easily with single-channel MOS cir
cuits and has no plans to move into 
two-channel devices. He says the 
complementary approach is ''. . . 
more costly, more complicated, re
quires larger chips," and concludes, 
"It's a question of cost." 

In RcA's TA5362, both flip-flops 
are on one silicon chip and each 
has 12 p-channel and 12 n-channel 
enhancement-type MOS transistors. 
The quiescent power dissipation of 
the T A5362 is 10 nanowatts, logic 
swing is 10 volts, and noise im
munity 4 volts. The two Hip-Hops 
operate at frequencies up to 4 
megahertz and each has a fan-out 
capability of 50. 

The unit is hermetically sealed 
in a 14-lead ceramic and metal 
package and can operate between 
--55°C and +125°C. Small quanti
ties for evaluation are priced at 
$22.50 each. 

RCA Electronic Components and De
vices, Harrison, N.J . 07029 [445] 

The Scientists and Engineers 
served by Corcoran in the 
last year have found the 
difference between 
"a job" and "the job." 
e Nationwide. Fee paid. 
e Please airmail background to: 

JOSEPH P. CORCORAN 
Personnel Consultants 

505 B Germantown Pike 
Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444 

Member IEEE 
CIRCLE 961 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

ENGINEER 
B.S.E.E. degroe or OQUln.lem In experiooce. To 
service numerically controlled oleotronlo "'1111Dment 
In tho flold. Tr&•ol 75%. Minimum 4 :rears -1-
enco in serviclni or manutac:turlni ot numerical 
control eloctronlo equ!Dment and/or dlllt&l ccm-
1>utors. Sal&r:v ODOn. Outline YQlll' <1uall1!c&t1om In 
resume to: John Rotte Associates, 6100 Bell .... lr 
Place, Cincinnati, Ohto 45224. 

CIRCLE 962 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

ADDRESS BOX NO. BBPLIBS '1'0: Bom No. 
Olassiflecl A.cl•. D'"· of IM• puDllcatlon. 
Sena to of!!•• nearest vou. 
NlliW YORK N. Y. JOOIS: P. 0. Boll ll 
OHIOAGQ. 1(1. 606lJ: '41 N. MloMgan A.we. 
BAN FRANOISOO, Oal. IJ4JU: 11$ Oall/omla St. 

POSITION VACANT 

Across The Spectrum In the Electronlcs In• 
dustry-Engrg-Mgmt--Sales. Gardner Assoc. 
MU 7-6616 645 6th Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10017. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

l~()ll 
S1ll..I~ 

When you have used electronics 
equipment to sell, advertise 
In Electronics Searchllgllt 
Section for fastest results. 

For lnformaUon: 
Searchllgllt Section 
Classified Advertising Division 
Post omce Boz 12 
N- Yori! 1003& 
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Do you think 
a bright young engineer 

should spend 
his most imaginative years on 

the same assignment? 

Neither do we. 
That's why many of our 

areas are organized by func
tion-rather than by project. 

At Hughes, you might 
work on spacecraft this year, 
communications sate I I ites next 
year, tactical missiles the next 
year. 

Or you can choose not to 
change assignments if you'd 
rather develop in-depth skills 
in one area. 

Either way, we think you'll 
like the Hughes approach-the 
chance to be assigned by func
tion, if desired. 

It means you'll become 
more versatile in a shorter 
time. r-------------------, 

I I 

All you need is an EE, ME 
or Physics degree, 2-8 years 
experience, and talent. If you 
qua I ify, you may work on sev
e ra I different assignments 
over a period of a few years. 

You may work on special
ized assignments, or broad 
systems-oriented programs. 

(And your : HUGHES : 
I I salary will L ___ ______ ________ _ J 

Show l
•t.) HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

AEROSPACE DIVISIONS 

Some of the current openings at Hughes. 
Microwave & Antenna Engineers 
Electro-Optical Engineers 
Microcircuit Engineers 
Space Systems Engineers 
Missile Systems Engineers 
Guidance & Controls Engineers 
Spacecraft Design Engineers 
Weapon Systems Engineers 
Components & Materials Engineers 
Circuit Design, Development & 
Product Engineers 

Electronics I January 22, 1968 

Send resume to: 

Mr. Robert A. Martin 
Head of Employment, Dept. 63 
Hughes Aerospace Divisions 
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd. 
Culver City, California 90230 

U.S. Citizenship is required 
An equal opportunity employer 
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Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Min
neapolis, Kansas City and St. 
Louis are all in Iowa's front yard. 
That's one reason Iowa's last 4 
record years of industrial growth 
have seen 438 new industries in
vest $205,000,000 in Iowa and 626 
industries spend $346,000,000 
for expansion. 

Some other important reasons: 
Labor Force ... talented, train
able men and women from 32 col
leges and universities and many 
vocational schools. Water ... 
from the Mississippi, Missouri 
and many other Iowa rivers. 
Transportation ... two navigable 
rivers, plus roads, rails and an 
airline network to every conceiv
able point. Management Time ... 
Iowa executives just naturally 
have more. They don't waste 
hours commuting daily. 

There's more. Fill out the 
handy coupon ... we'll send all 
the facts. Fast! 

l{;o-;;;;;;;;;;;,;-;;-;o:;,;)--IJ· . 11 
I IOWA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION = . I 
I Dept. 518 250 Jewett Building lllli I 
I Des Moines, Iowa 50309 -- I 

I ~me I 
I I 
I Firm I 
I I I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
L----------------~ 
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New Books 

Say something in Fortran 

Programing the IBM 1130 and 1800 
Robert K. Loudon 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 
433 pp., $5.75 (paper), $10.50 (cloth) 

Don't judge a book by its title. This 
one is a good introduction to For
tran, out not to either the 1130 or 
the 1800. 

Here is a curious mixture of ma
terial for two kinds of people
those wholly uninitiated in the 
nuances of programing, and those 
familiar with the operator's console 
on both machines. The novice can 
get some useful information from 
the Rrst two chapters, which de
scribe the nature of a program, the 
basic concepts of binary notation, 
and the external characteristics of 
the peripheral equipment used with 
the IBM 1130 and 1800. But the 
chapters that follow are full of 
esoteric instructions, of which the 
following excerpt is typical: 

"When the combined deck (of 
punched cards) ... has been pre
pared, the following console opera
tions should be performed: Push 
the Non-Process Hun Out button 
on the 1442 ... Push the Stop and 
B.eset buttons on the 1130 and 1800 
console. Place the . . . deck in the 
read hopper . . . and push the Pro
gram load button." The effect: a 
book that does a good basic job on 
programing is needlessly cluttered 
with paragraphs that belong in an 
operator's manual. 

The author is an employee of 
International Business Machines 
Corp.; his book purports to describe 
the art of programing two IBM com
puters in Fortran, a computer lan
guage originated at rn:M. He makes 
occasional references to IBM publi
cations that are designed to help 
IBi\f customers use IBM machines, 
and appends a long bibliography 
that favors such publications nearly 
three to one over other titles. 

Fortran is ideally supposed to be 
machine-independent, which ex
plains why the machines mentioned 
in the title are seldom mentioned 
anywhere else in the book. But 
neither Forh·an nor any of its nu
merous variants and competitors 
are completely machine-indepen
dent. The programer must keep in 

mind the limitations of available 
input-output equipment, memory 
capacity, and so on-so some refer
ence to the specific machines is 
necessary. 

One important point is made in 
the chapter on program debugging. 
Loudon says experienced pro
gramers do not debug more than 
about 50 Fortran statements at a 
time, and suggests that beginners 
work on units of 10 statements. 
Then he adds : "The mad scientist 
whose first attempt at programing 
is, say a 500-statement masterpiece 
written as a single program, will get 
much madder when he tries to com
pile and execute it." 

Two chapters contain two inter
esting applications-one useful, the 
other just an exercise. Programs are 
developed for calculating the orbit 
of a satellite and for playing three
dimensional tic-tac-toe. And the last 
two chapters describe the program
ing of the IBM 1800 for a time
shared application. with refernce to 
that computer's specific design for 
industrial process control. 

The 1130, a small machine for 
scientific applications, would pre
sumably be suitable for the orbit 
calculations, but the book doesn't 
say so. 

Measuring up 

How to Use Signal Generators in the 
Laboratory 
John D. Lenk 
John F. Rider Publisher, Inc. 
104 pp., $3.25 

Many engineers, technicians, and 
experimenters think of the signal 
generator in terms of its basic role: 
aligning and testing receivers by 
simulating the signals from trans
mitters. But signal generators also 
have diversified applications in 
other areas of electronics. For ex
ample, the appropriate generator 
can be used to measme capacit
ance, inductance, and to check re
sonant circuits, antenna matching, 
crystals, and filters. 

This book acquaints both new 
and experienced technicians with 
the characteristics and many pos
sible uses of signal generators. Re
cent developments in swept-fre
quency measurement techniques 
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The booklet every electronic 
designer should have 

The supply of this recent Synthane Metal-clad Lami
nate folder is going fast because it is packed with new 
information on Synthane hjgh-quality metal-clad lami
nates. Grades, sizes, types of foils, trademark identifica
tion, property values, a section on thin laminates and 
prepreg materials. Be sure of your copy by writing us or 
circling our inqlliry number in this publication. Synthane 
Corporation36 River Road, Oaks, Pa . 19456. 

~ 
Laminated Plastic Sheets. Rods. Tubes and Fabr ica ted Parts 
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New from Helipot 

First $110 cermet trimmer 
sealed for board washing 

New Helitrini Model 77: 
only trimmer in its price class made fail-safe 
for solvent washing on the board ... and 
offering essentially infinite resolution, 
10 ohm - 2 megohm resistance range and 
105°C. max. operating temp. No general 
purpose adjustment potentiometer has 
wider performance parameters. Directly 
interchangeable with competitive 
models 3067, 3068. $1.10 in quantity 
- ask your Helipot rep for 
a free sample. 

Beckman" 

INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

HELJPOT DIVISION 

FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA • 97634 

INTE RNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: GENEVA; MUNICH; GLENROTHES, 
SCOTLAND; TOKYO; PARIS; CAPETOWN; LONDON; MEXICO CITY 
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reed relays/ Ionic modules 
mercury wetted contact relays 
Doranic Reed Relays are low in cost, sensitive and 
compact. Hermetically sealed contacts, proven de
sign and rugged construction assure long, trouble
free service. A wide range of miniature and standard 
reed relays, molded, cased and tubular are available. 

We specialize in those hard-to-get items: miniature, 
plug-in, high voltage, AC operated reed relays, 
printed circuit board-reed relay assemblies, reed 
relay flip flop, logic relays and magnetic and elec
trical latching reed relays. 

Douglas Randall maintains complete engineering 
and design facilities to assist the engineer in choos
ing the best relay for his specific circuit objectives. 
"Standard" items can be modified to meet special 
physical or electrical requirements. 

douglas randall, inc. Kidde 
A SUBSIDIARY OF WALTER KIDDE & COMPANY, INC 
6 Pawcatuck Ave., Westerly, Rhode Island, 02891, 203-599-1750 
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e original lacing tape 
an the best ... 

and saves money too! 

You ought to try 

a sample •.. 

NOW-GUDEBROD HAS 
TWO AIDS TO FASTER
BETTER HARNESSING 

CABLE-LACER® 
& GUDE-SNIPS® 

The produc
tion tested 

Cable-Lacer is 
now reduced 

in price-only 
$9.95. Holds 

bobbin of tapes 
-niakes tight 

knots. The palni 
,
11 

held GUDE-
SNIPS provide 

convenient tape cutting
using either right- or left
hand, $3.75. 

ties tight, makes 

firm harnessing-fast! 
It is iniportant, of course, for you to 
use tape that coniplies with niilitary 
specs, or comniercial stipulations, but 
the usual allowances for wax content 
in such specs give no consideration to 
the best lacing conditions. Gudebrod 
GUDELACE is niade within the specs
BUT, it's niade too, for easy handling, 
tight knotting, firni harnessing. 
THAT'S WHERE IT SAVES MONEY, in 
the harnessing operation. GUDELACE, 
the original harness lacing tape, is nian
ufactured under strict control. Every 
yard is impregnated exactly the sanie, 
exactly right. You can count on that
and on getting better harnessing-fast 
-with niinimuni rejects. Why not send 
for a sample, test it any way you want. 
Let your harness crew try it. You'll be 
glad you did! (Remeniber, the Gude
brod Lacing Tape line includes tape for 
nearly every special situation-ask for 
The Product Data Book.) 

GUDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC. 
Founded 1870 

12 SOUTH TWELFTH STREET 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19107 
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New Books 

and time-domain reflectometry are 
also covered in detail. 

Lenk begins by describing im
portant features of laboratory-type 
signal generators. Among the sub
jects covered are automatic fre
quency control, frequency doubling, 
power measurements, and time
base generators. 

From this basic beginning, which 
most experienced technicians prob
ably will want to bypass, Lenk 
moves on to a variety of test pro
cedures that use the signal gene
rator as the basic tool. Separate
chapter treatment is given to 
swept-frequency attenuation, im
pedance, power measurements, fre
quency measurements with sweep 
techniques, time-domain reflecto
metry techniques with pulse gen
erators, pulse generator techniques 
in general, techniques for checking 
electronic components, and the use 
of dip adapters. 

Turning the heat on 

Thermoelectric and Thermomagnetic 
Effects and Applications 
T.C. Harman and J.M. Honig, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
377 pp., $17.50 

This is an advanced text on the 
thermodynamic and solid state 
physics foundations of thermoelec
tricity and thermomagnetism. How
ever, its description of the theoreti
cal and practical capabilities of 
thermoelectric devices will be help
ful to readers without experience 
in the field. 

The theoretical portion of the 
book, though, is aimed at the 
reader with graduate-level training 
in physical chemistry or solid state 
physics. The authors, by their own 
admission, have limited themselves 
to a small list of topics, which they 
cover in "agonizing" detail. These 
include the various major thermo
electric effects (Seebeck, Peltier, 
Thompson), transport theory, and 
the quantum-mechanical basis of 
these effects in band theory. 

The practical, device-oriented 
portion of the volume is especially 
helpful to engineers who want to 
use thermoelectric energy-conver
sion devices. It examines the theory 
from a rather elementary point of 
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It's never too early 
to start saving their hearts 

Help your children form good health habits now 
to reduce risk of heart attack later: 
• Encourage normal weight; obesity in youth 

may persist throughout life; 
• Build body health through regular physical 

activity; 
• Serve them foods low in saturated fats; 
• Teach them that cigarette smoking is haz-

ardous to health; 
• Make medical check-ups a family routine. 
Set a good example. Follow the rules yourself 
and guard your heart, too. 

GIVE ... 
so more will live 

HEART FUND 
Contributed by the Publisher 
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Only Associated Gives You Full Range 
Military Testing At This Low Price! 

Associated 's Model SW-5101 Temperature 
Chamber offers a new concept in mechanical re
frigeration that enables you to perform 90% of 
all military low-high temperature tests at equip
ment cost-savings of up to $200. 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE SW-5101: 

• full 1 cubic foot test area 
• temperature range from -85 to +350°F. 
• all solid state controller with ±34 ° F stability 
• delivery from stock 
• adjustable high-temperature fail-safe with 

signal lamp 
• indicating thermometer in door 
• combination hinged and removable door 
• bench-top design, can be modified for stacking 
• stainless steel feed-through port, 34" diameter 

Check the SW-5101 specifications against your 
testing requirements. You'll find they add up to 
outstanding performance at a down-to-earth 
price -without sacrifice of quality or reliability. 

The new Associated catalog of environmental 
chambers is yours for the asking. Write f01· you1· 
f?·ee copy today. 

ASSOCIATED 
TESTING 
LABORATORIES 
INC. 200 Route46, Wayne, N.J. 07470 • (201) 256-2800 
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This 
refrigerator 
heats 
to 1000 
degrees. 
It also cools to 
- 300 degrees. It does 
both with remarkable 
accuracy, 0.1 °. 

Send for our latest 
catalog. 

A 

Delta Design, Inc. 
8000 Fletcher Parkway 
La Mesa, California 92042 
Telephone (714) 465-4141 
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Technical Abstracts 

Coming attractions 

How do we stand on the big board? 
Murray L. Kesselman 
Rome Air Development Center 
Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, N.Y. 

Large information displays, larger 
than the practical limit of 30-inch 
cathode-ray tubes, have several 
unique characteristics that make 
them desirable for industrial and 
military applications: everyone in a 
group reacts to a common data 
base, and one individual, control
ling the composition of the dis
played information, forces the at
tention of the audience. 

Ways to obtain large displays 
include film, scribe, projection crt, 
and ligl1t-valve systems. 

Film systems contain a crt to 
provide a source image, a light
sensitive medium on which the crt 
image is recorded, and a processor 
that produces a positive transpar
ency for projection. They provide 
high quality, colored, large-scale 
displays, are simple to integrate 
into data-processing systems, and 
present no unusual demands. 

Scribe systems use a servocon
trolled stylus to cut lines through 
an opaque metallic coating on a 
transparent base slide. The slide is 
projected. Such systems are best 
for applications where total amount 
of data is limited but which must 
be changed fast. Time to shift to an 
adjacent slide is about half a sec
ond. 

Projection crt's have an image 
projected onto the tube face, with 
variable information traced by the 
tube's guns. Their general low level 
of performance has limited projec
tion crt's mostly to display of pic
torial information. 

Light-valve display systems use 
a control medium, such as an oil 
film, on a mirror surface. An elec
tron beam impinging on the oil 
surface deforms the control layer. 
Light striking the nondeformed 
region of the oil film is imaged 
back, hits stops, and does not 
reach the projection lens. Mechani
cal components and the short life 
of electron gun cathodes limit ap
plications to those where periodic 
maintenance can be performed and 
continuous operation over a long 

period is not desired. 
Rules of thumb for relating dis

play size to audience ·area are that 
no viewer should be closer than 
twice the maximum screen size 
nor farther than six times, and that 
the maximum viewing angle for 
any observer is 60° from the 
screen's plane. 

Presented at the 1967 Fall Joint Computer 
Conference, Anaheim, Calif., Nov. 14-16. 

Taking out the garbage 

Digital moving target indicators 
R.A. Linder and G.H. Kutz 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Baltimore, Md. 

The chief difficulty in designing a 
moving target indicator ( MTI) ra
dar is to remove the unwanted clut
ter while retaining the signals from 
moving targets. In many radars, 
complex analog circuits store fixed 
clutter returns in a delay line, and 
compare and cancel these unwanted 
signals over consecutive pulse pe
riods. But digital integrated circuits 
can also perform the delays and the 
associated processing, while yield
ing optimum system performance 
at a reasonable cost. 

In an analog MTI, an intermedi
ate-frequency carrier modulates the 
output of a receiver phase detector. 
This modulated carrier is then ap
plied to an ultrasonic delay line 
where the phase information is de
layed, or stored, for one interpulse 
period. The output from the delay 
line is detected and subtracted, 
during the next interpulse period, 
from the succeeding undelayed out
put of the phase detector. 

Ideally, fixed targets would show 
no phase difference between suc
cessive radar returns. They cancel 
each other in the video subh·action 
process. Moving targets do not can
cel. But with one pulse, cancellation 
is not crisp. 

To obtain better cancellation, 
more than two pulses are delayed 
and compared, using multi-pulse 
cancellers and feedback. However, 
an additional delay line and weight
ing coefficient is needed for each 
pulse to be stored. 

On-line availability has been gen
erally poor-although the systems 
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view, and discusses the capabilities 
and limitations of several types of 
thermoelectric generators, refrige
rators, and the like. This, then, is 
the sort of over-all reference treat
ment that can supplement the large 
number of purely descriptive works 
already available. 

R.C. Levine 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. 
Murray Hill, New Jersey 

On target 

Radar Signals-An Introduction to 
Theory and Application 
Charles E. Cook and Marvin Bernfeld 
Academic Press, 531 pp., $19.50 

Here is a text that provides the 
cornerstones of modern radar tech
nology in such a manner that both 
systems designers experienced in 
radar and engineers in general can 
grasp it. After outlining radar fun
damentals, the authors discuss 
in detail pulse-compression meth
ods and coded matched-filter signal 
processing. 

Cook and Bernfield have also 
struck an excellent balance be
tween the theoretical and the prac
tical, supplementing the basics 
with hard-core examples. This ef
fort should ease the mind of the 
designer seeking to understand ra
dar techniques, as well as the en
gineer faced with choosing the 
right kind of signal and system 
design for a particular radar appli
cation. 

The passages on pulse-compres
sion show how this method is im
plemented to make the most effi
cient use of average power in 
transmitters, and how increased 
range and velocity resolution are 
achieved. 

There follows an in-depth treat
ment of matched-filter theory, .ra
dar ambiguities, sidelobe reduction, 
Doppler effects and coding, all es
sential to present-day radar. The 
use of such recent tools as disper
sive ultrasonic delay lines and op
tical-matched filters is also covered. 

Recently published 
Grounding and Shielding Techniques in 
Instrumentation, Ralph Morrison, John 
Wiley and Sons, 144 pp., $9.50 

A practical treatment of electrostatic shield· 
ing, with particular emphasis on instrumenta
tion. Book starts with elementary physics, 
and goes on to develop general rules for 
shielding along signal paths and grounding 
signal lines. 
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If you're concerned with 

Transistor Pads and Clips

Heat Sinks and Adapters ... 

ACCESSORIES 

are worth 

a closer 

look ... 

Precision made in Kent, 

England by JERMYN Industries, these 

important items of circuit hardware 

are manufactured with traditional 

English craftsmanship. They are stocked 

and sold exclusively in the U.S. by 

GUDEBROD. Ask for our new Catalog 

GJ100 which describes the full line-

or tell us about your custom needs. 

_[§J uoEBRDD 
~~~ 

Gudebrod Bros. Silk Co., Inc. 
Founded 1870 

12 South Twelfth Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 
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Now get 

Portable 
Precision 

With RFL 
Direct Reading 
Thermometers 

Model 380T provides fast temperature 
readout even in locations not previously 
accessible. Accuracy is ± 1 % of scale 
range. Only 9Y2"x 6Y2"x3", the RFL 380T 
has a low range of 0°c to 90°C and high 
range of ao 0 c to typical 150°C. Powered 
by flashlight batteries. Precision taut
band suspension type meter has 5-inch 
mirror scale and red pointer. Single probe 
with 5 ft. cable provides high accuracy on 
surface temperatures, as well as in liquids 
or gases. Storage space provided for 
probe. Available with 0 c or °F scales and 
other ranges from an overall range of 
-45°C to +400°c. Price $285.00 with 
probe and batteries. 

Model 385-Direct reading, or measure liquid 
and surface temperature gradients. -25°C to 
+400°c. Ranges, 10°c-o-10°c. Second and 
third range 80°C approx. Available °C or °F 
with probes. $395.00 complete. 

Model 212 - High-precision, versatile. For 
liquids, gases, atmosphere, -100°C to 
+soo 0 c . Accuracy ± 0.75°C. Traceable to 
NBS. High resolution, fast response. Platinum 
resistance probe. $580.00 complete. 

For Technical Data or 
Free Evaluation Loan -
Write or Call John Carson 

RFL Industries, Inc. 
FORMERLY RADIO FREQUENCY LABORATORIES, INC. 

Thermocontrol Div. • Boonton, N. J. 07005 

Tel: 2Dl-334-31DD I TWX : 710-987-8352 I CABLE RADAIRCO, N. I. 
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New Literature 

Optoelectronic devices. Raytheon Co., 
Fourth Ave., Burlington, Mass. 01803. 
A revised short-form catalog describes 
Raysistor optoelectronic devices that 
operate on the principle of controlled 
light acting on a photoresistive ele· 
ment. 
Circle 446 on reader service card. 

Precision metal contacts. The Wilkinson 
Co., P.O. Box 303, Santa Monica, Calif. 
90406. Bulletin C-300 details the com· 
pany's capabilities for design, develop· 
ment and production of all types of 
prncision metal contacts. [447] 

Data sets. Milgo Electronic Corp., 
7620 N.W. 36th Ave., Miami, Fla. 
33147, has published two technical bul
letins on its Modem 4400 data sets for 
transmission at rates of 2,400 and 
4,800 bps. [448] 

Glass flexible fiber optics. Corning Glass 
Works, Corning, N.Y. 14830. Optical 
parameters, chemical resistance, me
chanical and environmental character· 
istics, and end finishing procedures for 
glass flexible fiber optics are described 
in a six-page brochure. [449] 

Semiconductor oven. Lindberg Hevi
Duty, Division of Sola Basic Industries, 
2450 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 60612. 
An oven for curing, drying and stabiliz
ing semiconductors is described and ii· 
lustrated in bulletin 94202-B. [450] 

Memory systems. Ferroxcube Corp., 
5455 S. Valentia Way, Englewood, Colo . 
80110. A c atalog listing more than 500 
different memory systems for off-the
shelf delivery may be obtained through 
letterhead request. 

High-density wiring. Thomas & Betts 
Co., 36 Butler St., Elizabeth, N.J. 
07207, has issued bulletin 500.1 de· 
scribing its Connecto-Blok high-den· 
sity, quick-disconnect wiring system. 
[451] 

FET operational amplifiers. Analog De
vices Inc., 221 Fifth St., Cambridge, 
Mass. 02142. A four-page brochure 
gives performance and application data 
for the ultra-low-drift series 147 FET 
operational amplifiers. [452] 

Interconnection systems. Space and 
Missile Systems Division , Amphenol 
Corp., 9201 Independence, Chatsworth , 
Calif. 91311 , has available a 12-page 
booklet describing creative problem· 
solving in interconnection systems. 
[453] 

Dry reed switches. The M-0 Valve Co. 
Ltd ., Brook Green Works, London W.6, 
England. A brochure on dry reed 
switches deals with such subjects as 
factors affecting reed characteristics, 
contact switching life, solenoid opera· 
tion, and coaxial relays. (454] 

Ladder networks. Helipot Division, 
Beckman Instruments Inc., 2500 Har
bor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 92634. Data 
sheet 68264 covers a series of 12-bit 
binary ladder networks. [455] 

Neon glow lamps. Signalite Inc., 1933 
Heck Ave., Neptune, N.J. 07753. An 
eight-page illustrated brochure dis
cusses neon glow lamps for indicator 
applications, circuit components, and 
voltage regulators. (456] 

Indicating controller. Sigma lnstru· 
ments Inc., 170 Pearl St., Braintree, 
Mass. 02185. Catalog bulletin 1172 
describes indicating controller 9222, a 
miniature model designed for original 
equipment manufacturer use. [457] 

Trimming potentiometers. Conelco 
Components, 465 W. 5th St., San 
Bernardino, Calif. 92401, has published 
a two-page brochure on trimming po
tentiometers with many elements. 
[458] 

Magnetic shield. Magnetic Shield Divi
sion, Perfection Mica Co., 1322 N. 
Elston Ave., Chicago 60622. A new 
high-magnetic-field environment shield 
is illustrated and described in data 
sheet 192. [459] 

Source data entry. Colorado Instru
ments Inc., 116 Park St., Broomfield, 
Colo. 80020, has issued a 12-page bul· 
letin describing its simplified systems 
for source data entry. [460] 

Modulators/demodulators. Nate! Engi
neering Co., 7129 Gerald Ave., Van 
Nuys, Calif. 91406. Specification sheet 
MD·l deals with a family of modulators 
and demodulators, which are dual
purpose devices capable of converting 
d·c to a·c or a-c to d-c. [461] 

Sequential reference designations. 
Bishop Industries Corp., 11728 Vose 
St., North Hollywood, Calif. 91605. A 
listing of sequential reference designa· 
tions, letters and numbers in predrawn , 
StikOn drafting aids, is offered in a 12· 
page catalog . (462] 

Heat sinks. Waterbury Pressed Metal 
Co., 407 Brookside Road, Waterbury, 
Conn. 06720. A two-page bulletin gives 
dimensions and performance character· 
istics of a new line of heat sinks that fit 
the T0·5 and similar transistors. [463] 

Beryllium oxide. Brush Beryllium Co., 
17876 St. Clair Ave., Elmore, Ohio 
43416, has published a comprehensive 
compilation of data on beryllium oxide 
powder and ceramics. [464] 

Automatic decade gain ranging. Tele
dyne Telemetry, 9320 Lincoln Blvd., 
Los Angeles 90045. A six-page brochure 
describes the concept, principles of 
operation, and applications of auto-
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operate well when delay and coeffi
cient circuits are kept carefully 
tuned. 

The digital MTI eliminates these 
disadvantages. It also has the inher
ent flexibility and stability for bet
ter performance in the radar system. 

In a digital two-pulse canceller 
the radar receiver's phase detector 
analog output is sampled and con
verted to a digital word. Each dig
ital word represents the receiver 
phase and amplitude in terms of 
its video amplitude and the polarity 
for one range interval. 

One AID converter built to mili
tary specifications by Westinghouse 
weighs 0.85 pounds, converts 9 bits 
of information, and operates at a 
IO-megahertz bit rate. The com
pany has also designed a miniature 
version that weighs only half an 
ounce and measures 0.5 x 0.5 x 1.2 
inches. 

The AID output for each range 
interval is sent to a digital store. 
After one interpulse period the 
stored words are read out and dig
itally subtracted from the next AID 
converter output. 

Magnetic cores, IC shift registers, 
or scratch-pad memories can be 
used for the digital store. For ex
ample, a system with a range of 
80 nautical miles, a four-pulse can
celler, eight bits per word, and a 
sampling period of 2 microseconds 
would require 492 words per radar 
"look" and 11,808 total bits of stor
age. A magnetic core memory of 
512 24-bit words would probably 
be adequate. 

After the subtraction process, the 
magnitude of the resulting digital 
word is converted to an analog volt
age for radar display. 

Several digital J.\.ITI radar systems 
have been built, and modincation 
kits are being added to existing ra
dars. In one new system with a two
pulse canceller anQ. a seven-bit 
word, the cancellation ratio is 42 
decibels. A 1,024 word by 7 bit 
magnetic core store is used. 

The canceller unit, with the radar 
synchronizer, weighs 3.5 pounds 
and has a volume of 210 cubic 
inches. The analog circuits are 
made with thin-film devices. Tim
ing and control circuits use silicon 
IC :Hatpacks, and the core drivers 
use discrete components in welded 
modules. 

Presented at EASTCON, Washington, D.C. 
Oct. 16-18 
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Lapp 
Gas-filled 
Capacitors 

Specially designed for a broad range 

of high voltage operating conditions. 

Lapp 

High voltages, as well as high 
current and capacitance appli
cations, are easily handled by 
Lapp Gas Filled Capacitors. For 
this type of service Lapp·Capac
itors offer small size and low 
cost. 

Lapp precision-builds these 
capacitors to give years and 
years of accurate trouble-free 
operation. They are made in 
either fixed or variable models. 
All are equipped with external 
safety gap to protect against 
internal flashover. 

Current ratings are available 
up to 400 amps at 1 me., capac
itance to 30,000 mmf, and 
safety gap settings to 85 kv 
peak. These characteristics fill a 

___ .......,._. broad range of needs. May we 
send you more information? Ask 
for Bulletin 302. Lapp Insulator 
Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y. 14482. 
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• • .specify~ 
HIGH Q, HIGH FREQUENCY 

VARIABLE AIR CAPACITORS 

This versatile series provides, in 
miniature size, exceptionally high 
Q, superior ruggedness for protec
tion against shock and vibration, 
-55° to +125°C operating temper
ature range, protection against 
fungus, salt spray and humidity ... 
plus all the other construction and 
performance features that have 
made Johanson capacitors the in
dustry standard for excellence. 

Specificatior s 

Capacitance Range: 0.8 - 10.0 pF 
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage: 

Rating 250 voe breakdown > 500 VDe 
Insulation Resistance: > 10', 

megohms @ 500 voe 
Q: >2000 @ 100 me 
Temperature Coefficient: o ± 20 ppm/ 0 e 
Rotational Life: >BOO revolutions 

Write Today for Complete Catalog, Prices. 

~MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
400 Rockaway Valley Rd., Boonton, N.J. 07005, (201) 334-2676 

Electronic Acc uracy Through Mechanical Precision 

Circle 188 on reader service card 

Our little black book has 
over 100,000 phone numbers. 

188 

You never had a black book like it. Over 1,500 pages. And those phone numbers! 
More than 100,000 telling you who to call/where to go, for the over 4,000 

different product categories listed and advertised in the yellow 
pages of the Electronics Buyers' Guide. 

It's the industry's one-stop shopping 
center that Jets you find the products 

and services you need quickly. 
You can depend on EBG. 

Electronics Buyers' Guide 
A M cGraw-Hill M arket Directed Publication, 
330 West 42nd St reet, New York, N .Y. 10036 

New Literature 

Active filters. Bundy Electronics Corp., 
44 Fadem Road, Springfield, N.J. 
07081. Features and specifications for 
the ACD·2005 and ACD-2010 series of 
narrowband active filters are given in 
bullet in 101. [477] 

Stampings capabilities. Volkert Stamp
ings, Inc., 222-34 96th Ave., Queens 
Village, N.Y. 11429, has issued a book
let describing its expanded capabilities 
for producing small precision parts for 
the electronics and allied industries. 
[478] 

Instrumentation amplifiers. Neff I nstru
ment Corp.. 1088 E. Hamilton Rd., 
Duarte, Calif. 91010, offers an eight
page catalog covering its complete line 
of instrumentation amplifiers for 
measurement and control. (479] 

Multiple wafer carriers. Tri-Point In
dustries Inc., 1 Teflon Way, Cammack, 
N.Y. 11725. An information sheet dis
cusses the Tri-Carrier, a device made 
of TFE fluorocarbons for holding silicon 
wafers while they are being etched or 
cleaned. [480] 

Graphics terminal. Adage Inc., 1079 
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 
02215, has available a brochure on its 
graphics terminal, a comprehensive, 
general-purpose crt display system. 
[481] 

Capacitors. Wesco Electrical Co., 27 
Olive St., Greenfield, Mass. 01301. A 
16-page brochure presents a complete 
line of film and metalized capacitors. 
[482] 

Stud-mounted zeners. Unitrode Corp., 
580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 
02172, offers a two-page data sheet on 
its 350-w surge power, 10-w continuous 
power, stud-mounted zeners. [483] 

Copperclad laminates. NVF Co., Wil
mington, Del. 19899, has issued a 
brochure on the recently developed 
Catabond copper-clad laminates for 
printed circuits. [484] 

Magnetic tape cleaner. General Kinetics 
Inc .. 11425 Isaac Newton Square, Res
ton, Va. 22070, announces availability 
of a brochure on the model 680 high
speed magnetic tape cleaner. [485] 

Transistor heat sinks. Astrodyne Inc., 
207 Cambridge St., Burlington, Mass.' 
01803. Two series of transistor heat 
sinks for use in p-c boards and other 
applications requiring optimum cooling 
in minimal space are described in a 
new bulletin. (486] 

Variable attenuator. Quindar Electronics 
Inc., 60 Fadem Road, Springfield, N.J. 
07081. Bulletin 136 includes a descrip
tion, specifications, and ordering in
formation for the QVA-1 variable atten
uator. [487] 
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matic decade gain ranging, an option 
available on the model DA-45 direct 
coupled, wideband d·c amplifier. [465] 

Pulse discharge capacitors. Maxwell 
Laboratories Inc., 9244 Balboa Ave., 
San Diego, Calif. 92123, offers data 
sheets and price list on the series L 
and M high-voltage, high-energy pulse 
discharge capacitors, showing a 20 to 
30% decrease in price. [466] 

Deviation bridges. B&K Instruments 
Inc., 5111 W. 164th St., Cleveland, 
Ohio 44142, offers a four-page bulletin 
on the series 1500 deviation bridges 
for fast impedance and phase-angle 
tests. [467] 

Portable potentiometer. West lnstru· 
ment Corp., 3860 North River Road, 
Schiller Park, Ill. 60176. An eight-page 
bulletin describes the Pyrotest model 
9B portable potentiometer with direct
reading scales. [468] 

Transducer indicator. General Trans
ducer Co., 2961 Corvin Drive, Santa 
Clara, Calif. 95051. A specification 
sheet covers the model GT-403 com· 
pact transducer indicator. [469] 

Resistor adjusting system. Precision 
Systems Co., U.S. Highway 22, P.O. 
Box 148, Somerville, N.J. 08876. The 
all-electronic, thick·film resistor adjust· 
ing system, Lev·L·Ohm, is described in 
catalog section 11-100. [470] 

Metal plate connectors. Elco Corp., Wil· 
low Grove, Pa., 19090. A 28·page man· 
ual contains complete design informa· 
tion for Variplate metal plate connec
tors. [471] 

Adhesives. Emerson & Cuming Inc., 
Canton, Mass. 02021, has available the 
1968 version of the Eccobond chart 
listing properties of a line of adhesives. 
[472] 

Computer system. Digital Equipment 
Corp., 146 Main St., Maynard, Mass. 
01754. A 50-page illustrated brochure 
explains the PDP-9 computer system 
for complex problems in data acquisi· 
tion, process or instrument control, 
computation or man/machine com· 
munication. [473] 

Silicon rectifier diodes. Solitron Devices 
Inc., 256 Oak Tree Road, Tappan, N.Y. 
10983, offers specification sheets on 
its new medium-power, double-diffused, 
silicon rectifier diodes packaged to the 
D0·4 outline. [474] 

P·c board scrubber. The Fuller Brush 
Co., East Hartford, Conn. 06108. A 
specification brochure discusses com· 
pletely automated equipment that will 
scrub both sides of a p-c board at 
speeds up to 21 ft. per minute. [475] 

High-intensity microphones. Gulton In· 
dustries Inc., 212 Durham Ave., 
Metuchen, N.J. 08840. Four high· 
intensity vibration-compensated micro· 
phones are described in a two-page 
bulletin. [476] 
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1. WHAT RESISTOR PRECISION 
REALLY MEANS •.. 
At Vishay, Precision in a resistor 
means more than just absolute 
resistance tolerance (we have a 
standard line of 0.005%). It also 
means bedrock stability, both on 
the shelf (standard is 25ppm per 
year) and under load (in a typi
cal use situation-0.15 watt at 
60°C. for 2000 hours-Vishay rn
sistors shift an average- of only 
0.005%, even less under less 
load). 

In use, too, Vishay offers the low
est TC of any production-use re
sistor-only ±1 ppm/ 0 C. over the 
0° to +60°C. range, ±5ppm/0 C. 
over the -55° to +125°C. range. 
It's a uniform, totally predictable 
TC that's the same for all Vishay 
resistors, regardless of R value, 
ambient temperature, or fre
quency. 

You can use them at any fre
quency - to 100 Mhz. and 
beyond, because they're non
inductive (no ringing), are noise
less, and have a response time 
of less than 1 nanosecond. 

And their size and shape meet 
your high density packaging re
quirements. 

2. WHAT TRADE-OFFS YOU 
HA VE TO LIVE WITH ••• 
With wirewounds, inductive and 
capacitive effects rule out use at 
high frequencies. With conven-

tional film, you can get the speed 
but can't approach Vishay's ab
solute tolerance or almost-zero 
TC. 

The totally new Vishay design 
eliminates these trade-offs 
there just aren't any. 

3. WHAT SUCH COMPLETE 
PERFORMANCE MUST COST ••• 
The best part is that Vishay Pre
cision resistors are competitively 
priced with conventional units. 

If you want or must have preci
sion resistors, in your system or 
instruments, Vishay offers a pre
cision package no other produc
tion resistor can come close to 
matching. 

The simplest way to simplify your 
circuits and solve your problems 
is to get the "how", "why" and 
"where-to-use" data in this free 
8-page Brochure. Write for your 
copy today. Check No. 491. 

Working with NETWORKS? For 
unequalled performance (speed, 
tracking, stability), read these 16 
pages. They're free, too. Check 
No. 492. 

wm~ooruw m~~~w®oo ~rn®~mw~ ® 
a division of Vishay Intertechnology, Inc. 

63 Lincoln Highway • Malvern, Pa. 19355 
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• sizes now in 9 
HELIAX® elliptic.al waveguide 

the microwave spectrum covers 
With the addition of two new sizes, flexible HELIAX 
elliptical waveguide is available for all microwave 
communication bands from 1.7 to 13.2 GHz. The 
continuous single lengths of HELIAX waveguide 
assure reliable system performance, with. elec
trical characteristics better than conventional rigid 

9 SIZES OF ELLIPTICAL WAVEGUIDE 

EW85 

EW 71 

waveguides at less cost. • Investigate HELIAX 
Elliptical Waveguides for your next microwave 
system whether it be for a short haul installation 
or a long high density system. • Write for speci
fications-Andrew Corporation, P. 0. Box 42807, 
Chicago, Illinois 60642. ..., 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

FREQUENCY - GHz 
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Transicoil radar height indicator 
Transicoil designed this instrument for the APN-120 Radar Altimeter Set 
aboard A3J aircraft. It provides a visual display of altitude. In addition, 
two Weston meter movements warn of "OFF", "FAIL", and "OVERRIDE" 
conditions. • Altitude data transmitted from a CX in the radar a ltimeter is fed 
to a matching CT in this assembly. A miniaturized servo, using size 8 components and transistorized amplifier 
drives the CT to a null, and exhibits this output as a pointer position on an altitude scale. • Pictured above without 
case, the unit is hermetically sealed in a 31/4" instrument can per AN-5727. All wiring is terminated at AN con
nectors at the rear of the can. • Transicoil offers an unsual capability for combining servo components into 
operating servo systems. Write for our 16-page brochure, SERVO ASSEMBLIES. It d escribes many of our standard and 
special-purpose units. 

Weston Instruments, Inc., Transicoil Division, Worcester, Pa. 19490. 

WESTON® prime source for precision ... since 1888 

r:.?~ -.=-:i 
t-Htll - - t ! l':t If t I • • 

l>. • • 3~~ . :ff 
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. ... ·.....,j. · • ..... 
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IT TAKES A LOT 
OF ADJECTIVES 

TO DESCRIBE THE 
SPACE VII. .. 
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Adjectives like FAST, 
ACCURATE, FLEXIBLE, 
RELIABLE, VERSATILE, 
ECONOMICAL and MA
NEUVERABLE. If you 
doubt for one minute that 
a humble wiring system 
analyzer from the middle 
west can live up to these 
labels, then try testing 
this tester for yourself. 
It was designed and de
veloped (after thorough 
lab and field testing) es
pecially to meet today's 
demand for speed, ac
curacy, versatility and 
economy. DIT- MCO's 
Space VI I operates on 
the fully, automatic tape 
input and printout con
cept. Design and con
struction are of the high
est quality. The "total 

Circle 224 on reader service card 

speed" function of the Space 
VII gives you faster overall test 
time because of adaptation 
and hookup ease, rapid tape 
feed, speed of test plus speed 
of fault determination time, 
scan time, error recording and 
printout. With this advanced 
system you can test up to 2,000 
terminations at a rate of more 
than 400 per minute! Elec
tronic engineers who've tried 
it, call DIT-MCO's Space VII 
the best intermediate size test
ing system on the market. We 
won't disagree. 

DIT@Mco 
DIT-MCO INTERNATIONAL 
A DIVISION OF XEB EC CORPORATION 

5612 BRIGHTON TERRACE 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64130 

TELEPHONE (816) 363-6288 TELEX 42-6149 

IT'S NO WONDER APPROXIMATELY 90% 
OF ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS IN 
THE COMPUTER AND AEROSPACE IN
DUSTRIES ARE SATISFIED USERS OF 
DIT-MCO SYSTEMS. 
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Burroughs, Japan 
whistling Nixie 

U.S. tries to block 
Czech computer deal 

Bonn balks at buying 
more •offset' arms 

Shiba adds klystron 

to its uhf-tv arsenal 
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Newsletter from Abroad 

!C's and pay a premium for domestically produced devices after the 
country's electronics companies refused to join forces in a consortium 
that would have given Australia a single IC production facility [Elec
tronics, June 12, 1967, p. 242]. 

A new generation of low-cost Nixie tubes will soon be on its way to the 
U. S. market. The Burroughs Corp. says it will be ready early this year 
to deliver production quantities of the new Japanese-made tube, which 
is about Y2 inch in diameter and 1 Y2 inches long. 

Burroughs has priced the tube at just under $4, making it the cheapest 
Nixie ·available by $1. Producing the tube is the Japan Radio Co., which 
developed it to Burroughs' specifications. 

The deal with Japan Radio should help Burroughs-albeit indirectly 
-clear up its royalty problems with Japanese desk-calculator producers 
[Electronics, June 26, 1967, p. 203]. At first, Burroughs wanted equip
ment makers to pay 45 cents per tube. Now, the U.S. company has 
offered to cut the rate to about 18 cents for equipment sold outside the 
U.S. or Canada. For these two countries the 45-cent rate would hold. 

The Johnson Administration thinks it can block-or at least delay
plans by two West European companies to sell sophisticated computer 
technology to Czechoslovakia. U. S. officials insist the manufacturing 
knowhow involved could be useful in the weapons-development efforts 
of Eastern-bloc countries. 

Both deals-one involving France's Bull-GE, the other Britain's In
ternational Computers & Tabulators-are up for review by NATO's 
coordinating committee, which advises on strategic exports. If U.S. 
delegates to the committee can't arrange to tie up the sales, the Adminis
tration will try to convince the British and French governments not to 
grant export licenses to ICT and Bull. The U.S. may also ask General 
Electric to order its French subsidiary to drop the deal. 

Chances now appear slim that the Kiesinger government will agree to 
buy more military hardware from the U.S. to offset the cost of keeping 
American troops in West Germany. 

The Germans say their armed forces can't absorb any more than the 
$750 million of equipment slated to be bought under the present pay
ments treaty expiring at midyear. Instead of arms purchases, the Ger
mans propose to buy U.S. treasury bonds or similar securities to help 
ease pressure on the dollar. 

Effects of the German stance won't be felt by U. S. military hardware 
producers for some time, though. Some $500 million remains to be spent 
from the $750 million arms outlay already agreed upon. 

In a move to better its chances for Japanese uhf-television orders, the 
Shiba Electric Co. has signed an agreement to produce klystrons devel
oped by the English Electric Valve Co. 

Shiba and the other major Japanese producers of tv broadcast equip
ment are jockeying for contracts from 22 new tv stations that recently 
were licensed when the government opened up the uhf channels. Some 
$40 million in equipment will be needed for the new stations. 
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U.K. fears backlash 

from F-111 pullout 

Rumania may break 

planes from France 

Belgian plane order 

still up in the air 

Australian IC firms 

await subsidy award 
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Newsletter from Abroad 
January 22, 1968 

British electronics companies counting on U.S. military business have 
some anxious weeks in store. 

In the wake of Britain's cancellation last week of its order for 50 
F-111 swing-wing fighter-bombers, the Pentagon will take a second look 
at arms contracts won by British producers when "Buy American" rules 
were relaxed. In a 1966 deal under which Britain contracted to buy 
some $2.5 billion in arms from the U.S., the Pentagon agreed to let 
British firms bid on equal terms with American companies for some $725 
million in off set purchases. 

The U.S. still hasn't decided what specific moves it might take in 
response to the Wilson government's action, one of a series of moves 
in the devaluation package designed to bolster Britain's economy. There's 
scant chance, though, that any of the $180 million in offset orders won 
so far by British companies will be canceled. 

AEG-Telefunken now thinks there's a chance Rumania might adopt 
its PAL (for phase alternation line) color-television system. A delegation 
of Rumanian broadcast officials will come to Germany soon to take a 
closer look at the hardware. 

If the Rumanians do go for PAL, it would be a serious setback for 
France. Until now, the feeling was that all the Eastern-bloc countries 
would follow the Russians' lead and adopt the French system, Secam. 

France last month lost a customer when Belgium, which had been 
leaning toward Secam, opted for the Telefunken system. 

A round of last-minute bargaining apparently will decide whether the 
Belgian air force orders its next batch of planes from Northrop, Lock
heed, or France's Dassault. 

In Brussels, the latest word is that Dassault has the edge over the two 
U.S. contenders for the $270 million contract. But there's speculation 
that leaks about the contract are part of the bargaining. The order might 
go to either Northrop or Lockheed in exchange for a waiver of U.S. over
seas spending curbs for Belgium [see story p. 197]. 

The deal-for 106 fighter-bombers worth about $160 million, plus 
$110 million worth of spares and maintenance services-hinges mainly 
on the "offset" business the winning planemaker will throw to Belgian 
companies. Northrop has offered about 50% if its F-5 gets the nod. The 
Dassault deal-for Mirage V's-provides for 70% offset. Lockheed, a 
latecomer to the bidding with its CL9-85B, a modified F-104, has upped 
the ante to 93%. But Dassault has some strong support among Belgian 
companies, who feel they might become regular suppliers to the firm. 

The entire field-Australia's top half-dozen electronics firms-still 
remains in contention for the integrated-circuit contract that the gov
ernment's supply department will let within weeks. Insiders in Canberra 
say no company has established itself as a favorite since the department 
called for bids six months ago. 

Australian officials decided to lump together government orders for 
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France 

Powerful partner 
When ordinary mortals seem about 
to fumble some chance to enhance 
French prestige, count on President 
Charles de Gaulle to hove into 
view. 

De Gaulle took action this month 
when it looked as if France might 
lose some technological face with 
the Russians. As Finance Minister 
Michel Debre and Science Minister 
Maurice Schumann went off to 
Moscow for a five-day visit, the 
French government announced it 
had acquired a one-quarter holding 
in the Compagnie Frarn;aise de 
Television. 

By moving into CFT, de Gaulle 
hopes to squelch any second 
thoughts the Soviets might have 
about the television deals they've 
made with the French. The Rus
sians have adopted CFT's color-t\r 
system, Secam. What's more, they've 
agreed to buy a low-cost color-pic
ture tube developed by the com
pany, and have contracted for CFT 
help in building a plant to produce 
the tube. 

Unmasked. Instead of a shadow 
mask, the tube uses a grille of wires 
to direct the beams from three elec
tron guns onto the right color phos
phors, an idea first proposed by the 
late Ernest 0. Lawrence. In Japan, 
both the Sony Corp. and the Gen
eral Corp. {formerly Yaou Electric) 
make sets with Lawrence tubes. 

The trouble is that the French 
themselves haven't been able to get 
the tube into volume production, 
though they've been working to
wards that end since the earlv 
1960's. The Soviets plan to get int~ 
mass-production of color sets by 
1970 and may look for another pic
ture-tu be deal if the French can't 
deliver. To make sure the French 
can, de Gaulle stepped in. 

Before it wound up with a pow
erful new stockholder, CFT had 
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unsuccessfully sought government 
subsidies to get the tube into pro
duction-something like the funds 
poured into the computer industry 
under the Plan Calcul. 

Late last year, though, the gov
ernment did offer a development 
loan-apparently about $2 million 
-on the condition that it become a 
oart owner of CFT until the loan was 
;epaid. The company balked at first, 
but came around when the govern
ment stepped up pressure to seal 
the deal before the ministers' Mos
cow visit. The major private stock
holders in CFT are electronics giant 
csF-Compagnie Generale de Tele
graphie sans Fil (now being merged 
into Compagnie Fran9aise Thom
son Houston-Hotchkiss Brandt), 
glass and chemicals maker Com
pagnie de St. Cobain, and Sylvain 
Floirat, an influential industrialist 
who currently is president of CFT. 

Under the new setup, Floirat will 
become president and majority 
shareholder of a new CFT affiliate, 
formed to produce the tube, the 
Societe Nouvelle du Tube Fran9ais. 
Jean Cahen-Salvador will replace 
Floirat as CFT president. Cahen
Salvador headed the state-con
trolled aerospace company Nord
A viation until it was merged last 
year with Sud-Aviation, also gov
ernment-run. 

Ready to roll? As for the tube, 
CFT says it has now mastered the 
techniques needed for volume out
put and will have 23-inch tubes 
coming off the lines by late 1969. 
This isn't the first time CFT has 
claimed that mass-production was 
in sight, but with the government 
now involved, the company's pro
nouncements have a sounder ring. 

Also improving CFT's chances of 
making good this time is a rede
signed front end for the tube. The 
phosphor stripes were originally 
laid down on a flat plate mounted 
inside the bulb, but the firm has 
found a way to deposit them on the 
face and still keep them aligned 
with the wires on the grille. 

Japan 

T elechromatic 

Anchor men for network newscasts 
televised in color by Nippon Roso 
Kyokai will be able to call up for 
still color photos starting next 
summer. 

Around June, NHK (the nonprofit 
Japan Broadcasting Corp.) will 
have 30 color-facsimile transmitters 
spotted at local broadcasting sta
tions throughout the country. The 
transmitters will feed-over tele
phone lines-receivers at major 
broadcast centers in Tokyo and 
Osaka, where network color news
casts originate. 

When NHK starts its color-fac
simile transmissions, it will become 
the first to do so on a regular basis. 
Black-and-white facsimile is an 
everyday thing, but only the J ap
anese have developed a practical 
unit for color thus far. The equip-

Gallic guardian. Irked about CFT's 
long delay in getting picture tube into 
production, President de Gaulle made 
his government a CFT shareholder. 
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ment was developed jointly by NHK 

and Toho Denki Co., a subsidiary 
of the Matsushita Electric Indus
trial Co. that specializes in fac
simile equipment. The color trans
mitters cost about $2,200 installed, 
and the receivers about $6,000. 

The lineup. A line-sequential 
scanning scheme is used, transmit
ting information for one prin1ary 
color at a time. That way, the in
formation is no more complex than 
for black-and-white transmission 
and can be handled by a voice
grade telephone channel. The sys
tem is compatible with the black
and-white facsin1ilc units NHK 

currently uses. However, the line
sequential scan triples the trans
mission time compared to black 
and white. It takes 7.2 minutes to 
send a color photo. At the receiver, 
the information is used to expose 
a Polaroid color-film pack. 

For transmission, color prints arc 
wrapped on a clrum that spins at 
150 revolutions per minute. A light 
is bounced off the photo, through 
a color-analyzer wheel, and then 
onto a photoh1be to get a video 
signal. 

The advance of the pkkup as
sembly across the rotating drum is 
in steps of 0.213 millimeter-that 
is, there are 4.7 lines per milli
meter. Each line is scanned three 
times, once for each prin1ary color, 
then the pickup advances one line. 

In the pack. The color-by-color 
signals are amplified and then 
transmitted. After amplification at 
the receiver, tlle signals pass 
through correction circuits, one for 
each primary color. 

The correction circuits are 
switched one-by-one onto a second 
amplifier in synchronization with a 
color analyzer. The amplifier out
put modulates the light level of a 
glow tube. Its light passes through 
the analyzer and then passes 
through an assembly of optical 
fibers that converts the circular 
scan into a linear one. 

Like the pickup assembly in the 
transmitter, the film pack is ad
vanced in the receiver. However, 
the film pack advances one-third of 
a basic line for each scan. Thus, the 
spacing between lines is held the 
same at the receiver and the trans
mitter. The advance at the receiver 
gives some overlap of the three 
lines for each prin1ary-color h·io. 
The spacing between the lines, 
though, is less than the resolution 
of both the fiber optics and tl1e 
Polaroid film so that no lines show 
in the reproduced picture. 

Monochrome. For black-and
white transmission, the color trans
mitter is locked onto green and 
each line scanned only once. How
ever, a special receiver with a 
rotating drum carrying light-sensi
tive paper is used rather than sim
ply substituting a costly black-and
white Polaroid film pack. 

Color it otherwise 

Although the shadow mask prevails 
and quite likely will continue to 
do so for some time to come, engi
neers keep on looking for some
thing better as the picture tube for 
color-television receivers. 

Thus far, most efforts to unmask 
the tubes have started with tlie 
premise that the color image would 
be reproduced by mixing three pri
mary colors-red, green, and blue. 
As a result, resolution has been a 
problem since the color phosphors 
have to supply the detail of the 
image. The problem can be skirted 
with little trouble, researchers at 
Japan's Sony Corp. have found. 
Their scheme: reproduce images by 
mixing white and just two primary 
colors. 

Separate and unequal. In an ex
periment using two optically linked 
tubes-one to give a high-resolu
tion black-and-white image and the 
other, with low resolution, for the 
coloring-Sony has shown tl1at the 
scheme works. Satoshi Shimada, 
who headed the research effort, ad
mits the two-tube system has little 
practical prospect. But he's con
vinced the "separated white" con
cept could lead to practical succes
sors to the shadow-mask tube. 

One possibility is the Apple tube, 
which does away with both masks 
and the wire grids used for Law
rence tubes but has inherently low 
resolution. Even the shadow mask 
could benefit. ·with no loss in reso
lution, the shadow mask could be 
twice as coarse in sets working on 
the separated-white principle. 

Accentuating the negative. Sony 
sorts out its white component from 
the regular color-tv signal-a chro
rninance plus a luminance signal. 
As in the circuits that drive con
ventional three-gun picture h1bes, 
the luminance and chrominance 
signals are matrixed to get negative 

COLOR PHOTO POLAROID COLOR PACK 

Color line. Japan Broadcasting Corp. will start feeding color photos from outlying stations 
to main studios in Tokyo and Osaka over telephone lines around midyear. 
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red, green, and blue signals. But 
before they go to their respective 
guns, the negative signals get an 
additional processing. 

This processing, in essence, de
termines which of the three color 
signals {say blue) is smallest and 
uses that level as the white signal. 
The other color signals (green and 
red in this instance) are reduced by 
the amount of the white level and 
then fed to their respective guns. 
The white phosphors, then, can es
tablish the over-all resolution for 
the image and the color phosphors 
need only color it fairly grossly. To 
the human eye, though, the picture 
looks as if the color phosphors had 
high resolution, too. 

Broad stripes. Shimada believes 
the separated-white scheme would 
make line-sequential operation ac
ceptable for tubes having only some 
80 to 100 color-trio stripes. This is 
half or less the number considered 
necessary for an acceptable picture 
reproduced conventionally-that is, 
with the color phosphors setting the 
resolution. 

This feature, Shimada expects, 
will send a lot of people back for 
a second look at the beam-indexed 
Apple tube. Until now, this tube 
had been more or less discounted 
because it required narrow color 
stripes for adequate resolution. 
Narrow stripes means a small beam 
spot, which limits brightness. As 
Shimada sees it, wide color stripes 
could be placed on a glass lattice 
behind the white phosphors on the 
inside of the tube faceplate. The 
white phosphors would also serve 
as an optical diffuser to spread the 
coloring smoothly over the image. 

With conventional picture tubes, 
the separated-white scheme would 
make practical coarser, and thus 
more easily manufactured, masks. 
Instead of the usual color triplet 
for each aperhue in the mask 
there'd be a triplet with a white 
phosphor at the center. 

Such tubes would need four 
guns, a large white gun at the cen
ter with three smaller color guns 
spaced around it. The arrangement 
isn't impossible. The Westinghouse 
Electric Corp. has developed a 
four-gun tube, apparently for better 
black-and-white reception on color 
television receivers. 
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Great Britain 

Logic choice 
Britain's largest computer company, 
International Computers & Tabu
lators Ltd., has proved a nimble 
giant indeed when it comes to in
tegrated circuits. 

The company three months ago 
seemingly ended speculation over 
when it would put a third-genera
tion machine with 1c's on the mar
ket [Electronics, Oct. 30, p. 170]. 
At that time, ICT said it would begin 
delivery by late 1969 of a large, 
multiaccess computer built around 
emitter-coupled logic ( ECL) cir
cuits. 

This month, though, the com
pany made it clear that these large 
machines will represent its second 
excursion into 1c's. The first will 
come this summer, when smaller 
computers with transistor-tran
sistor logic ( TIL) in their central 
processors start coming off the 
company's production lines. Deli
veries of the firm's first 'ITL ma
chine, the 1901A, are slated for 
August. Three others-the 1902A, 
the 1903A, and the 1904A-will 
follow. 

Cost conscious. As with the 
choice of ECL for large processors, 
cost was the prime reason behind 
the company's decision to go with 
'ITL in its small- and medium-size 
processors. Diode-transistor logic, 
the company figured, was too slow 
and ECL too costly for these lines. 

A half-dozen British semiconduc
tor houses are now mass-producing 
TIL, and four of them will supply 
ICT with standard packages having 
an average propagation delay time 
of about 13 nanoseconds. The sup
pliers : the British subsidiaries of 
Texas Instruments, Motorola Inc., 
and SGS-Fairchild, plus Mullard 
Ltd., a subsidiary of Philips Gloei
lampenfabrieken of the Nether
lands. 

Speed counts. Except for their 
central processors, the 'ITL ma
chines will differ little from their 
discrete-component predecessors. 
And in the processors, only the 
logic functions will be handled by 
1c's. Beside reducing size, 1cr says 
the use of 1c's gives the machines 
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All aboard. Technician checks multi
layer circuit board that carries TTL 
packages in ICT's new processors for 
small- and medium-size computers. 

"significantly" greater processing 
capability. 

The new machines will be com
pletely compatible with older 1900 
series discrete-logic units so far as 
programs go. And they will cost 
about the same as the earlier series 
-about $85,000 for the 1901A up 
to around $725,000 for the least ex
pensive version of the 1904A, which 
will be able to handle up to 16 
programs at one time. 

Behold the fringe 
Until holograms came along, opti
cal interferometers were largely 
limited to spotting slight imperfec
tions on highly polished surfaces
lenses and telescope mirrors, for 
instance. With holograms, though, 
interference-fringe maps can be 
plotted for relatively rough and 
complex surfaces. 

Researchers at the University of 
Michigan have been particularly 
adept at applying holography to 
vibration analysis. R. L. Powell and 
K. A. Stetson, for example, have 
used time-averaging-a technique 
that produces, in effect, a multiple
exposure hologram-to record the 
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fringe patterns set up in a sonar 
transducer [Electronics, May 15, 
1967, p. 88]. 

The technique, however, has 
some drawbacks. Because the 
fringe patterns show average vibra
tion, phase relations between vibra
tions at different points on the disk 
can't be spotted. Then, too, the 
contrast between fringes drops off 
as the amplitude of the vibration 
increases. What's more, the best 
vibration frequency at which to 
make the hologram has to be more 
or less guessed at. 

Strobed. A way around these 
drawbacks has been developed by 
a trio of scientists at Britain's Na
tional Physical Laboratory. The 
three, James Burch, Anthony En
nos, and Edward Archbold, de
scribed their method-which adds 
stroboscopy to holography and in
terferometry-last week at a meet
ing sponsored by the Institute of 
Physics and the Physical Society. 

The setup is basically much like 
that used in the time-averaging 
method. A laser beam-in this case 
emanating from a Spectra-Physics 
65-milliwatt helium-neon device
is split to illuminate both the vi
brating disk and a hologram made 
with the disk at rest. 

Before splitting it, though, the 
British pulse the beam by directing 
it at a shaft rotated by a small air 
turbine. A hole 0.015 inch in diam
eter permits two short bursts of 
the beam to pass through the shaft 
with each full turn. Pulse rates 
range up to about 3,500 per second. 

At the same time, a signal to 
control the vibration frequency of 
the test piece is obtained by 
bouncing polarized light off the 
rotating shaft and detecting the 
peaks of light with a photocell. 
This technique keeps the light hit
ting the test disk precisely in phase 
with the transducer moving the 
disk. 

Clear view. As the disk vibrates, 
light from it bounces onto the holo
gram made with the disk at rest. 
The hologram is lit at the same 
time by the laser beam, so fringe 
patterns appear stroboscopically. 
The whole range of frequencies can 
be scanned by varying the speed of 
the shaft and, hence, the beam's 
pulse rate. And since there's no 
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time-averaging, the fringes stay 
clear right up to maximum vibra
tion amplitudes. 

To study phase relationships, the 
angle of the polarized light can be 
varied to dephase the movement 
of the transducer and the pulsed 
beam. 

West Germany 

Road test 
West Germany's Daimler-Benz AG 
goes to considerable lengths to 
make sure that motorists around 
the world know how well-engi
neered its Mercedes passenger cars 
are. And the company is equally 
unstinting in its effort to make sure 
the cars justify the advertising 
claims. 

Daimler-Benz now has a 10-mile 
test track at its Stuttgart-Unter
turkheim plant, a track loaded with 
electronics. There's a system, for 
example, to check out a car's drift 
in a crosswind. Special hardware 
measures steering characteristics. 
A doppler-radar installation meas
ures acceleration and braking, and 
there's even a system to determine 
how much a car's tires expand at 
high speed. 

Getting the drift. To find out how 
a car reacts to a crosswind, Daim
ler-Benz runs it down a 300-foot 
section of the track studded with 
sensor coils and flanked by turbines 
that can blast jets of air at veloci
ties up to gale force. For the test, 
the steering wheel is locked and a 
100-kilohertz oscillator is mounted 
on the auto. As the car moves down 
the test strip, the oscillator signal 
is picked up by successive coils. 
A computing network figures out 
the drift in meters from the number 
of coils the car has passed over. 

Pkkup coils figure, too, in the 
zig-zag test area-the slalom sec
tion-of the track. Slalom runs help 
assess a car's road-holding and 
steering characteristics. The runs 
are clocked by electronic counters 
that are started and stopped by 
pulses induced in the loops as the 
car passes over them. Again, a car
mounted oscillator is used, this 
time operating at a frequency of 5 
khz. 

At high speeds, tire radius can 
expand as much as a quarter-inch, 
lifting the car by the same amount 
and thereby changing the air flow 
under the chassis . For dynamic 
measurements of tire radius, a small 
pulse generator is mounted on one 
of the wheels. ·with each turn of 
the wheel, the generator beats out 
63 pulses that are transmitted to 

~ ---------- -. -- ---- -
. ---- -

Checkpoint. Doppler radars measure speed and braking distance at 
highly instrumented Daimler-Benz test track at Stuttgart-Unterturkheim. 
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a receiver-counter at the track's 
control center. The lower the count, 
the greater the radius, since the car 
travels a fixed distance during the 
test. 

Pulse-quickening. Acceleration, 
deceleration, and braking are tested 
on a half-mile stretch of the track 
fitted out with eight doppler-radar 
sets designed and built by AEG
Telefunken and operating at 9.5 
gigahertz. The eight units are 
switched on and off by embedded 
induction loops as cars pass into 
and out of range. When a car 
passes over a loop, a transceiver in 
the car picks up a 10-khz pulse and 
sends it to the control tower; the 
succession of pulses keeps the ra
dar units keyed to the passing car. 

A 2.3-khz oscillator is triggered 
by contact with the brake pedal 
and is used to test braking. The 
oscillator signal is radioed to the 
control tower where, together with 
the speed input from the doppler 
radar, it is fed into a small comput
ing netvvork. 

International 

Entrenched privilege 

President Johnson's moves this 
month to cut the outflow of capital 
from the U.S. may turn out to have 
surprisingly little impact on over
seas plant investments by American 
electronics companies. 

At first, word that restrictions 
had been slapped on capital trans
fers overseas had executives of 
firms with big foreign operations 
wondering if they' cl have to recast 
their investment plans. Their first 
look at the regulations, however, 
left these executives breathing 
easier. Apparently, about the only 
companies that will be seriously 
fettered by the curbs are those 
planning heavy initial investments 
in Europe this year. 

Bank on it. Companies on the 
scene for some time figure they can 
raise any inveshnent capital they'll 
need in Europe. "Despite the re
strictions, we're optimistic," says 
Douglas O'Connor, who heads 
Texas Instruments Incorporated's 
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subsidiary in West Germany. 
O'Connor's view is shared by of

ficials at the International Tele
phone & Telegraph Corp., the 
International Business Machines 
Corp., and others who have top
drawer credit ratings with Euro
pean financial houses. Johnson's 
restrictions, intended to h·im $1 
billion from the U.S. balance-of
payments deficit, don't apply to 
money raised abroad. 

Nearly everybody, though, ex
pects U.S. companies raising new 
capital abroad will have to pay 
more for it now than in the past. 
Interest rates were on the rise in 
Europe even before the curbs were 
announced, and with more U.S. 
companies combing the market for 
capital, further increases are cer
tain. Financial circles in Paris, for 
example, expect the rate for "Euro
dollar" loans to rise to 8% or 9% 
this year. At year end, borrowers 
were paying 7% for Eurodollars. 

Plowed back. Big, "old-foreign
hand" companies can also do some 
self-financing by reinvesting profits 
made abroad. Although the new 
regulations clamp a moratorium on 
capital outlays by U.S. firms in the 
major West European countries
Britain excepted-they do allow 
companies to reinvest the earnings 
of their subsidiaries in amounts up 
to 35% of their average annual in
veshnent during 1965 and 1966. 

In Britain-and in Canada, Ja
pan, and Aush·alia-the regulations 
allow new capital outlays. But the 
lin1it for h·ansfers of inveshnent 
funds to these countries is 65% of 
the 1965-66 average, and the same 
rate holds for reinveshnents. Thus, 
companies that have been sh·ength
ening overseas subsidiaries by 
plowing back all their earnings will 
have to either slow expansion or 
go into local money markets. 

Buffeted. Hardest hit will be 
elech·onics companies that had 
been feeling their way into Europe 
and had slated big moves this year. 
They will get little lift from rein
vested earnings and will find it hard 
to borrow in local money markets. 

Some think smaller companies 
that planned to break into Europe 
may have to settle for licensing 
deals to gain a foothold, rather than 
outright investments. 

Now in 
publication! 

A Fully 
Documented 
Analysis of 
International 
Electronics 

Four volumes of incisive data- by country
basic elements in planning and maintaining 
a position of marketing strength in the 
international electronics markets. 

Updated regularly, information is 
gathered on the spot and covers all 
aspects of doing business in elec
tronics in every major electronics 
market of the world. Tariffs, govern
ment policies, exchange controls, 
credit, trade unions, even the impact 
of smuggling are covered in these 
in-depth reports. 

Send for complete, free information 

sensus international 
r-----------------, 

Please send me your free, 
descriptive literature. 

Title __________ _ 

Company _ _ ____ __ _ 

Street ___ ____ ___ _ 

City ____ ______ _ 

State ___ ____ Zip. __ _ 

SENSUS INTERNATIONAL 
712 Montgomery Street, 
San Francisco, Calif. 94111 

If you can't wait, 
call (415) 989-6973 

-----------------~ 
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Varactor Sources-
for high power 
• Plug in Crystal Oscillators 

give choice of frequencies 
within 100 MHz channels 

11 Meets U.S. military specifications 

• Up to 300 mW output 
• Input 25 Wat 28 V.D.C. 
• Weight 4 lbs. 
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AND Step Recovery Sources -
for local oscillators 

• Electrically tunable over 400 MHz 
• 10 mW output 
• 2 W input at 22 V.D.C. 
• F.M. noise 80 d.B. per Hz at 50 KHz from carrier 
• Low cost 
• Meets U.S. military specifications 
• Weight 5 ozs. 

G. & E. BRADLEY LTD 
BRADLEY MICROWAVE 

ELECTRAL HOUSE, NEASDEN LANE, LONDON, N.W.10. 
TELEPHONE : 01-450 7811 TELEGRAMS : BRADELEC LONDON N.W.10. TELEX: 25583 

In the United States-EDWIN INDUSTRIES CORP., 
11933 Tech Road, Silver Spring , MD., 30904. Tel: 3016220700 
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When you ··1ook'' at faster-than-nanosecond 
pulses ... do you really SEE them? 

You can with hp 's new pulse viewing system - the only way you can get 
the true picture of nanosecond and picosecond pulses! 

The hp state-of-the-art 12.4 GHz Sampling System with 
28 ps rise time capabilities shows you overshoot, pertur
bations and rise time that you didn't know were there! 
Now, you can see everything that happens to signals put 
through your tunnel diodes, transistors, integrated cir
cuits and other high speed devices. 

You can pick any part of a high -speed repetitive pulse 
train, magnify it more than a million times and view it 
with 28 ps rise time capability. And ... when you check 
rise time, you can be sure you're seeing the rise time of 
your faster-than-nanosecond signal-and not the rise 
time of your measuring system. 

Even when your signal has rate-jitter, the easy-to-use 
hp 1425A Time Base and Delay Generator-the first 
sampling plug-in to give you delayed sweep-permits 
detailed examination of your expanded pulses. And ... 
you can make high resolution time measurements with 
ultra -stable 10 ps/cm sweeps . 

For the complete story on how the versatile hp 12.4 
GHz Sampling System can take the doubt out of your 
rise time measurements, contact your nearest hp field 
engineer. He can show you why Hewlett-Packard is first 
in sampling oscilloscopes: First with 12.4 GHz sam-

piing, first with 28 ps rise time sampling, first with 
sampling TDR (now 40 ps), first with high impedance 
(100 kn) sampling input, first with convenient variable 
persistence and storage-Fl RST IN SAMPLING! Or, 
write to Hewlett- Packard , Palo Alto, California 
94304. In Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva. 

Price of hp 12.4 GHz Sampling System with 28 ps 
rise time capabilities: With hp 140A Oscilloscope, 
$5895; with hp 141A Variable Persistence and Storage 
Oscilloscope, $6695. 

hp 140: The scope system that gives you 
, BETTER PERFORMANCE IN ANY DIRECTION! 
12.4 GHz Sampling • 40 or 150 ps TOR 20 MHz 
Wideband • High-sensitivity, no drift • Variable 
Persistence and Storage. 

HEWLETTlf; PACKARD 

OSCILLOSCOPE SYSTEMS 
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Laser-beam detectors ... from RCA 
MATERIAL. TYPE LASER 

WAVELENGTH 
(Angstroms) 

Ne Gas 3324 
N2 Gas 3371 
Ar Gas 4579 
Ar Gas 4765 
Ar Gas 4880 
CdS Semiconductor 4950 
Ar Gas 4965 
Ar Gas 5017 
Ar Gas 5145 
CaF2:Ho3+ Crystal 5512 
Kr Gas 5682 
LaF3:Pr3+ Crystal 5985 
Y203:Eu3+ Crystal 6113 
HgHe Gas 6150 
HeNe Gas 6328 
Al203:Cr3+ Crystal 6929 
Al20 3:Cr3+ Crystal 6934 
SrF2 :sm2 + Crystal 6969 
Al203:Cr3+ Crystal 7009 
Al20 3 :Cr3 +. Crystal 7041 
CaF2 :Sm2 + Crystal 7083 
Al20 3 :Cr3 + Crystal 7670 

GaAs Semiconductor 8400 
Na-Ca-Si Glass 9200 
Li-Mg-Al-Si Glass 10150 
Y3Al50 12:Yb3+ Crystal 10296 
CaF2 :Nd3 + Crystal 10460 
CaW04 :Pr3+ Crystal 10468 
K-Ba-Si Glass 10600 
C02 Gas 10600 
CaMo04 :Nd3+ Crystal 10610 
LaF3:Nd3+ Crystal 10633 
Y3Al 50 12:Nd3+ Crystal 10648 
CaF2 :Tm2 Crystal 11160 

Working on detector circuits for use in the visible and 
near-infrared portion of the spectrum? Here's a useful 
tool: the RCA Laser Applications Chart and Prelimi
nary Tube Selection Guide. Combined, they form a 
summary of many of RCA's coherent visible-radiation 
detection and mixing devices. All have broad band
width, low noise, and fast response. Both the Chart 
and Guide are published in the booklet PIT-704A, that 
also includes electrical characteristics, quantum effi
ciency data, and rise time curves. For your copy of 
this booklet, as well as technical data sheets on spe
cific types, write: RCA Commercial Engineering, Sec
tion A-19P-4, Harrison, New Jersey 07029. 
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RCA Photomultiplier 
Tubes for Laser-Beam 
Detection (PIT-704A). 

Two examples of 
RCA Photomul
tipliers, offering 
high perform
ance and high 
speed for visible 
and near-infra
red laser-beam 
detection. 

NOMINAL 
DIAMETER 

(inches) 

3/4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

5 

Dormer 
(.65 x .5) 

3/4 

1-1/2 

2 

RCA 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER 

TUBE TYPE NO. 

8644 
8645 

4459 

4463 

7265 

7326 

C31000A 

4464 

C70045C 

4465 

4526 

C70102B 

7102 

C70007A 
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